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From the publisher

The revolution is alive and well
Siberia, just saying the name conjures up images of a far away land, inhospitable,
remote, difficult to get to and even more difficult to leave for those sent there against
their will. The wildness and vast open space, far from both the East and the West - the
perfect place for gulags and revolutionaries!
How ironic that the small settlement of Novosibirsk, established not much more
that 100 years ago at the cross roads of Europe and Asia should become one of
Russia's fastest growing population centers with more than 1.3 Mio people today
and scores of R&D centers, institutes and commercial enterprises. This outpost of
revolutionary thinking should eventually became a hotbed of innovative economic
thinking in 1970's and 1980's, with teachers openly studying Paul Samuelson's macro and micro economics (and passing their secrets on to their students), while those
in Moscow were forbidden at the time from access to such radical ideas. How ironic
that in this remote destination should spring up some of the most innovative thinkers in Russia in such fields as bio technology, synthetic materials, power electronics
and many other advanced scientific innovations. Necessity is, they say, the mother
of invention.
Through this issue of the Regional Profile we will explore this fascinating land and
introduce you to some of the people which have made this one of the leading scientific centers in the country. We will also highlight the pioneering efforts of such places
as Akademgorodok, and the Koltsovo Science City in their creation of a new generation and techno parks and business incubators which are designed to attract young
scientists and innovators from across the country to put down their roots in this land

Kendrick D. White
Principal Manager,
Marchmont Capital Partners

and focus on the commercial realization of their innovative ideas we will also outline
the region's economic development plan through 2025, which includes and $800 m.
overhaul of the local airport and billions of dollars of investments into education,
infrastructure and housing.
Finally, our Regional Profile this month offers a unique look into how this region
developed as it did, in spite of its lack of significant natural resources, and remote
location. Our conclusion is that these initial disadvantages have actually fostered a
certain sense of independence, self sufficiency and self determination in the local
population which turned out to be quite useful in attracting exactly the sort of independently minded people which have been migrating here during the past half century. …and it is the second and third generation of revolutionaries from Siberia which
are today setting out to storm back out across Russia and into the global market
place with their ideas, innovations and re-emergence as a leader in scientific innovation. In fact, one of our aims is to show that this region's current and future importance in the Russian economy is not so ironic after all, but actually rather inevitable given its unique history.
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From the editorial team

The Siberian spirit
The first Russians who settled in Siberia were Cossacks, former serfs who fled their
homes and their masters in search of a free life at the outskirts of the Empire. Then
pioneers arrived, mostly travelers and explorers, many of whom were creative people
with freedom in their souls. Next were ordinary people in search of better life, as well
as the Old Believers, members of an austere traditionalist branch of the Russian Orthodox Church. Their strict moral principles enabled many of them to achieve great
success in business and later they became the core of the famous Russian merchant
class of the 19th century.
Along with the migration of these many disparate groups, Siberia's history includes
the arrival of almost continuous waves of political exiles. Before the revolution of
1917 Decembrists, members of the "Narodnaya Volya", social democrats, and other
rebels who dreamed to change Russia's political structure were exiled to Siberia later,
under Stalin, kulaks (prosperous peasants) and intellectuals (including talented scientists), were sent there by authorities who viewed them as dangerous to the dictator's regime because of their education. Finally, after the Second World War, young
people went there to look for a romantic life – "to find the fog and the smell of the
taiga" as the song goes.
The main guarantee of any democracy is a free entrepreneurial spirit. I believe
that the people who live in Siberia value this idea enormously. It's reflected not only
in their region's economy but in their personal integrity and character.

Alexander Blagov
Executive Director in Publishing,
Marchmont Capital Partners

Discover the new Siberia

Oleg Prokhorenko
Regional Editor – Siberia,
Marchmont Capital Partners

For a long time Siberia was a place few foreigners visited and even less understood.
After the fall of "the iron curtain" attitudes changed rapidly. "Actors" could now be
seen on the Siberian stage. However, something still prevented these foreigners from
"enjoying the show" to the full extent. Maybe it was the news from Russia always
seems to focus on Moscow and St.Petersburg? Or the "dark glasses" imposed by the
political press?
MARCHMONT Capital Partners sees Russia through a different lens. Our goal is to
show life outside the borders of Moscow through the clear prism of professional business
journalism. Our first two Investment Guide's to Russia – on Nizhny Novgorod and Ekaterinburg – were received with great enthusiasm by Russian and foreign businessmen.
This is our third profile – about Siberia, in particular about Novosibirsk, the capital of
this Terra Incognita. The Novosibirsk region, unlike other Siberian regions, does not have
powerful natural resources. This, as many experts agree, is its advantage because hydrocarbons and gold have a limited potential. Science, for which this city is famous, can be
mined forever.
Siberia and its unique opportunities are still waiting to be discovered. We are sure
that this publication will provide you with the insight "binoculars" you need to get a
closer look.
Our readers will notice another flagship feature of this issue of the journal in a bonus
section dedicated to Tomsk, a prelude, as it were, to our next regional profile on Siberia.
This issue will be completely dedicated to the economy of Western Siberia ,varied in its
character yet unified in its geographic location and traditions. Don't miss the premier!
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Novosibirsk region:
70 years of history

Community leaders
Dear readers!

Viktor Tolokonsky,
The Governor
of the Novosibirsk region

The Novosibirsk region has a rich and long history. Its modern state was determined by the building of
the Trans Siberian Railway which provided a powerful incentive not only for the development of
Novosibirsk but also for many cities and districts located along the railway. It took less than a century to
develop our great manufacturing potential. Dozens of higher and secondary education establishments,
branches of Academies of Medical and Agricultural Sciences, the Novosibirsk scientific center, well-known
all over the world, are concentrated here. There are fine theatres, a marvelous symphony orchestra and a
lot of interesting museums in our region.
Novosibirsk's regional manufacturing is targeted at high-tech industries and the development of science
intensive technology. Together with scientists from the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science,
community representatives and a number of experts the plans covering Strategy of the Novosibirsk Region
Development until 2025 was created. This document defines our main goal – to make the Novosibirsk
region a leading innovative center in the Russian East. To achieve this goal, a techno park, an industriallogistic park, an international air transport junction, energy and new power energy company "clusters"
are to be developed.
Setting up the techno park is the most important investment project of the region. The nucleus of its
innovative infrastructure will be uniting science, education, manufacturing and business into a single
team.
Implementing all these tasks requires dynamic economic development and large scale capital
investment. That's why we are trying hard to allocate new production facilities and increase the volume
of material manufacturing in the Novosibirsk region. And we're succeeding – today the economic
development rate of the region is higher than the Russian average. We're successful despite our
considerable lack of gas, oil, coal and steel – the sales of which form tax basis of many other Siberian
regions.
Our citizens see the future of their region in science, founded on the achievements of Russian scientists,
and look forward to enjoying a new, high standard of living.

Dear friends!
Despite its relative youth as a city, Novosibirsk has become one of the largest cities in Russia. Not without
reason is it called the second Chicago, thanks in no small part to its impressive growth rate. For 114 years
– not long in historical terms – the city has sat firmly at the top of the rankings, today ranking third for
population size and human potential and fourth in terms of physical area.
Novosibirsk is situated at the crossroads of railway, air and water transport routes and can be deservedly
called the largest transport center of Western Siberia. Its prominent logistical role means the city is in
need of a branched system of warehousing terminals, something that investors have recognized and as a
result are gradually putting into place.
Having grown 9.8% in 2006 alone, our city's economy is rapidly growing. Indeed, for five years in a
row now; it has been growing at a rate faster than the Russian average. While natural resources fuel
economic growth in other regions, ours is fueled by manufacturing and science.
You've only to look at the increasing number of investors the city is attracting year by year to see its
economic growth in action. The fruits of their confidence in the city come in the shape of shopping and
entertainment malls, office complexes and hotels, all of which provide new jobs to our citizens. Our
partners and investors from within Russia and beyond come for the favorable political and economic
climate but stay for the openness, hospitality and cordiality that Siberia is known for.
The city is seeing a building boom, with advanced technology and building materials used extensively.
Success in the building sector has seen housing construction double, with 2007 alone expected to see a
further 350,000–500,000 square meters of housing built. Facts like these will no doubt be instrumental
in further efforts to attract investors to the city.
But it's the people who make Novosibirsk what it is and will make it all that it can be. Their talent,
soul, energy, hard work, well-being and love for their home city are all factors that will ultimately
determine the city's success.
We are doing a lot, but there is always room for improvement. While I've no doubt Novosibirsk will
retain its capital status, we must now push ahead to build on the economic growth rates already seen and
increase and benefit the city's potential.
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Boris Brusilovsky, chairman of the Novosibirsk Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI)

Our future depends on each of us making
a difference and caring about society
When my business showed steady development and I could look around me for a short while I noticed that all my
fellow entrepreneurs had the same kind of problems that I had. That is why I decided to head the Novosibirsk
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. I believe businesspeople should join efforts to tackle common problems and act as a team.
The first Chambers of Commerce and Industry emerged several hundred years
ago. Now such chambers are well established all over the world. The Soviet Union's first chamber association began in
1921. At that time Chambers of Commerce and Industry differed from present
non-governmental non-profit organizations. They were part of the administrative system which accounted for the
USSR's external economic activities. After the country's socio-political environment had undergone dramatic changes,
Chambers of Commerce and Industry became independent organizations with a
wider scope of activities. In fact, the concepts of self-organization and self-government play a decisive role in the life of
modern Russian society.
Under socialism, an individual used to
be nothing but a cog in the machine of
the State; we totally depended on public
authorities, and had to seek their help for
petty problems of our everyday life. But
times have changed. It's no good hoping
that someone else will come and take care
of our city and the welfare of its residents
– now it is our concern.
The network of CCI associations in
present-day Russia numbers 150. Their
common mission is to help educate and
promote business by providing members
with the tools they need to be competitive, contemporary and ethical. In short,
we promote social self-regulation of economic activities.
We participate in various councils on entrepreneurial activities, hold round-table
conferences and meetings with supervisory authority and represent the interests of
entrepreneurs in case where their rights are
infringed. Apart from dealing with legal issues, the Department of Legal Consulting
prepares and brings forward formal proposals aimed to provide entrepreneurs with
legislative backing. We also take an active
part in the establishment of commissionsfor example, those which decide on interest rate subsidies for bank loans.
Another key part of our work is to provide access. This means that when our
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members seek foreign partners, we help
them find sources to promote their production in export markets. The Novosibirsk
CCI Department of External Economic Activities often arranges business trips and
business missions for Novosibirsk entrepreneurs. Under the auspices of CCI, delegations from many European and Asian
countries also pay visits to Novosibirsk. We
maintain partnership relations with enterprises and non-commercial organizations
from China, Korea, Italy, Germany, Slovenia and many other countries.
Information support is another major
activity. Our Publishing Center presents
analytical business review 'Delovoy Partnyor' ('Business Partner') and its weekly
counterpart 'Delovoy Chetverg' ('Business
Thursday') also available on-line, which
help members keep up on the latest economic and business news. The Novosibirsk Chamber of Commerce and Industry offers training courses as well. Its
members can attend seminars on national customs, tax and patent law. We also
arrange presentations for companies,
goods and services.
The Novosibirsk CCI also provides certification and expert examination services. Our association performs numerous
examinations of quality control and price
issues and prepares certificates of the origin of goods. The Chamber's final reports
are accepted as valid in many courts of

law, including the International Court of
Justice.
We are currently working on the program of assistance to start-up companies,
whic h would involve consulting and
searching for investors among other
planned support services. We are setting
up a new business agency to be responsible for this. Oleg Suvorov, Vice President
of the Novosibirsk CCI, has undertaken
the development of the business incubator. We give free consultations on certain
issues, and it's a shame most businessmen
miss these consultations because such
opportunities are still so new for them.
Another non-governmental organization which I am head of is the Institute of
City Development, a sort of a club, comprising of experts who meet to discuss
possible development strategies applicable to Novosibirsk. We all agree that our
city should evolve into Siberia's center for
innovation, at the same time retaining its
administrative, logistic and cultural resources. It is all the more important now,
when we see the emergence of rival cities
claiming their status as international traffic and logistics centers.
Our city is rich in skillful, active and
experienced people, who do think about
the public good. I hope in the years to
come civil society will increasingly participate in the life and development of
Novosibirsk and Russia in general.

Community leaders
Yury Bernadsky, General Director of the Interregional Association of Business Managers

Supporting effective business should be a primary task
Novosibirsk's economic structure differs from the rest of Russia. In the past it relied on its significant deposits
of raw materials, but now it's time for local businesses to focus on mining the region's intellectual potential.
One of the ideas being considered is to create a large scale federal techno park.
Innovation in mac hine building and
processing industries are two sectors of
the local economy whose development is
based not on usage of non-renewable
resources but on creating serious highly
intellectual products. Despite the fact
that four governmental programs targeted at developing of these sectors have
been approved and put into implementation, Russia is still far behind other
world economies in terms of modernizing its industries.
Over the past 15 years the number of
machines and other equipment in Russia
has decreased by 33 times. Some indus-

trial practices have been lost forever. Because of this, it's vital that the federal
government makes financing the development of major industrial sectors a priority. Without such support, it will be impossible for Russia to compete on the world
level of market when it enters the WTOwhere competition is already fierce.
That is why our Association is advocating programs and policies that support
the business and investment climate in
the region. Each year our Association, in
cooperation with regional authorities,
prepares dozens of proposals for new regulations and laws. This comprehensive list

of solutions to improve the regional and
municipal economy tackles the key issues
faced by many businesses today.
A concrete example of one of our
achievements is a development strategy
for the Chkalov Aircraft Building Factory
in Novosibirsk. It's the first such program
approved and financed by the regional
government and supervised at the federal level. The ambitious five year plan is
aimed at increasing production volume
eightfold. The Chkalov experience shows
how governmental support needs to be
expanded to help successful businesses
become even more productive.

Michael Cantzler, Consule General of the Federal Republic of Germany in Novosibirsk

The year of Siberia
This year, Germany is celebrating The Year of Siberia in Germany. It is a key event to help make German
companies aware of the many opportunities here. Siberia is experiencing a considerable boom: its industrial
manufacturing is rapidly developing and German entrepreneurs are very interested in the region. The
Novosibirsk region's authorities are very involved in the long-term development of German-Siberian
cooperation.
Many companies in the Siberian Federal
District have been maintaining partnership relations with German businessmen
for years. The potential of this region, including raw materials, exceeds the potential of many European countries. Manufacturing growth in Siberia is more intensive than all of Russia and that's why it
attracts German businessmen. There are
many national residential housing
projects in Russia that German firms are
involved with: Veka, Gealan and Rehau
manufacture thermal window replacement units in Novosibirsk. In addition to
the building industry, German software
firms are developing their activity here.
Novosibirsk State Technical University
has acquired German equipment for training its young engineers. Siemens has a
strong position in the field of regional
electrical energy.
Germany's ambassador to Russia Walter Schmid personally visited Novosibirsk
in March. Then the Economic Day of Siberia was celebrated in Germany at Hano-

ver Fair in April-it was a great success.
The President's Plenipotentiary in the Siberian Federal District Anatoly Kvashnin,
together with governors and representatives of five Siberian regions, were at the
Hanover Fair to talk about Siberia's great
potential. They met with the Chairman of
the Eastern Committee of German Industry Dr. Klaus Mangold and State Secretaries of Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Federal Ministry for Economy and Technology Georg Boomgaarden and Dr.Bernd
Pfaffenbach. More events to celebrate the
Year of Siberia in Germany are being
planned. In November, a German-Russian
conference dedicated to middle-class development will take place on November
21st in Stuttgart, with Siberia having a
special focus.
In July a Russian fund named "Trendi"
(Trends) and the German Society of Foreign Affairs organized a conference on the
subject "Dynamics of Demography Proc-
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esses" as part of the Petersburg Dialogue
Forum. Governor Victor Tolokonsky continued this dialogue at the Investment
Forum of Siberia.
In Tomsk in September, also as part of
the Petersburg Dialogue, there was a conference dedicated to the fight against the
most dangerous infectious diseases such
as TB, AIDS and hepatitis. The federal
lands of Lower Saxony and Baden Wuerttemberg sent delegations from the European Community to participate in this
conference. For the first time Germany
officially announced its participation in
a building fair named Sibstroy which will
take place in Novosibirsk next year. We
plan to have almost 20 exhibitors from
Germany. The Consulate General of Germany in Novosibirsk, in cooperation with
the Representation of German Economy
Union in Moscow, is working together to
support these and other initiatives of German business in Siberia.

The author emphasizes that he expresses his personal opinion in this article.
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Jorg Hetsch, Chairman of the Board of German Business Association in the Russian Federation

Conquest of the "sleeping land"
In comparison with European cities Novosibirsk is very young. It was founded in 1893 while the construction
of the Trans-Siberian railway was still underway. Since that time it has developed from a rustic village
of 200 dwellers into the third largest city in Russia. Its rapidly changing political environment has turned
Novosibirsk into an economic powerhouse.
Today Novosibirsk has become the key
economic center in Siberia for machine
building; defense; aircraft building; metallurgy (ferrous and non-ferrous); electric engineering and electronics; chemical and pharmaceutical industries; food
processing; agricultural machine building
and production of building materials.
Novosibirsk's dominant position in Siberia is further enhanced by its vital role
as a transport hub from West to East and
vice versa, and as transshipment point for
cargo moving south to China, South Korea and Middle Asia. The city is also home
to numerous R&D institutes of nuclear
physics, organic chemistry, cytology, genetics, geology and geophysics. A growing number of IT companies are also being incubated here as part of a long term
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strategy for Novosibirsk to become Siberia's Silicon Valley.
The strategic advantage of Novosibirsk's location, infrastructure (the city
has two airports: one is international and
the other is for internal routes), together
with the Trans-Siberian railway, high educational level and scientific potential is
being recognized by a growing number of
foreign companies who have set up their
offices here.
German firms are particularly wellrepresented in Novosibirsk. 2007 was proclaimed the Year of Siberia in Germany.
This has created an opportunity for many
German companies to look more closely
at setting up business here. Many see the
region as becoming the base for their expansion into Asia.

Although Germany's share of foreign
trade in the entire Siberian Federal District was only $388m or 2.5 %, in the Novosibirsk region it was 6.6%. German trade
is fifth after Ukraine, Kazakhstan, China
and France. The most important German
imports are chemical products (20.5% of
total imports), followed by agricultural
products, food products, mac hines,
equipment and FMCGs.
German manufacturers also play an
important role in establishing fur farms
and supplying agricultural machines. All
of this activity is strongly supported by a
local office of the German Business Association in the Russian Federation.
For foreign companies, the most important stimulator for investment or for
establishing production facilities here is
Novosibirsk's strategic geographic location. Whether producing goods for the
regional or national Russian market or
exporting to China and Central Asia, the
cost savings shipping goods from Novosibirsk to these areas are significant.
The region's industrial production last
year topped 1bln. Although this puts the
region only in the middle group of Russia's best performing areas, the region has
huge growth potential. Lacking significant deposits of natural resources, its future lies in the hi-tech sector (the Academic City, just 30 kilometers away, offers hi-tech companies tremendous opportunities); maximizing its transport
hub and increasing support to local manufacturers of agricultural products.
The local administration has ambitious
construction projects underway which is
attracting first class manufacturers and
suppliers of building materials.
The expansion and upgrading of Tolmachevo International Airport is expected to cost EUR 500m . After all this work
is complete Novosibirsk will become a key
central gateway for air transportation
between Europe and Asia. This will also
help boost the region's tourism sector. But
this development will require significant
investments in hotels, shops and transportation infrastructure.

Community leaders
Elena Dugelnaya, Chairman, Novosibirsk regional branch of Delovaya Rossia (Business Russia)

Regulations have to be changed by comprehansive laws
Our organization plays an active role in the economic and social life of Novosibirsk and the region.
One of our aims is to appraise the measures in place to offer state support to businesses and entrepreneurs.
We particularly look at the legislative acts taken to provide incentives for investment projects,
small businesses, IT, scientific and innovative activity in the Novosibirsk region.

Our experts have analyzed around 130
normative legal acts pertaining to Novosibirsk and its surrounding region, as well
as the legal frameworks of other Russian
regions. From the viewpoint of economic
activity we have arrived to the following
conclusions.
The legal regulation of the Novosibirsk
region is such that normative legal acts
vary both in number and in effectiveness
across the various branches of the economy. Agriculture was found to have the
most effective normative regulation,
while regulation concerning manufacturing was the most insufficient, lacking special laws and regulation for fundamental
manufacturing spheres such as mechanical engineering and defense. Regulation
in other sectors including residential real
estate, investment activity, trade and
services also required particular attention, we found.
Regulation in most of the region's economic sectors is implemented without any
basic laws, meaning significant industries
suc h as manufacturing, ag r iculture,
building, trade and services are regulat-

ed either by separate laws or by-law normative legal acts.
Among the sources of legal regulation,
by-law acts prevail, particularly regulations and resolutions of the Novosibirsk
regional governor. Although this method
of regulation is on the whole highly responsive and flexible it cannot be considered ideal. The governor's by-law regulations lack unified support and regulation
governing the region's economy lack stability and clarity.
At the heart of regulation covering
practically all economic sectors is the acts
of state support for businesses. The most
effective measures are economic but the
mechanism of providing them is not fully
in place yet.
Following its analyses Delovaya Rossia suggested a range of acts designed to
contribute to the development of investment activity in the Novosibirsk region.
For example, among our recommendations was the adoption of normative legal acts for providing extra guarantees
for investment projects. These would
particularly be in the form of guarantees
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of compensation in the event of adverse
circumstances such as investment nationalization or requisition, illegal actions or negligence on the part of the
authorities or their officials. We also
moved for the introduction of a special
law, "On Innovation Activity", which
would regulate the implementation of
innovative investment projects.
Including these and other insertions
into normative legal acts would, in our
opinion, increase the investment attractiveness of the Novosibirsk region. Novosibirsk is a dynamic city in which a large
number of young people live, a factor
that greatly influences entrepreneurs in
a positive way and contributes towards
successful business development. Novosibirsk has a great advantage - the authorities of the city and region are not
authoritarian and the region enjoys a
favorable entrepreneurial climate. As far
as we're concerned all official bodies, be
it the authorities of the city, region or
district, have demonstrated that they are
open to dialog and contact with the business community.
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Ranking Russia's cities
Factor

Moscow

Nizhny Novgorod

Ekaterinburg

Novosibirsk

Population, in millions

10.425

1.284

1.339

1.392

Average salary, in rubles (dollars)

18,000
(706)

10,188
(400)

14,237
(560)

12,737
(500)

Budget revenues for 2007, billion
rubles (billion dollars)

740.6
(29)

13
(0.51)

13.5
(0.53)

19.2
(0.75)

Foreign trade in 2006, billions of
dollars

61.6

3.6

9

1.4

1817.8
(67.3)

170.4
(6.3)

302
(11.2)

166.3
(6.2)

Number of students in institutions
of higher education, in thousands

1198

180

208

171

Number of metro stations

173

13

6

12

Retail turnover in 2006, billion
rubles (billion dollars)

WHY NOVOSIBIRSK?
The key region between European
Russia and the Far East; proximity to
Central Asia; high population density.
The crossroad of North-South and
East-West logistics; one of the main
Siberian hubs.
Rapidly growing SME sector.
Regional plan to attract 190 billion
rubles ($7.45bn) of investment for
economic and social development.
Ranked 3d among all RF regions
(2006) with the best legislative
conditions for investment.

Why Novosibirsk?

The Novosibirsk region: general information

Location. Novosibirsk is 3,191 km from Moscow. The region's center is located on
the Priobskoe Plateau close to the Ob river valley. Almost all the territory is within the
borders of the West Siberian geologic plate. The area is predominantly flat, with little
difference in elevation.
Administrative center. Novosibirsk is the capital of the region and the Siberian
Federal District. The population is 1.4 million (2006), the area – 500.2 square kilometers. The city is divided in ten administrative districts. The average population
density is 2,786 people per square kilometer. Novosibirsk includes the towns Berdsk,
Ob, Koltzovo and Krasnoobsk and accounts for three quarters of the Gross Regional
Product.
Territory. The Novosibirsk region covers 178,200 square kilometers, 1.05% of the
total territory of the Russian Federation. There are more than 400 rivers that are 10
kilometers long and 21 rivers more than 100 km. long. The largest river is the Ob. It
winds its way through the region for 400 km.
Agriculture. There are 7.8 million hectares of agricultural area including 3.66 million hectares of arable land. The major crops are wheat, oats, barley and rye with a
total production of 4 million tons.

Local population:
Novosibirsk – 1,397,000
Novosibirsk region – 2,649,000
Urbanization level – 75%
University students – 171,000
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Climate. The region's climate is Continental, due to its geographic location inside
Eurasia and far removed from oceans and seas. The air mass as well is mostly Continental and moderate. Summers are sunny and mild, winters are frosty. The average
temperature of July is + 17.5 to +20 oС, while in January the temperature plummets
to –18.2 to –20.3oС.
Natural Resources. The region has 532 natural resource deposits – oil (explored
supplies – 514.5 million tons), natural gas (110 bn м 3), coal (468.9 million tons, the
Gorlovsk anthracite basin), peat, gold (24 stream and 1 ore), zirconium, titanium,

Geography & economics – critical facts
bauxites, mineral building materials, underwater mineral water and sapropel. The
total forestry area is 4.4 million hectares.
The total timber area is 278 million м3.

Vladimir Nikonov, Deputy Governor for the Novosibirsk region with responsibility
for the Departments of Trans-port and Roads, Economy and Planning as well
as the Committee on Investment Program and Projects Realization

Investors to discover region's innovation potential
Population. The population of the region is 2.7 million people, including 1.9
million urban residents and 659,000 rural residents. The largest cities are Novosibirsk, Berdsk, Iskitim, Kuibyshev.
Transport. Novosibirsk was first created as a logistics settlement and the city
has always played an important role as a
transport hub in the regional economy.
The Trans-Siberian railway, part of the
great "East–West" Eurasian corridor, passes through Novosibirsk.
River transport, used by Siberians for centuries, is the region's most important
transportation resource. The Ob and its
tributaries make up a complex, transport
system. Developing this long distance
navigable waterway is still in process.
The region's public road network has been
growing steadily. 57% of the region's settlements are connected by paved roads
and the road network exceeds 11,000 kilometers.
Credit Ratings. The Novoisbirsk region ranks 13th in Russia in terms of business reform. Moody's Interfax Rating
Agency Long Term Rating is A2. This high
rating is based on the areas diversified
economy, stable growth and increasing
management quality.

The collective strength
of the Novosibirsk region
in the Russian economy
Parameter

Strong performances among the Novosibirsk region's main economic indicators
mean the region is approaching the sort of social and economic development that
will soon prompt the authorities to shift from short-term to long-term strategic planning. The main
priority of the region's strategic development is to improve the quality of life by ensuring continued
growth in the main social and economic indicators.
The Novosibirsk region's strategic development plan up to 2025, drawn up by a group of regional
experts in conjunction with business and community leaders, envisages strengthening the region's
position. Novosibirsk is to be eastern Russia's chief center of innovation, capable of meeting the
challenges of the 21st century and providing its citizens with a comfortable living, working and leisure
environment.
The region compares unfavorably with others in terms of significant deposits of natural resources.
As a result, it struggles to attract major investment into the extraction and processing of what resources there are. But what the region lacks in natural resources it makes up for in intellectual and
human potential.
With this in mind the Novosibirsk region should position itself in such a manner as to make clear its
innovation potential, with technology transfer, transport and logistics systems and a developed construction sector in place. At the same time Novosibirsk is a center of culture, education and medical
services and an interregional center with a mature consumer goods and services market now worth an
estimated EUR 40bn.
In 2005 and 2006 over 40 new businesses were set up, while a further 340 existing firms were
involved in expansion and modernization programs. Programs of technical upgrading of equipment at
these firms during this period saw the creation of some 12,000 jobs.
One of the most positive upshots of Novosibirsk's regional development policy has been the reduction in the region's investment risk. For some years now the region has ranked as one of Russia's least
risky investment climates. To ensure this remains the case the regional authorities continue to review
and, where needed, modify municipal laws to help the region build on its reputation for having stable and
transparent business rules. Ratings agency Expert RA has on several occasions ranked the Novosibirsk
region as having Russia's third most favorable investment environment, thanks in part to its modern
legislative base.
The consistency in policy making demonstrated by the regional authorities compliments cooperation
between the state, business, science and civil institutions, in a bid to realize the region's strategic
development plan.

The share of industrial sectors

Rate

Population

1.85%

Gross Product

1.20%

Industrial Production

0.96%

Agricultural Production

2.20%

Investment in Capital Assets

1.01%

Retail Trade Turnover

1.91%
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Why Novosibirsk?

A new century
of the Siberian capital
Novosibirsk, a city founded in the 20th century, is one of the most rapidly developing cities of Russia. It's entire history is closely
connected with the development of scientific and technological advances.

At the crossroad
Novosibirsk was created as a result of
building the Trans-Siberian railway. The
survey party, under the engineer Nikolay
Georgievich Garin-Mihailovsky, investigated where the railway could cross the
Ob River and decided that the most suitable location would be Krivoschekovo.
The new village was built in the center
of a triangle of what were then Western
Siberia's largest cities. Novosibirsk's coat
of arms reflects its strategic location at
this crossroad of river and land.

Novosibirsk was first an uezd town. It
was considered the center of a Siberian
kray that extended from the Urals to
Baikal. Later it became the center of only
the West-Siberian kray, and today, only of
the region.

From an uezd town –
to manufacturing center
Since its emergence as a railway village,
Novosibirsk's population has always been
a rich stew of different social groups:

builders, well-educated engineers, laborers and merchants and entrepreneurs of
old Siberian towns such as Tomsk and
Omsk. Siberian merchants soon realized
all the advantages of locating in the fastdeveloping settlement on the Trans-Siberian railway. The town's diversified social
mix helped the young settlement grow
rapidly and within decades the tiny uezd
town became a bustling city.
After the 1917 revolution and civil war,
socio-economic development began in
earnest. During this period of socialist
restructuring and industrialization the

Dates from history for the Siberian capital
May 1893 A village settlement is founded to house
construction workers building the Trans Siberian
Railroad
January 10th 1904 Novonikolaevsk is awarded 'town without uezd'
status (meaning a settlement that lacks
a subordinate district)
1907 The first foreign investor, the Danish firm Polisen,
appeared in the town, which mainly bought butter
and sold it in European countries
1922 Novosibirsk's opera theatre, one of the symbols
of the city and one of its most prominent buildings,
is founded. Built in 1945, it is one of the largest
opera theatres of Russia
May 25th 1925 The city is made the center of the Siberian region
February 12th 1926 Novonikolaevsk is renamed Novosibirsk
September 29th 1937 The city is made the center
of the Novosibirsk region
August 21st 1943 Having developed into one of the country's most
important centers of military production,
Novosibirsk becomes a city of 'Republic
classification'
1957 On the initiative of academic Mikhail Alexeevich
Lavrentiev, Akademgorodok is founded near the city
1957 Television broadcasting begins in Novosibirsk
1962 Novosibirsk's population reaches one million
people, reaching the milestone 20 years quicker
than Chicago managed to
1985 Siberia's first metro opens in Novosibirsk, starting
with two lines serving 12 stations
May 13th 2000 Novosibirsk is made the capital of the Siberian
Federal District
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Some facts from history
Nikolay Georgievich Garin-Mihailovsky
(1852–1906)

population rate increased six fold. By the
end of the 30s, Novosibirsk's population
exceeded 400,000 people. The economic
foundation for this astonishing growth
was large manufacturing enterprises.
Pre-war emergence of mechanical engineering companies proved to be very
productive after the Second World War.
Then the city experienced major development incentives in the 50-60s, when new
educational establishments and Siberian
branches of the three State Academies of
Science were built and developed.

A city with
limitless potential
From its founding until the beginning of
radical economic reforms in Russiain the
early 1990's, Novosibirsk has always been
in a stage of dynamic development. At the
end of the 1980's the city was in the top
10 in the RF in terms of its economic potential, trailing behind only Moscow,
St Petersburg and the Moscow region.
Neither the collapse of the USSR, nor
the dismantling of state controlling mechanisms of socio-economic incentives
seemed to slow the city's rapid growth. Its
concentration of advanced manufacturing
industries coupled with its scientific, technical, cultural and educational infrastructure has kept the Novosibirsk area vibrant.
As the administrative center of the entire
Siberian Federal District, Novosibirsk is
now poised for even more robust growth.
Novosibirsk's role as the economic and
administrative-political center of Siberia
is changing. In the future, Novosibirsk
will be much more than an economic
powerhouse: as the key gateway to Asia
and Asian markets, we expect that Novosibirsk will assume more and more responsibility for Russian domestic and foreign policy decisions in Asia.

Russian engineer, writer and one of the leading engineers
responsible for the construction of the Trans-Siberian railway
Garin-Mihailovsky's gift for writing became apparent after he created a popular four-part series of family reading books: Tyoma's
Childhood, Gymnasia Pupils, Students and Engineers. He was no
less a talented engineer, and his contribution to building the ambitious Trans-Siberian Railway cut construction time and cut the
project's costs by a third.
It was Garin-Mihailovsky who selected the site on which
Novonikolaevsk (Novosibirsk) would be built, meaning in the eyes of many he is the founding father
of the city.
In the latter part of his life he was a military correspondent, penning the events of the Russian-Japanese war of 1904–1905 from the front line

Robert Ludvigovich Bartini (1897–1974)
prominent aircraft designer and Air Force General Major
One of the first military aviators, Bartini served in the First World
War as an officer of the Italian Air Force but immigrated to Russia
after the fascists seized power in 1923. In 1930 he was appointed
Chief Designer at the Scientific Research Institute of Civil Aviation
Fleet, leading the project to design the constructed entirely of metal
commercial plane Stal-7 (Steel-7) which would later go on to break
the world speed record for civil air craft, flying at 450 km/h in 1939.
But Bartini, like many, faced oppression under Stalin and spent from
1938 to 1946 in prison. His incarceration didn't stop his scientific
activity, however, and remained instrumental in developing hydroplanes ("flying boats") and strategic bombers. From 1952 he lived and worked in Novosibirsk as Chief Designer at the
S.A.Chaplygin Siberian Scientific Research Institute.

Alexander Ignatievich Shargey
(alias of Yuriy Vasilievich Kondratyuk)
(1897–1942)
an early pioneer in space exploration
At the beginning of the 20 th century Shargey calculated the optimum trajectory needed for a flight to the moon, calculations which
the Americans used when they were developing their moon landing
program. The trajectory suggested by Shargey was named "the Kondratyuk path".
Stalinist times saw Kondratyuk arrested in 1930 for alleged sabotage, though instead of being sent to a prison camp he was enlisted
to work at the special bureau #14 in Novosibirsk set up to design
mining enterprises. There he worked until 1932, leaving after managing to receive a patent and
inventor's certificate in the field of mining equipment.
Throughout this time Kondratyuk remained engaged in cosmonautics, developing theories
and writing his book Conquering Interplanetary Space (1929). He proposed launching a spaceship to orbit artificial satellites while flying to other planets, and to use a small takeoff and
landing ship to enable astronauts to land on other planets, which was used as part of the basis
of NASA's Apollo moon landing program. He also proposed using solar energy to fuel the systems on-board spacecraft.
While serving in WWII Shargey unfortunately stated MIA and presumed to be dead.
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Why Novosibirsk?

The Novosibirsk region's
favorable investment climate
The Novosibirsk region continues to improve in its investment attractiveness,
reflected in part by the growing number and scale of investment projects currently
being implemented (see table). The plan for 2007 is to raise 51 billion rubles, with
some 190 billion rubles to be raised within the next three years which will go towards
the region's economic and social development. Investment from the region's own
firms during these three years is expected total at least 15 billion rubles.

Official support for transparent
investment policy

Growth secret
The growth in investment is thanks largely to companies having sufficient current
assets for domestic investment and to
firms having gained the trust of banks,
who offer their clients long-term loans at
favorable rates.
Investment capital venture funds and
special economic zones (SEZs) have
played a significant role in regional development. High-pr ior ity national
projects have begun to be implemented in
full and the industries involved in them –
residential real estate, agriculture and
others – have, as a result, received new
impetus for development.
The unique combination of favorable
geopolitical location, modern transport infrastructure, science-intensive industries,
well-developed consumer market and often highly-qualified workforce all contribute to the region's investment potential.

The most important factor at play in realizing any region's investment potential is
the climate the authorities create for attracting capital: into that.
This region's claim to being Siberia's
capital brings with it the necessity to see
high rates of economic development in
place and investment attracted only under favorable conditions, the region's
governor, Victor Tolokonsky, has said. Mr
Tolokonsky has also said he believes the
most urgent of these are political, economic and infrastructural conditions. An
investor looks for financial transparency, clearly defined economic prospects
and plain legal relations. The Novosibirsk region on the whole meets these requirements.
Analysts have also noted that the regional administration's investment activity has become more transparent in the
last year. In most cases a public selection
process, undertaken with the participation of regional companies, organizations and potential investors, is held to
select which organizations and projects
will receive state support. Indeed, in

Entrepreneurs require improved information exchanges
The extent to which a particular region enjoys a clear flow of information depends heavily on the nature
of the relationship between the authorities and local businesses. The non-profit organization Delovaya
Rossia (Business Russia) recently polled regional entrepreneurs to find out their views on the conditions
their local authorities had created for business development. 90% of respondents scored their local
authorities low. But some experts claim their gripe is not so much with the authorities but with the lack
of information concerning what the authorities are doing to improve busines conditions. This theory is
supported by the region's promising rates of social and economic development, which could hardly have
been achieved without a program of specific work plans on the part of the regional administration.
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2006 the ratings agency Exper t RA
ranked the Novosibirsk region as having
the third best legal conditions for investment in Russia.

Setting an example
to investors
Most projects are planned to be implemented with considerable support from
the state, particularly into projects setting
up production facilities. Since 1999,
262.5 million rubles from the Novosibirsk
regional budget have gone towards investment projects. As a result, four new companies have been set up and 25 new production facilities set up at existing firms,
the latter of which has to date provided
the region with some 537 million rubles
in tax revenues. The math is simple but
telling: for each ruble the state invests it
gets two rubles back in taxation.
The most ambitious manufacturing investment projects are concerned with the
regional economy's bedrock industries,
namely metallurgy and instrument engineering. Other developing industries such
as logistics, food processing and trade are
also increasingly attracting investors' attention.
At the 11 th International Economic Forum in St Petersburg the Novosibirsk region presented its five most prominent
investment projects. One of these concerned a manufacturing and logistics
park t hat will use facilities at Tolmachevo Airport, a project the total construction budget of which is expected to
reach 60 billion rubles. Another concerned a 2.5 billion ruble project to build
an IT technopark at the Siberian State

Investment attractiveness
University of Telecommunication and IT,
while another was a 577 million ruble
project to construct a sports and entertainment center in the Gorsky neighborhood. Two further projects involved developing Novosibirsk's subway and the
Akademgorodok IT park, to cost 12.7 billion and 17 billion rubles respectively.

Changes in forms of support
Over the last few years state support has
shifted from its traditional focus on manufacturing. In 2003 the prevailing form
of state support was the granting of loans

nonetheless evident that many in the
business community remain unaware as
to its full extent or how it can be obtained.

(totaling 760.4 million rubles), while in
2004 the subsidizing bank loan interest
rates (86 million rubles) was the prevalent form. Between 2005 and the first half
of 2006 the focus shifted again to increasing current assets (totaling 34,075,000
rubles). This rendered support to companies in the form of helping them reduce
their arrears to the region's budget by
11.9 million rubles. Since the beginning
of 2006 state support has been given to
13 companies implementing investment
projects, six of which were granted tax
incentives amounting to 40 million rubles. But although steps are being taken
to constantly improve state support, it is

Investment grade
of the region
On April 18, 2007 Fitch Ratings,
an international credit rating agency,
assigned the Novosibirsk Region long-term
foreign and national currency 'BB-' ratings,
a short-term foreign currency 'B' rating
and a national long-term 'A+(rus)' rating.
Its long-term rating outlooks is 'Stable'.

Investment-oriented projects to be implemented over the period of 2004–2010
State’s Financial Backing (millions of rubles)
Name of the Project

Regional Budget Funding

Tax Incentive
and Investment Tax Credit

Research and Production Center ELSIB – Development of a new line of air-cooled
turbogenerators with 6–110MW capacity for regional needs based on an innovative
design-engineering approach: 2004-2008

3.918

–

Sibirskaya Syryevaya Kompaniya (Siberian Company of Raw Materials) –
Construction of a new oil-refinery with 50,000 tpa output

5.008

4.024

Novosibirsk Tool Plant – Heat and electric-power generation

1.417

1.423

Gornolyzhny Park V Novosedovo - Construction of a down-hill ski park
in Novosedovo, Iskitim District, Novosibirsk Region

0.447

–

Krasny Vostok (Red East) Brewing Company – Construction of a brewery
in Novosibirsk Region

–

50.5

Mars – Construction of a plant for semi-moist pet food production

–

56.648

2.6

–

Berdsky Electromekhanichesky Zavod (Berdsk Electromechanical Plant) –
Modernization and expansion of consumer goods production

8.730

–

Tolmachevo Airport – Construction of a new Domestic Flights Terminal

36.410

12.750

Medical Center Avicenna – introduction of new medical services

2.925

1.085

–

98.740

Novosibirsky Musoropererabatyvayuschiy Zavod No.1 (Novosibirsk Waste Processing
Plant No.1) – construction and operation of a 150,000 tpa plant for processing
(sorting and pressing) solid domestic waste in Dzerzhinsk District of Novosibirsk

19.306

0.284

Predpriyatiye Otdelochnykh Materialov (Finishing Agents Enterprise) –
production of small concrete products by means of dry-press vibratory molding

2.378

–

Absolut-L – Establishment of advanced wood processing facility

1.132

–

NEVZ-Soyuz – development of ceramics production

Heineken Siberian Brewery – Reconstruction of brewery plant
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Why Novosibirsk?

Structure of the Novosibirsk regional economy
Leading districts
Successful districts
Medium-developed districts
Underdeveloped districts
Disadvantaged districts

Economy Sector

Districts

Agriculture and food processing industry

Ubinskoye, Ust-Tarka, Vengerovo, Kargat, Chulym, Kochenevo, Moshkovo, Toguchin, Novosibirsk,
Tatarsk, Chany, Kupino, Zdvinsk, Dovolnoye, Bagan, Karasuk, Krasnozerskoye, Kochki, Ordynskoye,
Suzun, Cherepanovo, Iskitim, Maslyanino and Toguchin districts

Oil extraction

Severnoye and Kyshtovka districts

Chemical industry

Kuybyshev district

Production of building materials

Kolyvan, Bolotnoye, Toguchin, Cherepanovo, Iskitim and Maslyanino districts

Timber industry

Kargat, Suzun and Maslyanino districts

Fishing and fish processing

Chany, Barabinsk and Kupino districts

Ferrous metals industry

Tatarsk district

Machine building and repair

Kuybyshev, Moshkovo and Novosibirsk districts

Titanium and zirconium

Ordynskoye district

Coal mining

Iskitim district

Gold mining

Maslyanino district

Recreation areas, tourism

Chany district
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Districts of the region: economic profile

Siberia shifts its focus to science and technology
For the past 18 months, the Institute of Economics and the Organization of Industrial Manufacturers, under the direction of
the Siberian branch of the Academy of Science, have been developing a long term economic strategy for the region. Later this year
the plan will be presented to corporate officials, civic authorities and the general public.

The ambitious master plan of the Novosibirsk region for the next 20 years, envisions diverse programs of socio-economic development, land-use planning, sustainable development and a general redesign of the city of Novosibirsk.
The essence of the plan is to establish
sector-related "innovation clusters". Scientists and Novosibirsk authorities believe that the development of these clusters will enable local companies to attract
the investment necessary to establish the
region as one of the country's leading scientific center.
The developers feel that for too long
Siberia has been looked at by the investment community solely as a region for
large scale extraction and processing of
natural resources. Creating a new science
based economy will not only capitalize on
the regions significant scientific and technological advances, but will also help improve the living and working conditions
in Siberia.

Development strategy
The main focus of the development strategy is to generate an infusion of large
scale capital investment to change the
technology basis of the regional economy. The goal is challenging: increase the
gross regional product of the Novosibirsk
region by 8% each year. By 2025 the plan
projects that the share of capital assets
from technology-related businesses will
be 21.2% and compared to 2005, represent an increase in per capital gross regional product of 370%. Creation of new
enterprises and strong sector growth will
also have a profound affect on the population of the Novosibirsk region, pushing
it to 2.78 million. Forecasted salary levels will jump four times from t heir
present levels.

Creating incentives
for local investment
Activating this kind of innovation will
take more than promoting world-class
manufacturing techno-parks and science
clusters. The plan also advocates creating

new techniques to promote investment incentives. Such incentives could help current regional companies increase their
share of investment capital from 49% in
2005 to 90% by 2025.

Demand for new
power stations
One of the plan's key development scenarios is to substantially upgrade the regional power industry. Unless new generation
facilities are funded and built, forecasters project that for the next 20 years, the
Novosibirsk region will continue to remain a region with a power deficit. If financing can be developed and energy
consumption remains steady, however,
the region can become a large exporter
of electric power.

Manufacturing
investment
The researchers also analyzed the most
important investment projects adopted by
the Novosibirsk Regional Administration.
77 projects were reviewed, 24 of them
manufacturing enterprises and 42 from
the service sector. Total new investment
for these projects was estimated at 443
billion rubles, with 45% earmarked for
manufacturing. This is markedly different
from the Siberian federal district in total,
which focuses its funding on natural resources development.

Social policy
scenario
Improving and developing social policy
for the region is essential for the plan's
success. The challenges are how to make
Siberian living standards equal to other major regions, increase competition,
improve the social fabric and appeal of
the Novosibirsk region and boost population rates.
The social policy scenario calls for a
four-fold reduction in the region's poverty rate and reducing the number of low
income families by one third.
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Growing
labor force
According to the plan's demographic
forecast, the population of the Novosibirsk region will increase by 122,000
people by 2025.
Their estimate of labor force resources
also shows that by involving the "economically inactive population", an additional
reserve of 103,500 people can be added
to the workforce by 2010 and grow to
more than 140,000 by 2025. Combined
with im-migration of foreign labor, any
labor force deficit will be fully covered.
The researchers pay special attention
to keeping and attracting talented young
people to the region. The plan calls for improving professional education, housing
and ensuring high quality medical service. It also advocates establishing new
sports and leisure facilities to improve the
regions quality of life.

Innovation strategies
Creating an advanced scientific-educational complex in the region to achieve longterm competiveness in both domestic and
external markets will require an array of
innovative strategies. Those already
planned include: establishing "techno-implementation zones", designed to provide
specific services to speed up staff retraining; development of new business incubators and the expansion techno parks such
as: Akademgorodok, and other special-focus techno parks; a free enterprise zone for
scientific and high-technology business
and design and the development of a new
science city, Koltzovo.
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Why Novosibirsk?
Sector-related clusters:
extract taken from the text of the Region administration's planned
"Socio-Economic Development Strategy for the period until 2025"
To implement the main competitive advantages of
the Novosibirsk region it is suggested to make a
number of sector related clusters:
transport-logistics;
building;
electro technical and electric power mechanical engineering;
consumer sector.
These are the clusters which will form the future of manufacturing in the Novosibirsk region.
To ensure that each of these sector related clusters will be successful, new, advanced technologies
must be developed by highly skilled staff. Strong
scientific and educational support is essential.

Transport and logistics
focus on Asia
A transport-logistics center in Novosibirsk should
be created from the ground up in order to serve
as the nucleus of a planned transport-logistics cluster. Under optimal conditions this center will be
set up by 2011 and the cluster will be fully functioning, by 2025. The timetable for establishing
the transport-logistics cluster is dependent on how
rapidly cargo traffic on the Kazakhstan railway and
highway traffic to China can be increased. If traffic can be increased, creating the cluster will be
attractive to foreign partners.
The transport-logistics center will have the status of a public-private partnership. The approximate

volume of investment in the development of the cluster for the first five years is 12–14 billion rubles.
The development of the center will have a profound effect on all aspects of the Novosibirsk region's import-export activity. The focus of transport and logistics will be shifted to Asian countries
and countries of the Asia-Pacific region. There will
also be simultaneous growth of exports to European countries. According to forecasts, by 2025
the exports of the Novosibirsk region will increase
by 400–500% and imports by 400%.

Electro technical and electric
power mechanical engineering
Increasing demand for electro technical and electric power mechanical engineering products will
enable the region to penetrate new domestic market segments as well as export to China, SouthEastern Asia and India.
Increasing demand for electro technical and
electric power mechanical engineering products will
enable the region to penetrate new domestic market segments as well as export to China, SouthEastern Asia and India.
The sectors of this cluster will include: automatic
control engineering; driving gear mechanisms; energy equipment manufacturing; energy transmission
and distribution; design and engineering services;
equipment service, launch and repair; research-scientific activity and educational services.

Production of construction materials

By 2025 the production volume in this sector
is projected at 143 billion rubles, 1400% more
than 2005. A number of regional enterprises are
ready to participate and have already begun negotiating with potential foreign partners.

Construction
The main tasks for creating the cluster of building
related enterprises are: financing for the General
Plan of the Novosibirsk region, the implementation
of a prioritized "Available Housing" national project
and creating advanced technologies for producing
building materials and inventing new construction
methods. Developing new deposits of raw building
materials will also be part of the project, helping
not only to reduce building costs but also to enable construction to proceed more rapidly. The volume growth of the industry is forecast to jump by
250–300% in 2025, compared with 2005. For
the same period, individual residential housing will
grow from 29% to 40%.
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Regional authorities: supporting investors
Competitive advantages of the Novosibirsk region

1. Location: The Novosibirsk region, including the manufacturing and
scientific centers of Tomsk and Omsk, is located on the Trans-Siberian railway. Halfway between the European part of Russia and the
country's far east, the region enjoys close proximity to Central Asian
countries and has a relatively high population density for Siberia.
2. Developed transport and logistics infrastructure: Railway, road,
water and air transport is generally well developed and provides
for passenger and cargo transportation. Novosibirsk has the facilities and potential for becoming a transport and logistics hub, not
at least because it is crossed by major north-south and east-west
logistics routes.
3. Potential for quality staff and specialists: Novosibirsk, Omsk
and Tomsk all have more students per capita than in most other
Russian regions. The region has one of the highest concentrations of people who are of working age and hold higher education certificates, as high as 22% of the population in the center of the region. In terms of developing human potential the
Novosibirsk region ranks 18 th , having risen considerably in this
ranking in recent times. The region is home to branches of the
Russian Academy of Science, Russian Academy of Medical Sciences and Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences.
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4. Strong service sector: The region's service sector formed during
the years of economic reforms through today, is potentially very
profitable for local entrepreneurs and outside investors. Many people in the region who formerly worked in industry now work in smalland medium-sized businesses and the number of small trade and
service firms is constantly growing.
5. Powerful energy potential: A comprehensive energy complex comprising Novosibirsk's hydroelectric power station, five large thermal power stations in Novosibirsk and the Barabinsk hydroelectric
station meets the regional economy's power needs. Since the beginning of the 21 st century Novosibirsk has been an energy-sufficient region with energy capacities capable of supporting the development or both the industrial and service industries.
6. Legal support for investors: The region's "On the State Support
for Investment Activity on the Territory of the Novosibirsk Region"
and "On the Taxes and Characteristics of Tax Imposition for Separate Categories of Taxpayers in the Novosibirsk Region" laws were
passed to offer tax and rent incentives to investors. The regional
authorities not only provide guarantees to investors but also actively participate in investment projects.
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advertisement

MODERN
TECHNOLOGIES
Sales of high-tech products
in the Novosibirsk market are $1.6bn,
with growth rates of 15-18% year.
Large scale innovative investment programs
in power electronics; biotechnology;
Koltzovo scientific city; information
technology and energy are being
implemented.
The growth rate of local IT companies
was 40% in 2006.
80% of Russian exports of night vision
scopes are concentrated here, 70%
of world manufacturing of artificial
emeralds and 10% of Russian exports
of laser systems and accessories.
Successful state medical/scientific spin-offs
include Vector-Best, Vector-BiAlgam,
Vector-Medika and others.

Modern technologies
Mary Smorgonskaya, senior investment manager, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Information technology
Although the regional IT market is still growing, local players are developing more slowly and generate
only 15% of sales revenues in the local market. Intense pressure from national and regional firms are forcing
local IT companies to merge or re-focus their activities into more profitable segments.

Today's Russian IT market is experiencing rapid growth. The total IT turnover
in Russia in 2006 amounted to 6.4 billion rubles ($237m). According to the
assessment of the analytical company
IDC, in 2006 this sector's growth was
22.5%.Compared to the 5% growth rate
of IT global market leaders, including
the dominating companies from the USA,
Western Europe and Japan, the growth
of the Russian IT sector looks quite impressive. With this said, the share of
Russian companies in the global IT market is estimated to be just 1.5%. While
the Novosibirsk region does has some
powerful players, the IT market growth
here is developing more slowly.
Despite growing more slowly than other regions, the number of successful IT
firms in the region are increasing and new
development initiatives are in place that
should help encourage more to follow. The
most promising of these include the creation of a special technical and implementation economic zone in Tomsk and a new
techno park in the town of Akademgorodok. In 2006 both national and western
players were making their presence in the
region more prominent. It is believed that
large national players will continue this
trend. Around 15% of large companies'
turnover is generated by local companies.
The laptop segment is dominated by
western brands. In the server market, the
local share is decreasing, although local
players have managed to retain prominent positions in the desktop segment.
Novosibirsk desktop manufacturers'
R&D results have ignited the interest of
such global corporations as Intel, Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, Hewlett-Packard, Siemens, Semicron, Samsung, Shlumberger, Rawasaki, Kraftway to name
but a few.
Regional IT companies are also popular among venture investors. In Russia
around 36% of all invested funds are
specifically directed to this sector. Nevertheless it is still too early to speak
about mass entrance of IT firms into the
stock market.
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Regional IT players:
from software to communication
Novosibirsk is home to a wide range of
different IT firms – from companies that
control up to 70% of the world hosting
market, for example, SW-Soft, to small IT
firms dealing with software, devices and
components supplying narrow segments
of the IT market.
Revenues from private high tech enterprises in the local town of Akademgorodok have expanded from a $10 million
business a decade ago to a $150 million
industry last year. The number of firms is
growing at a rate of 15 percent annually.
Players of the Novosibirsk regional IT
market primarily specialize in the following activity:
Developing software products and
information systems and their technical support as well as consulting
and integration of IT systems.
Processing of payments and electronic documents

Selling computer equipment and
software products, technical support, system integration and consulting related to the supply of
equipment and software.
Designing, system integration, production and installation of computer and telecommunication systems.
Telecommunication, telematic and
information services.
92% of these players produce information technology. Most of these companies
carry out their own research and develop
new products. The average number of
employees in each company is still under
100. The employment growth rate in the
IT sector in the Novosibirsk region in
2006 was over 40%, almost double the national federal average employment
growth rate.
Depending on the kind of activity regional IT companies undertake they are geographically bound to a certain location.
The majority of well known software firms
are located in the town of Akademgoro-

IT sector
dok. Their activity generally includes the
production of applied software and outsourcing services. Telematic and telecommunication services as well as the production of information content and communication services are performed by IT companies situated in Novosibirsk proper.
The key sector for both businesses and
scientific institutions is telecommunications, driven by widespread use of large
server-based applications
Specialized IT companies doing a robust business here include Tsentr Finansovikh Technologiy (Financial Technology
Center) providing IT solutions for the
banking sector and Tornado, developing
and producing controllers with software
to control power distribution lines.

SME's drive growth
The increasing amount of money that regional companies spend on such IT services as auditing, consulting, outsourcing,
system and network integration as well as
the development and implementation of
software is further evidence of the sector's
intense growth.
In well-developed countries these
services bring around 60% of IT companies' total revenue.It means that consumers react very quickly to innovation and
are ready to pay for upgrades and new
services. According to the League of Independent Linex IT Experts, in 2006 Russia's IT companies made 21% of their revenue from client-related IT services. By
making available an increasing number
of new services, Russia's IT companies
are strengthening their positions in the
SME sector. This is a very attractive market niche for IT since it is under-developed. In addition, SME's make up a significant part of the national Gross Domestic Product. Intel estimates the needs
of small businesses by calculating the
number of processors supplied to the
Novosibirsk region: each month the company sells around 10,000 microprocessors in the Novosibirsk region. Out of this
number 40% of all processors are ordered by individuals, 20–30% is required
by large businesses and the remaining
30–40% of orders for microprocessors
come from small businesses.
Novosibirsk has become Russia's first
regional city to start practical implementation of the program worked out by
the Russian R&D Institute for the Development of Public Networks concerning
the establishment of a network of Sec-

ondary DNS servers belonging to the RU
domain. Such networks have been previously established in Amsterdam and
Moscow. It is planned that in the future
DNS server mirrors belonging to the RU
domain will be installed in large cities
in every one of Russia's seven federal
districts, as well as in many countries
of Europe, Asia and the USA.

Survival of the fittest
Mergers are now an important current
trend in the Russian IT market. The growing demand on the part of the state and
business encourages domestic market
players to merge and become larger. Another explanation lies in the fact that customers are becoming more and more sophisticated. They often feel more secure
ordering from large companies or companies with a brand name and rich experience. In this situation, medium and small
companies lacking brand recognition or
a stellar reputation have less chance in
such a fiercely competitive market.
This "survival of the fittest" reality
has put the future of regional companies
into question. It's a burning issue. For a
long time the city of Novosibirsk has
been one of the leaders among Russia's
regions and Novosibirsk players are still
growing, but more slowly than the market on the whole.
Another key characteristic of the local IT market is much higher salaries for
its specialists as compared to other industrial sectors. In 2006 the average salary for IT specialists in the Novosibirsk
region grew by 30.9%.

have already built their IT infrastructure,
and now they will be investing in its development and maintenance. For example, the Federal Registration Service Office for the Novosibirsk region has started looking for an IT subcontractor to perform services relating to the implementation of an automated system for updating the state list of citizens' rights of real
estate ownership. In order to have this
project established the state authorities
are ready to spend up to 23.13 million
rubles ($907,000).

Public-Private Partnerships
The Novosibirsk region is also seeing successful cooperation between state authorities and private businesses as well
as the increasing role of self-regulated
organizations. For instance, the nonprofit partnership Information and Technology and the partnership SibAkademSoft
are two innovative IT companies. Due to
the consolidation of their efforts and by
inventing various IT solutions, they have
helped to satisfy the demand for IT services from both business and state bodies. Representatives of both sectors help
guide the partnership.

largest consumers of IT
In general, all over the world, governments are the largest consumers of IT
services. The Russian market has been
witnessing significant increases in IT purchases during the past few years. State
orders are usually large and it almost always follow a long-term character. That's
why those companies that have won tenders announced by the state are likely to
generate stable profit and have a stable
position for several years.
Within the next few years, the role of
state orders is expected to increase as various state bodies, including taxation and
customs authorities, the treasury, the
pension fund and others complete the
first phase of "informatization", i.e. they
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Modern technologies
Quality labor force
needs quality education
The most prominent factor influencing
successful development of the IT sector
is the availability of a strong scientific and
educational base. The Novosibirsk region's scientific and educational complex
is the third largest of its kind in Russia.
The region boasts a unique combination
of educational establishments, scientific
organizations and sector-specific R&D
institutes and design offices.
The number of higher education
schools is 38. Out of these 17 are state.
The total number of students today is
close to 180,000.

The regional higher education institutes produce a wide range of specialists.
For example, they produce specialists for
over 440 specializations, including 25
specializations for the IT sector in comparison with 1996 the total range of specializations was 220. Major local universities such as Novosibirsk State University, the Siberian State University of Telecommunication and Informatics and the
Novosibirsk State Technical University
prepare specialists that have both universal university education and rich outlook
in the sphere of modern information technology. Large telecommunication companies such as Alcatel, Huawei, Sun Microsystems conduct joint educational pro-

grams with the Siberian State University
of Telecommunication and Informatics.
There are also student exchange programs run by local universities in cooperation with leading IT sector-related
universities in Europe.
However, the high speed at which the
IT sector develops is not always able to be
matched by a university's ability to offer
new specializations and technologies. Outdated educational standards, equipment
and a deficit of young teachers at universities also have an impact on the quality of
university education. IT specialists earn
excellent salaries and a risc factor in this
sector to consider is that IT teachers are
often lured away by business.

Selected Novosibirsk IT companies
Name

Website

Activity

ACTS

www.acts.ru

Automation solutions for air carriers; specialized software; web design

Atapy Software

www.atapy.com

Customized OCR/ICR, imaging, and computer linguistics solutions

BACUP IT

www.bacup-it.com

Developing software; providing services related to designing, supporting and upgrading
corporate and industrial information systems for middle and large businesses

Columbus IT Partner, Siberia

www.columbus.ru

Automation of production processes

F1

www.cf1.ru

Sale and support of licensed software; developing and implementing integrated projects
relating to the automation of business and production processes; IT consulting

Insycom Ltd

www.insycom.ru

Developing and selling science intensive software, expert systems and the means for their
development as well as other automation means for various activity

Intel

www.intel.ru

Software development for microprocessor technology

ITC Electronics

www.itc-electronics.com

Automation of production processes

MegaPeople, Inc

www.megapeople.ru

Automation of business processes

RAISE Group

www.raisegroup.com

Automation of business processes

SoftKompas

http://ncci.sbcnet.nsk.
ru/~kompas

Programs for builders, designers and architects

Sun Microsystems
(Novosibirsk office)

–

Information security

Vgroup

http://vgroup.ru

Developing software; IT consulting

VITO Technology

www.vitotechnology.com

Developing software

WebSite

http://wsait.ru

Web design, web development

xTech

www-nsk.xtech.ru

Web development; developing Internet/Intranet applications, e-Commerce systems,
databases and information systems

Aktivniye Technologii (Active
technologies)

www.atcomp.ru

Business processes automation solutions (AT Client)

Alekta

www.alekta.ru

Developing, implementing and supporting software related to drawing up accounting, taxation
and financial statements for large businesses

Alpha-Servis

www.alpha-servis.ru

Providing services related to comprehensive automation of management and accounting
business processes; integration and support of software solutions for business processes
automation
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IT sector
Name

Website

Activity

Arnis

www.arnis.ru

Information security

ASCON-Novosibirsk

www.ascon.ru

Automation of production and business processes

Forus

www.forus.ru

Integrating accounting and management information systems; delivery and support of
software products

DataEast

www.dataeast.ru

Developing software related to geoinformation technology

Zap-SibTranstelecom

www.zsttk.ru

Creating multiservice corporate communication networks (IP-VPN); providing inter-city and
international communication channels (NPL and IPL) as well as virtual channel VLAN

Interface

www.infotechno.centerru/
np/uch4.htm

System integration, software development

Intekh-NSK

–

Consulting services and system integration

Information Technology and
Communication

www.itss.ru

A complete range of information services, including IT consulting, audit, outsourcing,
information security systems and sector-related IT solutions

Omega

www.omega.ru

Solutions for comprehensive automation of financial and production business activities using
ABACUS software products

Ledas

http://ledas.com

Software components for building in applications of the following classes: CAD, CAM, CAE,
PLM and ERP

Logos-Plus

www.logos-plus.ru

ERA software complex to solve a wide range of tasks related to air protection and ecological
monitoring

Novosoft

www.novosoft.ru

Software development; business modeling; IT consulting

Nonolet

www.nonolet.ru

Consulting and implementation of information systems

Neta

www.neta.ru

Integration

Promsoft

www.promsoft.ru

Developing programs and websites

RINET

www.rinet.fis.ru

Providing comprehensive services related to data transfer and telematic activity

RISS-Telecom

www.riss-telecom.ru

Providing data transfer lines; internet solutions; IP-telephony or VOIP

RTKomm-Sibir

http://2120669.383.ru

Virtual private networks, internet access, hosting, internet and MPLS VPN traffic screening
solutions

SibIT

www.satc.ru

Designing information systems; IT consulting

Sibinfocentr

www.sibinfo.ru

Software development; authorized training and testing centers

Sibius

–

Programming and information services

Signatec

www.signatec.ru

Speech recording systems

Softlab

www.softlab-nsk.com

Developing software for audio and video systems

Telecomstroy

www.telecomstroy.com

Network integration; designing and constructing communication-related facilities

Tornado

–

Developing software for controllers

Unipro

http://unipro.ru/ru/
index.html

Software development; business engineering

Utilex IT 2000

www.utilex.ru

Business system integration solutions

Centr Finansovikh Technologiy
(Financial Technology Center)

www.cft.ru

Developing software for the banking sector; integration

Eltex

www.mc240.ru

Developing and producing means of communication

R-Style Sibir

www.r-style.ru

IT consulting (audit, assessment, preparation for comprehensive projects); Implementation of
integrated business management systems, including ERP and CRM systems; IT outsourcing;
developing solutions

Unisoft Plus

www.unisoftplus.com

Software development
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Modern technologies
Ivan Golosov, Intel Novosibirsk Site Leader

Working in Novosibirsk is rewarding
Intel Novosibirk is engaged in software research and development and strategic projects. In just three years, Intel
in Novosibirsk has grown to more than 200 employees. Intel now operates 5 branches in Russia, making its
Russian operation its largest outside the US.

Novosibirsk
offers opportunity
Why Intel has come to Novosibirsk? It’s
easy to explain. The Novosibirsk Akademgorodok has always been proud of its advanced systems programming scientific
school. Moreover there are a lot of up-to-

date computing mathematic schools here
developing different academic fields.
They play a key role in the ongoing development and maintenance of IT.
Intel analyzed Novosibirsk and its
Akademgorodok and decided that this
was the exact place for our company to
broaden its development opportunities

Intel’s history in Russia
and the CIS
The Commonwealth of Independent States
and especially Russia are of particular Intel
interest for technology development and implementation. Russia possesses not only
emerging consumer markets but also high scientific and engineering potential. Intel has invested major funds in multipurpose international-level research center in five cities in Russia: Moscow, St Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod, Novosibirsk, Sarov and Satis – a settlement in the Nizhny Novgorod region. Intel branches in Russia
were launched in August, 1991 with our Moscow headquarters office. Its activity was mainly focused on marketing and sales. From the moment we arrived in Russia, Intel began to play the key role
in the sustainable development of Russian information and communication technologies.

with the help of scientific laboratories
specializing in bioengineering, nanotechnologies etc. On the 14th of July, 2007 Intel and the Academy of Sciences, Siberian branch, signed a renewal Protocol of
Intentions that extends the range of our
joint educational and research programs.
Furthermore Intel cooperates with the
key regional educational institutions
here, allocating funds for qualified students’ internships. The company is also a
sponsor of a research laboratory attached
to the Novosibirsk State University where
High Performance Computing (HPC) is
being developed. Intel is going to continue cooperation with different universities
and Russian Academy of Science, Siberian branch, in the future.
It is clear that Intel is successful in Novosibirsk due to three key factors: the opportunity to hire and retain international-level professionals in the engineering
sector; a favorable situation in the labor
market where “price and quality” are balanced and third, the unique research “ecosystem” here.

In 1992 Intel hired computer program specialists from Sarov. The success that those employees had led to the decision to establish a Nizhny Novgorod software branch office in 2000. It

Price and quality

currently employees 300 programmers and scientists who cooperate with Intel departments in
other countries. At the end of 2003 Intel established the Novosibirsk marketing and sales department and the Sarov development center. In January 2004 the Nizhny Novgorod marketing center
was opened. In May 2004 Intel signed agreements with Russian companies “Elbrus” and “UniPro”
as part of a strategic investment program, Intel Capital. These agreements enabled Intel to hire
the above mentioned companies’ employees and establish software research centers in St Petersburg, Novosibirsk and Moscow. This move extended the number of our employees in Russia to
1200 people.
As a result, Intel Russia has become the largest Intel operation outside the USA. The company’s employees work in the software development, semiconductor equipment design and applied
research. The major strands of work at the research centers include microprocessor architecture
design, compilers development and optimizing software, protocol research and wireless network
access standards.
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Russia and Novosibirsk in particular is
considered to be the leader in the quality of its technically-trained labor force.
This type of leadership is based on the
high level of expertise and low cost of
employees’ maintenance in comparison
with other emerging economies’ markets. Though the rate of remuneration in
Novosibirsk, Russia, is lower than in other countries, there are “hidden costs”,
connected with employment and training procedure here. Nevertheless, there
are specific advantages in Novosibirsk
that have helped it to become a suitable
place for Intel to develop research such

IT sector
as compiler engineering, mathematic
optimizing library lay-out etc.
Another benefit of Novosibirsk is the
low real estate prices in its surrounding
provincial areas. It might be that information infrastructure is expensive but in
general total expenses can be twice less
than in Moscow due to moderate prices
on “B” class office space. The situation
expected to improve even further in the
near future as office construction is to be
developed in Akademgorodok for a technological cluster.

Disadvantages
In truth, there are also certain difficulties
establishing a business in Novosibirsk.
Moscow and St. Petersburg are more attractive for foreign investors because their
modern infrastructure developed highlyskilled labor force market and contemporary quality of life. However, throughout
Russia, there is still a lack of competent
medium- and high-level managers whether it is Moscow or Novosibirsk. It’s the
practice of Intel to invest money in employee training and management improvement, but the problem is still acute.
Another obstacle that Intel faced has
been the increasing salaries necessary to

meet new market demand. This forced us
to change our remuneration policy. Furthermore, Intel incurs additional expenses providing English language courses to
its personnel since not all employees are
proficient. In general Intel is solving all
of these problems successfully. A major
asset of Intel is our ability to attract and
maintain good relations with employees. The staff turnover is low, so that
helps to train a shaped and steady team
ready and able to work more efficiently. Not all organizations have such a successful employment policy. That’s why
they have to be very careful in making
the decision to establish branch offices
in Novosibirsk

Success breeds
more success
Intel is succeeding in Russia. The investments into the Novosibirsk region have
brought solid commercial impact. There
is no doubt that regional cities still have
problems with the market economy but
Intel is successfully tackling them and is
planning to invest more. The key points
of success are the same – qualified personnel and price-quality balance.

Evgeny Zakablukovsky,

Intel also provides Business Travel Accident coverage at no cost. Intel

Intel Russia Corporate Affairs Manager

Russia employees receive 28 paid vacation days per year in accordance
with Russia Labor Code, plus additional 4 days of vacation for unfixed

Intel Russia compensation includes market-competi-

working schedule. Intel provides paid holidays and employee leave days

tive salary paid in rubbles according to fixed rates set

according to Russia’s Labor Code. Examples include sick and hospitaliza-

in the employment agreements. Salaries can be in-

tion leave; bereavement leave; maternity, paternity, parental, and family

creased during the annual personnel review. There are

leaves; personal leave. Each employee, if approved by a manager, can get

also special bonuses twice a year. Intel offers certain benefits as well

a lap-top with all necessary software including internet connection during

such as shareholding for every employee. The amount of shares can be

domestic and foreign business trips. Employees on a foreign business trip

increased according to the results of the annual personnel appraisal. Intel

are provided with 4*hotel apartment, corporate credit card for every-day

partly compensates eligible employees' expenses for sport activities and

expenses including taxi. Intel’s worldwide training organization, Intel Uni-

lunches at onsite cafeterias. Intel Russia also offers employees compre-

versity, focuses on Intel culture, career and manager development, and

hensive medical and dental plan coverage, assuring employees cost-effec-

new employee orientation and integration. Intel University provides world-

tive and flexible choices when selecting quality care. Intel and its employ-

wide administration and delivery of more than 2,400 unique instructor-

ees share the cost of employee and dependent health care coverage. To

led or online courses. Over 11,000 Intel employees currently volunteer as

provide for their family's economic well-being, eligible Intel Russia employ-

instructors, including senior management. In 2005, Intel spent an aver-

ees are provided with insurance coverage in case of death or disability.

age of $3,700 per employee worldwide on training and development.
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Modern technologies
Irina Travina, Executive Director of SibAkademSoft

Satisfying IT companies' needs
During the SABIT training program held in 2000, employees and the heads of several Novosibirsk IT firms
arrived at the idea that they could unite to better represent their collective interests. Out of this came
SibAkademSoft, an organization set up primarily to lobby the regional and Academgorodok authorities
and which brought together 15 IT firms, the Russian Academy of Science, the regional administration and
Novosibirsk State University.
Time has shown that our coming together has been a timely move. The group has
been instrumental in promoting the common interests of its members, and not
only through lobbying. We can also deservedly take credit for the ongoing constr uction of a hi-tec h technopark at
Akademgorodok. The project aims to go
some way to remedying the problem concerning a lack of suitable premises to locate companies. Since Akademgorodok is
a brand name it's preferable to have comIrina TRAVINA,
Director of SoftLab-NSK,
Executive Director of SibAkademSoft,
a Non-commercial Partnership
of Assistance for IT Development in Siberia
Following her graduation from the Novosibirsk
State University's School of Mechanics and
Mathematics, Mrs Travina began her career
at the Novosibirsk branch of the Institute of
Precision Mechanics and Computer Engineering as an engineer-programmer. She went on
to work for the Institute of Automation and
Electrometry's Laboratory of Computer Graphics, which participated in producing several
simulator systems for preparing cosmonauts
for living on the Mir space station.
In 1991, a difficult year for science and
the country in general, Mrs Travina and her
colleagues set up their own company and began developing a PC-oriented graphic engine.
In 1997 her team developed a racing game
named Dalnoboyschiki (Truckers) for the wellknown computer games firm Buka. Today the
company mainly develops computer games,
cosmonauts simulator systems, operators of
gravity humps for railway stations and software and hardware for digital television.
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panies there, rather than in Novosibirsk
proper, since it is likely to better attract
international investors. A number of organizations have been quick to recognize
this, including institutes of the Russian
Academy of Science's Siberian Division
and other universities which supply us
with skilled personnel.
SibAkademSoft's target is to add to its
ranks of IT companies with new members.
Prevalent among our members are firms
that develop their own software and computer products but don't so much distribute, while the opposite is true of most other IT associations. In t he long r un,
though, it's no good having one or the
other - developers and distributors need
to come together in such organizations.
Another of our members' significant
tasks is the preparation of skilled specialists for the IT sector. Staff at SoftLab-NSK,
for example, the company I manage, undergo lengthy training periods. We use
premises belonging to the Institute of Au-

tomation and Electrometry for this, where
some of our staff work. Our firm takes on
a number of students from the universities every year, firstly on a freelance basis and then as full members of staff after
they graduate. While some others relocate within Russia after graduation, for
example to work with Moscow firms or at
the Nizhny Novgorod branch of Intel, a
large number go abroad, for example to
work with Microsoft in the US.
We offer a range of staff benefits in our
bid to attract specialists to our company,
including voluntary health insurance, financial help with accommodation rental
costs and opportunities to participate in
mortgage programs. But for migrating
students financial and social issues are
not are the forefront of their minds - some
of them are just interested in traveling
around the world. The underlying point
here is that students and graduates are
not bound to a particular place and have
open futures.

Mind-controlled mice
In 1994 an American company,
MindDrive invited SoftLab-NSK to
develop PC games using his patented mind-drive technology, whereby
a user could control a computer
cursor with his mind, which he
based on polygraph operation principles. After creating an interface,
SoftLab-NSK produced games including MindSkier (a mountain skiing simulator), FIB (an equivalent to a polygraph) and MindFlight (a flight simulator). While these games enjoyed initial
success, they were ineffectively marketed. Consumers had to buy both the device and the
games, which together were not cheap, and as a result MindDrive left the market. Thus, in
this strange way, SoftLab-NSK entered the PC game development market.

IT sector
Alexander Pogudin, Chairman of the Board, Financial Technology Center

Russian IT firms need to focus on strengthening
their presence in the internal market
Several strategic documents concerning information and communication technologies have been recently
developed and ratified in Russia. Techno parks are being created and a sector-specific investment fund is being
formed. All these trends testify to the fact that the government is trying to enlarge the share of this sector in the national
economy to improve the country's GDP indicators and increase the amount of exports. IT firms must ensure that their presence
in the internal market is strong and secure before trying to gain market share in the global economy.
It is crucial for Russian IT firms to focus
their energies on the issues of reinforcement, defense and development of the
internal market. A key priority is how ICT
is being used in the financial sector; not
only by the public but how regulatory
and other authorities perceive the issue.
It's essential that a strong internal market, which uses its own innovations and
technologies, is an indispensable condition of success before trying to occupy
strong high technology positions in the
global market
This is the path our company has chosen. We are now a leading Russian developer of high-technology solutions for financial institutions. Today more than 450
Russian banks use our center's software
solutions in their work.
Our success is due to the fact that in
the beginning we tried to anticipate the
requirements of our clients. This gave
them a greater scope of the types of services that were possible and served as an

Alexander POGUDIN, Chairman of the Board,
Financial Technology Center

incentive for the development of future
business. Our motto is innovation and
reasonable pragmatism. These two factors helped our center achieve an annual
sales growth of 35–40% and more than
50% profit growth improvement.
At the beginning of our work, Financial Technology Center's top managers
centered their strategy on the development of two business trends, namely
software production and a wide range
of processing service. In 2006 the company's turnover amounted to 1.69 billion r ubles ($62.6m). Today each of
these trends gives us more than 45% of
our revenues. The general rate of the
business development of the Financial
Technology Center was highly praised
by exper ts of the Direct Investments
Fund Baring Vostok Capital Partners
(BCVP) and in Spring of 2006 BVCP became a strategic partner of Financial
Tec hnology Center and entered t he
company's business.

Financial Technology Center
The company was founded in 1991 by alumni of
the Novosibirsk State University. The first creation of the company's specialists was an integrated banking system on the Btrieve platform.
A bit later Financial Technology Center became
the first company in Russia to nationally introduce the Bank-Client software system with crypto-operation and the RSA electronic signature.
In 1994 the company started its processing business and introduced the Golden Crown interbank
payment system. In 1996 Financial Technology
Center offered financial organizations a new generation system – an Oracle-based banking information system. According to iOne rating, Financial Technology Center occupies the first position among Russian companies creating software
for financial institutions. In July 2007 the Financial Technology Center Group became the winner
of the annual award "The Leader of the Branch".

Financial Technology Center's flagship projects:

Mr. Pogudin has been working at the Center
since the company was founded in 1992. Prior to 1996 he headed the Flagship Projects
Department. Since 2000 he has been Vice
President of the company and has been responsible for work with VIP clients. Mr. Pogudin
has been the immediate supervisor of many
flagship software solutions made available by
the Financial Technology Center. Of a particular importance is the project concerning the
creation of a development platform, using Oracle, for a mortgage lending bank. Mr. Pogudin also participated in the implementation of
several large-scale projects carried out in cooperation with leading banks of Russia's financial market.
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development of world-wide banking systems (more than 35% Russian banks
use software solutions developed by the Center in their work);
the Golden Crown national payment system (the number of the cards issued by
"the Golden Crown" has exceeded 5 million. In 2006 turnover in the system amounted
to 200 billion rubles/$7.4bn);
the City federal payment system (more than 150 banks and enterprises collect
payments with the use of the City federal system, among them: Sberbank, UralSib Bank,
Rus-Bank, Svyaz-Bank, the Post Service of Russia as well as housing and public utilities
enterprises. The federal partners of the City system in this system are MTS, Beeline,
MegaFon, Rostov Cellular Communications CJSC, Uralsvyazinform OJSC, Golden Telecom
and others);
the interbank processing center for electronic documents Faktura.ru (one of the
five systems of the Internet banking class most popular in Russia, used by more than
200 Russian banks);
loyalty programs for retailing companies (Perekryostok, Detsky Mir, Top-Kniga
and others).
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Modern technologies
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Power Electronics
Double-digit growth, high-end product value
drives sector sales towards $1 billion
Still in development as a sector, intense demand is forcing power electronics firms to re-think their business
to take full advantage of double-digit growth. The current annual sales of power electronic systems and devices by Novosibirsk
companies, including members of the association Power Electronics of Siberia, now exceed several billion rubles. The potential
volume of all the Russian market of power electronics is estimated not less than $5bn a year. The market share of the Siberian
region is 11 to 14% and is estimated as $600–800m.
The RF government has adopted a development strategy for the power electronics industry for 2007–11 with a budget of
23 billion rubles ($900m). What's needed to develop the sector is to initiate a fundamental structural change in how the
industry operates.

A product line from artificial
emeralds to night vision scopes
The power electronics manufacturing
cluster in the Novosibirsk region is driven by the global demand for semiconductors, specialized instrumentation
and industrial and precious gems. Companies located in Akademgorodok and
Novosibirsk have leading positions not
only in Russia but also abroad: the region accounts for 70% of the world manufacturing of artificial emeralds, 40% of
the Russian market for making liquid
and gas chromatography, 10% of Russian exports of laser systems and accessories, 40% of Russian manufacturing of
medical X-ray devices and 80% of Russian export opto electronic devices for
night vision scopes.
Devices developed in Novosibirsk include instrumentation for the transport
market t hat reduces petrol costs by
20–40%; electric power conversion systems; industrial electric drives; automo-
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tive electronics; thyristor self-excitation
systems for powerful turbo and hydro
generators; new technology of manufacturing semiconducting silicon and devices for stocktaking of power resources for housing and utilities infrastructure. Electric power steering and electronic ignition systems for Russian car
manufacturers, GAZ and AvtoVAZ are
also produced here.

Silicon manufacturing
An important field of power electronics
is producing metallurgical silicon for the
microelectronics industry in Norway and
China. The Russian price is $1.5–2 per kg.
Russian raw materials are used in these
countries for manufacturing semiconducting silicon. As a material applied to
semiconductors, the price jumps to about
$100 per kg. Finished silicon microelectronic chips are an expensive product: a
kilogram of silicon elements for microprocessors costs about $20m.

Gem growth
Gem growth has always been a priority at
the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Science. Tairus, a company established using the facilities of Hydrothermal
Synthesis Laboratory of the Geology Institute of the Academy of Science's Siberian
Division grows and sells gems of beryl (emeralds, aquamarines), corundum (rubies,
sapphires) and garnet to the world market. Tairus is the only company in the
world growing corundum gems and multicolored sapphires in hydrothermal conditions. The gems made by this company
have a wide application: they are used in
jewelry manufacturing as well as for optical elements in lasers. Artificial crystalline
from hydrothermal leucosapphires are

widely used in ophthalmologic application. Sapphire glass is also used in optics
and watch manufacturing.

Innovation also drives
industry growth
The local company Technoscan is the largest exporter of laser systems and accessories in Siberia. Another firm, Meta, develops automated systems of weighing liquid metal used by Russian metallurgic
companies. MedTek and Uniscan control
60% of Russia's X-ray devices market. In
2006 these companies employed almost
4,000 people and generated seven billion
rubles ($260m).
In 2000 Uniscan, with a contract from
Moscow group Geolink and approval from
the RF Ministry of Domestic Affairs, developed two types of quickly deployable
guide reconnaissance complexes, "Radiobarier". Their purpose is to spot human
and machine movement. In spring 2002
the company developed an X-ray device
with automated controls that was successfully certified by the RF Ministry of
Health Care. The firm is now developing
a mobile digital photofluorographic complex based on features created for its Xray machines.
Ekran – Opticheskie Systemy (Screenoptic systems) was set up using the facilities of the Novosibirsk Plant, Ekran. It's
the only manufacturer of electronic-optic
converters with zero generation. Their innovative products are mostly exported to
the USA and EU.

Government support
for the industry
The Power Electronics program developed by the Siberian Division of the Academy of Science, together with the Admini-

Electronic systems
stration of the Novosibirsk region and the
state-owned corporation Rosatom has
been ongoing for five years. The program
includes manufacturing intelligent devices for automobiles and trucks (electric
brakes, electric power steering for AvtoVAZ and others) and mega current converters for RAO UES and large factories.
A managing company has been set up to
implement the plan. Over the past five
years its production volume has increased
from 600 million to nine billion rubles
(from approximately $22m to $333m).
According to Novosibirsk municipal
authorities, the production volume of the
interregional program of power electronics exceeded two billion rubles ($74m)
last year. By 2010 it is projected to grow
to more than seven billion rubles annually ($280m), with the sector expecting to
add 6,000 new jobs.
State support for the industry is also
expanding. A new program of loan incentives for manufacturing development is
already having a positive effect. ELSIB,
Siberia and the Far East's only company
designing and manufacturing generators
for steam, gas, large scale hydraulic turbines and powerful asynchronous, highvoltage electric drives, will get state aid

amounting to 46 million rubles ($1.8m).
The company now exports to 56 countries
and plans to use the funds to modernize
and invest in new equipment which will
significantly increase production capacity. In February 2007, Novosibirskenergo,
one of the largest companies in the region, becameELSIB's main shareholder as
part of its major expansion program.
The current annual sales of power electronic systems and devices by Novosibirsk
companies, including members of the association Power Electronics of Siberia,
now exceed several billion rubles. The
potential volume of all the Russian market of power electronics is estimated not
less than $5bn a year. The market share
of the Siberian region is from 11 to 14%
and can be estimated as $600–800m.

Projects
The largest development in the field of
science intensive technology is being implemented by federal programs or in cooperation with major manufacturing
companies and includes:
projects of power electronics, such as
the development and design of switch-

boards for inductive heating processing stations. Some of these being developed by the Federal Agency for Nuclear Power in cooperation with an interregional program, Development of
Siberian Power Electronics.
catalyst and catalyst technology for a
new generation of engine fuel as a part
of a joint project with oil companies,
the hydrogen power industry and fuel
elements, and with Norilsk Nickel.
optoelectronics for defense systems
(night vision scopes) as well as for
medical and scientific devices and consumer goods.
Another managing company has been
set up in the region to implement a regional intersector-specific program. This
firm, Power Electronics of Siberia, will
focus on manufacturing development
and product distribution. The goal is
help major companies in the region, such
as the Novosibirsk Electrovacuum Plant
Soyuz, the Novosibirsk Plant of Semiconductors, Vostok, Sever, BEMZ and ElSib,
to increase their research-manufacturing
potential and create more than 300 of
new jobs.

Selected companies of power electronics
Company

Website

Activity

Berdsky Electromechanical Plant

www.betro.nsk.su

Manufacturing of precision mechanics, microelectronics and electro mechanics products

VMK Optoelektronika

www.vmk.ru

Development and manufacturing of color optical image scanners with super-high
resolution

VOSTOK

www.vostok.nsk.su

Integrated circuits and other microelectronic products

Siberian Technology Machine
Building Plant

www.zstm.ru

Development and manufacturing of a new generation of heating equipment using 50 Hz.
inductive heating technology

Industrialnye tekhnologii
(Industrial Technologies)

www.i-techno.ru

Manufacturing of hardware for manufacturing process automation

Irbis

www.irbis.ksn.ru

Development, manufacturing and servicing of AC electric drives

Katod

www.katod.org/

Development and manufacturing of night vision devices with the application of image
intensifier tubes for 2nd generation, Super 2 and 3 and hybrid photoelectric receptors
for scientific experiments

KB Avtomatiki (Designing Bureau
of Automatics)

http://kb-a.ru

Energy saving technology: soft starters and frequency converters for asynchronous
motors from 1 to 100 kilowatts

Technological Design Institute of
Scientific Instrument Engineering

www.tdisie.nsc.ru

Technical vision systems, optics of 3D objects, measuring technology, intelligent problemoriented systems for non-destructive inspection, laser technologies and precision highresolution systems

Magnetika

www.magnetika.ru

Development and manufacturing of electromagnetic and supersonic units, sensors and
home appliances

MedTek

www.medtek.ru

Manufacturing of scientific devices using multi-component solid state detectors

Meta

www.meta.su

Manufacturing analytical instrumentation and equipment
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Company

Website

Activity

Modulnye Systemy Tornado
(Modular Sytems Tornado)

http://tornado.nsk.ru,
www.telemexanika.ru,
www.intouch.ru

Development and manufacturing of microprocessor controls and stocktaking systems for
different industries

The Novosibirsk Plant of
Condensators

-

Manufacturing of radio electronic components (condensers of direct capacity; batteries,
consumer goods)

The Novosibirsk Plant of
Semiconducting Devices

www.okbnzpp.ru

One of the largest makers of electronic components and semiconducting devices:
manufacturing micro processing units, digital and analog integrated circuits, micro logic
circuits, stabilitrons and energy accounting devices

The Novosibirsk Plant of Radio
Components Oksid

www.oksid.com

Manufacturing of industrial condensers, batteries

The Novosibirsk Instrument
Making Plant

http://telescopes.nsk.ru

Manufacturing of optic and optoelectronic devices

Novosibirsk Geophysical
Equipment Development Bureau

www.megasignal.ru

Research work, designing, producing and modernizing geophysical hardware

Novosibirsk Electrovacuum
Plant–Soyuz

www.nevz.ru

Manufacturing of vacuum microwave devices; power semiconductor devices; development
and production of automobile electronic products, alumina ceramics-based goods for the
power industry and electronics; instrument making products

Experimental Plant under the
Siberian Division of the Russian
Academy of Sciences

http://opz.itam.nsc.ru

Manufacturing industrial lasers

Planar

www.planar.ru

Electronic components, development and manufacturing of “intellectual” integrated
circuits

Promanalytpribor

www.promanalyt.ru

Development and manufacturing of multi-purpose gas analysis equipment for
environmental applications and scientific research

Radiotehnika

www.radiotexnika.ru

Wholesale and retail supplies of radio electronic components, manufacturing of acoustic
systems, loudspeakers, cable production etc.

RiM (Radio and Microelectronics) www.zao-rim.ru/about

Development and manufacturing of modern radio electronic products, systems and
technology complexes

Sever

www.sever.gcom.ru/

Manufacturing of precision mechanical tools, electronics, microelectronics, electric
equipment for machines, electric heaters and home appliances

Sector T

www.st.siberia.net

Development and manufacturing of electronic components, electric devices,
communication facilities and software

Siberia-Mehatronika

www.sibmech.ru

Standard integrated intellectual modules of machines’ movable parts and machine
controllers

Sibmatek

www.sibmatik.ru

Manufacturing components for technology process control, electric drives for general
manufacturing purposes and for movable mechanisms, automation solutions

Sib-prin

www.sib-prin.ru

Satellite navigation systems: portable and personal avionics; fish searching equipment;
topography maps, “Path” systems

Signatec

www.signatec.ru

Multichannel systems of digital registration and audio information processing

Tairus

www.tairus.com

Gem growth

Uniscan

-

Development and manufacturing of electronic devices including X-ray and DF systems

Electrokonstruktzia

www.nzek.ru

Electronic and energy instrument making

Elkon

www.pifelkon.narod.ru

Development and manufacturing of samples and small runs of electric machines (engines
and generators), semiconducting power converters; repair; consulting on designing and
rework

Electroconnect

www.pselectro.ru

Manufacturing printed circuit boards

Elsib

www.elsib.ru

Manufacturing high efficiency electrical equipment

ERASIB

www.era.siberia.net

Solutions which require the application of a regulated electric drive - frequency
converters, soft starters, converters for DC electric drives.
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Производство электронных систем
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Modern technologies
Stanislav Ivanitsky, Director of the Experimental Plant of the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Science

The pioneer of today's techno parks
Novosibirsk Experimental Plant of the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Science has been successfully
operating for about 50 years now. It can rightly be called the pioneer of modern techno parks. Today its role is
quite different from what it used to be, but its main activity remains the same – high technology unit production
of experimental equipment based on the orders of Novosibirsk's Scientific institutes and other companies.
During the time of the SU 1,800 people
worked at the Experimental Plant. It was a
leading scientific center. Everything that
was developed by the Siberian Division of
the Russian Academy of Science was manufactured here. Today the plant has 400 employees. The number of people is not the
only thing that has changed, processing
technology, production time and prime cost
of the products have changed over the years
as well. Clients are different too.
The Experimental Plant produces unique
equipment. Every month we receive from
70 to 80 different orders. Today many private companies commercialize a large
number of technologies. More and more
Stanislav IVANITSKY,
Director of Experimental Plant of Siberian
Division of the Russian Academy of Science
Mr. Ivanitsky graduated from Agricultural Institute with a degree in agronomy in 1995 and from
Institute of National Economy in 1998. He has
completed a PhD program and defended a PhD
thesis in economic sciences at the Agricultural
Institute. Mr. Ivanitsky has been the Head of
Experimental Plant for 12 years, at the moment
he also works as Deputy Director of Institute of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.

attention is being paid to science and R&D
institutes to gradually increase their production output. We fill their orders as well
as orders from corporate clients.
To be able to maintain our competitive
status, we continuously upgrade our production facilities. At the moment we are about
to commission a new automated laser technology complex system. This new carbon
dioxide laser was developed in cooperation
with the Institute of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. At the moment I can say that the
complex is unique in the world.
Implementation of such new technology will improve the quality of metal processing and decrease the production cycle time.
For example, the Experimental Plant has received an order to manufacture a special
grid. At first sight there is nothing difficult
about this order, it's just an ordinary plate
with a number of precise diameter holes. If
the factory used the previous technology it
would take about a month to manufacture
this grid and cost more than 40,000 rubles.
Using the new laser technology, we manufactured the grid within two days and the
price was 7,000 rubles. The situation will
be the same now with most orders.
Our plan for the future is to install another system with two similar lasers which
we can use for our needs as well as the
needs of dozens of other factories. Novosi-

birsk's industry needs two or three such
complexes. But first we will take care of
providing parts to satisfy the needs of our
production facilities.
Being a part of the Siberian Division of
the Russian Academy of Science is advantageous for the plant. We can implement
new technologies without worrying about
financing and tax payments. When the
plant suffered serious financial problems
and did not have any orders it was the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of
Science that helped us out.
We see the future of our plant developing in two directions – working out new
technologies and starting continuous production for Russian and foreign clients. Of
course we will continue producing unique
equipment. At the same time we are working on the plant restructuring. In the near
future we will set up a Design Bureau that
will be the "brain" of the plant. As soon as
the bureau starts operating we will be able
to fulfill orders starting from initial laboratory tests all the way to finished production.
Until recently the factory worked in a different way – it developed a sample, passed
it over for future development to an R&D
institute and then the institute sent it to
another factory for mass production. Today
it is possible to carry out all the stages right
in our own plant.

advertisement

Experimental Plant of the Siberian Division
of the Russian Academy of Science:
Transparency. Stability. High technologies.
The Novosibirsk Experimental Plant has been successfully operating for more than 45 years.
Its main activity is working with R&D institutes of the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy
of Science to produce experimental equipment
The Novosibirsk Experimental Plant has its own production facilities equipped with sophisticated high
technology machines that allow us to manufacture unique products, devices and equipment for any company.
The highly trained specialists that work at the plant ensure that the quality of the products we manufacture
is controlled at every stage of production.
Today, the Experimental Plant has a well-earned reputation of being a well-managed company and a reliable
partner. We constantly strive to achieve the best results in everything we do. Our experience has proved that
the only way to be a truly competitive company is to develop steadily, constantly improve performance and try
to overtake rivals.
The fundamental principles of our company are transparency, willingness to cooperate, honesty,
professionalism and reliability.
This is what makes us confident about our client relationships and about the future.
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Biological science
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

The cradle of Russian biotechnology
Novosibirsk is rightly considered to be the cradle of Russian biotechnology. Institutes
of the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian division produce a tremendous quantity
of various materials for research, while state and private companies situated in and
around Novosibirsk commercialize new hi-tech products for medicine and
pharmacology, food processing and power generating industries to name but a few.
Biotechnology is one of the most promising sectors of both modern science and the
economy. Biotechnologies help to bring
about qualitative changes in the development of human civilization. That's why the
world's most advanced countries consider
biotechnology their number one strategic
development priority.

Sector prospects
Biotechnologies create opportunities to
solve many contemporary problems: national security, new highly effective domestic medicines to treat cancer, cardiovascular diseases, HIV and bird flu as well as the
timely provision of other effective medicines that can be made available to the wider population inexpensively. The development of nanostructured medicines, for example, is expected to allow patients to take
much smaller doses of medicines whose
effect will actually be stronger.
According to sector specialists, 25% of the
world's chemical industry will be using biotechnological processes by 2025. Due to the
depletion of oil and gas reserves in the west,
biotechnologies will also see an ever increasing role as alternative power sources. These
renewable organic raw materials include bio
gas used for home and utility needs and bio
fuel and hydrogen for automotive transport.
In 2006 the sales volume of the world's
biotechnological companies grew by 14%
and reached $73.4bn. Driving this growth
was a shift from developing new technologies to implementing serial production and
actual manufacturing of finished products.
By 2010 the biotechnological products market will soar to $100bn.

Novosibirsk's role
in rebuilding the sector
Unfortunately Russia's share in the world's
biotechnological products market is very
small, around 1%. During its years of social
and economic turmoil the production of enzymes dropped six-fold, antibiotics fell

twelve-fold and the production of fodder
protein decreased by twenty-five times. Russia's dependence on imported biotechnological products is extremely high. We import
almost 100% of our insulin and over 90% of
all antibiotics.
Despite this, Russia still has significant
competitive advantages. It has rich experience and a powerful, advanced scientific
research base. The most successful businesses in the sector are still small and medium-sized enterprises as well as state scientific centers.
One of the most outstanding scientific
centers in Russia is situated in Novosibirsk,
the Vector state scientific center for virology
and biotechnology. It's the cradle for such
successful domestic companies as VectorBest, Russia's largest manufacturer of immuno-biological medicines and diagnostic devices; Vector-BiAlgam, engaged in the production of diagnostic devices and vaccines
against hepatitis A, sour milk products for
medical treatment and diet and Vector-Medica, a pharmaceuticals firm.

Vector and other
sci-tech businesses
In 2006 Vector formaly became a Federal
State Scientific Center and in accordance
with its charter, can no longer engage in
commercial production for the national
healthcare system. All medicines that it developed prior to 2006 were handed over to
private pharmaceutical companies for commercialization and licensed. Today, Vector
is purely a research facility focusing on the
development of new medicines which can
than be licensed.
In order to increase its competitiveness,
Vector has created special experimental
labs that deal with developing GMP-standard medicines. These standards stipulate
strict, specific requirements for the engineering systems of pharmaceutical enterprises.
Vector products and medicines created
by its licensees and offspring are attracting
wide acclaim.
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The anticancer adenoviral medicine
Cancerolisin, developed by Vector, won an
innovation award sponsored by the nonprofit organization TEMP (Technologies to
Small Businesses) in 2006. The contests'
organizers commended the firm for the
quality of its business plan and the welldeveloped sales strategy. Vector-BiAlgam
has won more than 20 awards at various
international and regional exhibitions.
Over 20 businesses in Siberia and in Russia's Far East milk products industry use the
technologies developed at Vector-BiAlgam.
The strong demand for bifida-containing
products has helped the company expand
its production capacities this year and build
a new factory to produce infant dietary
meals. The factory's production capacity is
expected to be six tons of bifida products
every 24 hours.
Intriguing new research is being carried
out at the Engineering Immunology Center, a Novosibirsk-based regional subsidiary
of Moscow-based biotechnological company BIOKAD. Its research is targeted at fighting various autoimmune diseases such as
arthritis, psoriasis and other diseases originating from autoimmune deficiencies.

Biotech in other sectors
In close cooperation with Vector and the
Russian Academy of Cosmonautics the Novosibirsk cosmetics producer Trinity M created a new collection of cosmetics named
Venets Sibiri (Siberian Crown). Trinity M
has 15 years of experience in the cosmetics
market. The current focus of its development work is based not only on biotech research, cosmetology and pharmacology but
also on Russia's thousand year experience
with folk medicine.
Its new ecologically-friendly bio medicine
Silk increases plant growth and yield by 12–
35%, as well as protecting plants against infections. This exciting product was developed and commercialized by a group of scientists from the Vorozhtsov Novosibirsk Institute of Organic Chemistry and the Cytology and Genetics institute. Silk is produced
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from needles harvested from the timber logging waste of Siberian Fir trees.
The Russian market of biological preparations for the poultry and animal breeding industries consists of the following
segments: fodder additives increasing
fodder's biological value; probiotics; protein supplements and feed antibiotics.
The first two segments seem to be most
promising.
Novosibirsk companies are important
players in the fodder additives market.
These are widely used in the poultry and
animal breeding industries. This sector is
represented by such regional companies as
Sibbiofarm and EM-Biotekh. For these sectors to reach their full potential, the state
approved list of existing bio medicines that
are allowed for use in Russia needs to be
expanded and legislative reforms need to
be considered.

State built techno parks
The development of Russian biotechnological clusters is supported at all governmental levels. In 2006 the RF accepted a national program for the Development of Biotechnology in Russia for the period 2006 till
2015. The program's authors hope to
achieve the following results: replace up to
20% of currently imported medicines of
high importance with domestic ones; increase the share of renewable raw materials for the Russian power generating and
chemical industry; provide for the biological safety of Russia and increase its competitiveness in the world market.
In the Novosibirsk region, the focus is the
creation of techno parks in Akademgorodok
and in Koltsovo. Diagnostic systems developer ImDi, in cooperation with Vector, plans
to launch a significant number of new pro-

duction facilities at the Koltsovo techno
park. These will include multi-use immunodiagnostic systems based on biochips.
A biotech business incubator, part of the
sci-tech park in Akademgorodok, will be
involved with research. Participants include
such institutes as the Cytology and Genetics Institute, the Chemical Biology and Fundamental Medicine Institute and several
institutes belonging to the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian division. They will
be cooperating on biotechnological processes based on coli form bacillus' strains,
yeast strains and eukaryotic-cell cultures;
development of diagnostic devices; instrumentation making; bioinformatics; plant
biotechnology and; medical research.
Of primary importance is that all of the
business-incubator's participants will have
the opportunity to carry out both the basic
laboratory research and preclinical trials

Selected Novosibirsk biotechnology enterprises
Company

Website

Activity

Bio-Vesta

www.biovesta.ru

Manufactures functional nutrition products and nutritional supplements such as Biovestin,
Biovestin-Lacto, Bifilin-M and Tonus

BioPro

www.biopro.ru

Develops and produces fodder additives and veterinary medicines

Vector-Best

www.vector-best.ru

Manufactures test systems to diagnose various human diseases; produces a number of agents
for clinical biochemistry

Vector-BiAlgam

–

Produces new generation medicines based on bifida and lactic acid bacilli

Vector-Medica

www.vector-medica.
ru

Produces recombinant interferon; the company is the world’s only producer of liposome
interferon

Genniye Seti (Genetic
Networks)

http://genenetworks. Develops a set of data collecting and software solutions for computer reconstruction, analysis
narod.ru
and simulation of genetic networks. The company develops products relating to the creation
and analysis of genetic networks (reconstruction, development simulation and regular patterns
analysis)

ImDi

www.imdi.ru

Develops and produces medical diagnostic testing systems

MedBioSphera

www.medbios.ru

Produces highly effective nutritional supplements, named Promodulins

Medicobiologichesky Soyuz
(Medical and Biological Union)

www.mbu.ru

Develops and produces test systems to diagnose infectious human diseases and conducts
laboratory research

Sayani

www.bioreactor.ru

Develops and implements industrial gas-swirling non-gradient bioreactors for various purposes in
the biotechnological industry

Sibbiopharm

www.sibbio.ru

Develops and produces biological preparations for crop raising, animal breeding, environment
protection and healthcare

Siberian Pharmacology and
Biotechnology Center

www.dnaclub.ru

Produces various pharmaceuticals

Sibpharmacon

–

Produces substances of a new anti-HIV medicine

SibEnzym

http://russia.
sibenzyme.com

Extracts and studies new ferments which are the result of metabolism of nucleic acids. Based
on this work the company develops, produces and sells new medicines used in applied and
fundamental research

Trinity-M

www.erilem.ru

Develops and produces skincare cosmetics

Engineering Immunology Center
(division of the biotechnological
company BIOCAD)

www.biocad.ru

Develops and produces various pharmaceuticals
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that are required to bring new pharmaceuticals onto market.

Current investment climate
and development prospects
Unfortunately, the investment climate in the
Russian biotechnology sector is not yet fully
clear. There are a number of reasons why this
sector is still risky for significant investment.
First, it's a very capital intensive business.
Second, biotechnologies need complicated,
time-consuming research and clinical trials.
Obtaining the necessary licenses and authorizations enabling a business to enter either
European or American markets is also a very
time-consuming and costly process.
On the positive side, more Russian businesses and scientific institutes are now cooperating with world-class foreign organi-

zations. For example, the Vector state scientific center for virology and biotechnology
is striving to get the status of a cooperative
center with the World Health Organization
(WHO) on the study of the influenza virus.
Novosibirsk also has a brilliant base for
training highly qualified specialists in this
sphere. Training programs are offered at all
the leading regional institutes, including
the Novosibirsk State University, Tomsk
State University, the regional branch of the
Moscow design and technology State University and the Novosibirsk Technological
Institute. Since 1983 the Vector scientific
center has been running its own post-graduate programs to train specialists in molecular biology, virology and biotechnology. It
also has two scientific councils reviewing
doctoral degree candidates.
Promising development paths for Novosibirsk biotechnology include: development of

diagnostic test systems; materials for molecular biology and genetics research; pharmaceuticals; nutritional supplements; biological preparations for veterinary and biochips.
All of these segments have shown positive
developments in markets with huge potential. For example, one of the most rapidly
developing markets is nutritional supplements. Almost half of the people who shop
at pharmacies are there to buy vitamins.
Using biotechnologies for agricultural and
veterinary purposes presents a stunning
range of opportunities. A simple example:
until recently Russia was one of the world's
largest suppliers of potatoes. Today, 60% of
the crop is lost due to harm brought by destructive insects, various diseases during the
vegetation period and damage during storage procedures. New biotechnology innovations are likely to help to improve this difficult situation.

Michael Losev, Director of Medico-Biologichesky Soyuz (MBS) (Medical & Biological Union)

If you succeed in your own start-up stage,
help a comrade in his
Russia still lacks a unified and systematic form of state support for start-up companies by sharing investment
risks. There is also a shortage of personnel suitably qualified and experienced in managing innovative projects.
Today, start-up businesses are supported only by the Fund for Supporting the Development of Small Sci-Tech Businesses (also
known as the Bortnik Fund), but this alone is insufficient. For this reason young companies are by now used to solving these
problems by their own means.
Michael LOSEV,
Director of Medico-Biologichesky Soyuz
(MBS) (Medical & Biological Union)
In 1983 Mr Losev graduated from the Novosibirsk State University School of Physics as an
engineering physicist. In 1998 he received a diploma from the Stock Market & Investment
Projects Management Institute and later in 2001
participated in the Special American Business
Internship Program (SABIT), run by the US Trade
Department. As part of the program he studied
managing processes related to the commercialization of scientific developments. In 1992 Mr
Losev set up and became Director of MBS, which
now unites seven legal entities engaged in developing diagnostic test systems for diagnosing various infectious diseases, based on enzyme-linked
immunoelectrodiffusion essay technology or
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). In July 2007
MBS was a winner in the Best Marekting category at the Siberian Venture Fair in Novosibirsk.
Mr Losev was one of the founders of the
SibAkademInnovatsiya association, set up in order to organize cooperation between companies,
scientific establishments and state institutions.

MBS was one of the first biotechnological firms in Russia. Located in Akademgorodok, Novosibirsk's scientific center, it
specializes in developing means and
methods of accurately diagnosing human
illnesses. The company's history started
after the successful establishment of a scitech project relating to the production of
human blood serum panels and diagnostic test systems for medical analysis
geared towards virus detection. MBS is
now one of Russia's three largest test systems manufacturers and is a leader in the
market of laboratory research quality control materials.
MBS's accumulated experience and
links with biotechnological organizations
has allowed us to start offering consulting and intermediary services relating to
the sale of biotechnology within Russia
and abroad. Our firm presently constitutes an innovation holding that carries
out joint projects in cooperation with institutions of the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian Division and with Vector,
the state scientific center for virology and
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biotechnology. We provide support to
applied research and developments in
fields including biochemistry, molecular
biology and medicine.
Naturally, the aim of each project is to
create and commercialize new scienceintensive products. Some projects are realized by affiliated companies managed
and controlled by MBS. Indeed, over the
last three years the number of immunobiological medicines produced by our firm
has increased from 10 to 50 items, while
annual profit has almost doubled to reach
around $4m.
Our plans for the future include further
work in searching out and managing innovative projects concerned with biotechnology and medicine. But we face the
problem of the ongoing lack of premises
at which to locate our affiliated companies. Unfortunately, even the newly-established business incubator in the town of
Koltsovo is unsuitable for the sort of
projects we deal with. When and if this
issue is remedied will depend much on
how state policy reacts to it.
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Mary Smorgonskaya, senior investment manager, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Venture investment
Russia spends ten times less than the US does on funding innovation, only $30-40bn annually. For the sake of comparison:
Japan spends around $100bn and EU countries spend around $150bn. To take advantage of Russia's talented scientists
and inventors, venture investment here needs to be vastly increased.
In 2006 there were just a dozen funds in
Russia investing in high technology. The
majority of investors – both Russian and
foreign – were focused on mature, well-established companies focusing mainly on
nanotechnology.
This fact can be explained, on the one
hand, by the ratio between profitability
and risk of such investments and by the
large number of well-established regional companies seeking investment and
also, on the other hand, by a low share of
innovative products in the general output
of Russia's industrial production sector.
This share is just 3.5-4% while the total
number of innovation businesses constitutes around 7-8% of the total number of
manufacturing businesses. For reference:
in the EU countries these indicators vary
from 23% to 80%. But this situation is
going to change in the near future thanks
to the large-scale regional innovation and
investment plans such as the development
of Siberia's Power Electronics, Biotechnology, Koltzovo Science City, Information
Technology and Energy Saving programs.

Siberian clusters
The Novosibirsk region has witnessed the
appearance of several technological clusters, including large scientific, educational
and production establishments capable of
manufacturing new sci-tech products. At
present there are four such establishments
in the region specializing in power electronics, instrumentation making, biotechnology and IT. These clusters undertake comprehensive innovation projects targeted at
the transfer of high technology uniting academic, sector-specific and higher education science with small, medium and large
businesses.

It's worth mentioning that the Novosibirsk region has given birth to 38% of all
projects that became winners in the 2004
and 2005 programs organized by the Fund
for Support of Small Sci-Tech Businesses in
the Siberian Federal District. During the
two years that the state program for support of small businesses (START) has been
present in the Siberian Federal District its
organizers managed to attract over one billion rubles to realize winning projects.
Among Novosibirsk innovation companies are such manufacturers of pharmaceuticals as Vector-Best and Medico-Biologichesky Soyuz (Medical and Biological Union), disease diagnostic systems manufacturer ImDi which produces 75% of all domestically produced diagnostic systems, liquid chromatography devices manufacturer
EcoNova which produces 90% of all such
devices in Russia, the largest Siberian exporter of laser systems Technoscan, and
META a producer of automated systems for
weighing liquid metal. A trio of Novosibirsk
companies, including SibEl, MedTekh and
Uniscan jointly make for 60% of the total
production of X-ray devices. In 2006 these
companies manufactured products worth
7 billion rubles and jointly employ close to
4,000 specialists.

Investment clusters
Novosibirsk is ripe for the creation of an
investment cluster. It has 74 R&D institutes, 13 design bureaus under the Russian
Academy of Science and 43 institutions of
higher education accommodating the total of over 170,000 students. It also has
Russia's largest scientific innovation centers such as Akademgorodok, science city
Koltzovo, Novosibirsk techno park, the international techno park at the Novosibirsk

General information
Akademgorodok and Novosibirsk accommodate over 400 small and medium sci-tech businesses. In
2005 these businesses manufactured products for the total amount of 5.4 billion rubles ($200m).
They currently employ around 9,000 people. Among their employees there are 380 PhDs and
earning PhDs. For the last two years these businesses have produced 320 new products, have
submitted 120 patents, industrial samples and trademarks registration applications and have
received 85 patents.
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State University and several business incubators focused on supporting innovation
companies.
The development of high technology in
the Novosibirsk region in particular is becoming of considerable interest to state and
private investors. The state plans to spend
around 20 billion rubles ($784m) on techno parks and it is expected that private investors will invest eight-times this sum. The
Novosibirsk regional budget investment is
planned to create and develop the infrastructure of a new techno park in Akademgorodok and the support of resident companies
with tax incentives and other preferences.
Investment in the techno park's infrastructure will help expand construction zones for
development projects. As for various preferences made available to the techno park's
resident companies, budgetary funds will be
used to pay banks' interest rates under mortgage and other loan programs that start-up
innovation companies might choose. World
practice shows that those companies that get
support from the state and remain afloat after such support is the largest multiplier effect of tax pay-offs in the future. And the regional budget will be the first to gain from
this effect.

Novosibirsk scientific center
The Novosibirsk scientific center has become
Russia's first integrated scientific center and
has served as a model for techno parks in
Japan, France, the Republic of Korea and
other countries. Novosibirsk's entry into the
World Technopolis Association in 2001 de
jure assigned this status to the city. This fact
testifies to the new qualitative stage in the
city's development and to its special investment attractiveness. Thanks to the high level of IT development in this scientific center
it is known in the world IT community as the
'Siberian silicon valley'.
Akademgorodok's unique complex brings
together universities, scientific centers and
the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian
Division. Having all these institutes working
together has proved to be very effective. A
great number of applied developments have
been created by keeping multiple disciplines
in such close contact. Today the Russian

Technology commercialization
Academy of Science's Siberian Division has
over 400 potential projects as a result of its
research work. The Institutes of Akademgorodok have also accumulated rich experience in the establishing of their innovation projects. After Novosibirsk won a state
tender to create a business incubator in the
Koltzovo science city in 2005, the total
amount of products manufactured by regional small sci-tech businesses reached 3.2
billion rubles/ $118.5m, with an annual
surplus of 20%.
The first building to be built in Akademgorodok in 2006 was a 4,396 square meter
business incubator to accommodate innovation companies.

History of the Novosibirsk
techno park
In 1996 following a new decree from the
Russian government approved and signed
by the President, Novosibirsk began its
first scientific and technological park. At
the same time several heads of small businesses expressed their wish to participate
in the development of the techno park's
infrastructure saying they were ready to
finance the start-up stage of construction
work. In 1997 the techno park's board of
executive directors received a 16,000
square meter modernized building with
laboratory equipment from the local state
authorities. Following that the techno
park's founders formed its structure using
premises, technology and scientific base
from the following organizations: the
Russian Academy of Science's Siberian
Division, the Monocrystal design and
technological institute, state scientific virology and biotechnology center Vector
and the Russian Academy of Agricultural
Sciences. The Novosibirsk techno park's
main task is selecting the most promising
small sci-tech businesses with well-developed projects and leasing office and production premises equipped with all necessary utility systems and a whole set of economic, accounting, legal and marketing
services on very favorable terms.
These include:
telecommunication systems, information and computer technology;
power supply, resource and energy
saving;
biotechnology based on bioengineering, including immune correction
technology;
production of pharmaceuticals using
the local raw materials base;
using biotechnological methods to produce biologically active substances;

new generation treatment, preventive
and diagnostic products;
new materials, including ceramic materials and nanoceramics;
superhard materials and biocompatible materials;
laser-based technology and instrument making;
medical and ecological instrument
making.
In all, the Novosibirsk techno park, including its structural divisions, accommodates 80 small and medium-sized innovation businesses. Some of them have turned
into powerful business structures that are
both regional and national leaders in their
sectors and that are beginning to successfully expand into world markets.
These business structures include communication developer and producer Eltex;
provider of information services and software developer Sibius; manufacturer of
technological process automated control
units Sintep and technical project developer Svyazcomplex.

The new techno park
in Akademgorodok
On the 21st of April, 2005 the Novosibirsk
regional authorities, the Novosibirsk city
administration and the Russian Academy
of Science's Siberian Division made a joint
decision about the creation of a techno
park in Akademgorodok. They have already managed to find a strategic investor
for the project by organizing an open tender won by the construction company RosEvroDevelopment. The total project cost
is evaluated to be worth 21 billion 736 million and 630 thousand rubles ($852m),
including 18 billion 420 million rubles
($722m) to be invested by RosEvroDevelopment and to be spent on the construction of buildings to be used for various
purposes and 3 billion 316 million and 63
thousand rubles ($130m) to be spent on
the construction of engineering infrastruc-
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ture. The latter sum is planned to be collected using both the federal and the regional budgets. Additionally the project
allows individual investment companies to
make independent investments.
The construction of the techno park's
first phase started in September 2007 and
is planned to finish within the next two
years. The total surface of the techno park's
land lots is 193.16 hectares. The total floor
space of all the buildings is 640,000 square
meters. The land for the construction of the
techno park is situated in the south-western part of Akademgorodok--the so-called
'upper zone'. A drive from Novosibirsk city
center to the techno park takes around 30
minutes and from Tolmachevo International Airport, about 40 minutes.
It is expected that by 2012, techno park
companies will be producing products and
services worth 20.7 billion rubles ($812m).
More than 25% of this sum, 5.4 billion rubles ($212m), is expected to be generated
from exports. The distribution per worker
of the profit generated by selling goods and
services is expected to be 2.3 million rubles
($90,000) and the average monthly salary
is expected to be 43,100 rubles ($1,700).
The time period for the budgeted funds to
pay-off is 4.6 years. The number of resident
companies is expected to reach the figure
of 200 by 2012.
The main tenants of the techno park are
expected to be well-established IT companies that will own 20 % of all premises. Offices of large international and national
companies engaged in information communication are expected to occupy up to 10%
of all premises. The largest tenant will be a
business incubator comprising of start-up
companies which is expected to occupy
50% of the space. The remainder will be
leased to service firms. The techno park will
also have a joint training center of the Siberian University of Telecommunications
and Informatics and key IT companies.
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Novosibirsk regional venture investment organizations and Monomah management company's funds
Name
Akademiya (Academy) Fund

Website
www.monomah.ru

Business Laboratoriya
(Laboratory)

www.investlab.ru

EBRD West Siberian Venture
Fund
Zolotaya Dolina (Golden Valley)
Novosibirsk State University’s
Innovations Fund
Novosibirsk Techno park’s
innovation and technological
center

–

Innovation & Technological
Center for Instrumentation
Making

–

Koltzovo Innovation Center

www.naukograd-Koltzovo.ru

Siberian State Means of
Transport University’s
Innovation Center
Thermal Physics Institute’s
Innovation Power Center

www.stu.ru

SibAkademInnovatsiya

www.sibai.ru

–
www.monomah.ru
http://tpark.ict.nsc.ru

www.innodep.ru

Siberian Technological
www.sibta.ru
Association (SibTA)
Siberian Regional Venture Fund www.monomah.ru
Russian Technology Transfer
Network’s Siberian Regional
Center
SibirAtom
Sibstrin Innovatsiya
Pharmacological Center

Russian Academy of Science’s
Siberian Division’s Center for
Technology Transfer
Shluz (Gateway)
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www.rttn-siberia.ru

www.sibatom.ru/structure/
sub_2.html
www.sibstrin.ru/innovation
www.monomah.ru

http://ctt.sbras.ru

–

Specialization
Investing in innovation projects using scientific developments of R&D institutes and higher
education establishments situated in the Siberian region and in Novosibirsk Akademgorodok
in particular
Drawing up an investment proposal based on the data received from a new product
developing company; conducting project expert evaluation; intellectual property rights
registration; registering and selling patents and licenses in Russia and abroad
Venture investment
This investment fund is currently being formed
Investing in innovation science intensive business projects undertaken primarily in
Akademgorodok
Preparing business plans and materials for attracting investment; supporting companies in
finding the necessary data, in organizing exhibitions and in accessing the global market as
well as foreign trading; inviting various companies to participate in the programs conducted
by the center.
Assisting regional industrial enterprises in transferring technology relating to electronic
instrumentation making; forming the strategy for financing promising developments;
supporting the creation and commercialization of new technology in instrumentation
making.
Development of scientific and research activity together with its infrastructure;
development of production infrastructure and entrepreneurial activity; developing of
hospitals and other healthcare establishments; development of education establishments;
development of city infrastructure; development of social and cultural aspects of city life
Promoting innovation technology for various means of transport

Developing business plans; market research; development and support of innovation
projects; searching for investors; searching for patents both in domestic and international
data bases; drawing up and submitting applications for receiving patents and other
intellectual property rights safeguarding documents; preparing licenses for industrial
inventions, sample products, trademarks and other technology
This association unites Novosibirsk-based small and medium hi-tech businesses engaged in
instrumentation making, biotechnology, laser equipment, IT and other spheres
Information services in such spheres as technology, products’ certification and investment
projects’ evaluation
Investing in start-up companies that undertake innovation projects in the Siberian Federal
District
Technology transfer between the scientific sector and industry; searching for partners and
investors for cooperative work relating to development and industrial implementation of
advanced scientific ideas both in Russia and abroad
Promoting innovation technology related to power generation
Promoting innovation technology in construction
Commercializing existing scientific developments in pharmacology in accordance with license
agreements with state bodies; creating new pharmaceuticals; developing technology
allowing for the production of substances characterized by a high degree of purification and
effectiveness
Commercializing scientific developments of institutes belonging to the Russian Academy of
Science’s Siberian Division
Promoting innovation products and technology in existing and new markets; forming the
environment necessary to set up new businesses and to take up new business activity;
establishing contacts and cooperation activity between various business structures
interested in promoting high technology

Commercialization of technologies
Igor Sorokin, Executive Director of Novosibirsk Academgorodok's techno park

Ready for innovation
The construction of the first 7,500 sq. m. laboratory together with a production building at Novosibirsk's
Academgorodok will start in the near future. This will represent the initial stage of a large-scale private-public
investment project, slated for the years from 2007 to 2015.
The new techno park will cost 22bn rubles ($884m), with the RF budget and
Novosibirsk region's budget providing
1.8bn rubles ($72m) each. The remaining 18.5bn rubles ($740m) are expected

to come from a private investor – RosEvroDevelopment Company.
The construction cost of one square
meter in the first laboratory and production module is 25,000–28,000 rubles
($1,000-$1,120). The flexible construction design of the building will enable us
to expand or otherwise change the space
for lease easily, within just a week.
So far about 20 companies have voiced
their interest in the laboratory and production premises. The market will determine the rental rate, but we will do our
best to make it as low as possible to attract leaseholders and fill our laboratory
and production space to the limit. The
Park's management company will be the
renting agent as well as perform the functions of construction supervisor and coordinator.
The techno park is intended to host
businesses working in four sectors of industry: IT, instrument-making, power
electronics and biomedicine. The Techno
park project will be more than just a com-

mon business center. It will of fer a
number of optional services, including
book-keeping, legal advice, PR and others. The rental rate for a space in a technopark will be higher than that of a conventional business center to reflect these
value-added services.
Igor SOROKIN, Executive Director of
Novosibirsk Academgorodok's techno park
Graduated from the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at Moscow State Technical University named after Bauman. In 1991 he set up a
company of his own, which specialized in the sale
of PCs and software as well as computer maintenance in Novosibirsk. In 1996 he founded Russian People's Bank in association with his partner. Following the bank's merger with Sibakadembank (SAB) he worked there until 2003. In 2005
he completed his course in Economics and received an MBA degree. In 2005 joined the Novosibirsk Academgorodok's techno park project as
the Executive Director.

Anatoly Sobolev, Head of Industry, Innovation & Entrepreneurship Department, Novosibirsk Mayor Administration

Scientific developments serving the needs
of Novosibirsk citizens
It's been precisely a year since the establishment of our department. It was created by the administration
of Novosibirsk's mayor in order to form legal, organizational and economic programs to support the
development of the city's scietific, industrial and social infrastructure to improve the welfare of our citizens.
The Industry, Innovation & Entrepreneurship Department is currently carrying our
several programs under the framework of
the Novosibirsk Development Strategy Up
To 2020. These programs support the development of businesses engaged in science intensive technology, information
products, machines and equipment for
the city's economic needs. All these prog rams have seen total investment
amounting to 26.8 million rubles ($1m).

One of the results achieved by Siberian scientists, industrialists and specialists
from the mayor's administration is that
today Novosibirsk is the place for the production of a new generation of electric
transport. The first nine new trolleybuses with modernized electric traction drive
have been manufactured and passed over
to the municipal passenger carrier Passazhirtranssnab. In addition to new electric transport, local businesses also pro-
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duce e-ticket reading terminals as well as
technology for air-impact cleaning of internal surfaces of pipelines and heating
systems in houses and at factories. A new
air percussion device to clean storm water drains is being designed by Novosibirsk firms and the equipment to control
city public lighting is also produced in
Novosibirsk.
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SCIENCE TOWN
KOLTZOVO
Having emerged 25 years ago using the facilities of the Institute of Molecular Biology, Koltzovo has turned into a scientific center with major scientific employers such as the innovative biotechnology company Vector. It
is Russia's center of research into and the production of medical preventive and diagnostic drugs. Vector is nowadays surrounded by a group of
companies using and benefiting from research carried out by Vector. These
include: Vector-BiAlgam, the only manufacturer in Russia of hepatitis vaccines; Vector-Medica, a major producer of recombinant interferon; Vector-Best, a Russian leader in manufacturing immunobiological drugs and
diagnostic instruments and, last but not least, ImDi, Russia's largest developer, manufacturer and distributor of diagnostic testing systems.
Thanks to these and other companies (more than 20 all in all) Koltzovo
officially became a Science Town in 1994.
In 1994 a federal law was passed making specifically-designated Science
Towns eligible for tax reductions and other financial benefits. Science
Towns enjoy partial tax rebates allowing them to channel funds into their
further scientific development. Koltzovo was the first town beyond the
Urals to be awarded Science Town status, an accolade it shares now with
11 other towns across Russia.

Investment in fixed assets, million of rubles
The population of Koltzovo is about 13,000 people and the town is still
growing. Founded as a village without any budgetary independence, the
town quickly became a rapidly developing scientific center. Its budget
today is 25 times what it was in 1999, thanks in part to the significant
level of investment the town has attracted. In 2006 some 1.35m rubles
($50m) of investment rolled into town, or 100,000 rubles ($3,700) per
resident.

Birth rates in Koltzovo

The town's General Development Plan and a program to further develop
Koltzovo as a Russian Science Town between 2008-2012 have been prepared. Under the program more than 13 billion rubles ($500m) is to be
invested into Koltzovo over the coming five years, 10.5 billion rubles
($410m) of which will come from private sources. In terms of investment
per capita this constitutes 200,000 rubles per year.
Housing is increasingly springing up in Koltzovo. In 2007 four square
meters per capita will be commissioned, and not before time since the
town's birthrate is increasing dramatically. The town's education, sports,
healthcare and cultural infrastructure is also rapidly developing, all of which
has to be good news for the town's continued development.

РЕКЛАМА

(evaluation)

Technology commercialization
Nikolay Krasnikov, Mayor of Koltzovo

Koltzovo science city: development is life
While ambitious scientific techno parks wait to make it from the blueprint to the construction site, the scienceintensive town of Koltzovo has been operating in the suburbs of Novosibirsk for a quarter of a century already.
Koltzovo, an official Russian Science Town and a techno park in all but name, is an important fixture in
Russia's historical timeline of biotechnology and medicine development. In Soviet times Vector, a virology and
biotechnology center and one of the town's major employers, focused on developing biological weapons. Soviet defense orders are
long gone, but the town' continues its development; housing is being built, a business incubator is operational and many
innovative companies have expressed interest in setting up shop in the town.
In 2006 1.35 billion rubles ($50m) was
invested into Koltzovo, 90% coming from
private funds. The town's business incubator, located in the forest and which acts
as a sort of gate to the techno park, was
built thanks to a federal grant of around
94 million rubles ($3.5m). Meanwhile,
the municipal authorities have earmarked
some 30 million ($1.1m) rubles for developing the town's engineering infrastructure. Thus, step by step and investment
by investment we're heading towards our
set goals.
The next stage is to build comfortable
housing near the techno park. Last year
developers Prospect began building two
residential neighborhoods. The firm is to
build 210,000 square meters of modern
flats as part of a wider 310,000 square
meter project, with priority thereafter
given to employees working at firms residence within the techno park. We don't
want well-off people moving to the flats
and gradually turning the town into just
another affluent suburb – we want the
town to preserve its fame and recognition
on biotechnological merit.
We are not passive in this pursuit, either. Some time ago we decided to half
land fees for innovative companies, i.e.

Nikolay KRASNIKOV, Mayor of Koltzovo
After graduating from Novosibirsk State University's School of Mechanics and Mathematics
Mr.Krasnikov started his career as an engineer
at the Research Scientific Institute of Molecular
Biology. From 1985 to 1988 he was HR Manager of Vector and in 1990 he was elected Chairman of the Koltzovo Town Council, a position he
still occupies.

precisely the sort of companies we want
to attract, to allow them to get on with
setting up production facilities without
the confines of red tape. We currently
have three main resident companies,
namely the Center of Financial Technology, ImDi and developers Forpro. We do
our best to assist them and other potential resident firms by building multi-purpose premises, in order that they have all
the favorable conditions they need.
For start-up companies we of fer a
place in the incubator, housing and access to the town's communications networks and infrastructure. In cooperation with the regional authorities we are
also taking steps to make commuting between Novosibirsk and Koltzovo easier.
Two large projects are underway: one to
repair major roads and turn the road
linking Akademgorodok with Koltzovo
into a modern motorway, and another
to build a overpass and tunnel connecting the town with Novosibirsk's Pervomaysky district.
Also paramount to us is attracting
young people and encouraging Koltzovo's
existing scientists and other personnel to
stay put, through financial assistance in
the form of loans, grants, scholarships
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and subsidies for improving accommodation conditions.
The need for further education institutions, crucial to the town's further development and prosperity, remains an issue. For this reason we are currently in
talks to set up a division of the Higher
School of Economics here and have already had plans approved to set up a local division of Novosibirsk State University's Science Faculty within the premises of Vector. In addition the town's administration, along with the regional authorities and officials from Novosibirsk State
University, are developing a program for
training up young scientific personnel at
Vector and other medical-technological
firms. The program includes specialist
classes in chemistr y and biology at
schools in the town and in Akademgorodok and will see students enrolling in university courses tailored specifically towards giving students the skills they will
need to work at Vector. Attracting young
people to science and in the process forcing down the average age of the scientific
workforce is a constant challenge, but it's
something that Koltzovo more than other towns or organizations is well positioned to achieve.
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Modern technologies
Andrey Remyonny, Executive Director of the SibAkademInnovatsiya association

Sci-tech start ups need more support
Innovative sci-tech companies started forming within Akademgorodok at the beginning of the 1990s.
Then, however, these firms often had tense relationships with the local institutes of the Russian Academy
of Science, with the latter alleging that firms were stealing their ideas and coaxing away their staff.
This thankfully changed with the arrival of SibAkademInnovatsiya.

Andrey REMYONNY,
Executive Director of SibAkademInnovatsiya,
the association of Novosibirsk-based
innovation companies
Mr Remyonny is a graduate of the Novosibirsk
State University's School of Physics. For two
years after graduation he worked at a scientific
research station of the Institute of High Temperatures in Kyrgyzstan before going on to work at
the Fakel machine-building design office in Moscow. He later held executive posts at various investment companies before the creation of
SibAkademInnovatsiya.

Structural investment is needed
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One significant improvement over how
things were is that now, in order to commercialize a particular scientific development, companies sign special agreements
with the institutions. This means all issues
relating to the involvement of the institutes' staff are agreed and formalized right
from the outset. The emergence of our association saw improved relations not only
between companies and the institutes but
also with the local authorities. Building on
that, we are nowadays focused on forming a modern consulting complex which
can render consulting services to innovation-related projects and firms.
Centralized consulting means we can
attract highly-qualified specialists to pro-

vide cost effective consultancy services to
small businesses, who in turn can lower
costs related to non-core operations and
alleviate the need to hire their own, costly consultants. SibAkademInnovatsiya is
currently working to develop the following services: business consulting, including professional preparation of business
plans, investment documents and drawing up contracts with foreign subcontractors; patent services, including quick registration of inventions, industrial samples
and trademarks; customs clearance, including registration of exported and imported sci-tech products; and legal services, including helping resolve contracting and rental issues.

Technology commercialization
Our association actively supports the
development of new innovative companies by providing them with a whole
range of services, from pinpointing and
analyzing projects to team recruitment
and attracting investment. With regard to
the latter two points we have been cooperating with the Start program, run by the
non-profit state-run Support Fund for
Small Sci-Tech Businesses, since 2003.
Indeed, over 20 projects supported by us
have been named winners in the Start's
annual contests. Among the most successful of these was a project concerning the
development and commercialization of
bifocal diffractive eye lenses. The project
brought together unique technology designed by the Institute of Automation of
the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian division and by scientific production
firm Reper (which, with its headquarters
in Nizhny Novgorod, was featured on
page 141 of Marc hmont's Nizhny
Novgorod Regional Profile).
Time and experience has shown us that
the best innovative companies are those
that originate by breaking away from larger firms, fully equipped with the sci-tech
potential and material soundness of its
former parent company. When enterprising young people come to us with project
proposals we firstly acquaint them with
other member companies of ours that
have already commercialized similar

SibAkademInnovatsiya
SibAkademInnovatsiya is an association of Novosibirsk-based small- and medium-sized hi-tech companies, set up with the support and participation of the Russian academy of Science's Siberian
Division and the Novosibirsk regional administration. By participating in the development and actual
implementation of regional programs targeted at supporting local entrepreneurs, SibAkademInnovatsiya represents and protects the interests of sci-tech companies. Today the association includes
36 companies specializing in biotechnology, instrument making and IT as well as companies that
develop and produce hi-tech materials.
technology. The next stage is to help draw
up a business plan, after which the company is set up with our association as cofounders. This allows firms to not only
quickly master commercialization methods but also be cost effective thanks to its
use of its parent company's organizational structure, production facilities, accounting methods and other practices.
Member companies such as Medico-Biologichesky Soyuz (Medical and Biological
Union), META and EcoNova, to name but
a few, have already benefited from this
approach.
Today's generation of Russian entrepreneurs are far more willing and determined than their forefathers were to develop their businesses in Russia rather
than abroad. Sure, they learn lessons
from the "old timers" and respect their experience, but their mindset is bolder and
more entertaining of risk. It's our hope
that these entrepreneurs give added im-

petus to the speedy development of innovative business in Novosibirsk, but this
will only come about if a number of favorable conditions are in place.
One of the main problems facing both
new and well-established businesses today is a lack of suitable premises in
Akademgorodok for laboratories and production facilities. Currently it takes up to
a year to finalize rental agreements between institutes and companies inside
Akademgorodok. Rental costs have almost doubled recently as independent
valuers evaluate the current state of
premises decorated and done up by tenant companies. It's natural that these
companies, when they reach advanced
stages in their development, would want
long-term rental agreements and a permanent office, hence the issue of building techno parks and other specialist
premises for companies is high on the
current agenda.

Model of the technopark in Akademgorodok
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Alexandra Starikova, analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Novosibirsk is connected
Today 28.7 million Russians use the internet. The percentage of people
in Novosibirsk with access to online services is one of the highest in Russia.
100,000 people currently use dial-up and 50,000 use broadband.

The regional telecommunications market
is booming – nearly every citizen of Novosibirsk over 16 years old uses mobile telephones, for example. There are more
than 40 companies providing internet
services in the region.

Internet growth
is fueled by broadband
Fo r 2 0 07, i t i s e s t i m a t e d t h a t t h e
number of individual subscribers using
broadband will surge by 150% and the

market itself will jump by 160%. As the
technology improves, the demand for
individual dial-up connection will go
down. Over the next few years, dial-up
service will only be provided by small
companies. Most clients in the Novosibirsk market are changing from companies that provide dial-up to those that
provide internet ser vices using their
own fiber-optic cable lines. The major
internet providers in the Novosibirsk
region are Sibirtelecom and Novotelecom. According to the results of a research conducted by Mayor's office, by
the end of 2007 every high-rise block of
flats will be connected to internet by fiber-optic cable lines. The sector of wireless and satellite connection to internet
is also rapidly developing.
Broadband internet is one of the most
rapidly growing subsectors. Wireless internet is becoming the future connection
of choice both by existing market participants and new players coming into the
market. The intense demand for broadband is far ahead of the supply, so the
potential for wireless internet providers
in Russia and in the Novosibirsk region
in particular is enormous.
The estimated size of Russia's broadband market for 2007 stands at $1.35bn
(in 2006 this figure stood at $1bn). As
broadband takes hold, per hour internet
fares tend to go down and unlimited internet access plans become more popular.

Mobile phone operators of the Novosibirsk region
Name

Website

Number of subscribers

Beeline

www.nsk.beeline.ru

est. 710,000

Megafon

www.megafonsib.ru

est. 500,000

MTS

www.nsk.mts.ru

est. 760,000

Sky Link

www.skylink.ru

est. 130,000
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Novosibirsk's internet providers have
also started offering additional services to
its clients such as telephony and TV services. Those firms investing in fiber-optic
lines will be able to offer the widest array
of new services. Novosibirsk now has over
2,150 kilometers of fiber-optic lines.

Telephony focuses
on new services
There are more than 756,440 landline
telephones in Novosibirsk operated by 10
companies. The Novosibirsk branch of
Sibirtelecom is the leading provider. The
main activity of other landline operators
is concentrated mainly in Novosibirsk, the
Iskitim and Toguchin districts.
The Novosibirsk's mobile communication market is represented by four operators, all of them being federal. They are
"the Big Three" (Beeline, Megafon and
MTS) and Sky Link. Judging from the
number of SIM-cards being used in the
region 87% of the region's population are
mobile subscribers.
In Novosibirsk more than 2 million
people use mobile communication services, but the number of new subscribers
is actually going down. In the first quarter of 2007 the growth of the subscriber
base was 36% below the same period of
2006. The all-Russia subscriber base grew
only by 7.5% during the first quarter of
2007, which is 21% below the same period of 2006.
Mobile operators are trying to increase
their profits by introducing new services,
rather than trying to attract new users. In
spring of 2007 MTS and Vimpelcom (Beeline) started providing a new service that
allows their clients to talk on their mobile
phones even if they do not have credit. In
2008 MTS and Vimpelcom plan to launch
pilot 3G network projects in Novosibirsk.

Connection systems & internet
Internet providers of the Novosibirsk region
Name

Website

Technology

Homenet

www.hnet.ru

Ethernet

Ethernet

www.lvs.ru

Ethernet, Radio Ethernet

LVS

www.lvs.ru

Ethernet, Radio Ethernet

Myhost

www.myhost.ru

V.9x, Ethernet

Riss Telecom

www.riss-telecom.ru

Ethernet, IP VPN, Wi-Fi

Avantel

www.avantel.ru

Wi-Fi, Ethernet

Anteko

www.sat.int.ru

IP VPN

Brightcom

www.voiceip.ru

V.9x

Garant-Sibir

www.gcom.ru

Radio Ethernet

City Computer Network

www.ob-telecom.obcity.ru

Ethernet

Zap-SibTranstelecom

www.zsttk.ru

IP VPN, Ethernet

Internet Sibiri (Siberian Internet)

www.54.ru

VPN, V.9x

Infoteka

www.infoteka.nsk.ru

Ethernet, V.9x

Comgate

www.comgate.ru

Ethernet

Kraftsvyaz-Novosibirsk

www.ksn.ru

Ethernet, ISDN, NGN, Radio Ethernet, V.9x, VoIP, xDSL

Magistral Telecom

www.siberia.net

Ethernet

NIR-Telecom

www.nir-telecom.ru

Ethernet

Novocom

www.nvcom.ru

ISDN, Ethernet, V.9x, xDSL

Novotelecom

www.novotelecom.ru

Ethernet

Online City

www.olc.ru

Ethernet

Pervaya Milya (The First Mile)

www.mile.academ.org

Ethernet

Polenet

www.nsk.polenet.ru

Ethernet, Radio Ethernet

Radioscan

www.irs.ru

V.9x

RG-Soft

www.rgsoft.ru

Ethernet

Rikop

www.rnp.ru

V.9x

Rinet

www.risp.ru

V.9x, Ethernet

RISS-Telecom

www.riss-telecom.ru

Radio Ethernet, Wi-Fi

RTComm-Sibir

www.rtcomm-sibir.ru

Ethernet, IP VPN, VoIP

CibelTelecom

www.cbnet.ru

Ethernet

Sibinfonet

www.sol.ru

V.9x, Ethernet

Sibirskie Seti (Siberian Networks)

www.sibset.ru

Ethernet

Sibirtelecom

www.sibirtelecom.ru

xDSL, V.9x, Ethernet, NGN

Startelecom

www.stertelecom.ru

V.9x

Strim-Media

www.strim-media.ru

xDSL

Teleconnect

www.teleconnect.ru

ISDN

Telefun

www.telefun.ru

Ethernet, V.9x

Triwe

www.triwe.net

Ethernet

Futcom

www.webtrud.com.ru

Ethernet

Tsifrovaya Set (Digital Network)

www.dnet.ru

xDSL, V.9x

Equant

www.equant.ru

IP VPN, ISDN, Ethernet, V.9x

Mbit

www.mbit.ru

xDSL, Ethernet

Enforta

www.enforta.ru

Ethernet
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SWOT
Strengths

Biotechnologies are growing. Strong cooperation among R&D institutes,

The level of science and education in the field of computer sciences

universities and businesses has helped fuel a large number of new sci-

and applied mathematics is high. All the components of a scientific-

entific developments in the field. Locally developed products are lower

manufacturing cycle (fundamental scientific development, applied re-

in cost and have the same properties and quality characteristics as

search, experimental-designing facilities and operating manufactur-

their imported equivalents. The product pipeline is diverse: foodstuffs,

ing) are available. Companies are experienced in developing and com-

medical biological preparations, cosmetics and medicines for plant bio-

mercializing software, especially in the sphere of system infrastruc-

logical protection. The scientific and research base, complemented by

ture, decision making and management. Funding techno parks as a

strong education, is well-established.

way to attract private investment is becoming less important be-

The local IT sector should benefit from the creation of a techno park in

cause Novosibirsk itself has become a technopolis. Private investors

Akademgorodok and a high-tech economic zone in Tomsk. Foreign tele-

interested in funding techno parks have turned their attention to

communication companies are interested in the region's high level of

Akademgorodok. The participation of federal and international pro-

education and some joint educational programs are already being im-

grams and projects here are highly successful. Novosibirsk's superb

plemented. The growth rate of employment at local IT companies jumped

geographic location and presence of a first-class international air-

40% in 2006.

port are also favorable factors.

The telecommunications sector has invested heavily into fiber optic

The successful development of power electronics is a result of solid

links which have added significant transmission channel capacity. More

support from both the private and public sectors. First, there are

than ten companies are involved in land line business. IP telephony and

high quality manufacturing and research-scientific facilities in the

television are becoming more wide spread.

region. Then local companies are competent enough to intensely engage in "advanced science". There is a wide spectrum of applied technologies – from mass to specified, as well as a great number of "double" use technologies – civilian and military. Local companies produce
a diverse range of products. Novosibirsk companies have a high export potential. Finally, unique "world-class" technology from Siberian
developers is sold for far lower prices.
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Weaknesses
Infrastructure is not robust. Akademgorodok will have a new techno
park, but lacks available housing for employees and young experts. Innovators lack effective business models, marketing strategies and are
not experienced in dealing with investors. The management of innovative projects is weak. The legislation in the fields of patenting, investing, techno parks and investors' participation in IT techno parks is de-

SWOT

ficient. There are not enough incentives for investors in the Novosibirsk region. Lack of promotion of Novosibirsk as a large innovative
center makes it difficult to arouse major interest. The level of state
funding for R&D is still low.
The successful development of power electronics is impeded by a weak
distribution network. The pace of turning scientific projects into manufacturing reality is slow. There is a deficit of young professionals. The
number of manufacturing firms is insufficient and a future techno park
is remote from major manufacturing facilities. Large capital investment in new equipment is required.
Aggressive development of biotechnologies at the local level is stymied by the lack of normative and effective regional legislation. In
order to receive all the necessary authorization and licensing documents, a business has to possess significant material and non-material resources. There is no national fund of bacterial bio resources
for the industry. Companies engaged in scientific development lack
expertise in how to commercialize their products. As a result, the
number of commercialized innovation projects is very low in the region. Existing customs regulations present a significant obstacle for
exports. The quality control and safety procedures are poor. Intellectual property laws are full of holes
. Manufacturing facilities and equipment are antiquated.

cooperation in the IT sector is also improving as high skilled experts

The intensive development of the IT market has caused salaries to soar,

and scientific personnel from the Russian regions and foreign neigh-

in comparison with other industries. In 2006 the increase in IT ex-

bors are starting to discover the region. The reputation of Akadem-

perts' salaries was 30.9%. High customs duties for importing hi tech

gorodok and Novosibirsk as one of the leading global scientific centers,

components are a disincentive for local science intensive companies to

is a value-added reality.

enter foreign markets and partner at the global level. Local IT compa-

Techno parka might be a strong experimental area for the development

nies are still too small to attract serious investment or consider IPOs.

of research-scientific activity in the field of power electronics. This

The regional mobile communication market is monopolized by national

activity meets the interests of practically all state customers. There

players. The mobile connection market is about to satiate, which will

is a demand for modern precision special technology equipment at the

slow growth rates (comparing to previous periods). Connection fees

world market. Expanding the product range could open up large new

for internet broadband access is still quite high.

market. The region has unique world-class products, such as zero gen-

Opportunities

eration night vision scopes. Adopting modern marketing strategies might

The concentration of different R&D fields at single companies might be

activate the process of technology commercialization. The small number

a basis for a large number of cross-disciplinary developments. Scien-

of players on the world market of instrument making, laser equipment

tific schools and educational complexes are close to each other. There

and crystal growth makes competition easier.

is an opportunity to prepare different specialists depending on what a

Biotech businesses may become better integrated with the creation

business needs. The region is close to the markets of the South East

of a national biotechnological implementing center. The cooperation

Asia where the demand for science intensive products is constantly

among institutes of the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian divi-

increasing. Innovative companies are mainly targeting Novosibirsk and

sion, Novosibirsk State University and scientific center Vector is ex-

nearby regions. The volume increase of IT products is now 10% of the

pected to produce a large number of new products. This will lower

gross regional product of the Novosibirsk region. The building of hous-

production costs and spur exports. The construction of the techno

ing, infrastructure facilities and roads is growing. IT and telecommuni-

park in Akademgorodok will draw young specialists, particularly chem-

cation technologies in the spheres of education, health care, culture

ists and biotechnologists. At the world and domestic markets the de-

and others is developing. The system of interregional and international

mand for bio-tech products is increasing. Federal government support
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for the industry is growing. Novosibirsk has a well-established indus-

Competition from European companies (France, Germany) might make

trial and sci-tech base, which is a powerful booster for the biotechnol-

the positions of power electronics and instrument making in the Nov-

ogy sector. There are numerous developments in the production of

osibirsk region weaker. Feeble marketing policies and poor distribution

hormones, vitamins and antibiotics. The market of these medicines is

networks impede entrance into world markets. Low price segments

vast, with considerable development potential. Another opportunity for

invite powerful competition with Chinese manufacturers; medium price

the development of biotechnologies lies in the cooperation between

producers must provide consumers with high quality and modern de-

biotechnological and pharmaceutical companies.

sign, which are not always guaranteed by regional manufacturers.

The local IT sector has large opportunities for growth. The share of

A serious threat to biotechnology development is the outflow of qual-

Russian companies at the global information market is only 1.5%. A

ified personnel to foreign companies offering higher salaries. The def-

national IT center might be the catalyst for capitalizing regional IT com-

icit of necessary investment might also impede the sector's growth.

panies. The potential of creating national brands in the field and devel-

Society's attitude towards the achievements of biotechnology, partic-

oping full range software for solving applied tasks has not yet materi-

ularly genetic engineering, is still ambiguous. The unknown side affects

alized. New standards for preparing IT experts are also yet to be real-

of new medicines may take years to manifest. There is a risk of new

ized. Novosibirsk companies are remote from Moscow and this facili-

medicines being quickly outdated by "new generation" products.

tates competition with the capital city players.

The share of the Novosibirsk IT companies in the total regional volume

Mobile connection coverage in the Novosibirsk region is only 87%. 3G

of the IT sector is steadily declining. It means that the Novosibirsk

mobile service will be introduced soon. Broadband internet access and

players are growing at a slower pace than the market as a whole.

radio access are enjoying healthy increases.

National IT companies are expanding to the local market. The IT sector

Threats

is developing so rapidly that the existing structure of jobs and educa-

Attracting innovative specialists to the region is still a challenge. Edu-

tional standards do not always meet the current needs of IT experts'

cational standards and their non-conformity to current market condi-

education level. The lack of young teachers and their low salaries, es-

tions are an issue; labor shortage between demand for innovative ex-

pecially comparing with IT expert salaries, also affects the education

perts and job offers by the educational complex is acute.

system negatively.
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SCIENCE
AND EDUCATION
Novosibirsk has 165,000 students; more
than two dozen higher education institutes
and forty R & D centers
Novosibirsk ranks fourth in Russia
in the number of students per 10,000
people. The number increases by 12%
on average every year.
The Novosibirsk region has become one
of the first Russian regions to develop
an area law on developing innovation.
More than half of all PhDs and other post
graduates in the Siberian Federal District
work in Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk State University is ranked
as one of the top 200 universities
in the world.

Science and education
Alexandra Starikova, analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Academic science
The chief advantage and specific characteristic of the Novosibirsk region is a high concentration of R&D
institutes and sector-specific universities here. Regional science's significant role in all aspects
of the region's development is hard to overestimate. The intellectual creativity of the region's scientific
community inf luences the whole population of the Novosibirsk region.

The Academy
of Science Siberian Division
"Deep in the Siberian woods, in a close
proximity of a large artificial lake, the
Soviet Union is building one of the world's
most astonishing scientific centers. The
consequence of this may be disastrous for
us... The new complex, the construction
of which is coming to an end, is the brightest symbol of the Soviet intellectual challenge to the West... The center will be the
place not only for high level theoretical
research but a large number of practical
issues will be also solved there such as
relating to various domains from hydrau-

lic methods of mining development to
deciphering ancient texts… And this new
science city is just the first of several others of this kind that the Soviets plan to
build in Siberia".
This is how Akademgorodok was described by William Benton, the publisher
of the Encyclopedia Britannica.
If we ignore the parts of his article that
were obviously influenced by the Cold
War, we'll see that the author was definitely right about one thing: Akademgorodok has grown into Siberia's largest
scientific center. Today it houses over 20
large R&D institutes. If one also counts
scientific establishments in other Siberi-

General informatoin
36 institutes and 1 scientific and engineering center are concentrated in the Novosibirsk scientific
center belonging to the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian Division.
Over 10,000 people work in scientific establishments across the Novosibirsk region. There are:
about 1,000 PhDs and 2,500 earning PhDs.
The number of researchers under 33 years old has increased up to 20% and at some universities
the number of young specialists reaches 40–45%.
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an and Far East cities this number will
then exceed 40. This science city is Russia's largest scientific hub.
Over a short period of time scientists
from the Siberian Division developed a
blizzard of new products. The economic
effect received from their production has
significantly surpassed the entire cost of
establishing Akademgorodok.

All of Russia participated
The whole country participated in the
creation of the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian Division. The unbelievably fast development of the new scientific center was due to constant support
from state authorities and from the USSR
Academy of Science. Whole scientific
schools were moved to Siberia. One of
the principles established by the father
of the center, Academician Lavrentyev,
was the novel idea of moving of entire
scientific teams headed by famous scientists to Novosibirsk.
This year is Akademgorodok's fiftieth
anniversary. Today it is a world-respected scientific center. It's unique not only
in its prodigious scientific output, but also
in terms of its intellectual, cultural and
spiritual influence. Akademgorodok has
always attracted scientists from all over
the world and will continue to do so into
the next century.
The lessons learned from establishing
the Siberian Division have been used in
organizing two other regional subdivisions
of the Russian Academy of Science. These
are the Siberian Division of the Russian
Academy of Medical Sciences, which includes a scientific center and seven R&D
institutes, and the Siberian Division of the
Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences, which includes nine institutes. All these
institutes cooperate with each other and
undertake joint research work.
The Russian Academy of Science's Siberian Division is the region's largest scientific center. Its focus is research and design

Fundamental research
as well as production. Approximately half
of the scientific potential of the Siberian
Division is concentrated in the Novosibirsk
region's Akademgorodok. The Division has
developed and uses research equipment
that has national importance. These advanced instruments include the world's
only colliding beams boosters, a free electron laser and a solar radio telescope. In
addition the Division also has wind tunnels and supercomputer centers.

Shared resources
spurs development
Fundamental research requires highlytrained personnel. Supplying this training
are the resources and teaching staff of the
Novosibirsk University, created simultaneously with the Siberian Division, which
cooperates closely with other universities
and scientific centers in Siberia. The Siberian Division also carries out extensive
specialist training programs in science,
education and business. As a result, the
number of researchers under 33 years old
has increased up to 20% and at some universities this figure reaches 40–45%.
The number of post-graduate students
has also increased signif icantly. At
present the Russian Academy of Science's
Siberian Division is the acknowledged
world leader in fundamental scientific
research. The diversity of Siberian-developed scientific product technology is impressive: information technology products, catalytic systems and fuel elements,
electron-beam and impulse technology,
nanotechnology, power electronics and
biotechnology.
All of these achievements are shaping
the future of Russia's national economy
and the country's defense potential.

Scientific centres
of Novosibirsk
Name

Web site

Russian Academy
of Science's Siberian
Division

www.sbras.ru

Siberian Division
of Russian Academy
of Agricultural Science

www.sorashn.ru

Siberian Division
of Russian Academy
of Medical Science

www.soramn.ru

The history of setting up Akademgorodok
and the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science
The idea of building Akademgorodok near Novosibirsk was conceived in the 1950's. Its father was Academician Mikhail Lavrentiev. Realizing that the life of a scientist can be hectic, he believed that scientific
research would flourish in an area of Russia where new ideas and new manufacturing were just beginning.
And he felt that the ideal place was Siberia.
By the end of the 1950's, 10% of the Soviet Union's manufacturing was concentrated in Siberia. Despite
this growth, it accounted for only 1–2% of the country's scientific potential. The research-scientific
institutes in Siberia were mainly studying mineral resources. Solving large-scale fundamental scientific
problems were simply beyond their professional expertise. The most expert Russian science was concentrated in Moscow and Leningrad (now St Petersburg). But these cities were too far away to cope with
developing the region's manufacturing and exploring the natural resources of Siberia and the Far East.
Lavrentiev knew this and remembered Lomonosov's words that "the power of Russia will be increased
with the help of Siberia". Speaking to colleagues, Lavrentiev enlisted the support of fellow Academicians
Sergey Sobolev and Sergey Hristianovich. All three of these scientists were well-known all over the world.
Each of them had vast experience in organizational, administrative and teaching work as well.
On May 18th, 1957, acting on their joint proposal, the Council of Ministers adopted a resolution "On
Setting up the Siberian Branch of the Soviet Academy of Science".

Founding fathers
Mikhail Lavrentiev (1900–1980) was a prominent scientist, founder and the
first chairman of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science. He established a school of detonation usage in national economy sectors such as mining,
was one of the first developers of the first Russian computers, participated in
setting up Moscow Physics Technical Institute, a new kind of higher educational
establishment.
The first working specimen of a Soviet "electric computing machine" was developed
in Kiev in 1950. Mikhail Lavrentiev realized the importance of developing computerbased mathematics and necessity of overtaking the USA and England in this field. He discovered Sergey
Lebedev, a talented scientist, engineer and manager, capable of making a breakthrough; provided necessary conditions for him, supported his creative ideas and helped him solving complicated tasks. During
these years, M.A.Lavrenetiev refined his scientific and organizational activity and later applied it on a large
scale setting up and developing the Siberian branch of the Russian Academy of Science. His skill in finding
talented people with fresh, prospective ideas, dealing with top authorities to receive support and solving
resource problems was exceptional.
Sergey Sobolev (1908–1989) was a Russian mathematician, one of the greatest
mathematicians of the 20 century, whose fundamental research opened a number
of scientific trends in modern mathematics.
From 1957 to 1983 Sobolev was the head of the Institute of Mathematics at the
Siberian Branch of the Academy of Science where he established powerful Novosibirsk schools of computing mathematics and programming. He was remarkable not
only for his wide scientific intelligence, brilliant mathematical talent, but also for
his civic courage. In the 50's, when cybernetics in the USSR was considered as a
pseudoscience, Sobolev championed it actively.
Sergey Khristianovich (1908–2000) was a Soviet scientist in the field of mechanics, an academician of the Soviet Academy of Science. In 1957–61 he was
Deputy Chairman of the Siberian Division of the Soviet Academy of Science, founder and director of the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. Under his
guidance outstanding facilities for aerodynamic research required for designing and
testing of innovative types of aircraft were set up, a turbocompressor station and
a supersonic tube were built. The Institute researched the following fields: highspeed aerodynamics, shock waves, magnetic hydrodynamics, geomechanics and
power facilities. In Siberia Mr Khristianovich began developing a powerful combined cycle gas turbine
which could have been used for setting up environmentally safe thermal power stations.
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Science and education
Alexandra Starikova, analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Research and innovations
The Novosibirsk region was among Russia's first to develop a territorial law
on innovation activity. This law stipulates major focus areas of innovation policy:
formation of technological complexes such as techno parks, comprehensive personnel
training for innovation businesses, as well as creation of a special information system
to support innovation activity.

Innovation sources
The largest innovation centers in the region are: Akademgorodok, which is Siberia's largest cross-industry scientific and
research center, and Vector, the state scientific center of virology and biotechnology. In 2006 the government of Russian
Federation made a decision to create a
techno park in Akademgorodok. This techno park will be focused on implementing
the latest achievements in IT, biotechnology, power electronics and instrumentation. Groundbreaking is planned for the
fourth quarter, 2007. The new techno park
will contain 625,000 square meters. Total
investment amount is expected to be 19 billion rubles ($745m).
Novosibirsk is also home to Vector, one
of Russia's largest state scientific centers
of virology and biotechnology. The center's fundamental scientific research is
geared towards acquiring new scientific
knowledge in such spheres as epidemiology, molecular biology, virology, genetic
engineering, biotechnology and ecology.
Its fundamental research activity involves
the study of structure and functions of
virus genomes and molecular mechanisms of virus infections' nosogenesis.
The product pipeline for this research will
be the development of vaccines, diagnostic test systems and antivirus medicines.

Vector has a unique scientific and research facilities which allows personnel
to carry out scientific research with dangerous viral infections in absolute safety
to themselves and to the environment.
The center is also a repository of dangerous, socially significant viral strains and
infections, including a national collection
of smallpox virus strains. The center also
has an archive of cell cultures which it
uses to carry out fundamental and applied research with viruses and other
pathogens.

First investments
Apart from long-term investment projects
there are a large number of current science-related funded projects. One of the
most illustrious examples is the Koltsovo
science city, which includes production
facilities for the innovative manufacture of
microbiological and IT products. Since
spring of the current year Koltsovo has
been home to a business incubator, created in 2006 with federal and regional funding. The total investment in the region is
valued at 94 million rubles ($3.7m).
Sibpharmacon is an example of cooperative private/state investment. Since its
inception, this biotech firm focused on production of Glicivir medicines to treat HIV-

infected patients. It received $830,000 of
investment, including $27,000 from Bortnik's fund, $3,000 from Koltsovo's administration, $300,000 under the RF target scitech program and $500,000 from the
Akademiya Venture Fund.
According to the Siberian business
journal Expert, in 2005 another Novosibirsk-based company, SW-Soft, a manufacturer software for servers of host providers and data centers, received investment from two US venture funds, Insight
Venture Partners and Bessemer Venture
Partners. According to the magazine, the
investment was $12.4m.
These examples are just a small part of
the total number of investment projects
that have been commercialized in Novosibirsk so far. Novosibirsk is rightly considered to be the third city in Russia (after
Moscow and St Petersburg) in terms of
venture potential. And if one takes into
consideration the fact that investment in
IT in Russia is expected to rise to $26.8
billion by 2010, it's natural to believe that
IT will continue to be one of the region's
most promising sectors.

Novosibirsk largest higher education institutions
Name

Web site

Number of students

Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University

www.nspu.net

30,607

Novosibirsk State Technical University

www.nstu.ru

22,404

www.nsau.edu.ru

14,252

http://nsaem.ru

10,861

Novosibirsk State Agricultural University
Novosibirsk State University of Economics & Management
Siberian Means of Transport State University

www.stu.ru

10,046

Siberian State Geodesic Academy

www.ssga.ru

8,453

Siberian Academy of State Service

www.sapa.sib.ru

8,442

Novosibirsk State University of Architecture & Construction

www.sibstrin.ru

7,270

www.nsu.ru

6,534

www.neic.nsk.su

6,171

Novosibirsk State University
Siberian State University of Telecommunication & Informatics
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Higher education establishments
Alexandra Starikova, analyst, Economics division and Mary Smorgonskaya, senior investment manager, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Russia's center of scientific education
Novosibirsk has been Russia's center of science and technology for decades. This heritage has given the city powerful educational
resources to prepare its people for the highly-skilled science and management jobs of the future.

Higher education
59% of PhDs and 62% earning PhDs in the
Siberian Federal District work in the Novosibirsk region. Novosibirsk ranks fourth
in Russia in the number of students per
10,000 people. Today there are 16 state
higher education establishments (including 9 universities, 4 academies and 3 institutes), 6 branches and 2 non-state higher education institutions. In 2006 32,100
young specialists graduated: 29,800 from
state higher education institutions and
2,300 from private ones.
State higher education establishments
in Novosibirsk offer degrees in 325 professions; non-state (commercial) – 50
professions. The most popular degrees
are economics and law. The most competitive institution is the Siberian State Geodesic Academy. It's the largest educational and scientific center of its kind in
Russia and in the world. The Academy is
internationally known for its geoinformation systems and 3D models.
Novosibirsk State University is included into the list of 200 best universities
of the world. This year it won the RF tender (from 53 universities) for conducting research. The project is called "Research and Development of Prioritized
Fields in Scientific-Technical Complex of
Russia for 2007–2012". Funding for the
program will total 15.6 million rubles before the end of 2008. The university will
use part of the funds to purchase new

equipment. The project's commercial
partner is Tehnoscan Laser Systems. The
university has also set up a business incubator for innovative student projects
to be implemented.
As a result of joint attempts with research-scientific institutes and the city,
Novosibirsk has created 116 endowed
professorships, 11 innovative centers and
about 40 scientific-educational centers. A
lot of universities also cooperate closely
with the Siberian branches of the Russian
Academy of Science. Along with the RF
Ministr y of Education, t he Siber ian
branch of the Russian Academy of Science
is a co-founder of the Novosibirsk State
University. One of the best schools of
teaching music is also here.
In all, the city has 165,000 students.

МВА programs
The first MBA program in the region began about 10 years ago, in cooperation
with foreign institutions. Today MBA education in Novosibirsk is well-developed.
In 1998 the first Novosibirsk MBA program appeared in the Novosibirsk Open
School of Business, which is a member of
an educational chain of the International
Management Institute LINK. MBA degrees
are now offered at the Novosibirsk State
University. The program there is based on
an interdisciplinary approach focusing on
the specific character of Russian business.
The Novosibirsk State University of Economy and Management, together with
Mancos Management College (a leading
higher education establishment in the
Republic of South Africa), also offer an
MBA program.
The average price of MBA education is
200,000 rubles a year (General MBA
course).

Business incubators
This year has seen the creation of two
business incubators that work in totally
different spheres. The first focuses on IT,
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engineering, machine building and other
allied sectors and the other is for scientific-medical projects.
The business incubator at Novosibirsk
State Technical University was started as
a result of the university winning a national contest and receiving a 600 million rubles ($23.5m) grant. Among the
participants of the new business incubator are eight student teams – all winners
of the university innovation projects contest. Now these students will have the
necessary environment and resources to
implement their projects in such spheres
as automation, IT, radio electronics, machine building, electrical engineering,
power generation and distribution, economics, design as well as social and information services.
The second incubator in the Koltzovo
science city and took two years to build.
This sci-med project was jointly financed
by federal, regional and local budgets.
The incubator consists of two, three-storey buildings – the first is used for office
space and the other for production. Resident companies of this business incubator have the opportunity to work here
paying a very low rental fee for three
years. After that, they will have to look
for another place where to put their production process. Future plans call for the
business incubator to be gradually encircled by additional office and production
buildings.
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Science and education
Dmitry Trubicin, Director of Aeroservice

Sharing ideas with other start-ups is a key reason
to become a part of a business incubator
When the Novosibirsk regional administration first invited applications from businesses wanting to fill vacant
slots at the Koltzovo business incubator, we decided to apply. After the application committee had reviewed the
array of business plans and presentations put before it, Aeroservice was announced as the incubator's first resident firm.
From the start we liked the concept and
founding ideas of this business incubator
project. For instance, we were pleased to
learn that rental costs were not only low but
also included office equipment, exactly the
sort of thing start-up companies need. Further good news came in the form of a rule
preventing rental costs from rising more
than 7% annually. On top of this, the incubator's has the advantage of being in a modern building with modern interior design.

Our firm develops hi-tech products and
we decided it was important for our team
to mix with other such firms, particularly
since communication, exchanging ideas
and sharing office equipment are important
make-or-break factors to start-up firms.
It's just a pity that the premises cannot
accommodate heavy equipment and are
therefore unsuitable for large-scale production. That said, the incubator was set up
with the expectation that its start-up com-

panies would of course grow and eventually expand, so the project envisages acquiring further premises nearby to house production facilities.
The only problem with the incubator in
the eyes of some is the remoteness of Koltzovo. But as far as I can see this will cease
to be a problem once the planned highway
linking the town with Novosibirsk is built,
making commuting between the two much
easier.

Dmitry TRUBICIN, Director of Aeroservice

Aeroservice

Mr Trubicin graduated from the Novosibirsk
State University's School of Physics in 2004
and is now involved in post-graduate studies
there. He currently lives in Akademgorodok but
plans to move to Koltzovo. Prior to his work at
Aeroservice Mr Trubicin worked mainly in scientific fields.

Aeroservice is a production company that develops deep air cleaning systems for various uses,
including for usage at medical establishments, institute laboratories and cigarette smoke zones.
The firm became a resident of the Koltzovo business incubator in May 2007 and closely cooperates with the Catalysis Institute of the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian division. The
company's first project is now on the verge of serial production, with the first industrial prototype ready. The firm currently employs 10 staff but this is expected to double once serial
production is underway.

Nikolay Pustovoy, the President of Novosibirsk State Technical University, PhD in technical sciences, professor

A higher level of education
Due to the rapid advances in high-technology, technical universities need to upgrade their engineering programs
to train specialists who will meet market needs.
In 2007 Novosibirsk State Technical University won a national prize in competition
against other institutions of higher education and received 583 million rubles
($23m) for the implementation of its innovative educational program 'High Technology'. This program will embrace three major themes: 'Advanced materials and technology', 'Mechatronics and Mechanization'
and 'Information Technology'.
Our university team has made considerable advances in these areas, including electrotechnical materials science, laser and
plasma technology, ultrasonic and electrochemical technology, nanotechnology, environmental technology etc. It is essential that
training of qualified specialists in these areas require close cooperation with the businesses that will need their expertise.
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The university has a long history of cooperation with sector specific enterprises,
which triggered the establishment of numerous branches and professorships. Such
foreign companies as Siemens, National
Instruments, Cisco Systems and German
machine-tool giant Deckel-Maho-Gildemeister have set up centers for science and
education at the university.
Attracting industrial and business players to work out a set of competency requirements for our graduates is next on our agenda. The competency requirements will provide the basis for the university's general
curriculum, the courses of specific subjects
as well as retraining programs.
Implementation of our 'High Technology' program will let us upgrade our twolevel system of training, namely it will en-

able us to differentiate MS and BS competencies. This will help us in our research
work, as well as produce highly qualified
specialists who are ready to expand their
knowledge base.
Novosibirsk State Technical University
is one of the largest institutions of higher
education in the region. Our student population is 24,500. Professors and other employees total 3000. We have 11 departments providing training in 113 disciplines. The university structure includes
the Department of Part-time studies, Correspondence Cources, the School of Continuing Professional Education and the
School of Social Integration, which provides education courses for physically disabled students.

Higher education establishments
Yevgeny Sokolkov, the president of Novosibirsk University of Liberal Arts (NGI),
PhD in Education, Professor, Fellow of the Russian Academy of Social Sciences

Liberal arts education
is a necessary condition of social progress
Novosibirsk used to suffer from a clear shortage of liberal arts institutions of higher education. The decline
of the USSR revealed that the accomplishment of long-term goals required broad knowledge in liberal arts. The Soviet system
of higher education, which relied on professional training programs for the formation of highly-qualified specialists, virtually
came to standstill. It was then that members of the Siberian branch of Russian Academy of Science founded Novosibirsk
University of Liberal Arts, as an alternative to Novosibirsk institutions of technical education.
Most of the Novosibirsk Region's highranking authorities are the graduates of
Novosibirsk State Technical University
(NGTU). However expert knowledge of a
specific subject is not enough for a person to head a group of people; this person should be able to understand people
and their needs as well as himself, and
have an insight into socio-economic relations within a progressive society. Thus,
as many as 24% of US students opt for
economic education, opposed to only 8%
of students in Russia. The 'Education' act,
passed by the RF Parliament in 1992, was
the impetus that turned many Russian educational institutions to liberal arts. At
the same time liberal arts were introduced
into technical education courses. Some
non-governmental educational institutions, formed and funded by the community, and conforming to its needs, also
emerged.
Education in itself is a long-term investment. There will always be a demand
for the graduates of liberal arts educational institutions, because specialists with
extensive knowledge in the field of social
sciences and psychology are needed in all

generations. Our graduates hold prominent posts; apart from being valued specialists, they act as a 'gluing' element indispensable for any enterprise.
The role of non-governmental higher
education should not be underestimated;
in the early 90s it solved three major
problems: first, it provided the necessary
basis for the socialization of education
and society in general, then, it literally
saved many professors from starvation,
and finally, it gave answers to nascent
questions on the new economy, new
modes of conduct and thinking and the
reorientation of society towards global
cultural values.
Now the contribution of non-governmental institutions of higher education
has fallen into neglect. In the course of
time liberal arts disciplines are being
eliminated from the curriculum. The
share of liberal arts disciplines is now just
20–22%. Thus, we are on our way back
to socialism, as people devoid of liberal
arts are easy to manipulate. This tendency is a blow for non-governmental institutions of higher education, which are the
stronghold of the liberal arts tradition.
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Siberia does not have enough non-governmental institutions of higher education.
While Moscow is home to 150 operating
non-governmental universities, the Siberian Federal District hosts only 49. Being a
student of a non-governmental university
is not easy, given the heavy tax burden and
the lack of appropriate social backing, as
far as educational funding is concerned.
I believe it's high time to introduce a
system of interest-free education loans,
especially to support the physically disabled, who wish to get higher education,
and I've always advocated this idea. The
point is that educated disabled people can
earn their living; they no longer depend
on the state's money, which can ease social tension on this issue.
Under Russian law 30% of all commercial institutions of higher education rely
on money from the federal budget. But,
in fact, they can't count on that money.
NGI, for instance, was founded by parents
who paid for their children's education.
And the fact that we owe a lot to our
founders makes us work with full commitment and keep on holding to the high
standards of education.
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Science and education
Eugeny Boiko, President, Siberian Academy for Public Administration

Good government helps business
and investment grow
The increasing efficiency and effectiveness of national and local
governance in the regions has helped make doing business more
profitable and investment more attractive. As a result, public administration
is becoming more and more popular as a profession, and competition
for this specialization is increasing.
In 2006 the competition for a full-time
course of study at the Siberian Academy for Public Administration was almost two applicants for each opening.
In 2007 it has increased to more than
three to one. Correspondence courses
and the development of f lexible educational prog rams have allowed many
more students to attend classes. Currently only 15% of students choose a
full-time course of study. In just the past
five years, the total number of students
grew almost threefold; postgraduate
students soared by 72% and professional retraining programs by 37%.
More than 12,000 students study in the
Siberian Academy for Public Administration. Most of them take courses in public
and municipal administration, finance
and credit and jurisprudence. In addition
to the above mentioned specialties, PR
and psychology courses are also becoming more popular.

Our Academy is growing fast because
public and municipal administration is in
the process of reformation in Russia and
there is an increasing demand for public
sector employees. Every public service
employee needs to possess not only professional knowledge but also a range of
specific skills. That's why we have to create versatile educational programs to
meet today's up-to-date requirements. We
try to make our graduates competitive in
business as well as politics.

General information
Novosibirsk is a traditional training center for administrative personnel for the Western and Eastern
Siberia. The Siberia career-oriented center was established here on the 16th of December, 1991.
In 1995 it was transformed into the Siberian Academy for Public Administration. Currently the Siberian
Academy for Public Administration is the only institution of higher education in Siberia that has a full
range of programs for public and municipal education. The Academy includes 18 specialized departments, a re-education institute, a regional research and information center, postgraduate education
center, research library, technical and informational center, publishing office, administrative and supporting departments, etc.

THE SIBERIAN ACADEMY FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
In 2005 the Academy went through a state certification procedure. According
to the Potanin's Fund ratings the Academy was ranked 22nd among 67
universities of Russia and 3rd among universities of the Siberian Federal
District (after the Tomsk Polytechnic University and the Novosibirsk
State University).
The Siberian Academy for Public Administration attracts students from
14 regions of the Russian Federation: the Republic of Altai, Buryatia,
Tiva, Khakassia; the Altai and the Krasnoyarsk territories, the Irkutsk,
Kemerovo, Novosibirsk, Omsk and Tomsk regions, the Taimyr, Evenki
and Ust-Ordynski autonomous districts, which constitutes 38%
of Russia's whole territory.
The Academy's educational programs focus on public service and
local self-governance for state and private enterprises. These
programs are developed at the Public and Municipal
Governance Department and the Economics and Jurisdiction
Department.
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Higher education establishments
Pyotr Lepin, President of Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University

Education needs to meet changing times
Everyone agrees that education is important. After the crisis in the nineties, Russia's dependence on its educational
system took on new meaning as opportunities for career development became more in demand. One would think
that teachers and the status of the teaching profession would also benefit.

In reality things are quite different. The
prestige of the teaching profession is declining; every year there are less and less
applicants for pedagogic training, while
the number of people that would like to
study other disciplines is growing all the
time. Sometimes there are 15–16 applicants for one vacancy. Moreover the demand for teachers has dropped as well,
ever y year more than 1,000 teachers
graduate from our University while the
system of education needs only 50% of
them. For this reason it is quite possible
that in the future we may train teachers
only upon the requirement of the state.
Then the University would be able to focus on the market needs and launch new
educational programs targeted at promoting the University to a higher level
so that it becomes more competitive and
can satisfy the needs of its prospective
students.

However, Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University does not plan to give up its
main activity – training of teachers for
the system of education. During the last
70 years the University has successfully
operated being the largest pedagogic
university beyond the Ural Mountains. It
is an active member of the Association
of Russia's Pedagogic Universities and is
the head of this Association in Siberia.
No wonder our graduates are unrivaled.
I see the development of our University in two directions. On the one hand
we will continue working on improving
the quality of training teachers, paying
special attention to post-gradual studies, scientific and other resources. On
the other hand we will start paying closer attention to non-pedagogic disciplines. The mission of our University is
educating intellectual, moral and
healthy personalities that will be able to

find their place in life and that will be
able to work for the good of the community and the state.

Pyotr LEPIN, President of Novosibirsk State
Pedagogic University, PhD in Pedagogy,
Professor of the Department of economic
geography and regional studies, President
of Association of Siberia's educational
institutions
Prof. Lepin graduated from Novosibirsk State
Pedagogic University in 1969, he has published
more than 100 scientific articles dedicated to
problems of economic and social geography of
emerging countries, to population geography and
pedagogy, has been awarded with the Order of
Friendship. Prof. Lepin is an Honored Higher
School Teacher.

Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University is the oldest and the largest pedagogic University behind the Ural Mountains.
The University has a 70 year history of training high qualified pedagogic personnel and of pedagogic sciences development in Siberia.
During the years it has existed the University trained thousands of specialists. Today the University has 15 schools and faculties that offer
their students 51 qualifications, 8,000 full-time and more than 20,000 part-time students. More than 1,000 professors work in the University, 69% out of them have academic degrees.
This year 7,700 applications have been submitted for 1,200 vacancies available to study at the expense of the federal budget, which means
only one out of six applicants will be admitted. Our applicants are mainly school-graduates from Novosibirsk and its region, the Kemerovo,
Altai and other Russian regions.
Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University has three councils that deal with post-graduates that work on dissertations in the field of pedagogy,
psychology, the Russian language, literature and computer science. The University cooperates with all the educational institutions of the
city and the region, actively participates in the life of the region in the sphere of education, works out and examines the quality of qualification materials. The University complex comprises a pedagogic college and special classes in many of Novosibirsk's schools that are
targeted at preparing pupils for entering the University.
Today the University activity is focused on market needs. Apart from training for the pedagogic profession it offers its prospective students
27 non-pedagogic professions in the field of psychology, journalism, advertising, public relations, management, human resources, marketing, services, social work, design, etc.
Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University has a modern computer system that is used for working out distance-learning programs to provide
educational services remotely. This enables students to study where the conditions are more comfortable for them.
The University has broad educational links with other countries as well. Its main partners are in France, Germany,
England, Japan, China and Switzerland. Together with Universities of these countries Novosibirsk State Pedagogic University implements programs of exchange of professors and students.
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Our students are active and talented people, among them there are many winners of regional, all-Russia and
international academic competitions, winners of the national project Obrazovanie (Education), winners of sports
games, including the Olympics. The University has set up one of the best student clubs in the city. Our graduates
have successful careers in many different sectors of the region's economy (education, business, mass media,
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politics,
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Science and education
Vladimir Sobyanin, President of the Novosibirsk State University

Career making success depends on quality education
Modern higher school can be considered effective only when it satisfies society's needs preparing qualified
specialists able to work in various spheres, be it science, education, hi-tech production or business. And the main
criteria of a higher school's effectiveness are the speed with which former students become involved in their
professional activity after the graduation.
Practical experience shows that graduates
of the Novosibirsk State University make
successful careers in academic institutes,
state bodies as well as in large domestic
and international companies such as Baker-Atlas, Sun Microsystems, Microsoft,
SWsoft, Hewlett-Packard to name but a
few. Graduates of our university are the
founders of such national companies as
URSA-Bank, Siberian Interbank Currency Exchange, Sibirsky Bereg, Top-Kniga,
Katren, Inamrko and over 100 small innovation companies.
This situation has been created by a
combination of the following factors:
availability of screening processes at
our university, including subject-related academic competitions, summer and
winter specialized schools, training programs in the School of Mathematics and
Physics and Higher College of Informatics affiliated with our university;
early involvement of students into scientific and applied activity through research internship programs at institutes of the Russian Academy of Science's Siberian Division, participation

in scientific projects, innovation business projects and student scientific
conferences;
educational process oriented towards
acquiring and generating new knowledge and towards developing creative
way of thinking and leadership qualities;
over 80% of university teachers work
with us part-time as they are also employees of R&D institutes or business
structures. That's why they are capable of sharing their practical experience with their students by conducting
training courses of their own design;
among supporters of our educational
programs are our own graduates and
our constant partners including Sberbank, URSA-Bank, Potanin's Fund, Vernadsky's Fund, Borovik's Fund,
Ernst&Young, Microsoft, SWsoft, Samsung, Schlumberger, Baker Atlas, LG,
IBM Easter n Europe/Asia, Tokyo
Boeki, Intel Technologies, Carl Zeiss,
Sibirsky Bereg, Alekta and many others. URSA-Bank has opened its office
employing our university students on
the student campus.

Due to close cooperation between the
Novosibirsk State University on the one
hand and scientific and business structures
on the other hand our university is able to
give to the students fundamental education together with a complex of competencies which will allow them in future to be
flexible in adapting to external environment requirements and to be successful in
any activity they decide to focus on.
Vladimir SOBYANIN, President
of the Novosibirsk State University
Mr. Sobyanin is a graduate of the Novosibirsk State University, PhD in Chemistry,
Professor, and holder of the Honored Higher Education Teacher of the Russian Federation award. Mr. Sobyanin is a well-known
scientist specializing in catalytic processes.
He is the author of over 200 scientific papers and the holder of 14 patents. Mr. Sobyanin is well-known for his pioneering work
in gas-phase electro catalysis, fuel elements
and hydrogen energy.

Sergey Smirnov, Director of the International Business School at Novosibirsk State University of Economics and Management,
PhD, Professor, Chief Editor of the Chelovyek.RU non-science almanac, Executive Editor of the University's Scientific Notes

Russian business education needs to be more self-directed
Many of Novosibirsk's largest companies would like to send their employees for business training abroad, to the
USA, for example. But even training courses in Moscow are out of reach because the cost is so high. The lack of
self-directed, high-quality business education in Russia's regions is a serious issue.
When Russia became part of the global
economy it quickly realized that in order
to become successfully integrated into
the world community its highly conservative, academically-focused business education needed to change. Self-directed
education is the best option. This kind
of education teaches young professionals how to form the critical thinking skills
needed for today's business. At leading
wester n univer sities and business
schools students are able to choose from
a wide variety of "electives"-courses they
feel are relevant to their specific program. This system makes it possible for
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students to assume complete responsibility for his or her education.
It's also a system that encourages students and employers to be closer to each
other. Employers want their future employees to be educated in the real world,
not just be able to "do it by the book".
For example, the scientific market does
not need a lot of pure classical scientists, it needs scientist-managers, scientist-analysts and scientist-experts. All
t h e b e s t u n i ve r s i t i e s a n d b u s i n e s s
schools understand this and are hiring
a new breed of teachers that share this
point of view.

Universities that adopt these principles
will become vital business partners wherever they are located. In every business
sector, there are dynamic companies that
need highly-trained people. Universities
that develop analytical and consulting
centers will also do very well, but higher
education institutions here are not ready
for such dramatic changes.
Fortunately, there are some international business schools that have come to
Russia. These programs are helping local
universities adopt new educational practices that will help our schools compete
at the international level.

Schools and colleges
General information
In the Novosibirsk region there are 65 institutions of secondary specialized professional education, 70 professional vocational
schools, 350 institutions of further professional education and
90 centers of post-graduate education. On average around 900
people study at each of these schools.
In the Novosibirsk region there are about 2,000 schools and preschools. The average number of pupils in each school is about 250
people. The student-teacher ration is an average of 12.3 to 1.
350,000 people study in state schools and about 1,700 people in
commercial schools.

SWOT
Strengths
Novosibirsk has the largest concentration in Russia of scientific and
research centers and R&D institutes.

State development support is weak and slows the flow of scientific
information.
Top professors are aging.

The Russian Academy of Science's Siberian Division is one of the world
leaders in fundamental science.

Regional MBA programs are not well diversified and lack Western methods.

Novosibirsk ranks fourth in Russia for the number of students per each
10,000 of its citizens.

Number of MBA graduates is much higher than the demand.

The educational infrastructure, from public schools and private schools
to technical colleges and universities is well-developed and offers superior training by fine teachers and professors.
Weaknesses
Salaries of scientific researchers in the Novosibirsk region are very
low.
Despite world-class output, facilities and equipment lack the latest
technology and instrumentation.
R&D research unable to be commercialized due to lack of funding and
marketing expertise.

Salaries in secondary education are low and the number of teachers
that that want to work in this sector is going down.
Opportunities
Novosibirsk's scientists continue to develop cutting-edge technology.
The region has plans to become the largest innovation center in the
east of the country.
The region currently ranks fourth on Russia's innovation index.
Its stellar reputation for science and R&D still lures the best and the
brightest.
Universities and MBA programs are being expanded and linking up with
international schools.
Novosibirsk's institutions of higher education have broad international
links.
The number of foreign students that study in Novosibirsk is growing.
Compulsory eleven year secondary education is creating solid base for
future.
Threats
Strong competition between Siberian regions for participation in federal innovation projects.
Higher salaries elsewhere is fueling "brain drain".
The sector's activity is too dependent on government financing.
Continued lack of state support will have negative multiplier effectcost of replacing outdated equipment is large and grows each year.
The region suffers a lack of secondary education professionals.
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NATURAL RESOURCES,
EXTRACTION
AND PROCESSING
Rich, untapped mineral deposits of
zirconium oxide (7.2 million tons) and
titanium dioxide (1.7 million tons).
Regional companies Novosibirskneftegaz and
Severnoeneftegaz pump more than 1.5
million tons of oil annually.
Novosibirsk regional companies Belon,
Novosibugol and Sibantratzit are leading
miners of high quality anthracite.
Novosibirsk hydro-electric and five thermal
power stations generate 53 million
kilowatts of electricity.
Novosibirsk building boom price has doubled
the price of basic building materials.

Natural resources, extraction аnd processing
Anna Balashova, analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Natural resources development
Much of Russia's economic growth over the past few years has been financed by its energy sector.
Strong global and domestic demand for all kinds of energy continues to make this sector very attractive
for investors. In Novosibirsk the key resource is not oil but high quality anthracite coal.

For the last three years the oil consumption level in the Novosibirsk region has
been 1,500,000 tons per year, which is
1.2% of the Russian national total. Automotive and aviation gasoline account
for most of the consumption. The share
of aircraft fuels in the total structure of
oil products in the region is more than
20%, which is significantly higher Russia's average – 4.5%. The delivery of fuels and lubricants to the region is largely conducted by pipeline or by rail. The
largest players in the wholesale oil products market are Novosibirsknefteproduct
and Sibneft.
Currently there are no oil refineries in
the region. The overwhelming majority of
all oil products (around 75%) are delivered from the Omsk-based Sibneft oil refinery and Achinsk-based refinery. The
rest is supplied from refineries located in
the European part of Russia. These are
owned by such oil holdings as LUKOIL
and TNK-BP as well as by chemical holding Bashneftekhimzavodi.

To reduce cost and dependency on suppliers from outside the regions, regional
authorities have approved construction of
an oil refinery in the regional town of
Barabinsk.

Coal
Coal remains a very important element in
the regional fuel and energy complex.
75% of coal mined in the region is used
as fuel at a large number of thermal power stations as well as at metallurgic and
chemical enterprises (the latter use coking coal in their production process). As
a cheap, mass produced fuel, coal attracts
fuel intensive enterprises. These have
helped shape the industrial face of the
region and its economy.
The Novosibirsk region is home to such
coal extracting enterprises as Belon, Novosibugol and Sibantracit. Belon is engaged in mining and processing of coking and power station firing coal. Coking
coal, for example, is used to produce coal

Major regional enterprises of the fuel and energy sector
Name

Website

Activity

Belon

www.belon.ru

Extracts coking and power station coals,
produces coal concentrate

Zavyalovsky mine

–

Extracts lignite

Listvyansky Mining Office –

Extracts bituminous coal

Novosibirskneftegas

www.tnk-bp/
operations/enterprises/
novosibirskneftegaz.ru

Extracts oil and gas

Novosibirskenergo

www.nske.ru

Generates, supplies and sells electric power

Novosibirskenergosbit

www.nskes.ru

Supplies electric power to end users

Novosibugol

–

Extracts bituminous coal and peat for various
purposes

RATM-Energo

–

Transports power station coal, gas and
nuclear fuel

Severoneftegas

–

Extracts oil

Sibantracit

–

Extracts and processes coal, develops
anthracite deposits

Sibirenergo

www.sibirenergo.nske.ru Electric power selling company
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concentrate which is widely used in metallurgic production and in coal carbonization chemistry. Power station firing
coal is used by power generating stations.
In 2006 Belon sold 1,616,000 tons of power station coal. The amount of coal supplied to consumers in the internal market reached 552,000 tons. Belon is one of
the largest suppliers of coal concentrate
to Russia's metallurgic businesses. The total amount of coal concentrate sold in
2006 reached 2,520,000 tons.
Sibantracit is the region's only developer of anthracite deposits found here.
The company currently develops three
sites, Gorlovsky, Urgunsky and Kolivanksy. It also owns a concentrating factory.
The Gorlovsky anthracite basin is situated on the right bank of the Ob River within Novosibirsk region's administrative
borders. Inside this basin 11 coal deposits have been found and studied so far. All
of these deposits yield high quality anthracites: coals with low ash content; lowsulfur and high carbon coals; coals with
low specific electrical resistivity and high
mechanical and heat endurance.
Currantly t he g raded ant hracite
mined by the company is used in the
coal-graphite industry to produce calcinated anthracite, to roast soda and as a
substitute to coking coal in steel smelting. Screenings are used to agglomerate
iron ore and to produce iron-ore pellets.
Anthracite can act as a substitute for
both graded coking coal and for lowmesh coke which is its primary use. With
the world coke prices going up prices for
anthracite are also growing. But anthracite is 30–50% cheaper than coking coal.
Demand for anthracite currently surpass
the supply. The company supplies 2030% of the produced anthracite to the
domestic market and around 70–80% is
expor ted. The CIS countr ies receive
5–10% of the exported anthracite while
the most important export countries are
Western Europe, Brazil, Japan and South
Korea. The company plans to start supplying anthracite to Canada.

Coal and oil
Oil
Verkh-Tarsky, which contains 64% of the region's oil deposits, is a major
force in the socio-economic development of the Northern district of the
Novosibirsk region. Currently the volume of all oil currently being pumped
in the Novosibirsk region is estimated to be 45 million tons. The major
players in the region's Northern district, near the border with the Tomsk
region, are part of the TNK-BP Group of Companies, namely Novosibirskneftegas and Severnoyeneftegas. In 2006 1,832,000 tons of oil was
extracted. Although this is a fraction of Russia's total output, it represents a significant and growing source of local and regional revenue.
All in all there are nine oil deposits in the region, only two of which are
being exploited. Novosibirskneftegas has a license for the region's largest
deposit, Verkh-Tarsky, with 28.8 million tons of reserves. This deposit
was discovered in 1970 but has been exploited since only since 2000.
The oil extracted at this deposit is high quality and similar to Brent in
terms of its properties. Verkh-Tarsky oil contains minimum quantities of
sulphur and paraffin admixtures. The yield of light fractions while refining
oil is 25% higher than the Russian average. Over the last five years Novosibirskneftegas has increased extraction volume by more than 30%. In
2006 Novosibirskneftegas extracted 1.8 million tons of oil; up 33% from
last year. In 2007 it is planning to extract two million tons of oil.
This strong growth is the result of new re-investment in modern drilling equipment and geological and engineering operations, including hydrofracturing. The Novosibirskneftegas board of directors approved a strategic development plan for the Verkh-Tarsky deposit which earmarks invest-
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ment amounting to $600m over the next 15 years. In 2007 around $130m
will be allocated, 60% for drilling new wells, 25% to the develop infrastructure necessary for maintaining the extraction growth. Novosibirskneftegas also has licenses for the Rakitinsky, Mezhoevsky, Vostochny
(Eastern) and Vostochno-Mezhoevsky plots. In 2006 the company acquired
seven new deposits. Two of them, Chekoevsky and Bochkarevsky, are located in the Novosibirsk region and five others are in the neighboring
Omsk and Irkutsk regions. These deposits are at the primary stage of
exploration.
As a result of 2006 geological survey, the total increase of all the
reserves at all the deposits in the Novosibirsk region amounted to 14 million
tons. Novosibirskneftegaz is constantly increasing its investment in geological surveys, from 25 million rubles in 2005 to 500 million rubles in
2007. In 2008 the company is planning to spend about 600 million rubles
on surveys. An intensive geological survey program at TNK-BP in the Novosibirsk region aims is also underway.
The region's second largest oil deposit is Maloicheskoe with reserves
of 2 million tons, owned by Severnoyeneftegas. This company also has
license for the Vostochno-Tarsky oil deposit. The total volume of proven
reserves at these two deposits amounts to around 2,200,000 tons. In
2007 Severnoyeneftegas is planning to pump 40,000 tons. TNK-BP estimates its peak production will reach 3.2 million tons in 2009–2010.
This material has been prepared
with the participation of TNK-BP
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Natural resources, extraction аnd processing
Oleg Chemezov, Vice-President of TNK-BP

The long-lasting impact of social partnerships
Russian oil and gas companies have always played a great role in the social life of the regions where
they were active. In many places oil companies are major employers. The taxes that oil companies pay
and the social programs that they sponsor have a direct influence on the living standards where such
companies are present.

Ten years ago Russia's largest companies,
primarily those in the oil and gas sector,
often stepped in to provide administrative
and financial support to regions suffering
serious budget shortfalls. In order to survive and stay afloat during the early 90's,
companies had to solve a great variety of
their own issues and for this reason they
could not always be consistently supporting social activity. The stabilization and
subsequent improvement of the Russian
economy gave businesses the opportunity to reappraise the term 'social responsibility'. Well-managed companies started
using a comprehensive approach to address the social and economic problems
of their region.

Social accountability
is a part of long term success
TNK-BP's social activity is based on the
concept that any company that aims at
long-term success must help to develop
the region where it is located, as well as
the whole countr y. TNK-BP's guiding
principles are to harmonize its business
interest with those of society and the
state, as well as meet the highest international standards of social responsibility.
Our social programs are part of the company's overall strategy. The size and variety of our programs reflect who we are
Oleg CHEMEZOV,
Vice-President of TNK-BP
Between 1998 until 2005 Mr Chemezov was
working as First Deputy Head of Administration
for the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area, First
Deputy Chairman of the Government for the
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area and First Deputy Governor for the Tyumen region. Since 2005
he's been holding the position of Vice-president
of TNK-BP.
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and what we do-but we are not involved
in any political activity.
TNK-BP has a unified strategy of corporate social responsibility which is individual for each region. We take into consideration each region's local specific features and its specific needs. An important
distinguishing feature of TNK-BP's social
responsibility strategy is that we prefer
long-term programs, or those investments
that have a long-lasting positive effect, as
opposed to one-time charity events.
TNK-BP also works with state authorities in those regions where we conduct
our business. Each year we sign annual
partnership agreements between the
company's management and local authorities. The same practice exists in the Novosibirsk region, which is the home of Novosibirskneftegas, owned by TNK-BP.

Creating social partnerships
with local authorities
In each region where TNK-BP does business, we have a well-established system
of cooperation between the company, the
regional administration and the local
population. In 2006 TNK-BP and the
Novosibirsk regional authorities signed
yet another cooperation agreement for
three years. Each year this agreement is
expected to be supplemented by additional agreement specifying the company's obligations concerning social investment in the region for a particular year.
In accordance with our license agreement and cooperation agreement, TNKBP earmarks a certain amount of investment to support the region's social and
economic development. This amount is
constantly increasing: in 2006 it reached
75 million rubles ($2.8m). In 2007 it was
increased up to 80 million r ubles
($3.14m), which was invested in the construction and overall repair of social
buildings, schools, nurseries and stadiums to name but a few.

Apart from this investment the company has its own financial program targeted at the support of road construction
and repair. The planned investment under this program this year was 95 million rubles ($3.7m). Additionally, Novosibirskneftegas is one of the largest tax
payers in the region. In 2006 the total
amount of all taxes paid by the company
was 4.2 billion rubles ($156m), up 50%
from 2005. The company is regularly
awarded with the Best Tax-Payer of the
Novosibirsk Region title.

Focusing on environmental
and industrial safety
An important aspect of TNK-BP's social
responsibility is environment protection
and industrial safety. The company plans
to spend $13bn between 2007 and 2011
upgrading its existing equipment and purchasing new machinery. These measures
will allow the company to utilize 95% of
its associated gas by the end of 2010. The
company will also construct an associated gas processing factory, which will be
the only one of its kind in the Novosibirsk
region. Another project concerned with
the utilization of associated gas at the
Verkh-Tarsky deposit, located in the Severny (North) district of the Novosibirsk
region, is the construction of a gas-collecting system together with a gas utilization machine. The processed gas will be
used to power the extracting factory and
the liquefied by products such as propane,
butane and natural-gas gasoline will be
sold in the local market.
Aside from the associated gas processing project, Novosibirskneftegas annually earmarks over 5 million rubles to finance its own ecology program. The company's ecology management system monitors the ecological situation of the company's activity as well as trains its specialists and senior staff in such issues as occupational and ecological safety.

Energy generation and distribution
Anna Balashova, analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

The region needs more electric power
Growth in the consumption of electric power in Russia for the next year is forecast
to be 5.2%; in some regions growth will hit 10%. In order to satisfy this demand
the sector badly needs both domestic and foreign investment. Russia already
experiences power shortages and there is concern that unless supplies are kept
robust, shortfalls can pose a real problem for its continued economic development.
The Novosibirsk region is currently suffering a power deficit.
In 2006 the Novosibirsk region saw a huge
increase in energy consumption. During
the heating season of 2003 and 2004 the
maximum energy consumption soared to
51.9 million kW per day. Today this indicator has gone over 55.7 million kW per
day and it shows no signs of slowing
down. The main consumers of power energy are industrial business (23%), transport and communications (19%), household and utilities services (8%) and agriculture (5%).
The Novosibirsk energy system is a
complicated structure. It includes a large
number of power stations in different
parts of the region united by an integrated control system that is fully automated. There is a centralized power supplying company in the region, namely Novosibirskenergo. The region has six power
stations, including a hydro power plant in
Novosibirsk with the output of 455 MW
and five thermal power stations with the
total output of 2,170 MW. Four of these
stations are located in Novosibirsk and
one is situated in Kuibyshev. There is also
one autonomous energy source of 6 MW
belonging to the Novosibirsk Tin factory.

Power stations owned by Novosibirskenergo produce 53 million kW/hour of
electric power. In order to fully satisfy the
local demand for electric power the region
imports power from a number of national power stations located in the Siberian
region. The output of Novosibirskenergo's
thermal power stations increased by 19%
in January of 2006 in comparison with
the same period in 2005.
Electric power distribution is performed by Regional Power Supplying Networks. The total length of the region's
power supplying lines is 49,000 kilometers. In order to increase the reliability
of supplying power in the city of Novosibirsk, a system of above ground 110 kW
and 220kW lines encircling the city has
been created.
Most of the energy and heat here is produced at coal firing thermal power stations. The main suppliers of coal are Kansko-Achinsky and Kuznetsky basins. Over
six million tons of coal each year is used
to supply the city's needs.

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
The Novosibirsk region does not have enough
energy resources to fully satisfy the region's
needs. Even for electric power, the region is
very much dependent on power supplies from
other regions.
Buyer power
The Novosibirsk region as a whole trails other
regions of Siberia in terms of volume and variety of natural resources. Despite this, regional
enterprises are engaged in extracting and

processing oil and coal supply on the local, regional and external markets.
Substitutes
Coal substitutes oil in many spheres. Producing
electric power from coal is cheaper than from
oil or gas. Currently there are technologies that
also allow coal to be used to produce liquid fuel.
Threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants is relatively low as
almost all local companies extracting and
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processing natural resources are owned by larger holdings. Although out of the nine oil deposits existing in the region only two are currently
developed. Local companies have procured licenses for the remaining deposits.
Rivalry
Rivalry in this sector is minimal as regional oil
deposits are developed by only two companies,
both of whom are part of TNK-BP holding. Companies supplying electric power to end users are
part of Novosibirskenergo.
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Sibirenergo
is a multiproduct company

The company's 100% subsidiary, Novosibirskenergosbit, has the
right to create electric power distribution agency contracts both
with end consumers and electric power resellers. In order to
bring electric power to its customers Sibirenergo uses the services
of a regional power distribution network company, Regional
Electric Lines, as well as the services of other companies owning
power distribution lines. Thermal power is distributed using the
lines of Novosibirskgorteploenergo.

Improving performance
Sibirenergo sells electric and thermal energy to end consumers
located in the Novosibirsk region. Currently the company's
management is discussing with its shareholders, the company's
development strategy which is expected to be approved by the
end of this year. The company's main strategic goal is to increase
the scope of the company's activity and to constantly improve
its main business activity, which is power generation and
distribution. To this end the company plans to implement
modern business processes, management systems and
information technology as well as to constantly improve its
selling, servicing, procurement and other practices.

Guaranteeing a continuous
power supply
Sibirenergo is one the main power suppliers in the Novosibirsk
region. Apart from our company there are two other primary
power suppliers in the region who buy electric power for their
consumers at the retail market from Sibirenergo. These firms
are not involved in the wholesale market.
Competition among independent power suppliers in the
Novosibirsk region is from medium to low because the sector is
so dominated by the primary wholesaler, Sibirenergo. There are
ten power distribution companies in the whole Siberian Federal
District. There's no doubt that the competition among these
companies will grow, fueled by current reforms in the power
generating and distribution sector.

Increasing sales
In the Novosibirsk region, compared to other regions of Siberia,
the public consumes about 25% of the power generation, while
industrial enterprises consume over 30%. Recently the region
has seen significant production growth which means that energy
consumption by industrial enterprises will grow. Compared to
the similar period of last year, the energy consumption rate of
industrial sector grew by 7%. The forecasted energy
consumption growth for 2008 is 3%. It's worth mentioning that
payment delinquency problems of the past that plagued large
enterprises have been eliminated. Major industrial power users
have become very reliable partners. The public at large has also
understood that timely payment of electric and thermal power
service is the rule, not the exception.

Income data for 2007
In the first halfyear of 2007 Sibirenergo sold 5.462 billion KW/
hour of electric power, generating 5,865 billion 500 rubles
($230m) in sales and 7.013 million giga calories of thermal power
which added another 3,752 billion rubles ($147m) in sales.

Sibirenergo's
main business activities
power procurement at wholesale and
retail markets with subsequent selling to
energy consumers;
power sale at wholesale and retail sale
markets to energy consumers;
procurement and sale of thermal power;
diagnostics, use, repair, replacement and
checking of electric and thermal power
measuring devices;
providing services in the organization of
energy metering billing application;
providing the population with household
and utility services;
developing and implementing energy
saving measures;
investment activity;
consulting and other services.

advertisement

Sibirenergo was founded on January 1, 2007 as an independent
corporate entity of the power generating and supplying company
Novosibirskenergo. The company's main activity is electric and
thermal power distribution. Sibirenergo is number one supplier
of electric power in the Novosibirsk region.

Energy generation and distribution
Denis Vershinin, General Director, Sibirenergo

Strategic development for power companies involves
the use of advanced energy saving technology
The Russian national economy is experiencing breakneck speed business diversification. One of the main ways
companies expand is to diversify by creating additional holdings. This is a time-proven way a company can
protect itself from potential risks of marketplace deterioration in many economic sectors. Sibirenergo has become more involved
in this process to ensure its continuing growth.

Denis VERSHININ,
General Director, Sibirenergo
In 1995 Mr.Vershinin graduated from the Siberian Means of Transport State Academy and
started his career as an economist. For the past
eight years Mr. Vershinin has worked in the power
generating and distribution sector and is now the
General Director of Sibirenergo.

about 14% of the city's total amount of
residential areas which is around two
m i l l i o n s qu a r e m ete r s o r ove r 8 0 0
blocks of f lats. Because most multi-story apartment buildings are old and need
a lot of repair, Sibirenergo invested
around 40 million rubles ($1.57m) into
these repairs. This investment was almost half of the funds earmarked for the
company's entire 2007 investment program. The same amount is planned to
be spent in 2008 as well. Although our
company's investments into this new
business is significant, the experience of
countr ies wit h long-ago-established
market economy shows that housing
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management is very profitable and has
promising potential.
In the future Sibirenergo plans to get
more involved in energy saving technology. In Europe 95% of all energy consumers use energy saving technology. At the
present time our company is developing
the concept of a future structure to be providing energy consumers with energy audits and other energy saving services. We
believe that such services will also be attractive to industry as energy saving technology helps economize energy resources, decreasing production costs while increasing profit.
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Last year our subsidiary Novosibirskenergosbit began selling electric and thermal power under a new structure named
the Housing Fund Managing Center. The
Center deals with maintenance of Novosibirsk residential real estate. It covers

NCCP has a good reputation in the global
market due to the quality of its products
NCCP is one of the leading Russian manufacturers of nuclear fuel for nuclear power
stations in Russia and abroad. Fuel assemblies produced by NCCP are sold to nuclear
power stations in Russia, the Ukraine, Bulgaria, China and India and are used for more
than 20 power generating units. In 2007 the factory plans to earmark 902 million rubles
($35.4m) for purchasing new technical facilities.
Through out the years since NCCP has come into existence it has produced
more than 5 millions fuel rods for pressurized water reactors (VVER reactors)
and has launched production of uranium-gadolinium fuel rods. It has also
started continuous production of all models of fuel assemblies developed
in Russia, including modern fuel assemblies TVS-2, TVS-2M, TVSA and
vibration-proof fuel assemblies that have advanced technical, economic and
operating characteristics.
The main objective of nuclear fuel manufacturers is providing reliable
and efficient operation of nuclear power stations. At the moment a project
of new pressurized water reactor VVER-1500 is being developed and an
innovation project named AES-2006 (Nuclear Power Station-2006) has been
launched that are specifically targeted at improving these factors. NCCP is
an active participant of both projects.
With the support of its parent company Tvel, NCCP has conducted
complex research and experimental works to produce and test a sample of
new fuel assembly TVS-kvadrat for western reactors. That will help the
factory to broaden its international links and enter the market of western
reactors PWR. NCCP has technical and production facilities to start
manufacturing such assemblies which means it has a great possibility for
large-scale cooperation with foreign partners.
Diversification of fuel production for nuclear reactors is also possible
due to the fact that NCCP is expanding its production facilities for
manufacturing uranium dioxide powder used as raw material for production
of fuel rods and fuel assemblies. In 2003 the factory commissioned a
uranium dioxide production line to manufacture the powder by the
hydrolysis extraction method. The next stage in NCCP's development is
installing equipment for regeneration pyrohydrolysis, which is dry
conversion of uranium hexafluoride. This technology is very popular all
over the world for its cost-effectiveness and has a minimum impact on
the environment.

NCCP has also been producing scientific reactors for over 40 years.
During this time the factory has produced around 40,000 fuel assemblies of
56 models for pressure-tube and pool-type scientific reactors to be used in
Russia and abroad. The quality of these fuel assemblies satisfies the needs
of the leading research centers in Russia, CIS countries, Eastern and Western
Europe, Asia and Latin America.
Lithium production is one of the major activities of NCCP that plays a
very important role in its development. The factory's main clients are
producers of chemical sources of current, light alloy metallurgy, chemical
industry, organic synthesis chemical producers, nuclear power and other
sectors. Major consumers of lithium produced by NCCP are companies from
Western Europe, Southeast Asia, and North America. The Novosibirsk
Chemical Concentrate Plant is equipped with unique machines that allow it
to produce final lithium products, such as metal lithium and its salts, starting
from the processing of all kinds of lithium raw materials and finishing with
impurity extraction treatment. Another innovative technology implemented
by the factory that helps to broaden its range of products is production of
ceolite catalysts used in oil and gas refinement and petrochemistry.
2006 was an excellent year for NCCP in terms of production output and
net profit. These figures were higher than any expectations. Production output
was 5% higher that the estimated figure while net profit was 69% higher.
Such a gap between production output and net profit can be explained by
the fact that the factory had optimized its production while reducing costs.
In 2006 NCCP's revenue stood at 5.164 billion rubles ($205m) which is up
464 million rubles ($18.5m) from 2005, while net profit was 525 million
rubles ($20.8m), 215 million rubles ($8.5m) higher than expected.
Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant is famous for the quality of its
products, for being a reliable and responsible partner and for having a
minimum technogenic impact on the environment. The factory is always
interested in new scientific achievements and modern equipment.

www.nccp.ru
advertisement

Nuclear energetics
Vladimir Razin, General Director of Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant

Investment in environmental management
is an investment in our future
Today one of the most promising branches of venture investment is funding new ways of energy extraction that
are environmentally benign and save resources.
After the tragedies in Hiroshima and
Chernobyl people have a strong stereotype about the danger of production and
use of nuclear power and disposal of nuclear wastes. Today people need clear
answers to the question: is this industry
safe for environment? For this reason,
nuclear energy is under close control of
government's and the global community.
Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant
(NCCP) has been producing fuel for nuclear reactors for the past 50 years and is
one of the companies closely controlled
by the government.
In 2005 NCCP invested 46 million rubles
($1.7m) in activities targeted at solving
environmental management problems. In
2006 this figure nearly doubled up to 81.5
million rubles ($3m). Last year the factory
built an independent water recycling system worth 38.2 million rubles ($1.4m).
Once the system entered service, water consumption in the production process went
down drastically. An additional 12 million
rubles ($444,000) was invested in a new
area for waste incineration. A new area for
molybdenum scrap processing has been
constructed in workshop #3. NCCP invested 6 million rubles ($222,000) in this
project. Last year 12 million rubles
($470,000) was spent on reconstruction of
water pipelines and sewage systems. In total, during the last decade NCCP increased
its investment for environmental management purposes by more than 40 times.
Apart from investment, NCCP has operating expenses such as maintenance of

air ventilation systems, gas treatment facilities, sewage treatment systems, etc.
In 2006 these costs stood at 110 million
rubles ($4m). NCCP is always very concerned about the environmental situation on and off the territory of its factory. The factory is located with a one-kilometer sanitary protection zone around
it, but being close to the city, environmental and sanitary services are responsible for monitoring this area. They control the ambient air, sources of emission
of air and water pollutants, rivers and
lakes, precipitation and monitor radioactive fallout. Every year the results of
the measurements they take prove that
factory's emissions do not impact the
environment.
Today Russian industrial companies
have come to understand that it is not
enough to meet Russian standards in
terms of radioactive emissions, for good
performance it is also necessary to meet
the requirements of international environmental management standards.
NCCP plans to undertake a number of
steps to start moving in this direction. We
are increasing capacity of contaminated
metal remelting, implementation of technology for hard wastes recycling and improving air cleaning systems.
As a result, today the Novosibirsk
Chemical Concentrate Plant is not only
one of the most environmentally benign
chemical factories in Russia but also has
a reputation of being an environmentally-oriented company on the internation-

NCCP's investment in environmental management
Investment/year

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Current investment in environmental protection,
in million rubles

86.2

109.7

135.2

141.5

110

Investment in fixed assets target
at environmental protection, in million rubles

18.9
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17.1

17.7

45.9

81.5

al level. In 2004 NCCP was certified by
TUV CERT for compliance with environm e n t a l m a n a ge m e n t s t a n d a r d I S O
14001.
Unfortunately there are still too many
people that believe nuclear technology
to be extremely dangerous. That is why
by undertaking measures targeted at environment protection we try to improve
the environmental situation and elevate
the image of nuclear power industry. We
want to demonstrate that energy produced by atomic nuclei is one of the
cheapest energies on Earth and safe for
its inhabitants.

General information
During the last two years NCCP invested more
than 95 million rubles ($3.7m) in environmental management.
NCCP is the least polluting company on the
list of all Novosibirsk's contaminators.
Investigation carried out by the Institute of
Biophysics proved that NCCP emits seven
times less uranium than any coal-burning heat
and power station.
In normal operating conditions, the impact of
NCCP on people and the environment is the
same as any machine building factory.
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Natural resources, extraction аnd processing
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

CIntense demand, high prices and shortages challenge the sector
The building industry of Novosibirsk is booming. The construction materials market has also grown. Local production capacity can
only meet the demand for concrete products, creating a serious shortage of other construction materials which is driving up prices.
The construction boom during the last
few years in the Novosibirsk region has
seen a considerable increase in prices for
construction materials. Since January
2006 the price of cement has grown by
20% and the price of concrete has gone
up by 10%. Local construction materials
manufacturers are not able to meet the
growing demand.

Intense demand for cement
The Novosibirsk region is one of the leaders in the field of cement production. The
cement market is developing very rapidly but there is still a significant deficit.
There are two major players in the Siberian Federal District: the Sibirskiy Cement group of companies and RATM
Company. RATM owns 35 factories all
over the country, but the main one is its
Iskitim Cement Factory (Iskitimcement),
located in Novosibirsk, which is the largest in the region. In 2006 the factory produced 1.56 million tons of cement, 6% of
the overall cement production in Russia
and 30% of Siberia's cement production.
Facing a three or four month backlog
of orders, in summer of 2006 Iskitimcement announced its intention to build a
new cement factory. The estimated annual output of the new factory will be 1.3
million tons. It is projected that the new
factory will enter service in 2009 which
will allow Iskitimcement to increase its
production output by 50%. Construction
of the factory will require an investment

of 5 bn rubles ($196m) investment. RATM
and its partners will put up 30%. 165.8
mill. rubles ($6.5m) will be earmarked by
the local government of the Novosibirsk
region and the balance will be borrowed
from foreign banks.
Cement prices have been skyrocketing
for the past 3 years. In September, 2006
alone they jumped by 25%. Moreover,
there are a number of reasons why prices will still continue to soar. The problem is that West Siberia suffers a slag
deficit and slag is a vital ingredient in
cement production. Most likely, Novosibirsk's companies will not be able to fill

General information
In 2006 around 844,000 square meters of housing were built in Novosibirsk,
up 60% from 2005.

the region's deficit. Cement produced by
Iskitimcement is the most expensive in
the country. Now that the factory has
started production of a new grade of cement, the net cost of cement has increased even more. Today Iskitimcement
produces 400D20 grade cement, which
contains 20% mineral additives and
400D0 grade cement that is manufactured without any additives. Although
the price of cement has increased dramatically, so has the quality. This has
caused the price per one cubic meter to
decrease.
Iskitimcement does not sell its production directly to builders, which also keeps
the prices high. Its production is sold
through a number of distribution companies, such as Novy Mir (New World), Tsentr-Cement (Centre of Cement), Cement
Corporation, Gamma, Energokomplektregion, etc.

Siberia's cement deficit is currently 10 million tons a year.
By 2010 in the Novosibirsk region it is projected that annual brick production
will increase by 240 million bricks.
The industry will continue to grow by at least 20% annually.
During 2006 the price of some basic building materials doubled, in general increases
averaged 10–30%.
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Double-digit demand
for concrete products
Production of concrete goods in the Novosibirsk region grew by 14% since 2005.
For the most part this growth was caused

Construction materials production
by an increase in the demand for construction of blocks used in residential
housing complexes. The largest Novosibirsk region manufacturer of concrete
goods is Spetszhelezobeton, located in the
small town of Gorny. Its main product is
railway sleepers. But its share of the overall concrete goods production in the region is getting smaller and smaller.
There are 30 other factories in the region that manufacture concrete goods.
After Spetszhelezobeton, the largest are
Linevsky DSK, ZGBI-4, Tensitech-ZGBI-2
and Novosibirsk Rural Construction Factory. These firms control 40% of the regional market.
The market is still considered to be oligopolized – there are just 10 companies

that dominate the market. Despite the
fierce competition, the spectacular demand has allowed new companies to
emerge.
Today Diskuss-plus, one of the region's
newest players, and Linevsky DSK, have
become the largest companies in the Novosibirsk region that producing concrete
blocks. In January and February of 2006
production output in this sector was up
42%, compared to the same period in
2005 (11,630 cubical meters to 8,210 cubical meters).
Several years ago the structure of the
market changed as production of high
grade concrete and of concrete frames
began to replace more expensive steel
components.

Brick production
is accelerating
Residential housing is the main market
for brick. Under the program Comfortable and Affordable Housing in 2007, one
million square meters of new housing
(120 buildings) will be built. 83% of this
new housing will be constructed of brick.
This requires production of 240 million
bricks, which far outstrips the capacity
of local manufacturers. Some of the deficit is being made up for by production
from the Kemerovo and Tomsk regions,
but it's not enough.
There are 15 factories that manufacture brick in the Novosibirsk region. All
of them produce common brick, not

Leading building materials manufacturers
Name

Website

Activity

Production of concrete goods
Diskuss-plus

www.diskuss.ru

Production of concrete goods

GBI-Komplekt

www.gbi.ru

Production of concrete goods, wall blocks and brick

ZGBI-5

www.jbi-5.ru

Production of concrete goods

ZGBI-12

www.nsk.su/~gbi-12

Production of concrete goods to be used in construction of buildings out of brick

ZHBI-4

www.zgbi4.ru

Production of concrete goods

KPD-Gazstroi

www.kpdgazstroi.ru

Production of concrete goods

Linevsky DSK

www.ldsk.ru

Production of concrete goods

NZSK

www.nzsk.ru

Production of concrete and concrete goods

Novosibirsk Rural Construction Factory

nssk.ru

Production of concrete goods to be used in construction of residential and industrial
buildings, production of premixed concrete and of concrete solution

Spetszhelezobeton

–

Production of concrete goods and of railway sleepers

Tensitech-ZGBI-2

www.zgbi.ru

Production of concrete goods
Production of cement

Iskitimcement

www.iskitimcement.ru Cement production
Production of brick

Azary

–

Brick production

Doroginsky Brick Factory

–

Brick production

ZSM-7

–

Brick production

Siberian Building Industry

–

Production of brick, roof tile and other building materials out of burnt clay

Stroykeramika

–

Brick production

Brick Factory (Maslyanino)

–

Brick production

Cherepanovsky Factory of Building Materials –
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Production of brick, roof tile and other building materials
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facing brick, which is mainly supplied
from factories in the Kemerovo region.
Their total production output is 306 million bricks a year. Five factories produce
80% of the region's total output. The largest Siberian brick manufacturer is Cherepanovsky Factory of construction materials, located in Cherepanovo. To meet the
explosive demand, the factory plans to expand its production to produce up to 90
million bricks a year.

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
Production output of concrete goods is growing. While local factories produce enough concrete goods to
meet the region's demand, there is a serious deficit of cement and brick that requires deliveries from
other regions.
Buyer power
Building activity in the Novosibirsk region is growing at a high pace, driving up demand for building
materials.

Increase in prices
of building materials during
the period from 2003 to 2006

Substitutes
The Novosibirsk region is working on launching production of new building materials, such as panel blocks
and foam concrete that are to replace common brick. Cement can be substituted by granulated slag
supplied by the Kemerovo region.
Threat of new entrants
The Novosibirsk's building materials market is oligopolized. The major players control the market. But as
the market is expanding and growing there is a chance for new entrants to come, as the demand for
building materials is increasing very rapidly.
Rivalry
Competition is very high in this market. Companies have to widen the range of products and to charge
reasonable prices to be able to supply enough building materials to meet the region's demand.

Nikolay Krivko, authorized agent of the Trade Representation of the Republic
of Kazakhstan in the Russian Federation for the Novosibirsk Region

Kazakhstan is ready to invest
Business ties between Novosibirsk and Kazakhstan have a long history. Last year the overall trade between
the Siberian Federal District and Kazakhstan amounted to $317.5m. The first half of 2007 saw a further
28% increase

Nikolay KRIVKO, is the authorized agent
of the Trade Representation of the Republic
of Kazakhstan in the Russian Federation
for the Novosibirsk Region
For almost five years, before he was promoted to
his current position, Krivko worked at the Department of External Economic Activity and Interregional Economic Relations of Novosibirsk Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (NCCI), supervising
economic links with Kazakhstan. That period was
marked by NCCI establishing contacts with the
Chambers of Pavlodar and West Kazakhstan, as
well as with Astana and Karaganda authorities, by
means of arranging numerous joint trade-economic
missions, exhibitions and business meetings.
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Apart from food products, machine tools
and electrical products, Kazakhstan imports large volumes of Russian building
materials from the Siberian region. Our
Southern neighbor is showing such tremendous growth that the demand for Siberian timber and other building materials Kazakhstan lacks, is at an all time high.
A severe shortage of cement is one of
the major problems Kazakhstan construction companies face. Their Novosibirsk
counterparts also suffer from "cement
drought", but we are able to cope with
this, increasing our own cement production and buying cement in other regions.
The cement deficit in Kazakhstan last year
was 2,500,000 tons.

Financing
a new cement plant
Recently I visited Alma-Ata, the city authorities speculated on sending their
Trade and Economic Mission to Novosibirsk, we discussed our economic cooperation and the specific issue of building
a new large cement factory in the territory of our region. Kazakhstan is ready to
finance the project. As far as I know, the
Novosibirsk region also needs this new
facility but has no funds for it. That is why
both parties are interested in the project.
Novosibirsk Mayor and Alam-Ata Akim
(Provincial Governor) are set to meet in
the nearest future and discuss this issue
among other things.

Metal production
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Metallurgy continues to outperform
The leading deposits in the region are zirconium dioxide (7.2 million tons)
and titanium dioxide (1.7 million tons). There are also two deposits of bauxites.
In the South-East of the region there are two deposits of gold – one of lode gold
and 24 of stream gold. The sector continues to outperform its regional rivals.
The metallurgic sector accounts for just
12% of Novosibirsk's regional manufacturing. Non-ferrous metallurgy (8.6%)
and ferrous metallurgy (0.8%) are the
most important industries. The major
players in the sector are the Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallurgy Factory, the Novosibirsk Tinned Factory, the Novosibirsk Refining Factory and the Novosibirsk Electrode Factory.

The Novosibirsk
Tinned Factory
This is the largest producer of tin and tin
alloys, solders and babbits (anti-friction
alloys of tin and lead). The factory has been
producing tin and alloys for 50 years, so its
leading position in the Russian market as
well as in the CIS is well-established. The
company has invested in a factory equiped
with unique recycling processes which allows it to recapture different types of tin
containing high cost raw materials. It has
also has facilities to extract ten by-product
metals (lead, bismuth, arsenic, indium
etc.). Current production output of tin, solders, babbits and lead products exceeds
20,000 tons a year. The acquisition of a crystallizer pan at the beginning of 2007 enabled the company to further enhance its
production. The new equipment allows energy consumption to be cut in half for solder manufacturing.

The Kuzmin Novosibirsk
Metallurgy Factory
This company focuses on slab production
– work pieces delivered from metallurgy
plants in West Siberia and the Urals. The
company also manufactures flat products
of carbon constructional, instrument, alloy constructional and high alloy steel
(heat resistant and corrosion proof). It
also produces a wide range of custommade alloy steel products. In 2006 the
Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallurgy Factory's
sales were almost 6 bn. r ubles

($221,437,000) which accounted for
0.25% of the total amount of shipped
goods in the field of metallurgy manufacturing. Production grew by 32.4% compared to 2005, outperforming the Russian
metallurgy sector by 5%.

The Novosibirsk
Electrode Factory
This is the largest electrode factory in Russia. The company produces graphitized
electrodes, carbon electrodes, cathode
stacks, oil calcined chark and electrode
paste. These products are used for manufacturing aluminum, silicon, pure metal
and steel. One of the main advantages of
the factory is its close proximity to anthracite in the Gorlovsky deposit, which ranks
as one of the world's top three deposits.

Gold mining and processing
Gold deposits in the Novosibirsk region are
quite abundant. Deposit #13 has resources estimated at 20 tons and the Lapin plot

of the Egorievsky deposit has reserves exceeding 1.1 tons. Considering the high
current value of gold, these deposits represent significant revenue for the region.
The Lapin plot ore is a kind of granular soil
that can be extracted using very basic techniques, similar to those used in placer deposits. Over the last ten years the level of
annual gold mining has been about 300 kg,
Putting the Lapin plot into commission will
increase this to 500 kg annualy.

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
Suppliers' influence on this industry is insignificant as the Novosibirsk region's metallurgy covers almost
all the metal production process: mining and preparation of ore and fuel, manufacturing of metal and
accessory materials.
Buyer power
Products are in high demand. The Novosibirsk region exports tin and alloys. Ferrous and non-ferrous
metals are used in machine building throughout Siberia.
Substitutes
Over the last years the demand for non-ferrous metals has decreased because of dramatic price growth.
There has been an efforty to shift to such substitutes as steel and plastic.
Threat of new entrants
The metallurgy sector of the Novosibirsk region is still evolving. Deposits of gold, tin and other metals are
auctioned, which allows for free entry of any new participants into this sector.
Rivalry
There are a small number of metallurgic companies in the region. The competition between them is
insignificant as each company has focused on a specific market niche.
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The Kuzmin Factory
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Main metallurgic companies of the Novosibirsk region
Name

Web site

Activity

The Novosibirsk Refining Factory

–

Producing precious metals

Zapsibzoloto

–

Gold mining

REDMET

–

Processing of wastes and non-ferrous scrap

The Novosibirsk Tinned Factory

www.nok.ru

Manufacturing of metal tin and indium

The Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallurgy Factory

www.nmz-k.ru

Manufacturing special flat products, pipes of a different diameter,
profiles and cold rolled strip

Tebis

–

Mining and dressing of antimonial, mercuric and non-ferrous ore

Ashtak Mining Partnership

–

Mining of ore, gold, silver and platinum metals

Suenga Mining Partnership

–

Mining of ore and dust of precious metals

The Novosibirsk Electrode Factory

www.energoprom.ru/plants/novosibirsk

Graphitized electrodes, carbon electrodes, cathode stacks,
oil chark) is used for manufacturing aluminum, silicium,
pure metal and steel

SibProfil

www.3445533.383.ru

Producing aluminum profile

Opytny Zavod Tzvetnogo Litya
(Experimental Plant of Non-Ferrous Alloys)

www.3535732.383.ru

Non-ferrous alloy casting

Stalnoy Profil

–

Manufacturing of steel shapes, thin-wall, steel and shaped pipes
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Metal production
Aleksey Safronov, Managing Principal, Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallurgic Plant

Russian metallurgy: re-equipped and ready
Due to comparatively high market prices and global demand, metallurgy plants in Russia are finally getting
enough finances to make much needed investments. A lot of plants, including Kuzmin Novosibirsk
Metallurgic Plant, are using this opportunity to upgrade their facilities to increase production capacity.
In 2006, the sector's output grew 32.4% exceeding the Russian-National level.
Russian metallurgy plants focus mostly on
supplying domestic demand because China is increasing the rate its exports. Although Russia exports are decreasing, the
rate of production is not. This is positive
Alexei SAFRONOV,
Managing Principal,
Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallurgic Plant

gic Plant dramatically. It's taken a new,
strong and professional management team
as well as a strategic plan that enables us
set a mission, control fulfilling of responsibilities and set and achieve clear goals.
Strong demand is keeping us on our toes.
In former times, the Soviet Union used
100% of metallurgic plants' production
capacity, now its only 40-60%. This situation however provides us with the opportunity for plenty of expansion. Our goal is
to double sales income within five years.
One of the most promising development strategies we are looking forward to
is a new emphasis on stainless steel production. Currently, this material is mainly imported. The problem for us and other manufacturers is to persuade customers to shift from foreign to domestic stainless steel. We have the technology to produce it here in Russia and are confident
the domestic market will welcome quality local suppliers.

The Kuzmin Factory

Mr. Safronov graduated from the Siberian Metallurgic University in Novokuznetsk with a degree in Metal Deformation Processes. Most
of his professional life Mr. Safronov worked
for the West-Siberian Metallurgic Factory. He
started there as an ordinary machine operator and became Chief Engineer. From 2000 to
2005, Mr. Safronov ran the Oskol Electrometallurgic Industrial Factory and other metallurgic plants. From 2005 till now Mr. Safronov is
the Managing Principal of the Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallurgic Plant.

proof that industrial production and construction industry demands are continuing to increase and are on the upgrade.
The future for the sector is bright.
The major risk to Russian enterprises
is still their outdated fixed assets - many
plants are using equipment which is more
than 50 years old. This makes them lag
far behind Europe as far as technology is
concerned. However in the iron and steel
industry, manufacturers have made enormous investments and are world-class
players. Our plant is investing in new
equipment made in Czech Republic, Italy
and Germany. It's not easy to upgrade a
metallurgy plant. New equipment is complex and requires a complete re-training
of personnel who are used to working
with ancient machinery. A lot of new technologies include IT and the re-education
this requires is substantial.
We have increased our production capacity at the Kuzmin Novosibirsk Metallur-
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Natural resources, extraction аnd processing
SWOT
Strengths
The region has diverse mineral deposits and more may be discovered. There
are deposits of zirconium dioxide (7.2 million tons) and titanium dioxide
(1.7 million tons), two deposits of bauxites, one of ore and 24 of stream
gold. The sector has significant manufacturing facilities inherited from the
Soviet economy.
The Gorlovsky anthracite basin is the region's major coal resource, with
11 developed deposits: Karasevskoye, Vostochninskoye, Doroginskoye,
Listvyanskoye, Urgunskoye, Gorlovskoye 1, Gorlovskoye 2, Kolyvanskoye,
Posekskoye, Kiterninskoye and Ukropskoye. The coal in these deposits is
high quality anthracite.
The Verh-Tarskoye oil deposit has balance reserves of 32 million tons and
geological reserves of 68 million tons.
The Novosibirsk region is one of the leaders in the field of cement production. High grade concrete and concrete frames are in growing demand.
The Iskitim Cement Factory (Iskitimcement), located in Novosibirsk, is a
major cement manufacturer. This factory produces additive-free 400D0
grade cement which allows builders to use significantly less cement.
Weaknesses
Many factories need substantial upgrades in both equipment and technology.
Transport issues need to be solved.
Metallurgy's serious negative environmental impact presents real challenges.
The Novosibirsk region does not have enough resources sufficient for satisfying consumers' needs in oil products, gas and electric power.
The region does not have its own oil refining facilities. The major volume of
refined oil products is delivered to the region by Omsk company Sibneft
and Yukos' Achinsk oil refinery. These account for 75% of all the supplies.
The expenses for acquiring oil products from other regions are high.

The cement market of the Novosibirsk region is experiencing a deficit.
Factories are backordered. There are no companies manufacturing good
quality finish brick. As a rule companies produce only construction brick.
Opportunities
The region is home to the Novosibirsk Tinned Factory, the largest tin manufacturer in Russia. Its production is estimated as more than 20,000 tons
a year.
An electrometallurgical factory producing rolled steel with the output of
1,900,000 tons a year is planned to be built in the region by 2009. It will
be environmentally sound and use recycled raw materials – ferrous metal
scrap. Completion of the project will dramatically increase the manufacturing potential of the region and add 3,200 new jobs.
There is a surplus of available or partly available manufacturing premises
and a highly qualified, relatively inexpensive labor force.
The Gorlovsky basin is ripe for development since its high quality coal production is in great demand. The Kolyvansky deposit has a capacity of 1million tons/year.
Oil extraction will be increased by launching new oilers this year. New
geological surveys and investment in developing the Verkh-Tarskoye deposit are being made.
A planned factory to refine petroleum gas will be used to generate much
needed electric power.
Sibirsky Anthracite Company, the other major manufacturer of anthracite
coal in Russia, began building its second processing plant Listvyanskaya
2 with a production output of 1.5 million tons of coal a year.
The building of large cement panel housing is booming in Novosibirsk. The
Sibirskiy Cement group of companies RATM announced its intention to
reconstruct its cement factory Iskitimcement. The estimated annual output of the new factory will be 1.3 million tons a year and the total output
of cement production will amount to 2.9 million tons a year.
By 2010 the production of common brick will be increased by 240 million
units.

The Kuzmin Factory

Threats
Many metallurgic companies depend on raw materials from the Far East
and Eastern Siberia. The development of local ore is impeded by serious
problems-its complicated composition requires new technologies and large
scale extraction will have a seriously negative environmental impact on
the region. New manufacturing must make large investments to solve environmental problems.
The demand for electric power is growing and major investment is needed
to satisfy it. The lack of electric power might hinder the economic development of the region as well as the country. The Novosibirsk region does not
account for large power resources and depends on supplies from other
regions. The region currently lacks significant prospects for expanding its
raw materials base.
The market of concrete products is oligopolized and highly competitive.
Prices for cement are growing: in 2006 they rose by 25% which forces
up building costs which could slow demand. The largest cement manufacturer Iskitimcement is not capable of meeting the growing demand for
building materials because of slag deficit in the West Siberia.
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INDUSTRY
AND MANUFACTURING
Growth rates of the Domestic Regional
Product and manufacturing are one third
higher than the national average.
Key players in all aspects of the scientificmanufacturing cycle – from fundamental
scientific development, applied research and
experimental-design facilities to production
manufacturing.
75% of regional industrial goods are
manufactured in Novosibirsk.
State military orders for Novosibirsk
companies increased by 50%,
to 3 billion rubles ($111m) in 2006.
Siblitmash, based in Novosibirsk, is Russia's
only firm producing casting machines; Elsib
is a leading manufacturer of heavy electric
machines.
Novosibirsk's Chemical Concentrate Plant
is a major supplier of nuclear fuel to nuclear
power stations in Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria,
China and India.

Industry and manufacturing
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Dependent on state orders, the aircraft industry looks to diversify
The region, long a key production source for Russia's potent military, continues to rely on the state for its orders.
Lacking sophisticated in-house design technology needed to develop next generation aircraft, its future depends on increases
in the defense budget. The repair sector, boosted by foreign orders, is less dependent and enjoys solid growth.
There are two large aircraft factories in the
Novosibirsk region, Chkalov AircraftBuilding Production Association (NAPO),
which is one of Russia's largest aircraft factories (a part of the Sukhoi holding company) and Novosibirsk Aircraft Repairing
Factory that does repair and technical upgrades for all models of MI helicopters.

Chkalov Aircraft-Building
Production Association (NAPO)
The factory was founded in 1931. Over its
76-year history the factory has produced
tens of thousands of fighter jets designed
by such well-known designers as Polikarpov, Yakovlev, Mikoyan, Gurevich, Antonov and Sukhoi.
This year the factor y's state orders
were valued at eight billion r ubles
($314m). NAPO is one of largest manufacturers of SU-branded jets, including
the SU-34 fighter-bomber, which began
production in 2006. This fighter-bomber
can be used to hit air, land and water targets, including small-sized and mobile
targets. The aircraft is extremely effective
both in group and solo attacks. Its all
weather and night fighting capabilities
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are complimented by its sophisticated
electronics which also make it an ideal
combat reconnaissance plane.
Chkalov also participates in the Sukhoi
Superjet 100 project. The Superjet 100
family of jets includes 75 and 95 seat airliners. The company's airframe assembly
contract includes wings, vertical stabilizers, chassis, power train, cockpit and other systems and components.
The Superjet 100 family of jets conforms to all current requirements of both
Russian and global civil aviation markets
and its designers are banking that its
modern design and low operating costs
will make it a success.
Apart from this project, the factory is
also involved in technical upgrades to the
Su-24MK fighter jet. These include fitting
the aircraft to use new types of guided
missiles and installing new avionics.
The SU-24s were produced between 1971
and 1992.
NAPO also builds the multi-purpose
AN38-120 civilian aircraft developed by
Antonov's experimental design bureau.
The aircraft is equipped with twin 1,500
horsepower Honeywell engines and its
avionics conforms to current IKAO requirements.

Novosibirsk Aircraft
Repairing Factory
This factory repairs military and civilian
MI helicopters used as patrol, fire-fighting, ambulance and rescue aircraft. The
factory is a part of the Rosoboronexport
national holding created in November,
2000 upon the decree of Russia's president. This holding is Russia's only state
intermediary for exporting and importing
military and dual-purpose products, technology and services.
According to the Novosibirsk Aircraft
Repairing Factory's official business repor t for 2006, t he factor y repaired
55 MI-8 helicopters, 137.5% up on 2005.
Out of these: 14 helicopters were meant
for export. The factory also repaired one
MI-24 and one MI-26 helicopter. Gross
sales in 2006 amounted to 516.9 million
rubles ($19.1m), including exports worth
288 million rubles ($10.7m). It is expected that in 2007 the factory's sales will
grow to 819 million rubles ($32.1m).
Last year the factory signed contracts
for the repair of helicopters for Pakistan,
Nicaragua, Peru and Mexico. In 2006 it
finished repairing a helicopter in Mexico
and also repaired seven MI-8 helicopters
for Kazakhstan, two MI-8 for Uzbekistan
and several helicopters for Lebanon. The
company also created the first lot of onland equipment to perform repairs of MI8 helicopters in Sudan. The contract for
this project was extended through the rest
of this year.
Orders from the state in 2006 amounted to 83 million rubles ($3.074m), which
is just 16.1% of its total revenue. State orders for 2007 are estimated to reach
44 million rubles ($1.725m).
2006 profit was 143.3% more than in
2005. The net profit for the last fiscal year
with the consideration of the production
growth and a 15% increase in production
floor staff came to be 1.671 million rubles ($62,000). The average salary for
this year increased by 60.6%.

Production of machines and equipment
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Machine builders re-tool and re-focus on niche markets
Novosibirsk is one of the largest manufacturing centers in West Siberia. Gross Regional Product and manufacturing growth
rates are one-third higher than the Russian national average. Machine building is the region's key manufacturing industry,
accounting for 7.8% of all manufacturing volume. Transport, equipment and machinery each account for only 3.9% respectively.
Over-dependence on outdated plants and equipment is a serious impediment to growth.
Although many Novosibirsk companies
in the sector could easily be using third
and sometimes fourth generation technology, more than 70% of current machine building is produced using outdated, manually-operated machines. Re-investment into new plant and equipment
will be required if the industry is to fulfill its potential.

Complex manufacturing mix
In order to compete successfully with
foreign manufacturer s, Novosibir sk
companies have focused on niche markets and others produce such a diversified range of products that it is difficult
to classify them solely as machine builders. These companies tend to be smaller and are increasing in number. There
are also a growing number of companies
focusing on field repair and service in
the sector.
Some firms have re-directed their businesses to address foreign technology and
products. For example, Mashimpex produces and distributes practically the entire range of heat-exchange equipment
developed and distributed by major German company GEA Ecoflex as its exclusive representative in Russia.
There is only one company in the market focusing on machine building cast-

ing – Siblitmash. Another company Elsib,
is a leader in the field of heavy electronic machine building.

Military-industrial
manufacturers trying
to adapt
Although the military-industrial complex
here produces a wide range of products,
few are competitive in the domestic market and only one or two compete in the
world market.
Most companies have tried to adapt
their aging military and civilian equipment to address both markets, but have
not been successful. This reliance on obsolete equipment and technology cannot justify the increased prices that such
companies are forced to charge to pay
their bills.
For defense contractors, making weapons of the fifth generation will require

enormous large scale investment in machinery, technology and innovation. Only
a few sectors (aircraft building, scientific, electronic machine building, optic
and electronic tool making) use fifth generation technology however.
In the near future, the RF government plans to a significant increase in
state orders and state expenses for military R&D to update its military-industrial complex. In 2006 the volume of
military orders increased by 50% (compared to 2005) and amounted to 3 bn
rubles. Very few companies in the region will be able to participate in the
"State supported army weaponry program 2025". To earn state contracts and
become more competitive, companies
will have to adapt to new operating conditions or even reorientate manufacturing. All of them will need to attract serious amounts of investment capital
from private sources.

General information
The annual volume of machine building products of the Novosibirsk region in 2005 was
3–4 bn rubles.
The index of machinery and equipment production for the first quarter of 2007 was
114% (in comparison with the corresponding period of the previous year).
The annual increase is estimated at 11.8%
The transport machine building segment will
develop most dynamically in the near future.
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Industry and manufacturing
Major companies of aircraft and machine building of the Novosibirsk region
Name

Website

Main types of products

BEMZ (Berdsky Electromechanical Plant)

www.betro.ru

Products of precision and electronic mechanics

Vostoktransenergo

vostoktransenergo.ru

Facilities for portable power equipment

The Plant of Siberian Technological
Machine Building

zstm.ru

Inductive heating blocks, air heating devices

Mashimpex

mashimpeks.ru

Plate heat exchangers

The Research and Scientific Institute of
Electronic Devices

gut.narod.ru/SIIEP.html

Systems of close detection, onboard computers, onboard electronics
and controlling units for different types of weaponry and military
equipment

NiiHimMash

www.niihim.com

Equipment for repairing worn out surfaces of machine and mechanism
components

The Novosibirsk Aircraft
Maintenance Plant

–

Repair and re-equipment of military and civil helicopters of all Mi models

The Novosibirsk Plant of Road Machinery www.nzdm.ru

Combined road machinery for maintaining paved roads, traffic signs and
barriers

The Novosibirsk Machine Building Plant

–

Ore-dressing equipment, ecological equipment, machinery and spare
parts for coal mining companies and carriage rolling stock

The Novosibirsk Electrovacuum Plant

–

Electronic and radio elements, electrovacuum devices

The Novosibirsk Energy Machine Building
Plant – Tayra

tayra.ru

Standard and non standard ventilation and gas-purifying equipment

Chkalov Novosibirsk Aircraft Production
Association

www.napo.ru

Su-34 fighter-bomber and An-38-120 multipurpose commuter aircraft

Novosibirskprodmash

www.prodmash.ru

Equipment for bottling soft drinks and beer

Nota-Inteh

www.nota-inteh.ru

Equipment for food industry, press tolls and forms, cutting and
measuring instruments and other production accessories

Experimental Maintenance Mechanical
Plant - Etalon

www.ormz.biz

Hydraulic cylinders, pneumatic cylinders, concrete mixers, horizontal
drilling facilities, solution distributing station and single-line clamshell

Prodselmash

prodselmash.ru

Equipment for sorting and sizing, drying, cooling; vibrating conveyors,
transfer conveyors and bucket conveyors

Salen

www.duga-nsk.narod.ru

Equipment for plasma cutting

Sever

tpd-sever.narod.ru

Non-standard equipment, mobile houses, mining equipment and
automatic equipment for motor car parking

Sibagromash

sibagromash.ru

Equipment for food industry and non-standard equipment

Siblitmash

www.siblitmash.com

Casting machine building

Sibpromoborudovanie

www.nsksibprom.ru

Metal cutting, preparatory, press-forging equipment and machinery
components

Sibselmash

www.sibselmash.ru

Mining and agricultural equipment
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Production of machines and equipment
Name

Website

Main types of products

Sibecotech

www.sibecotech.narod.ru

Water cooling towers, desalination plants, facilities for sewage
recycling, auxiliary equipment of boiler houses and heat exchanging
equipment

Spetzgidravlika

www.sibinfo.net/gidravlika /index.php

Machinery and equipment for railway transport

Spetzoborudovanie

www.nskselteh.narod.ru

Agricultural non-standard equipment and die-casting molds

Stankosib

–

Metal cutting and wood processing machines

Strop

www.pk-strop.ru

Hoisting machinery

Tyazhstankohydropress

nztsg.sinor.ru

Heavy metal cutting machines and hydraulic presses

The Center of Developing and
Manufacturing Equipment

www.crpo.narod.ru

Heat exchangers, tankage facilities with mixing equipment, reactors,
breakers and ball drums

Electroagregat

www.eagregat.ru

Diesel, petrol power stations and aggregates, air mobile units
and battery chargers

Elsib

elsib.ru

Turbine generators, hydraulic generators, asynchronous motors
and frequency motors

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
The supplier power in the sector is medium-level as the main
raw materials are plentiful in Russia. But the number of raw
material suppliers is limited. Only a small number of companies
are developing deposits because this process is so capital intensive.
Buyer power
At the moment buyer power has decreased because manufacturing scale has increased (due to a rise in state orders) and
growing demand for science-intensive products of machine
building.
Substitutes
Some categories of industrial goods are unique (both in the
domestic and foreign markets). Substitute products, especially foreign, cannot always compete in terms of quality.
Threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants is insignificant mainly because
of the large start-up capital required. The opportunity of mergers and acquisitions in this sector, however, are high.
Rivalry
Because of the large number of machine building companies in
the Novosibirsk region, competition between them is high, as
each fights for market share. The situation is exacerbated by
the fact that manufacturers have to compete with foreign products in the domestic market as well.
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Industry and manufacturing
Ravil Valetov, General Director of Sibtextilmash

We offer
investors creativity,
high technology and
production expertise
The most promising trends of development in the field
of machine building are production facilities and scientific
innovations. Being able to produce high technology
competitive products does not always require new production
facilities. Old factories built in the Soviet times can be used,
as we have been doing.
For a long time Sibtextilmash was the only factory in the USSR
that had equipment for manufacturing textile machines. In Soviet
times the factory supplied its textile machines not only to all the
republics of the Soviet Union but also to 30 overseas countries.
Due to the changes in the market the factory faced serious problems and as the result it went bankrupt twice.
Despite all these difficulties, our team took the responsibility of
solving the factory's problems upon our shoulders and within three
years we managed to revive the dilapidated company.

From risk to opportunity
But today the field of the factory's activity is very different. We
realized as early as 2003 that producing textile machines did not
have any future. We had to look for new projects. And we found
them. The scientific city of Novosibirsk gave us all the possibilities. Out of several projects we selected the one that was possible
to be implemented using the factory's high technology equipment
and met our market ambitions.
We chose ROPAT hydraulic pile driving hammers. We made
this choice because we understood that our project had to be a
high technology project, and that we could readily create an industrial sample and eventually produce.

Outside investment requires corporate transparency
During the start-up period we took a risk. We introduced the project
to the market at our own expense together with advance payments
from our first clients. We did not expect any support from government institutions. We were worried that the project was still a bit
raw, but there was no other way out, as we could not afford to
keep our production facilities idle. We relied solely on ourselves,
realizing that in the future we would not be able to continue operating without investment from outside. This is why we have always tried to make the ROPAT project understandable and attractive for investment and the activity of the company, legal and transparent. Today the high-risk stages of the project are in the past and
we are ready to offer it to potential investors.
Ravil VALETOV, General Director of Sibtextilmash
Mr. Valetov has graduated from Novosibirsk State Technical University.
He started his career as a machine operator at the Novosibirsk Aircraft
Factory. He was then promoted to the position of production engineer and
later to the position of Deputy Head of a workshop. Following this
Mr Valetov worked as Chief Engineer at the Stankosib machine building
factory. He completed a course in Contingency Plan Administration and
today occupies the position of General Director of Sibtextilmash.
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Производство
машин и оборудования
Production of hydraulic pile driving
hammers
is a pot of gold
In the modern world you will hardly ever encounter such a thing as a unique selling proposition. Today there is probably
no one who would boast that he or she has invented something that was never invented before. Moreover, there are just a few
companies that can offer their clients the same product as their rivals do but of a higher quality. But still there are such
companies.
When talking about the investment potential of the ROPAT project, it's
difficult to go into the technical details as they are quite complicated. It
took dozens of scientists and engineers 15 years to make their way from
the first drawings to the first production sample. But I would like to
explain the essence of the project in a few simple sentences.
Machine building has many specific sectors, ours is the production of
hydraulic machines for driving piles. They are called hydraulic pile driving hammers.
These machines have never been produced in Russia or in any of the
former Russian republics.

ment cannot be better than western machines…we have been in this
business for 30 years…. we have hundreds of clients that trust us…"
and so on and on.
Is our equipment worse? Or better? Time will tell. But within the first
18 months, while we were still working on setting up the equipment, we
sold more than 50 machines. As an example, one of the world's leading
manufacturers of similar machines sold three times more machines in
Russia-but took six years to do it.
The most important thing in business is business. Sales volume and
market share indicates who the leader is in any market is regardless of
how long he has been in the business.

The global market has very few players
The world market of hydraulic pile driving hammers has existed for several decades and is represented by ten well-known companies from the
Netherlands, Great Britain, Finland, Germany, the USA and Japan.
Although there are a large number of different types and models of hydraulic pile driving hammers that are produced all over the world, all
them have more or less the same capacity and economic feasibility.
And the main mechanisms of all of them are the same.
Producers of hydraulic pile driving hammers compete by machine type,
brand image, business reputation and personal connections.
ROPAT hydraulic pile driving hammers developed in Novosibirsk and
produced by Sibtextilmash are better than any other similar machines
produced today in terms of capacity and economic feasibility.

From unknown also ran to confident competitor
It is very easy to make statements like this, but we can prove it using the
following example: imagine a factory of no reputation that was absolutely unknown to anybody just three years ago. Then imagine that this
factory starts selling a new brand of Russian machines that nobody
knows. Finally, imagine when this company begins to sell as many machines and at the same price as the world leaders do.
Throughout this process, imagine coping with long delivery times, under-developed service, quality issues and even strikes organized by staff
personnel that refused to learn to work with the new equipment!
Is our project profitable? We launched production of hammers using
our own funds combined with money from our first clients. Our factory
was a wreck. Novosibirsk's local authorities must remember how the
factory looked at the time. But despite all the difficulties in the first year
we produced and sold 9 hammers, in the second – 40 and in the third –
70. I believe these figures give the answer to the question.
It's also worth noting that when we started production 50% of the parts
were rejected. A lot of money was spent on warranty service for the first
machines that we sold all over Russia.

A better mousetrap
You do not have to be a genius to understand simple things like: How
should the owner of a pile driving hammer be able to gain a lot of money? Fast, of course. But to be able to earn a lot of money fast, the hammer needs to drive a pile as often as possible. ROPAT does 65–70 blows
a minute, while hammers produced by other manufacturers have the
maximum speed of 40 blows a minute. Moreover, ROPAT consumes two
times less fuel.
Imagine this situation: different models of high quality ROPAT hammers
are displayed at all the international exhibitions. They have all the necessary accessories. Each has good marketing and distribution networks
which are working hard to promote the equipment and sell it in all the
major regions of the world. In a situation like this, the price of the product is not critical since they are all so similar.
The next question is: who would buy a machine at the same price with
lower capacity and economic feasibility? Most probably nobody.
This is where our company is today. The successful design and development of a sophisticated, high technology project with world-wide demand against enormous odds. To be able to continue to this path that
we have blazed, we need new investment as well as our own profits.

New investment to maximize the potential
Our goal is to be a world-class player in our niche and then overtake all
the well-known manufactures of hydraulic pile driving hammers. We
would like to design and build machines used in all sorts of work – from
construction sites around the corner to driving huge steel submersible
pipes under oil platforms on the bottom of the shelf in the Barents Sea.
We would like to continue this discussion in some other place with the
support of business plans, tables and charts. Our scientists and engineers, production and marketing specialists, as well as our first brave
customers, have done their job. Now it is the time for investors to share
in our success.
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David vs. Goliath
Today news of our equipment travels far beyond Russia and the CIS.
Our company is causing real concern for western hammer manufacture
that until recently were confident that their position in the market was
secure. Their distribution companies initially felt that "…Russian equip-

Konstantin Bessonov,
Development Director of Sibtextilmash

Research and Production Center ELSIB
Fifty Years in Russian Power Industry
Research and Production Center ELSIB is the leading manufacturer of heavy electric machinery
in Siberia and the Far East. It specializes in the design and production of generators for heavy-duty
steam, gas, and hydraulic turbines, as well as of high-voltage induction motors.

The industry is constantly looking for ways to enhance the operating economy, reliability and safety of power facilities. Air-cooled
turbo-generators with capacities varying from 16 to 125MW are in
great demand because they help tackle these problems. Work on
even greater capacity generators is a priority. ELSIB has already
completed a new draft design for a 160MW turbo-generator.
During the past ten years, ELSIB has brought the production of aircooled turbo-generators to a higher level of technology and engineering. These new generation machines involve the application of
advanced cooling systems, stator and rotor winding insulation, electric steel and structural materials. As a result, the company has
been able to reduce the size and mass of its products, and, at the
same time, upgrade technical and performance characteristics.
160MW, 300MW and 500MW liquid-cooled turbo-generators, fully developed at ELSIB, represent a real breakthrough in power
engineering. The operating experience of turbo-generators reveal
its numerous advantages, including high reliability, high rate of
efficiency (about 0.3% higher than that of its best foreign equivalents), simplicity of assembly and maintenance, advanced over-

load capacity, extended operation in anomalous modes and enhanced maintainability.
ELSIB is able to provide the development and supply of hydro-generators with various speed and capacity characteristics to meet the
different needs of the Russian, Siberian or Far East hydropower
industry. ELSIB offers a wide range of hydro-generators with capacity varying from 25MW to 300MW and top operating speed varying from 50 rpm to 333 rpm. Our equipment is installed at more
than 30 prominent Russian hydroelectric power stations, including
Irkutsk, Bratsk, Saratov, Novosibirsk, Nizhnekamsk, Cheboksary,
Vilyui, Kolyma facilities.
Kazakhstan is known as the principal foreign partner of ELSIB. The
company's overall supplies to Kazakhstan comprise: 79 turbo-generators with the total power output of 6,537MW, which makes about
40% of all generator units installed at Kazakhstan thermal power
stations and 13 hydro-generators with the total power output of
1,110MW, accounting for about 40% of the power output of Kazakhstan hydroelectric power stations. At present ELSIB is set to undertake the modernization of six power units at the Aksu GRES (state
district power station), the recovery of three standby power units
at the Ekibastuz GRES-1, as well as the restoration/replacement
activities on Qaraghandy GRES facilities and a series of regional
power plants. The cost of all the projects in Kazakhstan is likely to
amount to $540m. ELSIB is also involved with possible participation in the construction of the third and the fourth power units at
Ekibastuz GRES-2, of a new electric power station in South Kazakhstan, and, finally of some gas-fired power plants and steam-generating installations in the western part of Kazakhstan.
ELSIB electric machinery has proven itself over the years as highquality, reliable products with long-lasting operational life. ELSIB
has implemented and is currently using an ISO 9001:2000 registered quality management system to ensure that its production and
engineering design complies with highest standards. Regular certification and auditing procedure, carried out by German technical
inspection organization TUV NORD CERT, further assures ELSIB's
quality tradition.
The company's mission is to manufacture high-quality competitive
products and introduce its new power-generating facilities into
Russian and international energy markets.
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At present the power industry tends to rely more on new technology, which ensures the rapid development and wide application of
maneuverable gas and steam turbine facilities with extended overload capacities.

www.elsib.ru

Production of machines and equipment
Korney Gibert, General Director of Research and Production Center ELSIB

Dealing with the energy shortage
In many ways the well-planned smooth operation of power systems determines the progress in other industries;
the development of a city, a region, a country in general. The steady upturn of Russia's economy, as well as the
continuous growth of our industrial and domestic energy consumption, poses a great challenge for Russian
power engineering. Satisfying Russia's need of electric power requires swift expansion of power generating facilities – a tenfold
increase over the period of five years can provide extra 40,000MW necessary for Russian economy.

Novosibirsk Research and Production
Center ELSIB, has manufactured electric
machinery for the benefit of Russian and
world energy systems for over 50 years.
More than 60,000 large electric machines, produced by ELSIB, are currently
in operation in 52 countries. The company develops new production technology
which results in highly maneuverable
steam-turbine and gas-turbine based electric power generators with advanced
overload capacity and high reliability.
ELSIB's hydro-generators, with various
speed and capacity characteristics, are
able to meet the needs of the hydropower
industry in European Russia, Siberia and
the Far East. The company's vast experience and potential allows ELSIB to undertake activities on the import substitution
policy as well.

Korney GIBERT, General Director
of Research and Production Center
ELSIB, Chairman of Board
of Directors of Novosibirskenergo
Mr Gilbert graduated from Tomsk Polytechnic
University, the Department of Chemistry and
Engineering. He started his working career at
Krasnoyarsk Aluminium Smelter. During Russia's early years of converting to a marketoriented economy, he set up a production cooperative and a number of other enterprises,
working in different business areas. In 2000
he headed Krasnoyarsk division of Energosbyt.
After successful work here, he was invited to
head Novosibirskenergo. In 2004 he was elected CEO of Regional Association of Employers,
in 2005 promoted to chairmanship of the Coordination Board at the Siberian Federal District division of Russian Union of Industrialists
and Entrepreneurs and became deputy of the
Regional Council. Korney Gibert has registered
over 100 inventions and has received numerous awards.

Before the crisis of the early 90's, Russian electrical engineering firms were fully loaded with long-term government
contracts. For the past 10–15 years the demand for new power facilities has been
extremely low. Since this time ELSIB had
mainly been involved producing products
for export oriented enterprises engaged
in oil and gas production and transportation as well as coal-mining.
Although ELSIB faced new problems
stemming from the small demand for its
well-established products, the company
continued to developed new types of production, such as new air-cooled turbogenerators, explosion-proof motors, motors for nuclear power stations and a series of other electrical machines.
At the same time the company was also
able to attract prospective foreign customers. K azakhstan energy companies
showed particular interest in ELSIB products. Much like Russian authorities, the
authorities of this Central Asian Republic are concerned about the imminent
threat of energy shortage. The Kazakhstan government-funded program for
the development of electrical power industry includes renovation and modernization on all the operating electric power
stations in the country and the construction of some new facilities by 2030. This
move is the only way to make up for rising electric energy consumption in the
country. ELSIB is expected to take part in
the modernization of six power units at
the Aksu GRES, the recovery of three
standby power units at the Ekibastuz
GRES-1, as well as the restoration/replacement activities on Qaraghandy
GRES facilities and a series of regional
power plants. Besides, ELSIB also will be
a possible participant in the construction
of the third and the fourth power units at
Ekibastuz GRES-2, of a new electric power station in South Kazakhstan, and, finally of some gas-fired power plants and
steam-generating installations in the
western part of Kazakhstan.
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In view of severe competition in the
domestic and foreign markets, the company has to upgrade the quality of production and minimize production costs
on an ongoing basis to stay af loat. Currently the Novosibirsk plant has technical re-equipment, modernization of production, introduction of new technologies and development of new product
designs high on its agenda, all these
calling for sizeable investment. According to the business plan for 2007–2011,
which ELSIB presented to regional authorities in August 2007, owing to the
scheduled modernization, the company
plans to boost the output of turbo- and
hydro-generators, motors and heavy
electric machinery over the next five
years. ELSIB calculates it can double the
volume of production within the next
two or three years and triple its sales,
which are expected to reach 4.6 billion
rubles ($184m) in 2011, over the period of five years.
This is not the final draft of ELSIB's
investment program, just a rough incomplete estimate. The demand for the
company's products is likely to grow
each year as Russia's and the world's
need of new power facilities is now on
the rise. After the Regional Major Investment Projects Review Council examined the investment project, submitted
by ELSIB, it was decided that the plant
would have the government's financial
backing for 46 million rubles ($1.8m)
in the form of interest rate subsidies for
bank loans as well as income and property taxes reductions.
The Novosibirsk Region Governor Victor Tolokonsky said he was ready to
resume talks on ELSIB development plan
any time and even increase the government's financial backing, if necessary.
By continuing to invest in its facilities,
development and people, ELSIB is doing
all it can to help address Russia's goal to
double its GDP in the coming years.
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Industry and manufacturing
Andrey Amitirov, Director of Sibirsky SAPR Center

Private investors need guarantees
The peak of manufacturing development in Novosibirsk was during the Second World War. Today the country's
defense needs are vastly different. Only defense companies servicing oil and gas and power industries are
growing rapidly.

All ot her Novosibirsk companies involved in machine building and metallurgy are t he remains of companies
which used to be large. They can't be
considered as promising for manufacturing heavy machinery because they
lack the capital, modern equipment and
technology to be truly competitive. Rebuilding this crumbling industry is becoming a high-priority issue. In the near
future, whole industries will not be able
to operate ef f iciently wit hout DMG
Andrey AMITIROV,
Director of Sibirsky SAPR Center

expand its financial, educational and
transport sectors.
Despite the high level of competition
in the machine building market, there are
plenty of investment opportunities here.
Manufacturing growth in Russia is only
beginning and machine building requires
the kind of capital investment which can
best be provided by independent investors. The existence of private capital encourages buying machines. Investors realize that it's more cost-effective to acquire new equipment than to repair worn
out machinery.
However, unless Russian legislation
can be enacted that gives business better
guarantees of protecting their assets, serious foreign manufacturing in Russia is
still years away. For now, the foreign approach is to set up service, training centers and sales outlets.

DMG company
The manufacturing decline in Europe in the 90s resulted in many business mergers. DMG was created
as a result of merging three German companies: Dekel, Maho and Gildemeister. After its merger, Dekel
Maho Gildemeister (DMG) turned into the largest maker of metal-cutting machines. Today, the official
representative of DMG in Siberia and the Far East is the Sibirsky SAPR Center.
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In 1983 Mr Amitirov graduated from the Novosibirsk State Technical University, School of Electromechanics, with an EE degree in electric drive
and automation of manufacturing facilities. He
worked for the Department for Centralized Adjustment of Electric Drive of VSMPO. Having
come to Siblitmash, he started his career as an
engineer and then he became the Chief of Computer Control System Department. In 1993 he
became the Chief Engineer of Polyform. In 1993
he founded and began managing WestPro. In April
2003 he set up Sibirsky SAPR Center.

equipment – modern turning and milling machines equipped with CNC-machines (computer numerical control),
which our company among others, supplies to Russia. Such machines are in demand not only here, they are vital for
the automotive industr y of Germany
and the aircraft industry of the US and
Europe.
In Siberia, the most promising markets for DMG equipment are in the Kemerov, Omsk, Krasnoyarsk and Altay regions. However, the Novosibirsk region
has the advantage of being a regional
Siberian transport center with excellent
educational facilities. There is an outstanding airport here, the Trans Siberian Railroad is connected with TurkestanSiberian railroad and the city is crossed
by national motorways. That's why Novosibirsk has such a great opportunity to
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SWOT
of the government's defense orders locally. The demand for private,
commercial and corporate aircraft in Russia is growing.
New players in the region's machine building sector are focusing on
producing higher quality, science intensive products using the resources
of Novosibirsk's highly developed scientific and industrial base. Successful competition with foreign manufacturers depends on significant
investment. A good example of successful marketing in the region is
the restructuring of the local textile machine producer SibTextileMash.
As demand for the products of the company was going down, the company successfully re-invented its business and began production of pile
driving rigs.
Threats
Business reorientation of many aircraft building enterprises towards
the production of new models of aircraft, such as the Superjet 100
project, needs considerable capital investment. Most businesses engaged in defense technology are closed to private investment.
Only 1/3 of all machine building enterprises in the region produce machines, other enterprises of the sector are engaged in metal processing and various kinds of repair work.
The regional infrastructure providing the bridge between scientific institutions and industrial enterprises is underdeveloped.
Very few civilian products manufactured by former defense production
enterprises can compete in the world market.
Strengths
The region has a powerful inherited industrial base for production of
fighter jets and upgrading of civilian helicopters. Novosibirsk's leading
aircraft factory builds some of the most high-technology aircraft in
the world.
The number of government orders as well as orders from foreign companies for aircraft manufactured by local factories has been growing
steadily.
There are high-quality educational institutions in Novosibirsk that train
specialists.
Product growth in the regional machine-building sector is fueled by the
steady increase in government orders.
All businesses engaged in the region's machine building sector are actively seeking to diversify their production.
Weaknesses
Obsolete factory buildings and equipment.
Almost complete dependence on the government for orders.
Highly-qualified employees are leaving the region for better salaries.
As a result, this sector suffers a shortage of trained personnel.
Opportunities
Russia's military budget is increasing. The Russian air force is being
re-armed which will most probably result in an increase in the number
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TRANSPORT
AND LOGISTICS
Central geographical location gives
Novosibirsk a key advantage.
Novosibirsk is one of Russia's main railway
junctions linking the region and Russia to
China and Central Asia
In 2008, Novosibirsk's Tolmachevo
International airport will complete
the building of a second runway to continue
its goal of becoming a major international
gateway.
Novosibirsk's river port on the Ob River,
the third longest in Asia, is one of the
region's major cargo and passenger hubs.
The third auto bridge over the Ob
in Novosibirsk is likely to be built
with private investment and funds
from the RF Investment Fund.

Transport and logistics
Aaron Schneider, Intern, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Novosibirsk bets big on its transportation future
Novosibirsk is not only Siberia's Capital, but also in line to become Siberia's major logistics and transport
hub. Located at what was once the East-West geographical center of Russia and at the junction between
two major rail lines, Novosibirsk boasts an international airport which is being rapidly modernized
and upgraded, access to the Ob River, and an extensive public transport system.

Roads
Federal Highways: 800 km
Paved Roads: 9,068.442 km
Total Public Roads: 11,314.509 km
The M-53 leaves from Novosibirsk
city heading East, and the M-51 enters
Novosibirsk city from the West. There
is currently no highway bypass around
the city.

Cars
Cars: over 500,000

Car rental
Argus rentals; www.argusrentals.com;
car rentals for approximately 80 Euros
per day
Avtoprokat; www.avtoprokat-nsk.ru;
unknown
Avtorenta Sibiri; N/A; unknown

Airports
Novosibirsk has three airports:
Novosibirsk's main airport is Tolmachevo International Airport (OVB/
UNNT), which is located 16 km from
Novosibirsk itself. After long delays, hundreds of millions of dollars are being
pumped into Tolmachevo to make it the
Domodedevo of Siberia. It's set to become a major international hub, with a
new, second runway expected to open in
2008. A second passenger terminal is
also slated to open at that time. Both the
first and second runways are 3,600 meters in length, and are able to handle aircraft of any size currently on the market.
Currently 17 airline companies use the
airport but there are few international
carriers. Tolmachevo is the home base
for S7 airlines, formerly Sibir, which has
rapidly grown into one of Russia's largest carriers. In addition to numerous domestic routes, S7 offers a number of in-

ternational f lights from Novosibirsk to
Beijing, Hanover, Frankfurt, Barcelona,
and Seoul, as well as flights to several
destinations within the CIS. The airport
also has extensive cargo facilities and 24
hour customs service.
Severny Airport (UNCC) was the first
airport in Novosibirsk and is located only
5 km. from the city center. It is a small
municipal airport which has only a few
flights to regional towns and some private
aircraft. There is a nearby helicopter repair
plant, and some helicopter traffic. The runway is 1654 m.
Eltsovka Airport (UNNE) is 8 km.
North-East of the city. The airport handles
some cargo traffic and cooperates with the
adjacent Chkalov Novosibirsk Aircraft
Manufacturing plant, which contains some
government experimental facilities.

Rail links
Novosibirsk is a major rail junction, as it
is the point where the Trans-Siberian
Railway meets the Turkistan-Siberian
Railway from Central Asia. The city thus
has direct international links to Almaty
and Tashkent in addition to the usual
East-West Trans-Siberian destinations.
The railways in Novosibirsk Region are
administered by Western Siberian Railways, which is a subsidiary of the Russian
rail monopoly JSC Russian Railways.

Bus links
Novosibirsk has one major bus depot
which serves both local traffic heading to
nearby villages such as Kolivan and longer distance transport to places like Tomsk
as well as Astana and Karaganda in Kazakhstan. The city has 61 bus routes, with
an average of 100 departures and 97 arrivals per week.

Planned improvements
There are plans to dramatically extend the metro, with one new station currently under construction and another four being planned.
Modernization of Tolmachevo Airport are continuing
A planned highway bypass around the city is still being built
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Municipal transit
Novosibirsk has a two-line metro system
with 11 stations. It is used by approximately 326,000 passengers per day. The metro
system is conveniently integrated with the
rest of the city's public transport network,
with metro stops near both the train and

Transport infrastructure
bus stations as well as the river port. There
is also an extensive network of mini-buses
which leave regularly from the river port
(Rechnoi Voksal), and taxis are readily
available, particularly in the city center.

Water transport
Novosibirsk is the site of a major river port
which handles both freight and passenger traffic on the Ob River. The Ob-Irtysh
River system is the third longest in Asia,
but much of the river network freezes over
between October and early June, which
limits its practical usefulness for regular
transport.

Courier, cargo, and freight
forwarding services:
Federal Express; www.fedex.com;
international courier service
DHL Express Mail; www.dhl.com;
international courier service
TNT; www.tnt.ru; international
courier service
UPS Mail; www.ups.com; international courier service
Pony Express; www.ponyexpress.ru;
international courier service
City Express; www.cityexpress.ru;
international courier service

Oil & gas transport
Novosibirsk is not a major point of transit for oil or gas.

Transport sector analysis
in the 1st quarter of 2007,
in million tons per km
Railway 26,071.0 (98%)
Truck 139.7 (1%)
Air fright 227.3 (1%)

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
An issue here is whether or not Novosibirsk's newly modernized airport will be able to attract major
international airlines. Despite S7's continued growth, Tolmachevo Airport will have to attract at least a
couple of large international firms before it can be taken seriously as a major transport center.
Threat of new entrants
While the sheer cost of developing the infrastructure to become a major transport hub means that the
threat of new entrants is fairly low, there are a number of cities around Russia and Central Asia which
are rapidly trying to modernize their transport facilities, and which may pose an increasing threat to
Novosibirsk's transport industry.
Substitutes
Within Novosibirsk's transport sector there is a great deal of choice. Consumers have access to trains,
planes, major highways, and even river transport for some locations. Outside of Novosibirsk, the threat
of substitutes is also moderate, with shippers and travelers having options to go through other Russian
cities or to bypass Russia all together.
Buyer power
Buyers have some choice, whether it be choosing an alternative method of transport, or choosing to
travel through another location. Ultimately, however, buyers' options are fairly limited and must accept
what providers offer.
Rivalry
The transport market in Novosibirsk is still underdeveloped, and rivalry is not particularly high. Some rivalry
exists between road, rail, and air transport, but it is not enough to affect market dynamics.

The article was written by the Analytical Department of TNT Express in Russia

Logistics
Russian transportation and logistics companies have special interest in Novosibirsk due to its advantageous geographical
location. It has direct ties to a number of regions including the Kuznetsk Basin, the Altai, Tomsk, Omsk and Krasnoyarsk regions.
Tolmachevo International Airport is right in the middle of the route from South-East Asia to Europe.
Today companies that provide express
delivery services understand that Novosibirsk has a very high potential for development. All the major companies
have already come to the Novosibirsk
market. TNT Express was the second
company of "The big four" (DHL, TNT,
FedEx, UPS) to open a regional branch
in Novosibirsk. TNT Express has a unitary standard for serving clients here to
provide efficient and safe delivery of
goods. All of these factors have helped
TNT's regional branch in Novosibirsk
grow very rapidly.

National operators of express delivery
industry, such as Dimex, Pony Express,
EMS-Garantpost, SPSR, Courier Express
Service, Energiya, etc., have a considerable share of the Russia's express delivery market, as they offer high quality
services at reasonable prices. There are
regional express delivery companies as
well (Siberian Post Ser vice, Siberian
Courier, etc.) that provide express delivery services within the borders of the
region (Novosibir sk-Tomsk , Novosibirsk-Barnaul, Novosibirsk-Kemerovo).
If goods need to be sent to some other
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region, these companies contract with
national or regional operators. International deliveries are for the most part
provided by one of "the big four" companies, especially when shipping goods
other than documents. The market is so
well represented that today I believe that
no Russian company could compete with
"the big four" companies. If an express
delivery company does not have a powerful information infrastr ucture like
TNT has, it will not be able to provide
high quality services, especially international deliveries.
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Transport infrastructure
Alexander Tselko, Head of the West-Siberian Railway

Quality service is always a competitive advantage
Railroads in Siberia are not just links between cities and towns, they are arteries of the entire Russian economy.
Today as the competition is getting more and more severer Siberian railways constantly expand and upgrade
services they provide to their clients and invest huge amounts of money in their infrastructure. In 2007 alone
Russian Railways invested 11 billion rubles ($431m) in development of the West-Siberian Railway.
Construction of the Siberian Railway was
unbelievably complicated, it was hindered by severe climate, thick tangled
and impassable forests and swamps,
countless hills. Nearly all the railroads
were built through sparsely populated or
deserted areas. In the Siberian taiga it
crossed power ful r ivers and a large
number of lakes, swamps and permafrost
zones. Today it is hard to believe it was
possible to build this great 7,500 kilometer railroad within such a short period of time and using basic machinery. It
was a unique historical event.
Nowadays the West-Siberian Railway
is one the best railroads of Russian Railways in terms of equipment. Its unfailing performance targeted at providing
connection between Siberian regions has
made the railway an integral part of Russian economy. The management of the
company continuously implements new
principles and methods of transportation
of passengers and goods as well as modern information and resource saving
technologies.
Modernization of the railway and implementation of advanced technologies
have made it possible to adopt heavy car-

go transport with the maximum capacity
of 9,000 tons. This service has contributed significantly to an increase in the company's profit and allowed for freight-hauling capacity to go up while operating expenses went down.
To improve the quality of services is the
only possible way to overtake numerous
rivals represented by private companies
and other modes of transport. The same
can be said about providing services for
passengers. In this field the railway has
also made some achievements. Set up in
1998 the joint stock company ExpressPrigorod (Suburban Express) was the first
step towards making suburban passenger
transportation profitable. The team that is
working on improving the quality of services provided on long-distance trains has
done a big job, the range of services and
their quality is growing all the time and
additional services are offered. The WestSiberian Railway's pride, its train named
Sibiryak (Siberian) has won the award for
being the best upper class train in Russia
twice. The quality of services provided in
luxury compartments meet the highest
modern requirements. And revived after
the wonderful reconstruction train sta-

tions of the railway have decorated not
only major cities, but small towns as well.
The railway has an advanced personnel
training system to provide training of specialists in schools, colleges, Universities
and professional enhancement programs
for management. This system is targeted
at attarcting interest in the profession of a
railway worker so that the children of people that work for the railway would want
to follow their parents-foodsteps. Russian
Railways is consistently working on this
issue, as the younger generation will have
to face all the large-scale tasks in the future that will ensure the company's financial stability and implementation of major
investment programs.
Special attention is paid to the company's development programs, as they
will define the railway's future and competitiveness. In 2007 more than 11 billion rubles ($431m) has been invested
in to development of the West-Siberian
Railway. The priority projects are those
related to safety, replacement of rolling
stock, infrastructure development, implementation of resource saving technologies, building and reconstruction of
artificial facilities.

Investment of Russian Railways
in the West-Siberian Railway
in 2007 (charts)

Alexander TSELKO,
Head of the West-Siberian Railway,
a branch of the Russian Railways company

Total: 11 billion rubles ($431m)

Mr Tselko graduated from Novosibirsk Institute
of Railway Engineering with a degree in railroad
maintenance in 1978. He started his career as
a shunting master and has made his way to the
position of Deputy Railway Minister. In 2002
Mr Tselko occupied the position of Head of the
West-Siberian Railway. In 2004 he was awarded with the Russian Federation State Prize for
achievements in the field of science in engineering. In 2006 Mr. Tselko won the state award of
Honored Transport Worker.

Replacement of rolling stock: 2.9 billion rubles ($114m)
Delivery of Kuzbas coal to sea ports: 2.2 billion rubles ($86m)
Construction of a bridge over the Ob River: 2 billion rubles ($78m)
Implementation of resource saving technologies: 0.8 billion rubles ($31m)
Safety: 0.5 billion rubles ($20m)
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Transport and logistics
Harro van Graafeiland, Country General Manager TNT Express Russia

Investing in regional branches is profitable
The modern Russian market has existed for over 15 years. Each year it changes and becomes more transparent
and civilized. All of its components, including logistics, developed together. Logistics is a complex of activities
targeted at delivering goods to a certain place at a certain time at minimum costs. Today logistics companies are
different from what they used to be, they do not just deliver goods from one place to another, but work on
development of delivery. Major manufacturers of electronics and household appliances often need to transport
their products directly to the final user. Investing in regional offices improves efficiency and profitablity.
In one of his publications, Professor Victor Sergeev says that cutting logistics
costs by 1% is equivalent to increasing
sales volume by 10%. Today more and
more managers of Russian companies
understand the meaning of these words.
As a result, many of them have started
calculating logistics costs in a new way.
During the last year the number of Russian companies that applied for TNT
services grew by 30%. Despite the fact
that it is quite difficult to provide a reliable and cost-effective delivery chain,
company owners and top managers have
come to realize that logistics plays a very
import role in development of their business. Many specialists say that the best

thing about delivery chains is their costeffectiveness.
The last two or three years have been
marked by a rapid development of regional express delivery markets. It's become
increasingly profitable for many companies to open regional branches. For example, in 2004 TNT Express opened a regional centre in Ekaterinburg, in 2005 in Novosibirsk, Nizhny Novgorod, Samara and Irkutsk and in 2006 - in Kaliningrad and Vladivostok. These seven offices are now a part of a network of ten other regional offices. With the help of its
large agency network, TNT now delivers
goods to 5,500 Russian cities and towns.
As the regional business grows, we'll be

ready to provide new services and introduce new routes. Last year the company
arranged scheduled air cargo transportation along the route Kaunas (Lithuania)Saint Petersburg-Kaunas.
Planning good logistics also means
making sure that delivery of goods at each
transportation stage is safe and secure.
We became the first and still the only
company in Russia to obtain certification
from the Technology Asset Protection Association's (TAPA) for freight security.
TNT Express' divisions in Moscow and
Saint Petersburg reached the highest results in the world in terms of conformity
to the standard's requirements, 95.8%
and 99.3% respectively.

SWOT
Strengths
Novosibirsk has it all: a major international airport, river port, two
major rail lines, and extensive highway tied to the rest of Russia.
The basic infrastructure is all there, and now it simply needs marketing and some upgrading in certain areas.
Novosibirsk's location at the geographic east-west center of Russia
gives it an inherent advantage over cities located either too far east
or too far west.
Weaknesses
Russia's continued bureaucratic hassles mean that freight and passenger transit may pass through other hubs.
Attempts to make Novosibirsk a transit stop for airliners traveling
between Europe and South-East Asia have to compete with established
hubs like Mumbai.
Until recently the local government has not shown strong interest in
major transportation issues. The long-awaited upgrade of Tolmachevo
is finally underway and work on the Novosibirsk highway bypass has
been approved.
Opportunities
Novosibirsk has tremendous potential to develop into an international
transport center.
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With its prime geographic location and newly modernized airport, Novosibirsk could serve as a major transit hub for travelers moving between Europe and East or South-East Asia.
Novosibirsk's extensive rail-links also have a great deal of potential,
since Novosibirsk can provide the major point of entry for goods coming from the South, particularly from Central Asia.
Threats
Although Novosibirsk is trying to position itself as the transport hub of
Siberia, it will have to compete for business with numerous other cities, both in Siberia and other parts of Russia, for freight and passenger business.
Ekaterinburg, for example, already has a relationship with British Airways and a number of other international airlines, which Novosibirsk,
despite the impressive modernization of its airport, still lacks.
As for rail links, Irkutsk serves as more of a hub for goods and passengers coming in from China, Mongolia, and the Far East.
These cities, along with Krasnoyarsk, provide credible threats to Novosibirsk's leadership in the transport sector.
Novosibirsk's strong transport links with Central Asia are very important, but may suffer if Russian immigration policies towards other CIS
states continue to become more stringent.

Construction of roads and bridges
Albert Koshkin, General Director of Sibmost

Building bridges. Literally
Bridges are facilities of social significance which require considerable investment and something for which
the state has traditionally put up the cash. But, ambitious though it may seem, we want to attract private capital
for bridge projects.

provided we are granted a 3–5 year concessionar y contract. The proposal is
presently under negotiation.
One of our priorities is to promote and
attract funds into the European part of
Russia. We are in c harge of one-of f
projects in Moscow and St Petersburg,
major work whose implementation will
of course take time and resources.
We are also negotiating with Kazakhstan officials over possible entry into
the market there, since a great number
of building projects are likely to be commissioned in the run-up to the Kazakhstan 2011 Asian Winter Olympics. In
2008 we will be looking to establish partnerships with building organizations in
the country.
In enter ing K azakhstan Sibmost
would be adding to its operational geography which already sees us operate in
nine Russian regions.
Thus, Sibmost is a company which is
known not only in Siberia. We mostly
work in nine Russian regions where we
have our branches with powerful industrial facilities. We don't sit back and wait

for construction orders to roll in, either;
we cooperate with clients in Moscow in
relation to their respective projects and
their funding.
With this in mind we envisage two
main options for our firm's further development. If state orders grow, we need
not change much, and can continue
working as we cur rently do. If t his
doesn't materialize, we'll move towards
concentrating on projects involving the
private investment, particularly in fields
such as residential real estate.

Albert Alexandrovich KOSHKIN,
General Director, Sibmost
MrKoshkin is Doctor of Technical Sciences and
an academician of the RF Academy of Transport
and International Management Academy. A holder of five inventors' certificates, he was recognized in 2005 as the best leader of organizing
and running a construction project.
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Sibmost is constantly looking for new
projects, with more than a few already
in the pipeline that should prove enticing to potential investors. One of them
concerns the planned third bridge over
the Ob river in Novosibirsk, connecting
the major M51 and M52 motorways. After a feasibility study, to be completed in
2007, the regional authorities will push
for partial funding from the RF Investment Fund. This, if successful, should
cover about 40–50% of the total project
cost, with the rest to be footed by the regional authorities themselves and a private investor. We are ready to be an investor in the project, the first of its kind
in Siberia. The total cost is estimated at
around 25 billion rubles, with a payoff
period of 15–20 years.
A similar style of funding and paying
back invested funds was adopted at the
end of the 1990s in Barnaul, where Sibmost, acting as a sub-contractor, built a
toll bridge out of funds from the Altay
Road Fund. More recently we proposed
to the Tomsk authorities a project to repair one of the city's municipal bridges,
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FMCG PRODUCTION
AND RETAIL
DISTRIBUTION
Novosibirsk is third (after Moscow
and St Petersburg) in terms of population
growth rate.
Large national chains, such as Metro
and Ramstore, are planning to open
hypermarkets here in the near future.
IKEA will anchor a new Mega
shopping mall.
By the end of 2007, the city will have
450,000 square meters of retail space.
Novosibirsk's Top-Kniga and Obuv Rossii
are now national chains.
Almost 100 large and medium-sized
companies manufacturing food, drinks
and tobacco goods including Coca Cola HBC
Eurasia, Pepsi International Bottlers,
Siberian Brewery Heineken and Nestle
Foods operate in the Novosibirsk region.
Favorable climate conditions are resulting
in high quality crop yields for both the
Russian and export markets.

FMCG production and retail distribution
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, Economics Division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Clothing and textile firms struggle to compete
Overwhelmed by the Chinese juggernaut, Novosibirsk's clothing and textile firms are struggling to compete. Niche market
manufacturers are keeping up, but the overall industry, burdened with outdated equipment and designs, is in decline.
For more than ten years the region's clothing and textile sector has been struggling
to cope not only with competition from
domestic manufacturers, but from the
Chinese juggernaut. China supplies huge
amounts of cheap goods that flood the
Russian market through legal and illegal
channels. The total amount of contraband
goods merchandise in the Novosibirsk
region alone is estimated to be $100m per
year. The tax loss from these suspect imports costs the region around 400 million
rubles ($15.7m) per year.

In addition to the intense competition
from China, the sector is burdened with
ancient equipment, poor designs and pay
scales too low to keep and attract highlymotivated workers.
There are a few niche market firms
bucking the trend. One successful company is Ludmila, a manufacturer of largesized clothing for women. This company's
products are becoming more and more
popular. Other niche sectors include manufacturers of special purpose clothing and
footwear used in medical institutions, res-

cue services and other specialty businesses that purchase these products in bulk
for their employees.
Almost all players in the sector are burdened with ancient machinery and equipment. Bringing plant and equipment up
to date is estimated to cost 19 billion rubles. The regional government's plan is to
earmark only 500 million rubles annually for this purpose.

Alexey Elezov, General Director of SINAR, President of MARP (Interregional Association of the Chiefs of the Enterprises), Corresponding
Member of the RF Engineering Academy, a full-fledged member of the International Academy of Science and Production Organization.

Staying flexible is the answer to meet market demands
SINAR's characteristic feature is readiness for change – concerning fashion, suppliers and even climate. Their
corporate motto is "Since 1921 we have been up to date!"
SINAR was the first sewing factory in
Siberia and is now the largest tradingmanufactur ing company beyond the
Urals. SINAR used to include more than
ten enterprises, but over the years we
have consolidated our operations to remain agile in t he marketplace. Our
"House of models", Sorevnovanie knitting factories are gone, but KORS and
Sever yanka still exist. Ot her SINAR
businesses include Trading House PRIZ,
shoe companies Askania, Westfalika
and Monro, all of which were started
from scratch. All of them have different stories, but share the same business
ethic – the ability to compete aggressively to address t he ever-c hanging
needs of the fashion industry, suppliers,
consumer preferences and even climate. We live in Siberia and the unpredictable nature of the weather directly
inf luences our sales. Although today's
fashion market is extremely competitive, we're constantly listening to our
customers and suppliers to make sure
we remain f lexible to their needs.
The capital investment required to
maintain profitability in our industry is
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sizeable. The Novosibirsk region and
the city of Novosibirsk are keenly aware
of what local business needs and have
adopted local laws supporting business
development. This year, SINAR participated in an investment tender of the
Novosibirsk region administration and
received support in the form of an interest rate subsidy on our loan. The
funds were used to acquire advanced
equipment for steam-heated ironing to
produce men's suits.
Outsourcing has become an increasingly important aspect of many
Russian companies in sewing and shoe
industries. Russian firms simply lack
the depth of experience of their European and Nor t h Amer ican counterparts. So outsourcing is a ver y ef fective way to develop our industr y. It
enhances trade development and prov i d e s i mp o r t a n t d a i l y i n f o r m a t i o n
about the state of the market which
allows us to create and order collections for production.
Keeping and developing our own production is more complicated, but it has a
number of competitive advantages. First,

in Novosibirsk we have a ready labor pool
highly trained people because of our special higher education institutions, colleges and technical schools. Second, the
sewing industry is large enough here to
be actively supported by local authorities. Third, local manufacturing enables
companies to focus on the requirements
of the regional market, which reduces
transportation costs and other expenses.
These cost savings can be considerable,
especially in the manufacturing and distribution of such items as men's suits and
women's coats.
The SINAR and SONO trademarks
are well-known and respected in the
fashion industry. By maintaining constant contact with foreign specialists,
our reputation for high quality goods at
competitive prices continues to grow.
We take enormous pride that our company has not only become a world-class
facility providing high tech jobs and
opportunities for so many people in the
region, but also has kept its long-honored tradition of skilled hand-made
quality.

Production of textiles and clothes
Major regional businesses
Name

Website

Products

BUDO LINE

www.sib-com.ru/budoline

Sports equipment, clothing and embroideries

Luna-s

www.luna-s.ru

Belts, holsters, sheaths and cover pages

Sejo

www.sejo.ru

Women clothes

Aviatekhsnab

www.aviats.ru

Special-purpose clothes, uniforms and camouflage

Biysk Flax Factory

www.biysk-len.ru

Yarn, twine, flax and synthetic ropes, combed flax and short flax fiber

Westfalika

www.westfalika.ru

Footwear

Dolly

dollymeh.narod.ru

Children’s hats, animal hide, sheepskin, fur velour, undercoats, sheepskin coats,
fabric painting and finishing

Zawet

www.zawet.ru

Special-purpose clothing and footwear

Kors

www.nsk.su/~kors

Primary processing of raw materials, making footwear

Lanatti

www.lanatti.ru

Socks and stockings

Ludmila

ludmila-nsk.ru

Large-sized clothing for women

Midey

www.risp.ru/~midey

Uniforms, footwear, ribbon and accessories, goods for hunting, equipment

Muar

www.sibmuar.ru

Elements of textile interior: curtains, tapestry

Novosibirsk Cotton and Flax company

www.nxlk.fis.ru

Industrial and household-use textiles

Novosibirsk Cotton Factory

–

Cotton crude and dyed textiles

Poligon-Sibir

www.poligon-sib.ru

Special-purpose clothing and uniforms

Rostex

www.rostx.ru

Pillows, blankets and bedclothes

Sinar

www.sinar.ru

Apparel

Severyanka

www.severyanka.ru

Clothes for women and children

Serna

www.sernasib.ru

Medical clothes, clothing for patients, blankets, mattresses, pillows, bedclothes,
towels and coverlets

Sibirskaya Kozhgalantereya

www.ambridge.ru

Items from real and artificial leather

Sibir-Spetsodezhda

specodsib.narod.ru

Special-purpose clothing and footwear

Specobuv

www.specobuv.com

Rubber and felt footwear

Tehzashita

www.teh-zashita.ru

Special-purpose clothing and footwear, protective equipment

Titan

www.titan91.ru

Headwear made from fur velour and beaver lamb

Erasporta

erasporta.front.ru

Sports clothing

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
Supplier power is medium here. Fur, leather, flax and cotton are all products
of either animal or vegetable origins whose quantity and quality depend on
natural factors. When the harvest is poor manufacturers have to pay much
more for these raw materials. Siberia is not the best place for harvesting; so
many businesses that manufacture finished textile products buy from foreign
suppliers.
Buyer power
Buyers have medium influence on manufacturers. Domestic businesses strive
to offer good quality and modern products but the marketplace is fickle and
intensely price-sensitive. Buyers are very quick to switch to imported equivalents, which are cheaper and often of better quality.
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Threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants to the market is low as this sector faces a difficult future.
Substitutes
Practically all goods of this sector have substitutes both home-made and
imported from abroad.
Rivalry
Rivalry at the development stage of the sector is high. The reason is that the
market is highly fractionated and often overwhelmed by in sheer number and
diversity of imported Chinese goods.
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FMCG production and retail distribution
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Agriculture and food sectors are developing rapidly
The food industry is one of Russia's most rapidly developing sectors and it's true for the Novosibirsk
region too. In terms of investment the Russian food industry ranks second after the fuel and energy
sector.
During the Soviet era, Russian agriculture, despite announced successes, was a
dismal failure. The state spent enormous
amounts of money subsidizing its farms
but provided little help in improving agricultural technology. During the last few
years before the USSR's collapse, Russia
was a net importer of grain from Canada
and the USA, using its oil profits to pay
for the deals.
Today, entrepreneurs who set up agricultural businesses here have to consider
everything from basic land and water use
management issues to bringing in stateof-the-art computers to control greenhouse crops. It's a daunting business with
low margins and fierce competition. But
new investment is paying off: today the
Novosibirsk region is able to produce
most of its foodstuff needs.

Siberia's granary
The Novosibirsk region consists of 30 districts, more than half of which have sufficient development infrastructure to be
productive for agriculture. Despite the
myth of Siberia being a frozen wasteland,
the climate conditions here allow harvesters to produce large amounts of good
quality grain making the Novosibirsk region one of Siberia's main granaries. It's
no wonder that the region is home to one
of Russia's agricultural leaders, namely
Siberian Agrarian Holding. Today, Sibe-

rian grain is sold not only within Russia
but also abroad. Milling factories are now
at 70% capacity.
Due to the climate and fertile soil found
here, the region is self-sufficient in grain,
potatoes, vegetables, meat, milk products
and eggs. The Novosibirsk region also enjoys horse breeding, bee farming, animal
breeding and pond fish farming.

Agriculture
The regional agricultural sector includes
grain production, cattle breeding and
growing vegetables. A national project
named the Development of the Novosibirsk Agricultural Sector includes three
priority areas: accelerated development
of cattle breeding, stimulating the development of small agricultural businesses
and affordable housing for young specialists and their families working in the
countryside. Regional authorities also
plan to increase the production of milk by
4.5% and meat by 7%.
As part of the process for stimulating
the development of small agricultural
businesses, local authorities are planning
to offer favorable credit incentives to help
increase the amount of products sold by
individual gardeners and by larger farming enterprises by 6% or seven billion rubles ($275m). In 2005 individual gardeners and farming enterprises sold products
worth 120 billion rubles ($4.286bn).

Food industry
Currently there are around 90 large and
medium-sized businesses in the Novosibirsk region engaged in food production,
beverages and tobacco. Among them
there are four international companies:
Coca Cola HBC Eurasia, Pepsi International Bottlers, Heineken Siberian Brewery, and Nestle Food. Novosibirsk is also
home to one of Russia's largest juice manufacturers Nidan, whose market share in
2006 in Russia was 9.9% and 42.8% in
Siberia. Another large regional player is
Sibirsky Gurman (Siberian Gastronome),
specializing in the production of frozen
half-finished products such as pelmenis
(Russian raviolis stuffed with meat),
varenikis (Russian dumplings stuffed
with cottage cheese) and crepes. This year
the company has set its sights on a 15%
share of the Russian market of frozen halffinished products. Another Novosibirskbased company, Sibirsky Bereg (Siberian
Shore), is Russia's leading producer of
snack foods. The company has ambitious
plans to enter foreign markets.
Despite the fact that the regional food
sector is satisfying the constantly growing needs of the market, there is a lot of
investment interest and opportunity. Investors who decide to enter the market
need to be cautious because the competition is fierce.

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
Supplier power in this economic sector is medium to high. Despite the great
number of players in this segment, the amount and quality of products here
are often affected by natural factors. As in all agricultural businesses, if it's a
poor harvest, producers raise prices.

Threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants is still low. In addition to red tape barriers, existing products are well established and the cost of entry is significant due to
the vast territorial area. The Novosibirsk market already hosts four transnational companies and several large Russian national companies.

Buyer power
Buyer power is low. Novosibirsk buyers are more affluent and are loyal to one
particular brand. Buyers from other regions exert a strong influence

Rivalry
Rivalry in this market is low. Although the sector is rapidly developing and the
market is filled with a large number of large and small players, each has carved
out niche markets. The real rivalry will be the competition for raw materials
rather than fighting for market share.

Substitutes
Practically all food products have substitutes. Many products have imported
analogues that are very often even cheaper than home-made ones.
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Agro-industrial complex
Largest food companies in the Novosibirsk region
Company

Website

Key products

Non-alcoholic drinks
Coca-Cola HBC Eurasia

www.cocacola.ru

Beverages

Nidan-Ecofruit

www.nidan.ru

Juices and fruit drinks

Sibirskaya Kompaniya

www.altairegion.ru/biz/sk

Juices and mineral water

Wine & spirits industry
VINAP

vinap.ru

Alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks

Ruskaya Monopoliya Elitnikh Napitkov

www.rusmen.ru

Vodka and low alcohol content drinks

Sibirsky Balzam

www.sibbalzam.ru

Liquors, low alcohol content and non-alcoholic drinks

Heineken Siberian Brewery

www.heineken.com

Beer
Groceries

Nestle Food

www.nestle.ru

Ice cream and chocolate

Passim-Agro

www.passim.ru

Flour and pasta products, sugar

Sibirsky Bereg

www.sibbereg.ru

Snack food products

Sibirskiye Zakroma

–

Flour, pasta and sweets

ElenSib

www.elensib.ru

Sugar

Frozen goods and fresh vegetables
Emelyanovsky

www.emrodnoe.ru

Fresh vegetables

Shustrov

www.shustrov.fis.ru

Ready-to-cook foodstuffs

Troika-Plus

www.troyka-plus.com

Deep-frozen ready-to-cook foodstuffs

Baked goods / pastries
Krasnaya Sibir

www.red-siberia.ru

Sweets, chocolates, caramel and wafers

Novosibhleb

www.novosibhleb.ru

Pastries and baked goods

SAHO-Hleb

www.saho.ru

Flour processing, baking and grain processing

Hlebobyedineniye Voshod

www.bocxod.ru

Bread production

Rusich

www.rysich.ru

Breads and pastries

Novosibirsk Chocolate Factory

www.chfn.uniconf.ru

Chocolates, hard and soft candies

Dairy products
Gulliver

www.grand-gulliver.ru

Ice-Cream

Novosibirsk Milk Factory

www.milktime.ru

Milk and other dairy products

Novosibirsk Fat Factory

www.sunnyfoods.ru

Mayonnaise

Slivochny Bereg

sibmaslo.ru

Butter and spreads

Favorit

f-favorit.ru

Mayonnaise, spreads and butter
Poultry processing

Insky Poultry factory

www.inskaya.ru

Eggs

Kochenevsky Poultry factory

www.kpf.fis.ru

Chicken processing

Oktyabrsky Poultry Factory

www.pticefabrikaokt.fis.ru

Chicken processing and production of eggs

Meat processing
Novonikolayevskiye Delikatessy

www.nnd-nsk.ru

Processed meat products and semi-processed meat products

Sibirsky Gurman

www.sib-gurman.ru

Processed meat products, pelmenis, cutlets and other meat
products

Sibirsky Delikatess

www.sib-del.ru

Processed meat and other meat products
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Emelyanovsky
Unique Agricultural Complex of Siberia
The agricultural complex began in 2001. Its first stage of development was a green-house manufacturing
complex. Today the company's green-house complex comprises 20,000 square meters. Its main production is lettuce and other green vegetables with the total area of 3,500 square meters. In addition, the firm
has 2,000 hectares of open farm land.
EMELYANOVSKY'S GOAL is to be the best company in Russia manufacturing and promoting healthy vegetables,
fruits and berries.
THE BUSINESS BASIS is the company's to grow its own produce. The basic plan of developing production
facilities includes a large-scale green-house manufacturing complex in the village of Emelyanovsky. Plans are
to increase the greenhouse area from 20,000 to 100,000 square meters and the storage capacity from 7,200 to
20,000 tons.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPLEX includes the following development strategy: everything that is economically
beneficial will be produced by this company in Emelyanovsky. Everything that does not grow in this area, or is
poorly harvested, will be supplied from other regions or countries. The Novosibirsk region has to remain the
center of profit and taxation. This is why Emelyanovsky maintains strategic partnerships or is a shareholder of
manufacturing companies in the Krasnodarsk region (kray), Kirghizia, Kazakhstan, Serbia, Croatia, Turkey, Italy,
Poland and Egypt.
THE GREEN HOUSE COMPLEX in Emelyanovsky is unique in the Novosibirsk region. We are the largest supplier of
products (vegetables and other greengrocery items) to food chains in Novosibirsk and the Novosibirsk region. We
are also major suppliers to stores in Tomsk, Omsk, Kemerov, Krasnoyarsk and Altay regions.
THE TOTAL VOLUME OF INVESTMENT in Emelyanovskoye for 2007-2009 will be 1 billion rubles. Part of these
funds are already being used for new development. We are currently drafting an Emelyanovsky Complex Strategic
Development Plan for the administration of the Novosibirsk region. Our goal is to inform consumers and partners
about the plan and the new targets it outlines for the company's continued success. A talented team of agricultural
complex experts and independent consultants is currently working on it. We are confident that the plan will be a
significant event in the life of Novosibirsk and all the Western Siberia.
ADVANCED AUTOMATED TECHNOLOGIES set us apart from our competitors. We use imported equipment, high
quality seeds, the best raw materials and environmentally friendly fertilizers. The entire process from seeding to
gathering ready-to-pick products is automated. A computer network manages the complex control of our greenhouses. Emelyanovsky also farms vegetables on open ground. To protect the harvest, a state-of-the-art storage
facility was built using imported equipment in compliance with international standards. In 2005, Emelyanovsky
became the first agricultural business beyond the Urals to master packing washed root crops.
TO INCREASE THE QUALITY OF POTATOES the company buys the best potatoes that are resistant to potato blight
and other negative factors that affect appearance and taste. Using the most advanced technology of warehouse
logistics our storage facility can supply food stores in Novosibirsk and other Siberian regions year-round.
TO PACK VEGETABLES we use polyethylene perforated plastic or string bags which enable products to "breathe".
Before being packed, all vegetables are first washed, calibrated and visually controlled. Thus only clean, qualityselected products are sent to shops.
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Agro-industrial complex
Alexey Kornakov, General director and co-owner of Agricultural Complex Emelyanovsky

A rennaisance of private investment
breathes new life into agriculture
At the beginning of the 90s Russia's agriculture sector was in ruins– it was the most
pressing issue facing the Soviet economy. It was hard to imagine at that time that
in just a few years there would be a new renaissance of private investment
to breathe new life into the industry.
One of the most significant changes over
the past decade has been the emergence
of a large number of companies involved
in the food business. This not only increased competition, but also forced the
net cost of food products to drop. As a result, worn out collective farms (kolkhozes) became interesting speculations for
young Russian businesspeople. A new
flow of private investment surged into
these villages. Some survived and have
become very successful, but others, even
the largest vegetable growing companies
of the region like Inya and Kirovetz, have
actually closed.

er what they expect, it won't take long for
them to find another source.
We believe that in order to continue to
be successful, every aspect of the business
needs to be operating at maximum efficiency. This means we need to focus on
large scale manufacturing, scientific research, buy the best global technology,
and have efficient warehouses and the
transport logistics necessary to reach our
sales goal of 7 billion rubles a year.
It's an ambitious goal, but we're on
track to reach these numbers in just a couple of years. If we produce less, we'll only
just survive.

Seven components
of a successful business

Competition has its limits

Agricultural Complex Emelyanovsky was
founded in 2001. Having started from
scratch, the company is successful not
only in Novosibirsk, but beyond the region's borders. Growing our own produce
is only one of the seven components of
our business, a link in a chain which also
includes storage, washing, packing, logistics, merchandising and selling. If only
one of these components is underdeveloped, our business has no chance to survive. We expect our consumers not only
to buy our product once, but again and
again. If we can't produce, pack or deliv-

To deal with the agricultural business in
Siberia one has to be courageous. We have
to respect our people and respect the competition. I believe that healthy competition helps our company develop and become more disciplined. We're surrounded by intense competition from companies in Altay, Kemerov, Omsk, Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk. Add in competition
from the Chinese and you can see how
difficult our business has become.
If even a single, large vegetable producer enters the market here, our firm,
with its excellent quality and logistics,
will have to hustle. We can reduce prices,

Alexey KORNAKOV, General director,
co-owner of the Agricultural Complex Emelyanovsky
Until 1994, Mr Kornakov was a professional hockey player. He graduated from
the Novosibirsk Academy of Water Transport and got a degree in Management,
from Moscow International Higher School of Business with a degree in Marketing. He later earned his MBA degree. In 2001 he set up Emelyanovsky agricultural complex which has been recognized as the best small business company in
Russia in the field of agriculture.
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but the margins in the agricultural business are not high. It doesn't take much to
cause a serious shake-up in the market. A
good example of this is the sausage business – while our domestic manufacturers
were struggling hard, better financed
firms in Omsk, Kemerov and Moscow
swept in and now have a huge share of the
market here.

Charity or investment?
Before the elections of 1999 I went to
t h e r e g i o n a l a d m i n i st r a t i o n w i t h a
project to organize a new kind of suburban green house farm. The authorities turned me down claiming they had
just closed two companies Inya and Kirovetz. After the elections a new team
of authorities under V.A.Tolokonsky
began. So I applied to them. This time
the governor supported my idea. Since
then, we've been good partners with the
authorities as well the banks.
We need help for a lot more. We need
to development our infrastructure – gas
and power supply, for example. When the
state announces new programs of state
investment, we participate. So I am grateful for the regional administration's attention to our efforts. We get real help, which
not only increases our manufacturing capacity but generates more tax revenue to
help pay for the regional budget. The
budget is now showing a surplus, which
really shows how much our sector contributes to the economy.
Apart from state support, we re-invest
our profit in training personnel, social infrastructure (increasing gas supplies),
building a playground, a chapel and even
refurbishing a gym in Emelyanovsky village. It's not just charity: we're building
the future for everyone who lives and
works here.
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FMCG production and retail distribution
Marina Ushenkina, director, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Retail catches up – the major chains are moving in
Although Novosibirsk's retail development has historically lagged behind some other second-tier Russian cities, such as Nizhny
Novgorod and Ekaterinburg, it is unlikely to continue to do so for much longer. A tremendous amount of investment has begun
flowing into Novosibirsk and now shopping centers are beginning to spring up at an impressively rapid pace.
Novosibirsk is different from other Siberian cities in terms of commercial services.
This sector is highly developed here, especially wholesale. Retail infrastructure is
also very well developed in Novosibirsk.
It's represented by hypermarkets, supermarkets and retail chains including Gigant,
Sibiriada and Pyaterochka, Bystronom and
Holiday Classic.
During 2006 Russia's retail and especially FMCG sector continued to develop.
As the markets in major megalopolis areas
are more penetrated, the major retail
chains start moving into the regions where
they have to compete with local retailers.

Major chains are moving
into the regions
The most active among Russia's major
chains are Metro Group, Magnit, Pyaterochka, Perekrestok and Ramstor. Metro

opened its first hypermarket here in October and Ramstor has Novosibirsk on the
top of its lists for opening hypermarkets
here in the near future. Lenta, a retail
chain already has its supermarkets in the
city. Even IKEA, which has had trouble
trying to open a store in Novosibirsk in
the past, reports that it expects to have
one of its Mega shopping malls opened by
the end of 2007. In fact, if all the shopping centers and depar tment stores
planned for 2007 are completed, then the
city will add 450,000 square meters of
new retail space.
Novosibirsk has population of 1.5 million people with 12,737 rubles ($500) net
average salary monthly. As monthly income increases, the level of consumer
awareness of higher quality products and
variety grows. Until recently, the region's
food retail infrastructure has not been
able to satisfy t his new appetite for
choice. It has been calculated that the

General information
Regional retail distribution turnover amounted to 92.3 billion rubles ($3.62bn) for the first six
months this year. According to the forecast made by specialists from the Regional Department
of Industry and Entrepreneurship Development turnover will reach 219 billion rubles ($8.59bn),
up 15% from 2006, by year end.
Retail shops account for 90.6% of the turnover, with a market share of 9.4%. For comparison: during the period from January till June, 2006 these indicators were respectively 83.8%
and 16.2%. Specialists link the significant decrease to the development of large network trading centers.
During the first half of 2007 the Novosibirsk retail distribution sector saw the appearance of
36 modern, large retail complexes with total floor space exceeding 102,000 square meters.
The total amount of investment in the construction of these trading centers amounted to 2.2
billion rubles ($86m).
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need of Novosibirsk's citizens for better
quality retail is only 40% satisfied. For
this reason, more and more consumer
goods shops are being modified to include
food. The arrival of fiercely competitive
national chains is expected to put enormous pressure on both regional chains
and local operators.

Logistics keeps retailers at bay
Why has Novosibirsk traditionally lagged
behind other major Russian cities in terms
of retail expansion? Industry experts cite
Novosibirsk's geographic distance from
Moscow as the main impediment. Others
point out that even savvy retail chains
that have made successful inroads into
the regions seem to slow their expansion
efforts when their supply chain has to
stretch far into Siberia.
Retail shopping in Novosibirsk has traditionally been dominated by TSUM,
GUM, and ot her similar depar tment
stores, along with a number of large openair markets. The open markets of Novosibirsk are of particular interest, since the
city's proximity both to China and Central Asia, has traditionally ensured a
steady stream of low priced consumer
goods from both locations.
As previously mentioned, however, this
is all beginning to change. Perhaps the
most exciting development in Novosibirsk
retail will be the opening of a new one of
IKEA's Mega shopping centers in the city.
The mall is expected to contain 200
stores, cafes, and restaurants, as well as
a food-court, ice-skating rink, and children's play area. This development will
revolutionize retail in Novosibirsk, and
will dwarf all other retail projects today
with a massive 109,000 square meters of
floor space.
In addition to IKEA's impending arrival, however, a number of other large shopping malls have also been built in recent
years. These new projects have ensured
that Novosibirsk's gradual move away
from open-air markets and Soviet-era department stores has entered a new era of
development.

Trading chains
Major shopping malls
and department stores of Novosibirsk
Name
Semya
Novosibirsk
MEGAS
Nikolsky
Gigant
Zelenye Kupola
Manhattan
Plaza Premiere
Flagman
Bonanza
Moskva
Olympiya
Windsor
Galereya Festival
Zauralie
Kobra
Kontinent,
Gusinobrodsky highway
Kontinent, Kropotkin
Street
Krasny Prospekt
Faraon
MEGA (planned to be
opened)

Total area,
square
meters
8426
–
8000
–
2700
11300
15000
6975
2330
3540
21800
13842
3500
18367
67000
15100

Porter's five-forces analysis

Website
www.torgc.ru
–
www.sibgigant.ru
–
www.sibgigant.ru
www.upkekoplast.ru
www.upkekoplast.ru
www.upkekoplast.ru
www.upkekoplast.ru
www.upkekoplast.ru
www.upkekoplast.ru
–
–
–
–
www.upkekoplast.ru

26620

www.kontinent.su

5500

www.kontinent.su

43600
5500

www.joneslanglasalle.ru
–

109000

www.megamall.ru

Supplier power
Supplier power is not a particularly big issue here. Most goods are imported from
other regions or abroad, and most large retailers have steady sources of supply and
ongoing, longstanding relationships with their suppliers.
Threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants is high, as a boom in new retail real-estate has resulted
in a dramatic increase in the region's retail floor space. In fact, retail growth has
been so rapid that the overall effect on existing retailers has yet to be determined.
Substitutes
The threat of substitutes is medium. While traditional, Soviet-era shopping centers
like TSUM and GUM may have trouble competing with the new western-style malls,
Novosibirsk's large open-air markets are ideally placed to compete on price with the
new malls. Their ready supply of cheaper imports from China, and the low rent that
they pay in outdoor markets, means that these traders can offer goods at a fraction
of shopping mall prices.
Buyer power
Buyers have traditionally had little choice in the Novosibirsk market, but this is changing. As new malls have opened, the amount of choice available to Novosibirsk shoppers has dramatically increased, and retailers will soon have to begin competing
heavily to woo shoppers and keep them loyal.
Rivalry
Rivalry is currently low to medium, but may become high as new malls open this year.
The long-term reaction of the market to such entrants as IKEA and other western
retailers will need to be assessed once Mega and other new entrants have opened
for business.

Georgy Lyamin, General Director, TOP-KNIGA

Less readers, more book sales – a paradox or reality?
The Russian book market is in a very complicated situation today. The main concern is the number of readers
is not growing as fast as the number and variety of books being published. As a result most published books
are very difficult to sell.
For TOP-KNIGA, this reality is a challenge.
It makes our work more interesting as we
try to stay flexible in the environment of a
rapidly changing market. We need to compete, as competition is the engine of the
economy – otherwise it would stagnate.
Georgy LYAMIN,
General Director of TOP-KNIGA
Mr Lyamin graduated from the Novosibirsk State
University with a degree in physics in 1982.
In 1991 he started selling books in Novosibirsk
and in 1995 he founded TOP-KNIGA together with
his associates. Mr. Lyamin has often been included in lists of best entrepreneurs in Russia.

Today the 15% book market growth is
due to the increasing number of authors
and publishers. The internet book shopping market is also growing: according to
RBC's evaluation the share of on-line book
shopping may reach 6% of the whole sector's annual turnover.
As for readers, we are observing a very
interesting tendency: the number of readers is decreasing but the number of book
sales is on the rise. Another development
is the enormous popularity of "blockbuster" titles, like the recent Harry Potter series. These titles sell millions, while the
average title may sell hundreds or only a
few thousand.
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TOP-KNIGA is dominating in the regional market by offering a wide assortment of different books. Unfortunately in
some places of Siberia, especially in small
new towns, there are no book shops at all.
And in those places where such shops do
exist, the spectrum is very narrow: not
more than 20,000 titles. Precisely for these
settlements our company has developed a
new trading format (to become fifth in the
series of trading formats developed by our
company) which is called Pishi-Chitay
(Write & Read). These are smaller store
that offer only the most popular books,
textbooks, reference literature, stationery,
post-cards and other literature.
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FMCG production and retail distribution
Anton Titov, Director of Obuv Rossii (Russian Shoes)

Obuv Rossii develops first all-Russian shoe store chain
Obuv Rossii was founded in February 2003 as a retail shoe company. Today it includes more than 70 shops
in 23 large cities of Russia: Chelyabinsk, Magnitogorsk, Kurgan, Krasnoyarsk, Novosibirsk, Tumen, Omsk,
Tomsk, Barnaul, Kemerovo, Novokuznetsk, Irkutsk, Abakan and others. The company keeps expanding
to new regions and opens more shops every month.

Currantly the Group of Companies Obuv
Rossii comprises three retail chains –
Westfalika (medium price segment), Fabr ica Obuvi Peshehod (discounter),
Emiliа Estra (medium expensive segment) and also shoe factory Westfalika in
Novosibirsk. Westfalika is one of the largest chains of Siberian and Ural regions (as
of July 1, 2007 – 58 shops) which showed
for the last four years the highest growth
rates of the Siberian shoe retail. The program of elevating the brand from the
economy niche to the medium price segment which was launched in 2006 was
successful: every chain shop provided for
2006 the profit growth from 40 to 80% in
comparison with 2005.
Fabr ica Obuvi Peshehod is a discount chain which was set up in April
2006. Though this retail format is quite
new the chain is rapidly developing (in
2006 8 discount retailers were established) and entered top ten of the largest Siberian retailers. As of July 1, 2007
13 shops already exist.
In 2007 we set up one more monobrand chain in the medium expensive
segment Emilia Estra. It is planned to
open the first two shops in Novosibirsk
and Omsk. In 2007-2008 there will be

Anton TITOV,
Director of Obuv Rossii
Education – Novosibirsk State Technical University, Arts School. Since 2003 he has been
the Founder and Director of retail company
Obuv Rossii. This group of companies includes
for today shoe factory Westfalika in Novosibirsk and retail shoe chains in 23 cities
of Siberia, the Urals and Central Russia.
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20 shops occupying rented areas in Novosibirsk, Moscow, Omsk, Krasnoyarsk,
Tomsk, Tumen and Barnaul. This new
chain is targeted at fashionable women
from 20 to 40 years with the target market on young women aged from 25 to 30.
Emilia Estra is different from shoe
shops of this price segment by unique
collections meeting the standards of
mono-branding. Collections for all seasons are designed and made using outsourcing at large design studios of Italy,
Germany and China.
Obuv Rossii plans to invest more than
1 billion rubles in developing its retail
chains over the next three years and by
2011 become a leader with the turnover
of 4.6–4.9 billion rubles. Now on the
Russian shoe retail market there is no evident leader, every top ten company has
a share not exceeding 1%. The biggest
shoe retail market share belongs to multi-brand outlets with their owners having about five or six outlets. This business scale does not allow them to influence the market and suppliers and they
have to invent similar collections of a
type “everything for everyone”.
Obuv Rossii chose the strategy of developing multi-format retail and is developing different retail types simultaneously to cover much bigger audience. Obuv
Rossii easily adapts to any city sizes selecting the best balance of its shops formats different in terms of area, range and
price. We are interested in cities with the
population exceeding 100,000 people and
the most attractive cities are those with
half a million people and more.
This year we are setting up the first
shops in Moscow as there are more potential buyers there than throughout all the
Western Siberia. Moreover the shoe business concentration is not high in the cap-

Five shoe pairs
are not a limit
The shoe market volume of all Russia is approximately $10-$12 bn and it is growing: in the
near future the consuming growth is expected
on average from 2.5 pairs of shoes per capita
to 3.5-5 (at the moment the Russian shoe consuming is far behind from advanced countries,
for example, in the USA on average 6 pairs per
capita are sold annually).

ital: neither of Moscow shoe retailers has
a share more than 5% of the market.
All in all by 2011 Obuv Rossii will open
200 shops of different formats; this is reflected in a specially developed investment programme. This strategy will enable us to increase the turnover at a large
pace preserving the existing business
profitability at the same time (in 2006 the
profitability according to EBITDA was
16.2%).

SWOT
Strengths
Some regional market players are quite successful. The niche market has
not been fully developed, which means there are opportunities for existing
businesses and enterprising new players. The regional government has
started to fund upgrades to improve sector businesses.
The region enjoys favorable climate and soil for large scale agricultural
activity. Excellent geographic position enables local food industry businesses
to sell their products not just within the Siberian Federal District but in
the Far East, Urals and other Federal Districts. Adoption of advanced technology is improving product quality in this sector.
Novosibirsk is Russia's third-largest city, and the capital of the Siberian
Federal District, for retail operations planning on entering the Siberian
market, Novosibirsk's position as a logistical rail-hub where the transSiberian and trans-Turkestan railroads meet, as well as its large and newly
remodeled airport, ensures fairly easy transport of goods to the city. Until
quite recently, Novosibirsk's retail sector had been neglected by major
national and international investors. This has meant that there has been
plenty of room for smaller players to operate and that competition has
remained low. All this may change with the large number of new malls set
to open this year; however, there will still probably be plenty of room for
niche segments within the market.
Weaknesses
The industrial production index in the regional light industry is below
100%. Machinery and equipment at most enterprises is worn-out. The
intense rivalry in this sector comes from both domestic and imported
goods and is exacerbated by a flood of imported contraband goods.
Out of 30 agricultural districts of the Novosibirsk region, nine are low
productive for agriculture and only six show good results in this sector.
The regional agricultural sector depends a lot on state policy, a situation
which leads to slow development of small and medium agricultural businesses there. Weak diversification of the agricultural sector as well as
short life expectancy, limited cultural and educational level of the countryside population diminish the chances to attract both investment and
qualified personnel in the sector. Cultivated, low-crop yielding soils need
improvement.
Novosibirsk shoppers have historically relied on open-air markets and
Soviet-era department stores to provide most of their retail goods. These
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habits may take time to change. Novosibirsk's close proximity to China
and Central Asia means that cheap, predominantly Chinese, consumer
goods are readily available in Novosibirsk's outdoor markets. New, more
expensive, retailers may have trouble competing with traders, who may
be in a position to undercut these new entrants and compete on price.
The cost of goods produced in Europe will be affected by the transportation costs. Prices in the real estate market have considerably gone up
recently. The increase affected the prices for land to be used for construction of new buildings as well as prices for rent of retail premises.
Opportunities
Regional authorities can help level the playing field by aggressively stopping the illegal importation of infringing goods. Niche production and more
effective marketing policies may create some competitive advantages for
local businesses. Growing affluence of the region may result in a shift from
basic, cheap clothes sold in markets to more expensive and higher quality
garments sold at malls and other upscale trading centers.
Gradual upgrading of the machinery and equipment used by regional farming enterprises helps to increase the quality of the products manufactured by such enterprises. The regional food sector is still rapidly developing and far from being saturated. Highly qualified specialists help drive
innovation in this sector.
Increasing Russian wealth makes it inevitable that new, western-style,
shopping malls will begin to expand throughout Russia. As Russia's thirdlargest city, Novosibirsk is a natural target for those firms wishing to
expand to the regions. The city's continued growth and increasing affluence mean that there are plenty of opportunities for retailers in the region. It is expected that new local manufacturers of convenience goods
will start operating in Novosibirsk, the price of this goods will be lower as
they will not need transportation.
Threats
Low salaries of employees in the sector mean retaining skilled workers
and attracting new people are difficult. Lack of decision making on how to
stop counterfeit goods from continuing to flood the market also affects
the situation in the sector. The availability of legal, low cost Chinese products in the market remains a considerable competitive obstacle.
Fierce competition encourages some producers to lower quality to reduce
cost. The region does not have enough raw materials to produce milk and
meat products. Outdated technology and equipment needs to be replaced
and cases of some producers using poor quality raw materials in their
production activity need to be eliminated.
Recent construction has created a huge amount of new retail space, and
it is difficult to say what the result will be. In particular, the new IKEA
Mega mall will dramatically change the landscape of retail in the city. The
city's distance from Moscow, and the city's different culture, may mean
that some retailing methods and styles which have worked in Moscow and
St. Petersburg may be less successful in Novosibirsk. Entrepreneurs that
work in this sector will inevitably face the problem of shortage of qualified
personnel and will have to meet plenty of administrative requirements
connected mainly with customers' safety.
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BANKS AND CREDIT
INSTITUTIONS
The Novosibirsk region ranks in the
top 10 of Russia's leading financial centers.
In 2006, the Novosibirsk region was
the most dynamically developing region
of the country.
The banking sector includes eight foreign
banks, nine branches of regional banks,
38 other banks and 12 Novosibirsk banks.
In 2006 individual loans exceeded
140 billion rubles ($5bn).
The insurance market of the Novosibirsk
region has 50 firms, 20 of which are local.
In 2006 the total amount of insurance
payments in the Novosibirsk region
was 4.6 billion rubles ($170m).
Almost 1,400,000 residents
in the Novosibirsk region use
credit cards.

Banks and credit institutions
Alexandra Starikova, analist, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Banks and loan-finance institutions
In 2006 the Novosibirsk region became the most dynamically developed region of the
country. Today it has more banks and financial institutions than any other region in
Siberia.
The banking sector here is heterogeneous
both in terms of a capital origin and business scale. There are eight foreign banks,
nine representative offices of other regional banks, 38 banks from other cities,
13 branches of the RF Sberbank (Savings
bank) and 12 Novosibirsk banks.
The largest local banks are URSA Bank
with a 35% market share, Novosibirskvneshtorgbank (3.1%), Levoberezhny
(2.4%) and the Novosibirsk Municipal
Bank (1.6%). The largest loan organizations in the Novosibirsk region are Siberian Bank of the RF Sberbank, URSA
Bank, and Raiffeisenbank.
The loan market of the Novosibirsk region is highly profitable and vibrant. It accounts for 22% of the Siberian Federal
District market. In 2006, the head offices
of Novosibirsk branches (including Sberbank) generated 46 billion r ubles
($1.7bn) in loans. The total increase in
the loan portfolio this year amounted to
66 billion rubles ($2.44bn).
For the first six months of 2007 corporate loans rose by more than 23.673 billion rubles ($928m) and amounted to

103.044 billion rubles ($4.041bn). The
leaders were Siberian Bank of the RF
Sberbank, Raiffeisenbank, and URSA
Bank. The total amount of loans to individuals increased by more than 21 billion
rubles ($778m).
Residential housing mortgage loans
are also growing impressively, as are automotive loans. 45% of all new cars purchased in the region were acquired with
loans. According to the Central Bank of
Russia, as of January 1, 2007, total loans
to individuals in the Novosibirsk region
were 39.129 billion rubles ($1.4bn); as of
July 1, 2007 this sum jumped to 51.485
billion rubles ($2.019bn). Credit debt for
the beginning of 2007 was 145.797 billion rubles ($5.4bn), for the first six
months it increased by 32.841billion rubles ($1.3bn). For the full six months, the
borrowings per capita were 66,162 rubles
($2,595). In the Novosibirsk region accounts in arrears is just 1%, while in Russia on the whole it is 3.6%.
The five main sources creating the resource basis for Novosibirsk's regional
banking system are: local funds (30%),

Percentage increase
in personal loans in 2006
compared to 2005

Leading corporate lenders,
July 1,2007
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resident legal entities' capital (17%), nonresident legal entities' capital (15%),
funds from head offices of other cities'
banks (13%) and issued bonds (12%).
The share of non-resident capital and issued bonds is increasing, unlike the share
of resident capital, which is decreasing.

Profit leaders
in 2006

Financial institutions
Total amount of loans provided
in the Novosibirsk region
as of July,1 2007

The largest loan organizations
in the Novosibirsk region in terms of market share
Siberian Bank of the RF Sberbank - 101.038 billion rubles/$ 3.962bn (35%),
URSA Bank - 86.941 billion rubles/$3.409bn (30.5%),
Raiffeisenbank - 14.91billion rubles/$ 585m (5.2%).
Other

Banks, registered in Novosibirsk
Name

Percentage increase
of loan portfolios in the Novosibirsk
region for 2006

Website

Akcept

www.akcept.ru

Alemar

www.bank-alemar.ru

Belon

www.kbbelon.ru

Bcs Bank

www.bcs-bank.com

Investment City Bank

www.icb-nsk.com

Levoberezhny

www.nskbl.ru

Novosibirskvneshtorgbank

www.nvtb.ru

Novosibirsk Municipal Bank

www.nmb.ru

Novosibkoopbank

–

Rosinbank-Siberia

www.ribs.ru

Sibirskoe Soglasie (Siberian Accordance)

www.sibsogl.ru

URSA Bank

www.ursabank.ru

Non-banking financial services
Apart from banks, the financial market of the region is represented by management and investment
companies. Their services include brokerage, trust management, depositary services and mutual investment funds.
The largest companies in this sector are Brokercreditservice, Troika-Dialog, Renaissance Capital,
Alor Olus, Monomakh, Finam and Sibiryak. The largest and most well known investment firm is Brokercreditservice, one of the largest in Russia and a leader in the Russian securities market for many years.
Founded in 1995, it's rated AA+ (the first level of reliability) by NAUFOR (National Association of
Securities Market Participants). The firm has 32 branches in Russia and a wide agency network. Total
sales for company in 2006 was $466.7bn. Another major financial company is the management firm,
Monomakh. As of July 30, 2007 the company had net management assets of $238.7 bn. The company
has a branch in Moscow.
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Siberian Bank of Sberbank RF.
Loans and funds on deposit

Loans granted to companies
Date

Siberian Bank,
total

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Novosibirsk region

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Kemerovo region

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Tomsk region

January 1, 2007, in million rubles (in million dollars)
July 1, 2007, in million rubles (in million dollars)

45,453 (1,726)

22,982 (873)

18,661 (709)

3,810 (145)

51,253 (1,985)

27,811 (1,077)

19,098 (740)

4,344 (168)

Date

Siberian Bank,
total

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Novosibirsk region

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Kemerovo region

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Tomsk region

January 1, 2007, in million rubles (in million dollars)

40,088 (1,522)

13,484 (512)

18,745 (712)

7,859 (298)

July 1, 2007, in million rubles (in million dollars)

46,242 (1 791)

15,984 (619)

21,143 (819)

9,115 (353)

Date

Siberian Bank,
total

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Novosibirsk region

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Kemerovo region

Siberian Bank's branches
in the Tomsk region

January 1, 2007, in million rubles (in million dollars)

78,523 (2,982)

32,280 (1,226)

34,445 (1,308)

11,798 (448)

July 1, 2007, in million rubles (in million dollars)

89,709 (3,474)

37,054 (1,435)

38,962 (1,509)

13,693 (530)

Loans granted to individuals

advertisement

Funds on deposit
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Insurance companies
Alexandra Starikova, analist, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Insurance
With the exception of car insurance, the regional demand for insurance is flat.
The industry is developing seasonal products and other new lines to re-energize
its growth.
In 2006 the premium volume in the voluntary insurance sector decreased by 2%.
Most of the demand continues to be for
KASKO (personal liability car insurance).
At the moment around 10% of car owners purchase these policies and the rate
is increasing by 30% each year. The main
reason for KASKO's popularity is that the
purchase of this insurance product is
compulsory when consumers buy vehicles
with loans.
There are about 50 players in the
market, including 12 local Novosibirsk
region firms. There are full-line insurers as well as single-line providers. In
2006 the total amount of insurance payments in the Novosibirsk region equaled
4.6 billion rubles ($170m). Vehicle insurance has accounted for about 27%,
property risk insurance 23%, and accident/illness insurance ranked the third
with 12%.

To stimulate demand, some providers
are offering certain types of seasonal insurance at a special discount (usually 1520%). One of these is health insurance
against tick bites. There are an increasing number of cases of tick-borne encephalitis in the region and the cost of
medical treatment and drugs is high. This
spring for example, sales of this product
doubled and so did the premiums. The
demand has been so intense that sales of
these policies in the Novosibirsk region
begin in February.
In the summer months, special programs for accident insurance are being
promoted to attract vacationers. Sea and
river KASKO policies appeared in Novosibirsk recently. The basic premium
amounts to 2.5% of the ticket price.
In the Novosibirsk region, 30% of insured buildings are private houses. Apartment insurance against theft while the

owners are on holiday is offered at premiums from 0.2 to 2% of the appraised
amount. Civil liability insurance for
premises maintenance is gaining acceptance. This type of insurance is also seasonable, as the demand rises in summer.
Premiums are 0.85% of the appraised
amount.

Major insurance companies of the Novosibirsk region in the segment of voluntary insurance
Name
Alfastrakhovanie

Веб-сайт
www.alfastrah.ru

Insurance types
Transport, liability, property, risks, personnel, cargo transportation, trips abroad, life

VSK Insurance House www.vsk.ru

Transport, liability, life, risks, property, cargo

ZapSibJASO

www.jaso.ru

Transport, liability, risks, rolling equipment, dangerous equipment, hydraulic facilities, farm animals, life

Ingosstrakh

www.ingos.ru

Liability, transport, property, risks, life, cargo

Max

www.makc.ru

Property, risks, transport, crop harvest, animals, exhibition organizers’ liability, nuclear risks

Nasta

www.nasta.ru

Property, risks, transport

Progress

www.progress.ru

Property, risks, transport, life

RESO Garantia

www.reso.ru

Liability, risks, life, property, cargo, transport

Rosgosstrakh

www.rgs.ru

Risks, property, transport, life, liability, animals, agricultural risks, personal

Rosno

www.rosno.ru

Transport, property, liability, risks, life

Rosstrakh

www.rosstrakh.ru

Liability, private insurance, property

Sogaz

www.sogaz.ru

Property, private insurance, additional medicine, life

Soglasie

www.soglasie.ru

Property, life, risks, liability

Stif

www.stif.ru

Property, liability, risks

Uralsib

www.nsk.uralsibins.ru

Property, risks, life
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Banks and credit institutions
Property insurance
market shares

SWOT
Strengths
The Novosibirsk region has the most banking institutions in Siberia. Total asset and loan portfolio growth rates are the highest in Russia.
Sales of comprehensive insurance (KASKO) policies in the Novosibirsk region in 2006 grew
by 30%.
The financial services market is well represented by local, regional and national companies.
Weaknesses
The banking service market is too extended. Competition is quite high. The volume of industrial
loans is insufficient to support burgeoning economic growth: it accounts for only 0.1% of the
region's annual manufacturing volume.

Liability insurance
market shares

In Novosibirsk there is only one debt collection agency. In 2006 the Novosibirsk region Directorate of the Federal Court Enforcers Service collected just 10 million rubles ($370,000) from
225 loan debtors while it received 3,500 orders of enforcement amounting to 660 million
rubles ($ 24.4m).
The demand for life insurance is decreasing.
Mutual investment funds have become less popular after a slow-down in their growth rates.
Opportunities
Banking services are expanding their repertoire, for example internet banking. Credit bureaus
now provide more data to help reduce banks' exposure to risky loans.
Strong economic growth is pushing the demand for financial institutions to offer additional
services such as trust management, private fund management and brokerage service.

Private insurance market shares

At the insurance market of the Novosibirsk region there is a stable growth. The interest for
new types of insurance products is growing. People have become more educated in the field of
insurance.
Threats
Branches developing loan portfolios using of head-offices' funds are more exposed to risk from
local borrowers who face unexpected liquidity problems. Saturated banking market limits opportunity for new entrants. Low level of economic literacy may increase number of defaults.
National players are trying to buy up local insurance companies.

KASKO payment
distribution in 2006
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There is a pervasive attitude that only mandatory insurance is profitable for insurance companies. Market share of small insurance companies has decreased from 2 to 1%, leaving little
incentive for new local firms to emerge.
Continued dependence on the state for some sectors and the absence of a well developed
system of ownership guarantees impedes stability and market development.

BUSINESS SUPPORT
SERVICES
The consulting service market
of the Novosibirsk region is growing
by 20% each year.
Demand is strongest for strategic planning,
finance and IT consulting.
The training market is developing
dynamically in Novosibirsk. Almost
100 companies are providing services.
International consulting companies
in the region include: Columbus IT Partner
Russia, KPMG, Ernst&Young and others.
Sibirskaya Yarmarka is the largest exhibition
company beyond the Urals, and is one
of the top five in Russia.
There are 50 recruitment agencies
in the Novosibirsk market. The demand
for the personnel now exceeds the number
of applicants.
The regional labor market is currently
experiencing a deficit of highly skilled
personnel; a rise in job applications
and increasing numbers of people who
are re-locating.

Business support services
Anna Balashova, analist, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Consulting & business support services
The consulting services market of the Novosibirsk region is growing by 20% each
year. The most popular services are strategic, financial and IT consulting. Demand
for legal consulting is stable, but demand for taxation services is decreasing.

Integrated consulting
Currently the local market of business
support services is experiencing a new
phenomenon: 'integrated consulting'.
These kind of consulting companies are
ready to provide clients with legal, taxation, accounting, audit, training and IT
consulting services all under one roof.
This "full service" approach is very convenient, especially for larger companies.

Accounting services
The Novosibirsk region first saw the appearance of accounting consulting companies eight years ago. Today over 150
regional companies offer this service to
their clients. Among these companies

there are around 20 sizable players. Accounting ser vices are more popular
among small businesses. Outsourcing accounting firms are developing more slowly, although the forecast for the near future expects significant growth of this
sector. Medium and large businesses are
becoming interested in outsourcing accounting services as a result of new RF
laws requiring submissions of data to
multiple agencies.
The number of Novosibirsk players in
the audit services market has been increasing due to the growing presence of
Moscow-based companies. As the accounting outsourcing sector develops,
audit specialists find work as accounting
consultants. The cost of accounting consulting services provided by different
companies does not differ much across

the sector. Services include development
of a business' tax policy, preparation and
submission of tax reports and accompanying regular and third party audit inspections, to name but a few.

Training services

International companies in Novosibirsk
There has been an upsurge in the activity of international companies in the local consulting services
market. In 2005 international consulting company Columbus IT Partner Russia opened its office in
Novosibirsk. This company has branches in 22 countries worldwide. It specializes in consulting services
related to choosing, implementing and supporting corporate information systems and related management issues. In late 2006 KPMG, a member of the so-called 'grand four' of international consulting
firms opened an office here. KPMG offers audit and consulting services in 148 countries all over the
world. Another member of the G4, Ernst & Young has been operating in Novosibirsk since 1994, and
has clients from Urals to Russia's Far East.
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The Novosibirsk training market is rapidly developing. Demand for short-term
business training is growing. At some
large companies business training is an
integral part of general business management. However representatives of medium and small businesses do not believe
it's reasonable to invest in training their
employees. Some entrepreneurs do not
trust the effectiveness of this training;
other entrepreneurs simply can't afford it.
At present there are about a hundred companies in Novosibirsk offering business
training. Many of them are trying to expand the number of classes and topics
they offer. Most training companies focus
on such topics as sales, business negotiations and management. While this segment has some competition, there are still
numerous niches in market for services to
expand.

Staff recruiting
There are around 40 recruiting agencies
active in the market today. Most firms are

Professional consulting services
small and consist of four or five specialists
who specialize in general management,
trading, finance and production. There is
a lack of sector specific specialists, which
makes it difficult for recruiting agencies to
evaluate highly-trained candidates with
special skills. Recruitment agencies are
compensated by receiving partial advance
payments, payments contingent on a certain guarantee period of successful employment and/or using a scale of individually determined rates and discounts.

Sibinfocenter has been working in the
IT market since 1996. The staff of Sibinfocenter came from Akademgorodok
and today consists of IT professionals
with academic educations. The company specializes in software development
and is an authorized training and testing center. Additionally Sibinfocenter
evaluates, checks and draws up a report on various aspects of company's
IT activity. Sibinfocenter offers auditing services to the IT sector as well. Its
methodology meets the requirements
of the international standard CobiT.
Investment group Mamonov has 15
years experience in the consulting
market, equipment delivery market
and project financing market. The
company has investment projects in
real estate, agriculture, construction,
food processing and engineering sectors. Today the Mamonov investment
group is a co-developer of the Novosibirsk regional development strategy.
The company's investment projects
portfolio is worth $150m. The company develops strategic plans for busi-

Consulting market players
The Novosibirsk region has a large number
of consulting firms, both local and interregional:
Sibmarketing has been present in the
market since 1996. Among the company's clients are over 150 businesses from
Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Barnaul, Kemerovo, Novokuznetsk, Krasnoyarsk,
Moscow and St Petersburg. The company specializes in market research, competitive strategy and market planning.

nesses located in Siberian, Ural and Far
East federal districts. It also designs
and develops financing schemes for investment projects concerned with corporate expansion plans.
Likor was founded in March 1999. The
company offers a spectrum of consulting services - from issues analysis to
resolving corporate conflicts. The company's specialists have conducted over
6,000 hours of training seminars; over
4,500 hours of consultations as well as
15 large-scale social and marketing research projects. Likor is the only company in the Novosibirsk region providing professional consulting services
both in private and business spheres.
In 1994 SibProdInvest became Novosibirsk's first company to provide IPO services for local firms. Four year later, following a number of its successes, the company's owners made a decision to create
a group of companies named Excell. This
firm offers a comprehensive range of consulting services, including financial, legal
and management consulting.

Novosibirsk consulting companies
Name

Website

Activity

Ace Target Siberia

www.Ace-target.ru

Consulting, marketing and advertising services

Columbus IT Partner

www.columbusit.ru

IT consulting

Avega

www.avegagroup.ru

Legal, consulting and audit services

Agent

–

Consulting, appraisal and expertize services

Agentstvo Korporativnikh Technologiy
(Corporate Technology Agency)

www.acotech.ru

Consulting and legal services, evaluation and expertise

ASIA Consulting

www.asiacg.ru

Consulting services, trainings and seminars related to managing small and medium
businesses

Academ-Aktiv

www.academaktiv.ru

Development and implementation of management accounting; development of
principles to build and control the execution of a company’s budgetary fund; building a
company’s financial policy improving the tax payment system; financial analysis

Academiya Coachinga

www.erfolg-center.ru

Consulting, trainings related to management small and medium businesses

Academocenka

www.aocenka.narod.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management small and medium businesses,
staff recruitment, operations with securities

Active.Nsk

www.vsetreningi.ru/
company/active-nsk/

Consulting services, trainings and seminars related to management small and medium
businesses

Alternativa (Alternative)

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

Annex

www.annexcompany.ru

Foreign economy-specific consulting services, consulting and legal support services
rendered to small and medium businesses, consulting services on all stages of foreign
economic activity

Apelsin (Orange)

–

Consulting services

Arviel

www.rvl-nsk.ru

Audit, accounting, consulting and legal services
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Business support services
Name

Website

Activity

Audit-Nadezhda

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

Balans

www.balans.ru

Consulting, audit, accounting and staff recruitment services

Business - Partner

www.rkbp.ru

Consulting services

Business-Consulting-Group

–

Consulting, auditing, accounting and legal services

Samolov & Samolova Business School

www.samolov.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium businesses

Vakansia Plus

www.vakansia-plus.ru

Consulting services and staff recruitment

VeKom

www.vekom.ru

Consulting, audit, accounting and staff recruitment services, trainings related to
management of small and medium businesses

Vector

–

Consulting services

Eastern Consulting Company

–

Consulting, auditing, accounting, appraisal and expertize services

Geosib

–

Consulting services

Hollywood

www.ra-hollywood.ru

Consulting, marketing and information services

Grad

–

Consulting services, transactions with residential and commercial real estate

Grice

www.grice.ru

Consulting and marketing services

Legion Group

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

Divon

divon.narod.ru

Consulting, audit and accounting services

Diol

www.trizdiol.ru

Consulting services

Dominanta

www.dominanta-kc.ru

Consulting services

DSO Consulting

www.dso-consalting.ru

Consulting services

Zheldorbroker

www.tamkon.ru

Consulting services

Zapadno-Sibirsky Auditorsky Center
www.mnogo-deneg.ru
Natsionalnoye Agentstvo Sokhraneniya
Biznessa (Western Siberia Audit
Center National Agency for Business
Preservance)

Consulting, audit and accounting services

Zemlya (Earth)

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

Imiline

–

Consulting and marketing services, trainings related to management of small and
medium businesses

Invika

www.invika.ru,
www.invika.sibcat.ru

Consulting, audit, accounting and marketing services; creative developments

Institut ROSSPA

www.rosspa.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium businesses

Institut Cheloveka (Institute of Human
Being)

www.humani.ru

Management consulting services

Intellect-Service-Nsk

www.iss-nsk.ru

Consulting, audit and accounting services

INFORES

www.infores.biz

Consulting services, automation of businesses, set up and maintenance of software

Informos

–

Consulting services

IT-Consult

–

Consulting services

IT-Center Siberia

www.itc-sib.ru

Consulting services, set up and support of software, IP/IT services

Consulting Sibiri

www.risp.ru/~consib

Consulting services

Minikess’ Consulting Agency

www.liderstvo.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium businesses

Consaud

www.consaud.ru

Audit, accounting, consulting and legal services
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Professional consulting services
Name

Website

Activity

Konsultacionno-Vnedrenchesky Center
(Consulting and Implementing Center)

www.itkvc.com

Consulting services, automation of businesses

KPMG

www.kpmg.ru

Audit and consulting services

Krasivy Business

–

Consulting services

Liberti

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

LeaderAudit

–

Consulting, audit and accounting services

Likor

www.likor.info

Consulting and marketing services, trainings related to management of small and
medium businesses

Lis-Audit

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

LISS Plus & Co

www.lissplus.ru

Consulting, audit, accounting and legal services; evaluation and expertise; trainings
related to management of small and medium businesses

Litsey

–

Consulting, information and marketing services, creative solutions

Loshkov & Partners

www.loshkovgroup.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium businesses

Luginin Capital & Partners

www.bhlp.ru,
www.conference.bhlp.ru

Consulting services

Ludi Dela Business People

www.ludidela.ru

Consulting, marketing and legal services; staff recruitment; independent evaluation
and expertise

Mak

www.red-mak.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium businesses

Mamonov

www.mamonovgroup.ru

Consulting and marketing services

NIKL

–

Consulting, auditing and accounting services

Novinvest

–

Consulting and advertising services, creative solutions

NSG

–

Consulting, information and insurance services

Novosibirskoye Kadrovoye Agentstvo
(Novosibirsk recruiting Agency)

www.personalnka.ru

Consulting and staff recruitment services

NSG

–

Consulting, information and insurance services

Premier-Sibir

www.premier-sibir.ru

Consulting, audit and accounting services

Promarket

–

Consulting, advertising and recruiting services

Profconsult

–

Consulting services

Registrator

–

Consulting, auditing, accounting, legal, appraisal and expertize services. Securities
trading

Registraciya

www.taxlab.ru

Consulting, audit, accounting and legal services

Realinvest

–

Consulting and marketing services

Sibacademinvest

www.sibacademinvest.ru

Consulting services

Sibinfocenter-KS

www.sibinfo.ru

Consulting services

Sibirskaya Kadrovaya Academiya
(Siberian Recruitment Academy)

www.ska.unpo.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium
businesses, preparation of managers and engineers

Sibirskaya Tekhnologicheskaya
Associaciya (Siberian Technological
Association)

www.sibta.ru

Consulting services

Sibirskiye Informacionniye Sistemi
(Siberian Information Systems)

www.satc.ru

Consulting and, IP/IT services

Sibirsky Dom Ocenki (Siberian
Evaluation House)

www.sibocenka.ru

Consulting, audit and accounting services; evaluation and expertise; legal consulting

Sibirsky Reserve

www.sibreserve.ru

Consulting services, trainings related to management of small and medium businesses
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Business support services
Name

Website

Activity

www.sibconsalting.
narod.ru

Legal services, property (business) evaluation, car expertise, marketing research and
staff recruitment

Sibmarketing

www.sibmarketing.ru

Consulting and marketing services

Sibexpertiza

www.sibexp.ru

Audit, legal, consulting and information services

Stroypersona

www.stroypersona.com

Consulting and staff recruitment services

Fenix

–

Consulting services

Forex Center

www.nskbroker.ru

Consulting services

Center Finansovogo Consultinga
(Financial Consulting Center)

www.cfksib.ru

Legal consulting and independent evaluation

Chastny Konsultant (Private
Consultant)

www.4knsk.ru,
www.cconsultant.ru

Consulting, audit, legal and accounting services

Ecoprognoz

www.ecogis.ru,
www.e-gis.ru

Consulting services; evaluation and expertise

Excell-Advidser

www.excell.ru

Consulting services

Exclusive Consulting

www.eccon.ru

Audit, analysis and business planning; management technology; improvement of tax
payment procedures; marketing

Expert

–

Audit, accounting, consulting and legal services; operations with securities

Ernst & Young

www.ey.com/global/
content.nsf/Russia/Home

Audit and consulting services; taxation and legal consulting services

UrGrad

www.urgrad.ru

Consulting, audit and accounting services, operations with securities

advertisement
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Professional consulting services
Igor Tokarev, Senior Manager of the Audit Department of KPMG in Russia, Director of Sibir Regional Center

It's time for regional companies
to adopt international reporting standards
KPMG has been operating in Russia for more than fifteen years. Lately many regional financial-industrial
groups in Russia have come to realize that it is time to switch from cash management and management
information systems to the development of methodologies for the preparation of international financial
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
The continuing dynamic development of
Russian economy gave KPMG the impetus to expand the network of its offices
into the regions. We have lasting business
relations with numerous large companies
of Siberia in general, and Novosibrsk in
particular. Many of these companies are
part of holdings, established at the federal level, like the regional branches of RUSAL, RAO UES of Russia, UMMC (Ural Mining and Metallurgical Company), Group
of Companies ESTAR and Sibirtelecom.
Other major companies that are based in
the Siberian Federal District include Belon Group, URSA Bank and Sibirsky
Delovoy Soyuz (Siberian Business Union).
We constantly receive requests for auditing and audit related services and we are
glad, that the requesting companies can
now benefit from our representation in
Novosibirsk.

Investors expect international
accounting standards
Most of the companies operating at the
federal level are more or less familiar
with international accounting frameworks and can deal with the related isIgor TOKAREV,
Senior Manager of the Audit Department
of KPMG in Russia, Director of Sibir
Regional Center
Tokarev graduated from St. Petersburg State
University of Economic and Finance with a degree in Economics. He is a fellow of the Association of Certified Chartered Accountants of
United Kingdom (ACCA). He has worked with
KPMG in Russia since 1997. In 2005-2006
he worked as an audit manager with KPMG in
the UK (London).

sues. At the same time, many regional establishments are taking their first steps
towards IFRS. In order to develop and
attract financial resources via placing of
shares or credit activities, secure strategic investors, and even arrange cooperation on more favorable terms with suppliers, companies need to accept the
rules of the financial market.
The conversion of company to IFRS is
not just upgrading the quality of a company's financial statements. The preparation of IFRS financial statements provides a different approach to a company's financial profile and corporate results. In case of a separate legal entity,
many transactions widely practiced in
Russia are converted in accordance with
the so-called 'substance over form' principle. These are expressed in an entirely
different way than Russian accounting.
Examples of these transactions include
interest-free loans (or low-interest
loans), loans receivable or notes receivable from sister companies (affiliated
companies in the language of IFRS) and
financial leasing. In Russian accounting
practice, these transaction are often included in "off-balance sheets", so that a
company's range of activities is not presented in full. Under IFRS rules, holdings
and groups of companies have to compile consolidated financial statements
which enable a more comprehensive
analysis of corporate financial results.

The audit market
The audit market, like any other market,
is competitive. In many ways the choice of
our clients depends on the price of the
audit services, which is quite normal for a
market economy. However, price is not
necessarily the decisive factor. The pricing
basis of services rendered by KPMG in-
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cludes the high quality of services and our
immense experience of auditing Russian
and foreign companies. KPMG is willing to
establish long-term trust relations with its
clients. Thus, the audited enterprise will
be guaranteed a more reliable financial
system for the intermediate term.
The Russian audit market comprises
three major groups of audit firms: the Big
4; the so-called next-tier audit international companies and its Russian subsidiaries
- the Big 10, the Big 20 etc.; and Russian
companies. Similar groups and tiers can be
encountered all over the world.
The principles of distributing clients
and services between audit firms is the
same in Russia and abroad: the Big 4 accounts for auditing large companies, listed on stock exchange, and the companies
seeking financial transparency. We also
compete with the companies of the Big 10
in the audit of financial statements, prepared in accordance with IFRS, and with
Russian major players in the audit of large
Russian holdings.
As far as international experience is
concerned, the Big 4 companies rank
above the rest of our rivals thanks to
their highly-qualified specialists, boasting considerable auditing experience at
the international level, as well as the
techniques and culture of auditing, they
have accumulated over the decades of
their operation.
KPMG' Sibir Regional Center, opened
in late 2006, allows our current clients to
rely on the audit services just around the
corner and helps us form a new competent team to attract future customers who
will soon need international audit and
advisory services. The audit services, provided by KPMG Novosibirsk center are just
a starting point. We plan to launch tax,
management and financial advisory services in our Sibir Regional Center as we
examine the needs of the local market.
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Monomakh Asset Management offers
a wide range of asset management services
Exclusive Investment offer –
Small-Capitalization direct investment fund
Monomakh Asset Management, founded in 1996, is one of the oldest asset management companies in Russia.
With $240m of total assets under management, Monomakh ranks among top twenty Russian asset management
companies in mutual investment funds. The company offers a wide range of investment products and services,
including stock market collective investment, personal trust management, venture capital and direct investments,
real estate investments, pension fund management.
Monomakh Asset Management can assure high returns for investors; the funds under the company's management are invariably rated among the best in their category.
In 2006 mutual investment funds Monomakh-Energia
and Monomakh-Perspectiva yielded 63% returns;
Mutual investment fund Monomakh-Energia ranked first
among Russian interval stock funds in 2002 and 2004,
fifth – in 2004–2006, forth – in 2002–2006;
Mutual investment fund Monomakh-Perspective ranked
third among Russian opened-end stock funds in 2004,
fifth – 2004–2006, forth – in 2002-2006;
Mutual investment fund Monomakh-Panorama ranked
second among Russian opened-end balanced funds
in 2004–2006.
In 2005-2007 Monomakh Asset Management has considerably
expanded its activity in research and development (R&D) markets: seven closed-end R&D-oriented funds have been established
over this period, a new R&D Management division, accounting for
direct and venture capital investments, as well as real estate investments, has been set up.
It is widely known that direct investments in Russia are currently
booming. Monomakh Asset Management sees a good deal of
interesting direct projects and, owing to the company's vast experience in this field, can offer investors certain promising investment products with high expected returns.
Establishing a fund of direct investment in Small-Cap companies (companies with small capitalization) is the company's new
undertaking. At present this investment offer is deemed the
most promising for potential investors among all our investment products.
We invite all the potential co-investors, interested in Small-Cap
investment in Russia, to participate in the formation of this direct
investment fund. The fund is due to deal with the businesses which
see rapid development in today's Russia. The fund's worth is expected to be $50m, with the expected returns estimated at 25%
per annum. Given Monomakh Asset Management's ten-year fruitful
activities in the field of investment projects and investment in general, the reliability of this investment can be guaranteed.

advertisement

Our optimistic forecast of 25% profitability is based on the composition of the investment portfolio, we are currently creating. It
is to comprise projects with annual estimated returns as high as
35–40%. We have already built up a part of the would-be portfolio, thus, we expect to finish the fund formation in accordance
with the initial six-year schedule, which is quite rare for this type
of investment.
As the fund investment will be running out, Monomakh Asset
Management plans to introduce fund shares in one of Russian
trading floors in view of enhancing their liquidity. And as the fund
money is withdrawn from the projects, the management company
will offer the fund investors its help in distributing gained profits,
so that their investment started to pay back as early as 3–4 years
after the establishment of the fund.
Investors should bear in mind the fund under formation is the only
Small-Cap-oriented direct investment fund in Eastern Russia. The
uniqueness of the offer has already provoked keen interest among
our prospective partners.

MONOMAKH ASSET MANAGEMENT OFFERS
A WIDE RANGE OF ASSET MANAGEMENT
SERVICES IN RUSSIA
Asset management
on financial markets,
including individual
and collective forms

Project management
in venture investment,
real estate and
direct investment

The value of net assets managed by Monomakh
as of 29 June 2007 exceeded $230m

Russia 630090 Novosibirsk
Akademika Lavrentyeva Avenue 2/2
Tel: +7 (383) 363-01-71
Fax: +7 (383) 332-53-45
www.monomah.ru
mail@nsk.monomah.ru

Moscow branch office:
Russia 109544 Moscow
Shkolnaya 17
Tel: +7 (495) 740-44-80
Fax: +7 (495) 740-44-88

SIBIRSKAYA YARMARKA:
PRIORITIES AND PERSPECTIVES
With twenty years behind it, Sibirskaya Yarmarka (Siberian Fair) is the largest exhibition
company east of the Ural Mountains and well-known as a reliable business partner. Its
slogan is "Help to Compete and Succeed". Statistical data from the Russian Union of Exhibitions and Fairs confirms that Sibirskaya Yarmarka ranks among Russia's top five leading
regional exhibition companies, ranking first for the number of exhibitions held and second
for the number of participants and visitors.
A look at the history of Sibirskaya Yarmarka reveals a story indicative of the rise of Siberia's exhibition industry at large. Set up as a regional center of commerce in Novosibirsk for the Association
of Siberian cities in 1989, Sibirskaya Yarmarka held
The First All-Siberian Universal Exhibition the following December, a major event which involved 890
participants. The fair joined the union of Russia's
leading exhibition centers in 1991 and was one of
the union's initiators and founding members. Today
the union has 87 member organizations, mostly
exhibition companies. In 1993 the union registered
as a member of the Global Association of the Exhibition Industry (UFI, Paris).
Sibirskaya Yarmarka puts on over 70 events every
year, including major specialist exhibitions and conventions as well as regional exhibitions. Nine of its
hosted exhibitions have received RUEF (Russian
Union of Exhibitions and Fairs) seal of approval, while
a further two, namely MedSib and StroySib, have
received UFI seal of approval.

During its 18 years of operation Sibirskaya Yarmarka has held in excess of 1,500 industrial exhibitions in Novosibirsk, Moscow, St Petersburg, in
other Russian cities and abroad. These events have
spanned some 1.5 million square meters, attracted over six million people and involved the participation of 100,000 firms, with roughly 10% of
those foreign firms.
History is one thing, further development is another, and in this regard we're not sitting still.
Crucial to this will be the planned International
Trade Center and construction of a new exhibition complex, projected to be completed in 2008,
that will meet the sort of modern technological
and business requirements expected in today's
exhibition industry. The facility will allow us to not
only put on ever larger events but also improve
our quality of service. We see this as the next
natural step in the firm's development in its bid
to strive for international standards of exhibition
organizational excellence.

220/10, Krasny Avenue,
Novosibirsk, Russia
Tel.: (383) 210-62-90
www.sibfair.ru

The fair doesn't merely showcase products but also
awards the most promising and competitive among
them in the form of its Golden Medal Awards
scheme. Since its inception in 1991 more than
8,000 companies have won awards, 35% of which
were Novosibirsk-based firms, 6% foreign firms
and the rest firms from elsewhere in Russia.

advertisement

Most specialist international exhibitions are requested by and put on with the support of a wide
range of organizations and institutions. These include government ministries, the authorities of the
Ural federal district, Novosibirsk's regional administration and town-hall, the association Sibirskoye
Soglashenie (Siberian Agreement), the Association
of Siberian Cities, the Novosibirsk Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Association of Managers. 2007 alone will see four exhibitions held with
the support of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation.
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Professional consulting services
Peter Mitchell, managing director of Anglo-Siberian Group

Coming in from the cold: Siberian potential
Anglo-Siberian Group was founded in October 2006 in response to growing demand among local companies for
foreign partners. This was at a time when foreign companies were expressing growing interest in Siberia, both as a
potential market and as a suitable environment for investment. In setting up we filled a niche, since there were no
local firms offering the sorts of services we do.
The majority of our work involves assisting local entrepreneurs and organizations
in developing innovative products and
helping find investors for projects, particularly projects relating to real estate and
construction. We have our own IT department which deals with software development orders and specializes on building
online storage systems.
There exist many opportunities for foreign investors to reap large returns on
their investment and we also have several upcoming projects in the pipeline. As
we become better known outside Russia
we will work with a wider array of foreign
companies and even with non-commercial organizations, all needing a middleman to help them establish links with local firms. For now, though, our clients are

mostly in Tomsk, Novosibirsk and, of
course, from the UK.
Too few western investors have ventured to Tomsk and Siberia at large, but
the opportunities are endless for those
who do. As the international community
wakes up to Siberia's potential as not only
a stronghold of natural resources but also
of science and technology, collaboration
between its native firms and potential foreign partners is firmly on the agenda.
When I first came to Siberia in 2001, universities and research institutes talked
about foreign grants and support; now
they talk about commercialization, profitability and international partnership
and collaboration. Now is the time for investors to get on board, as Siberia is finally comimg in from the cold.

Peter MITCHELL, managing director
of Anglo-Siberian Group
Mr Mitchell graduated from Durham University
in the north of England, after which he took an
internship at Tomsk State University where he
is now a guest lecturer. As a first-year law student at Durham he became interested in Russia
due to his belief in the great potential there –
particularly in Siberia. After working for various
private investors in various countries he chose
to move permanently to Tomsk after recognizing its acute need for qualified professionals to
bring local and western business together.

Paul Ciszewski, General Director, ArmorGroup Eurasia, ZAO CPP

ArmorGroup expands the safety zone
The regions are experiencing notable
growth and corporate business development specialists-local, regional, and
international-are taking note. Companies are expanding their existing business or establishing new offices and
production facilities in the regions. Banks in particular are
rapidly expanding into the regions. It follows, therefore, that
security providers such as ArmorGroup are also expanding
into the regions to support existing and new client needs for
the entire spectrum of security services.
Investigation services are a particularly strong growth area
for security providers across Russia. Companies more and
more are checking the personal data provided by perspective and existing employees-particularly those involved with
accounting and contracting. Companies also are requiring
due diligence information on potential regional partners and
clients.
Clients also are more frequently demanding so-called "one
stop shopping" from security providers. One stop shopping
allows a company to contract for a wide range of security
products and services including security risk and vulnerability assessments, guards, barriers, integrated electronic
security systems, and investigations from a single security
provider. Often, there is a requirement for security prodMARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia 2007, vol. I, #3

ucts and services to be provided in multiple cities and regions. Local security providers generally do not have the
reach or the broad range of services and products demanded. This creates a unique niche for a full service company
like ArmorGroup--with its huge Russian as well as international presence-to fill. In addition to convenience, having a
single "global" provider makes financial sense as well because it results in savings gained through economy of scale
purchasing/contracting and in significantly reduced legal,
administrative and contract management costs--all of which
directly impact margin by reducing overhead costs thereby
preserving profit.
Additionally, international corporations and banks that are
moving into the regions demand their contractors comply with
and adhere to international quality and ethical standards such
ISO 9001 and the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Companies
also demand that their contractors-including security contractors-provide fair salary and benefit treatment to employees and are insisting that contractors be in full compliance
with all tax and labor code laws and regulations.
The regions are growing and ArmorGroup is expanding and
growing as well. ArmorGroup currently supports its clients in
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Vyborg Chelabinsk, Yekaterininburg,
Samara, Togliati, Rostov on the Don, Kazan, Vladivostok,
Khabarovsk, and Sakhalin.
advertisement
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Business support services
Anna Balashova, analist, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Recruiting firms are enjoying a sellers market
The Novosibirsk HR consulting market is attracting more and more new players. Large Russian and international companies
have opened regional branches in Novosibirsk creating new jobs for highly qualified specialists and executive managers.
As the number of new jobs in the region
grows, major recruiting companies get
interested in Novosibirsk.
Today the Novosibirsk recruitment
market is well-represented. It includes
major national companies (Ancor), international agencies (Kelly Services) and
regional agencies such as Top Person that
have a significant share of the local market. In March 2007 the largest human resources company in the world, Adecco
Group, opened its Siberian branch, Adecco Russi, in Novosibirsk.
The range of services provided by Novosibirsk's companies today is quite wide.
Local firms are turning to HR consulting
firms for both permanent and temporary
staffing. Russia has not yet adopted a law
on temporary employment, it is still in the
RF Duma, but the service already exists
and is in demand. However, the benefits
of hiring personnel on a temporary basis
are not well accepted or understood by
local firms.
There are around 50 companies in the
Novosibirsk recruiting market. Local companies are feeling the impact of the national and regional competition. It's often
so difficult to find a well qualified specialist that agencies are searching for personnel outside of Novosibirsk. It's definitely
a buyers market.
The regional HR market has a number
of peculiarities. There are an increasing
number of job-seekers who are relocating here. Growing expectations of higher salaries and benefits are only increasing the difficulty of successfully finding
and placing top quality candidates. The
lack of highly qualified people is severe.
The result is that recruiting companies
unable to hire HR staff with specific sector specialization skills are finding themselves more and more marginalized.
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Labor market
Novosibirsk's Recruiting Agencies
Company Name

Website

Activity

Business Connection

www.buscon.ru

Personnel recruitment

Modern staff

www.mstaff.ru

Personnel recruitment for companies with foreign capital

New Agency

www.new-agency.ru

Personnel recruitment

Professional Staff

–

Selection of middle and top managers

Balance

www.balans.ru

Selection of specialists in the field of finance

Alexa-Group

www.alexa.sibproject.ru

Selection of personnel; personnel performance appraisal; business training; HR
consulting; complex testing

Ancor

www.ancor.ru

Personnel recruitment; HR consulting

Argus

www.gczn.nsk.su

Selection of personnel; assistance in finding a job

Business and Technology

www.bitpersonal.ru

HR services for companies

Business-Continent

–

Personnel recruitment; consulting of management

Business-Personal

www.personnel.nsk.su

Personnel recruitment for Russian and foreign companies

Diplomat

www.sinor.ru/consip

HR audit; assistance in finding a job

Imicor

www.imicor.nsk.su

Personnel recruitment for Russian and foreign companies; HR audit

Inform-Business

–

Personnel recruitment for regional branches

HR Centre of Novosibirsk State
Technical University

www.kadrcenter.adm.nstu.ru

Provides intercommunication between the labor market and the University

Vakansia-plus

www.vakansiaplus.ru

Selection and training of personnel; consulting of management

Contact-Personal

www.contact.novosib.ru

Permanent recruitment and temporary staffing

Corf

www.infoterr.ru

Personnel recruitment

Lila-N

www.Lila-n.ru

Personnel recruitment for Russian and foreign companies

Mid-Express

–

Personnel recruitment; consulting of management; HR audit

NB Service

–

Personnel recruitment

Novosibirsk Recruiting Agency

www.personalnka.ru

Personnel recruitment; personnel performance assessment

NPM

www.npm.da.ru

Personnel recruitment

Top Person

www.topperson.ru

Personnel recruitment

Programnye Systemy

www.prosys.ru

Selection of middle and top managers in the field of finance, trade, IT-technology,
building, production and services

Prof-Alliance

www.prof-al.ru

Personnel recruitment; headhunting; HR consulting

Professional

www.sfgroup.ru

Selection and assessment of personnel; HR consulting

RATM-Personal

www.ratm.ru/personal

Personnel recruitment

Restart

www.re-start.ru

Selection of programmers and other specialists in the IT-sector

Kvadrat

www.sbtk.ru

Personnel recruitment

Stroypersona

www.stroypersona.com

Personnel recruitment for building companies

Superkadry

www.superc.ru

Personnel recruitment; HR consulting

Sfera

www.cdosfera.ru

Personnel recruitment; HR and management consulting

Centre of Staff Solutions

www.staffsolutions.ru

Personnel recruitment; temporary staffing

Centre of HR Technology

www.staffcenter.ru

Personnel recruitment for commercial and production companies

Yuridichesky Alliance

www.jur-alliance.ru

Personnel recruitment
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Business support services
Mikhail Kuzmin, General Director of Sibelectroterm, Head of Novosibirsk Employers Association

The human resources deficit: how to deal with it?
The human resources deficit is a major problem in Russia, and it is not a matter of financing. Within the last five
years Russia's budget has quadrupled. Novosibirsk's economy is now 3-5% higher than the national average.
Machine building, metal processing and all the subsectors of the processing sector grow by 17-18% a year. The
development is so rapid that the process of training qualified specialists cannot catch up with it. Luring former compatriots back
to Russia and refocusing professional education will help ease the crisis.
Human resources deficits affect not only
the industrial sector, but also trade, scientific and educational sectors. Although
we have around 40 institutions of higher
education in our city, most specialists
have only secondary professional education. To overcome the crisis we need to
undertake a number of steps. Although
researchers say that by 2025 the average
salary will grow six fold, is estimated that
production output and the gross regional
product will increase only by 4.5 times.
To solve some of the problem we will
have to participate in the National Program for Supporting Voluntary Migration
of the Compatriots Residing Abroad to the
Russian Federation. Government has already picked 12 pilot regions in Russia to
host our former compatriots, and the Novosibirsk region is one of them. At their last
meeting, migration services from all over
the country, headed by the management
of the Federal Migration Service, discussed all the details of this program's
implementation. A major focus was on
relocation expenses and citizenship. Local authorities and local business sectors
here will take responsibility for providing
housing and creating new jobs. To be able
to provide migrants with housing and jobs
we need to work out new mechanisms
that will allow us to participate in four
national projects. The first project that

Mikhail KUZMIN,
General Director of Sibelectroterm
Mr. Kuzmin graduated from Chuvashia State University in 1973 with a degree in electrical engineering and has dedicated his career to Novosibirsk Plant of Electrothermal Equipment (today
it is named Sibelectroterm) where he started as
an engineer and is today its General Director.
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must be tackled is Comfortable and Affordable Housing, as today's housing prices are still extremely high, even though
mortgage rates are going down.
Another sector that is suffering serious
labor shortages is agriculture. People are
leaving villages and moving to towns and
cities. The result is that there are less and
less people left that have been brought up
in villages and know how to treat land.
To my mind, people that live out of town
should be paid for taking care of land and
for cultivating it; otherwise it would just
go to seed. The small amount of money
that Government earmarks for support
and restoration of farms does little. It's no
wonder country people feel that cities are
prospering at their expense.
The hunger for human resources is so
acute that the management of Novosibirsk's major factories has already visited
Kazakhstan, Kirgizia and Uzbekistan
searching for high qualified specialists
that used to work for similar factories. A
new program dedicated to building houses for factor ies' personnel has been
launched. And I believe it is an effective
instrument to motivate people.

Another way to address the problem is
to revise the system of professional education. It should be based not in colleges
as it is now, but at the factories and offices and laboratories of the companies that
need more highly trained people in their
businesses. In most cases, equipment that
is available in colleges is very different
from high technology equipment actually used by business.
The system of professional education
now is too focused on immediate market
needs. Today the most popular and upmarket professions are those of an accountant, economist and manager. However it happens quite often that having a
degree in one of these professions does
not always mean young people can apply
their knowledge in practice. The same
happens to institutions of higher education. They train a large number of technical specialists when what is needed are
skilled machine operators and engineers.
Today it is a big problem for the building
industry to find an engineering manager
even though the salary of such specialists
in Novosibirsk is 10-20 times higher than
the industry average.

Labor market
Igor Khukhrev, President of Ancor

The labor market in Novosibirsk is blooming
Today the Novosibirsk labor market is blooming and favorable effects of this process have been felt by all local
recruiting agencies. The same tendency is observed in Moscow and in other Russia's cities. The sectors where
the demand for specialists is especially high are: FMCG and food retail distribution, IT, telecommunications
and industrial production.
Ancor has been working in Novosibirsk for
more than 13 years. The official date
when the Novosibirsk franchise office was
established was July, 1994. The idea to
open an office here was first considered
in September 1993 when our Moscow colleagues asked us to help recruit staff for
Xerox equipment manufacturer Rank Xerox, which wanted to establish an office in
Novosibirsk.
Our office here helps to find staff for
companies located in Kuybyshev, Tatarsk, Ob, Berdsk, Barabinsk and Iskitim.
Based on the results of our work in 2006
and 2007, Ancor has 45% of FMCG (footwear, clothes, cars) projects; 12% of the
financial market (banks, investment and
insurance companies) and 17% of industrial production and В2В projects in the
Siberian region. We're also involved in
other projects related to retail distribution, logistics, construction, telecommunication and IT.

Temporary personnel
is a growing trend
One of the new trends over the past several years has been the demand for temIgor KHUKHREV, President of Ancor
Educated as a psychologist and with an Executive MBA to his name, Mr Khuhrev worked from
1982 to 1989 at the Moscow State University
and the All Soviet Union Research and Development Institute of Natural Science and Technology. During this time he carried out studies on
the topic “Psychology of Teamwork” and conducted management consulting and corporate
training. In 1990 he was an advisor to
Soviet British corporation Icon covering management systems, organizational climate and
personnel recruitment. In May 1990, in cooperation with Elena Novikova, he established recruitment company ANKOR (Analysis. Consulting. Recruitment.), which was later transformed
into a recruitment holding company in 2003.

porary personnel. The idea of bringing
top-managers from leading Moscow and
foreign companies to work on short-term
assignments is really catching on. There
is a lack of these kinds of professionals
especially for start-up operations. Also in
high demand are retail distributors, with
B2B market companies outbidding the
more structured FMCG market.
In August 2007 the management of Ancor made a decision to change the company's strategy and to move to direct servicing of its clients. As a result Ancor has
opened its own offices in cities that already had a franchised office.
These include Ekaterinburg, Novosibirsk, Rostov, Samara and Perm.
Our recruiting holding will continue
to provide our customers in the Novosibirsk region with a wide spectrum of
services, including recruitment of specialists and managers, start-up and medium-level specialists, wages and bonuses monitoring, staff leasing, temporary
staffing for long-term and short-term
projects, mass-recruitment, testing, personnel audit and assessment. The company plans to continue its activity in such
sectors as: FMCG, pharmaceutical production, industry, IT, telecommunications, and business support services to
name but a few. We specialize in recruiting all-levels specialists starting from
ordinary specialists and finishing with
top managers.

Recruitment services
throughout Russia and the CIS
We also plan to widen the range of services provided by Ancor in this region.
One of Ancor's main competitive advantages is that we provide our clients with
a comprehensive list of services unlike
some other agencies that specialize in
recruiting top managers only. During
the whole period of time that Ancor has
been present in the Russian market we
have accumulated extensive market expertise, have worked out staff recruit-
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ment technology and have collected a
unique database of applicants. Today
Ancor boasts the following competitive
advantages: 17 years of professional
work i n t h e C I S , u n i f i e d c o r p o r a te
standards, integrated personnel training system, unified information field
which allows us to search for candidates
in all regions of Russia, the Ukraine,
Belarus and Kazakhstan, unique search
technology and a wide range of services that we provide. It's worth mentioning that all our ser vices are logically
interrelated and they compliment each
other, which allows us to satisfy our customers' needs to the fullest.
I would like to say a few words about
the future for the Novosibirsk recruitment
market. Our forecast is very optimistic. In
2008 we plan to significantly widen the
range of our services. While previously we
were primarily recruiting medium and
top-level managers and specialists, today
the demand for staff leasing and outsourcing is growing. And among developing large trading chains we expect to see
a significant rise in the demand for mass
recruiting services as well.
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TRAVELER'S COFFEE –
THE LEADER OF NOVOSIBIRSK
COFFEE SHOP BUSINESS
Traveler's Coffee is Novosibirsk's leading coffee shop business.
It has the most number of shops in Novosibirsk and is focused
on even more business expansion. Apart from opening its own
coffee shops, the company offers a franchise on favorable
terms - it helps a franchisee purchase all the necessary
equipment, arranges training courses for the staff and launches
its business in accordance with the corporate financial model,
relying on business methods set by the franchisor

And what is more, Traveler's Coffee customers coming to our coffee shops in any city
where we operate our business are sure to enjoy the same rich fragrant coffee. It is one of
our key principles - the company guides the franchisee to ensure the high quality of goods
and services distributed under our trademark.
Statistical data shows about 50% of independent start-up companies suffer losses. At the
same time 85% of businesses launched under a franchise agreement yield profits right
from the start. The reason is that businessmen who purchase a franchise can rely on a
well-tried business model, which has already shown itself. So, all they have to do is apply
the given business patterns and create a business clone of their franchisor.
From the very beginning a Traveler's Coffee franchisee receives numerous advantages
that help them become successful. Of course, the main advantage is providing them with
a reliable effective business model as the basis of their new business. Traveler's Coffee
provides a franchisee with its own business plan and discloses all the secrets of its
hospitality towards the customers and effective people management.
Traveler's Coffee undertakes the training of the owner, the managing staff and all the
employees of the franchise outlet and give the franchisee a full record of menus and
recipes. The benefits of joint-marketing are needless to mention. And, certainly, when it
comes to developing efficient promotion and positioning strategies for a new business, a
proven franchise mechanism is incomparable.

Coffee shop business in Novosibirsk
Trademark

Number of outlets

Traveler's Coffee

11

New York Coffee

4

Coffee-Terra

2

Kafela

6

Kofemolka

7

Moka-Loka

1

El-coffee

2

Chansonnier

1

Five good reasons why franchisees buy
a Traveler's Coffee business
We buy specialty organic green coffee beans
directly from our broker. That gives us considerable
advantage in terms of competitive coffee price.
We are the largest company running roasting
operations in the Asian part of Russia, which
enables providing our franchisees with freshly
roasted coffee.
We ensure promotion and assistance
in the establishment and further development
of a franchise.
Our products are popular with the customers
and we can guarantee their high quality.
We know what business practices are optimum
for the regions of Russia.

Tel: +7 (383) 227-6231
www.travelerscoffee.ru

РЕКЛАМА

Franchising is a business system, beneficial the both parties. The franchisee is provided
with tried and proven methods of doing business, while the franchisor is rewarded with
royalty fees and expands the geographical scope of the trademark. The suppliers boost
their sales, the investors see the value of their shares grow, and new employees get good
career prospects.

SWOT

Strengths
More and more companies need auditing, legal and accounting services. Most of the clients are small start-ups. The most intense demand
is for accounting services. There are more than 150 companies providing such services currently. 20 companies provide "full service" consulting as well as several types of outsourcing. Novosibirsk's education and training market is also developing well, as more and more
companies come to understand that their employees need to attend
short-term business courses. Some larger companies are even beginning to create internal training departments as an integral part of their
business.
Novosibirsk's HR market is active and growing. Large Russian and international companies have opened regional branches in Novosibirsk
that are driving HR recruitment. New agencies are entering the market. HR recruitment agencies are expanding their range of services.
Today many of them conduct personnel performance appraisals and
certification, for example. Many employers are eager to accept this
outside source of appraisal and the business generated from this segment is expected to grow significantly.
Weaknesses
Educational consulting is less developed than other consulting services
in the region. Little by little consulting companies are trying to fill this
gap, but there are still not many SME's that think personnel training is

worth the investment. Moreover, these companies often do not have
the funds to finance training of their employees. Large companies do
invest in this sector, but prefer to retain the services of foreign consulting firms since they offer a wider range of services. The costs of
services provided by foreign consultants are 70-80% higher than services provided by Russian specialists. To be able to charge what the
foreign competition charges, Russian companies need to invest in more
expert personnel and offer a more comprehensive range of services.
Novosibirsk's companies cannot find enough qualified specialists. With
so many regional branches of Moscow and foreign companies in Novosibirsk, it has become difficult to find well qualified specialists. HR
recruitment agencies cannot afford to hire sector recruiting specialists. The result is that sometimes applicants for a job are not interviewed by experts. Some Novosibirsk's companies have set up their
own HR departments instead of hiring agencies.
Opportunities
The demand for accounting consulting services in the Novosibirsk region, especially for small companies, is growing very rapidly. Owners of
new small businesses are young graduates that do not know much
about accounting or sometimes do not even have an economic education. The demand for accounting services has also helps drive the growth
of outsourcing.
Novosibirsk's real estate consulting market is still in its infancy. Although some firms provide market research in the field of commercial
real estate, legal advice, promote new brands, etc., there is still no
company that can provide a complex of services in the field of real
estate. Development of such services in the field of real estate will
most likely evolve into an independent segment of the Novosibirsk's
market.
As the number of Novosibirsk's businesses increases, the demand for
personnel goes up. To help improve their quality of recruitment, some
HR recruitment agencies have started introducing new methods of
personnel assessment. These "Assessment Centers" put applicants
through a rigorous assessment process that gives a company enough
information to make hiring decisions much more reliable.
Threats
The number of Moscow consulting companies expanding into Russia's
regions is a threat to small companies if they cannot compete. The
demand for tax consulting services is going down as many companies
have hired their own well qualified tax specialists. The ever shifting
demand for consulting services requires firms to be well-attuned and
well-financed to address the market.
The Novosibirsk HR market has many peculiarities, such as the growing number of relocations and increased expectations of applicants in a
seller's labor market. Many local specialists are not very well qualified.
Internet recruitment is rapidly developing in the Novosibirsk region
and is a serious threat to bricks and mortar HR firms.
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CONSTRUCTION
AND REAL ESTATE
By the end of 2007 the building boom will
add more than 1 million square meters
of new housing.
A 260 hectares private development
is being planned with 2,800 plots containing
a total of 350,000 square meters.
"Social housing" is getting more and more
popular. These bearing-wall, turn-key
houses are being constructed
as a part of whole neighborhoods.
Despite the large number of shopping malls
being built, there are major land tracts
located on motorways to be developed.
For the first half of 2007 prices of older
housing increased 26.5%.

Construction and real estate
Marina Ushenkina, director, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Commercial real estate
The overall market of commercial real estate of Novosibirsk can be divided into two
major groups: office real estate market and trading real estate.
This is particularly important as processes in these two groups differ from each
other. For example, in comparison with the
office real estate market where businesses
are concentrated in the geographical center of the city, the market of trading areas
is for the most part in the districts where a
bigger proportion of residents live. However it concerns only those districts which
are relatively close to the center as remote
neighborhoods have a lack of trading
premises in contrast to their population.

Commercial
and office real estate
At the Novosibirsk market of office real
estate owners tend to lend premises for
rent instead of selling it. That's why on
average prices grew faster than rental
rates.
The average price of selling offices is
58,800 rubles ($2,305) per square meter
which is by 10.9% up on the fourth quarter of 2006 while the average rental rate
increased for the same period by 8.4% and
amounted to 768 rubles ($30) per square
meter.
The most important factors affecting
the price for office premises are the location and adaptation for running a business.
Modern business centers and offices on the
first floors of residential houses located at
busy motorways account for the highest
prices and rental rates.
Among the offices offered for selling the
bigger part, 54%, is premises located in
residential houses. Out of the offices for
rent the bigger share, 57%, accounts for
premises in administrative buildings.
In cases when an office is both for sale
and rent the rental rate varies from 0.7%
to 1.8% from the cost of a square meter.
On the whole in the first quarter of 2007
there was a rapid growth at the sector of
office real estate especially spotted at the
sales market. A decrease in rental rates for
some types of offices which took place at
the fourth quarter of 2006 ceased. In the
first quarter of 2007 there was a common
for the beginning of a year rise in rental
rates of all the types of office real estate.
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Trading real estate
The most important factor influencing the
price of a trading area is its location.
Premises in shopping malls with a big flow
of customers are the most expensive. The
average rental rate of trading areas in the
first quarter of 2007 was 1,467 rubles
($58) per square meter which is 9.4%
higher than the last quarter.
The highest rental rates are trading
premises in Central, Zheleznodorozhny
and Leninsky districts. The share of
premises in special shopping malls is 4%
though the share of shopping premises for
rent tends to increase and for sale to decrease. Out of offers of trading premises
almost a half (49%) are those which have
a separate entrance and are on the first
floors. As a rule these premises are favorably located in busy streets. The average
price of selling trading premises is 73,270
rubles ($2873) per square meter which is
by 15.5% more than in the fourth quarter
of 2006.
The most significant newly constructed buildings are a television center TVNovosibirsk, major trading complexes Europe, Alpi, Selfmaster and Granit. On average trading areas are more expensive
than office real estate. A reason for that is
that there are two times less offers at this
market.

At the trading real estate market there
is a deficit of premises with a favorable location at motorways in spite of abundance
of shopping malls being built. That's why
there are quite high prices and rental rates
for appartments on the first floors of residential houses that have changed their status from purely residential to non-residential or being in the process of changing it.
Probably the drastic growth of prices for
flats in the fourth quarter of 2006(+25%)
played its part here.

Largest Real Estate Agencies of Novosibirsk
Company

Website

Key services

Alt-К

www.alt-k.ru

real estate services

Askom

www.ackomnsk.ru

real estate services

Delta

www.delta-nsk.ru

residential and commercial real estate services

Doctor Kluch

www.dkrealty.ru

residential and commercial real estate services

Dom#

www.domn.ru

residential real estate

IRK Magistral

www.magnsk.ru

residential and commercial real estate services

Kvarsys-Realt

www.kvarsys.ru

residential and commercial real estate services

Novo-Nikolayevsk

www.novonik.ru

residential real estate

Ogni Novosibirska

www.ogni-nsk.ru

residential real estate

Sibakademstroy
Nedvizhimost

www.sasn.ru

residential and commercial real estate services

Titul

www.titul-nsk.biz

Commercial real estate

Construction and renting of commercial real estate
By Jeff Kershaw SCSM, Senior Director CB Richard Ellis

Retail real estate in Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk does have a dearth of good retail space at this time, but a state of flux exists and things will change
in the near future.

Novosibirsk, simply put has been a difficult location for retailers to service logistically. It is far from ports and also
from Moscow. Access by truck is a long
haul, with rail being the best solution.
This situation is changing as the logistics network in Russia becomes more
mature. Logistics providers, just as other developers have concentrated on Moscow, both for the ease of understanding
the market and because that is where the
demand was the highest. As retailers expand, the logistics providers are responding to this by building facilities in
logical transportation hubs.
Given the above, retailers who recognized the potential of Novosibirsk early
on, had little choice but to rent in the
shop space that was available and at the
then current market rents. Since they
had few outlets, the sales were concentrated and thus they could afford to pay
the higher rents.
It is a simple fact that a retailer can
only afford to pay a certain percentage of
its sales income to the landlord and remain profitable. This percentage varies by
type of retailer and also varies between
retailers within the same profile. As an example, a hypermarket can afford approximately a 1.5 to 2% cost of occupancy, a

ready to wear clothing retailer generally
is in the 14-18% range and specific retailers, such as mobile phone and jewelry can
often approach the 25% range. As sales
become spread out between shopping
venues, it is natural that rents will soften
or normalize. I expect that for a regional
shopping center in Novosibirsk, rents will
normalize in the $360-$400 range over
the next couple of years. Of course these
numbers are not adjusted for inflation,
which will soften the blow somewhat to
existing centers.
Location is almost always the most important factor in real estate, especially
in retail. The space must be located either near where the target audience lives
or works, if it is to succeed. Of course this
location varies b customer type. If the
space is a shopping center, it can be located in a location that is neither near
home nor work, but it then must be conveniently located, with good transportation access and it must be of sufficient
size and quality to be a "magnet" in and
of itself.
Serious developers are currently in the
planning stages for significant retail development in Novosibirsk. Ikea and RosEvro development, just to name two have
large, well planned developments on the
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horizon. These will have significant impact on the face of retail in Novosibirsk.
Novosibirsk is not unlike Moscow in
the early days of retail development, with
many converted spaces located in the first
floors of residential or office buildings.
There are a few smaller; typically grocery
anchored shopping centers which have
been developed over the past few years. I
believe that these centers will feel the
onslaught of larger, more modern shopping centers which are in the pipeline and
will have to re-position and re-merchandise themselves to remain successful.
Rental rates in Novosibirsk are not dissimilar than those seen in other large cities in Russia during the development of
modern retailing. As larger centers are
developed, there will be downward pressure on shopping center rents. This is
typical and has occurred in many Russian
cities to date.
Sales prices of space is a very different
dynamic than rental prices. Buying a
space as a retailer is or should be viewed
as more than a solution to its real estate
needs. It is an investment, a commitment
of a company's capital which may or may
not be the best solution to a real estate
need. In the event that a retailer decides
that ownership of a certain piece of property fits into its long term strategy and
financial plans, they will often pay more
than a financial investor who is looking
to achieve a certain return on his investment. This being said, in the more mature
markets in Russia, investors are buying
investment grade retail at cap. Rates near
10%, making a purchase on a space where
the rent would be $696usd per year a wise
investment for a retailer at this time, provided that the retailer understands its future exit strategy.
Too often retailers get stuck with property that negatively affects their bottom
line profitability or ability to respond to
market changes.
Certainly forward looking financial investors would be well advised to consider the purchase of a portfolio of space in
the prime locations in Novosibirsk today,
for even if rents were to decrease, the investment potential is great.
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Construction and real estate
Marina Ushenkina, director, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Residential housing: apartment blocks
The Novosibirsk construction market is booming. The most extensive and dynamic market sector is residential housing.
Both the volume and building rates of
new housing, especially in the regional
capital, are so high that local real estate
agents have divided the market into two
categories: new apartments and second
hand apartments.

New apartment market
Last year, 828,981 square meters of new
housing were built in Novosibirsk, up by
63% from 2005.
Most of these were 105 apartment
blocks amounting to 622,500 square meters. The rest were 2,244 private houses
totaling 206,400 square meters. 55.4% of
all new construction is brick houses. The
share of panel housing is 21.8%, frame
housing, 10.8%.
Nine new areas for residential housing
complexes have been selected for development by a national project named Comfortable and Affordable Housing. The total area allocated is 518 hectares. By
2010, these developments are expected to
add 5,000,000 square meters of new
housing.

Private development
A 260 hectare private development is also
being planned. It is being designed with
2,800 plots containing a total of 350,000
square meters. Planners hope these developments will meet the city's needs for the
next 2–3 years.
But as more and more new housing is
developed, buyers snap up flats long be-

Offers of housing
being built according to type

economy class
business class
social housing
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fore apartments and houses are commissioned.
New houses are extremely popular.
Housing starts for the period JanuaryJune '2007 increased by 15% compared
to last year, while private home construction soared by 37.3%. By the end of 2007,
the building boom will add about 1 million square meters of new housing.
Prices for newly built houses in the
center cost 62% more than those in remote districts. Another reason for such
a large price differential is that in-city
housing is usually much higher quality.
For the first three months of 2007 business class housing became more expensive by 41% compared to the fourth quarter of last year.
In spite of this rapid growth, Novosibirsk has not a single elite (according to
Moscow standards) housing project. At
the same time, average incomes are going up. In 2006, disposable income rose
by 11.2% compared to 2005.
The average price of a square meter in
apartment houses being built in the first
quar ter of 2007 was 39,800 r ubles

($1560) which is 54% up on the previous
year. The cost per square meter in a second-hand apartments was even higher,
52, 170 ($2045).

Turn key housing
in great demand
So-called social housing is getting more
and more popular. These are turn-key
houses which are being constructed as a
par t of whole neighborhoods. These
apartments have high liquidity, are very
attractive for investors and consumers
and have higher prices than more comfortable flats in economy class buildings.
Social housing apartment prices rose 25%
in the fourth quarter of 2006. Demand is
now so intense, that developers are selling apartments in these houses even before completion.

Second hand apartments
The market for second hand housing began in 1992 as soon as privatization started. The first price lists with apartments

Residential real estate market
Prices for housing in the city's districts
District

Increase
January -June
2007

Average price per square
meter in June 2007
(rubles) ($)

Zheleznodorozhny

67.300 ($2,639)

26%

Cental

66.380 ($2,603)

26%

Zaeltzovsky

59.860 ($2,347)

30%

Leninsky

54.520 ($2,138)

25%

Oktyabrsky

54.330 ($2,130)

31%

Sovetsky

54.200 ($2,125)

29%

district of the
Agricultural Academy

54.030 ($2,118)

55%

Dzerzhinsky

52.590 ($2,062)

27%

Kirovsky

52.060 ($2,041)

30%

Kalininsky

50.520 ($1,981)

26%

Pervomaysky

42.750 ($1,676)

44%

In the city on average

55.150 ($2,162)

26.5%

appeared in Novosibirsk newspapers in
the middle of 1992. By the end of 1993
the infrastructure of selling apartments
became well developed and valuations
were determined by market assessment
instead of a random owner's price. Simultaneously, the real estate market and real
estate agencies emerged.
For the first six months of 2007 the prices for second hand housing in Novosibirsk
increased by 26.5% on average, more than
for the whole of 2005 and approximately
half of the increase in 2006. The explosive
price growth began in August last year (the
increase in November 2006 was 11%).
Since the beginning of 2007 prices have
stabilized and in June were flat. Currently
the number of units for sale is up 28% compared to December 2006.
Prices vary markedly in different districts of the city. The districts most in demand and having the highest price increases were the Agricultural Academy
and Pervomaysky districts, where the
prices had been lower before.
Currently the most expensive apartments are in Zheleznodorozhn district,
where high class business centers and the
city's first elite apartments are being built.
In terms of price per square meter, the
most expensive housing is one room flats.

Apartments with four or more rooms accounted for the highest increase over the
last six months. Owners of such large flats
appear to be holding onto to their units
hoping for prices to grow even higher.

Approximate prices for newly-constructed apartments in Novosibirsk
Number of rooms
per apartment

Average area
(sq.m)

Average price
per 1 square meter

1

44

40,860 rubles ($1,600)

2

62

39,600 rubles ($1,552)

3

93

38,950 rubles ($1,527)

4 (in high class houses)

132

50,000 rubles ($1,960)

Prices for housing in terms of the number of rooms
Apartment

Average price per square meter in June
2007 (rubles) ($)

Increase
January–June 2007

1-room

60,360 ($2,367)

25%

2-room

54,560 ($2,139)

25%

3-room

51,210 ($2,008)

24%

4 -room and more

50,270 ($1,971)

30%

55,150 ($2,162)

26.5%

average
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Construction and real estate
Largest building companies in the Novosibirsk region
Company

Website

Activities

Garant

www.garant-s.ru

Industrial and civil construction, designing and building warehouses, industrial,
residential and office buildings

Granul

www.granulnsk.ru

Tiles using ceramic granite. Swimming pools mosaic tiles; bathroom tiles, facades
and building interiors. Clinker tiles

DISCUSS plus

www.diskuss.ru

Building residential houses and complexes (in 2006 four apartment blocks were
built)

Zaeltsovskaya

www.iskz.ru

Building residential houses

Kvarsys

www.kvarsys.ru

Building residential houses

Krasnoobsk Montazhspetsstroy

www.kmss.ru

Building residential houses (in 2006 three apartment blocks were built)

Metapribor

–

Building economy and business class residential houses and apartments; commercial
real estate, shopping malls

Novosibirsk Stroy Montazh

www.nsm.su

Building residential houses

Novosibirsk Building Company

www.feldman.fis.ru

Building houses, delivering building machinery from Germany

Novosibirskzhilstroy-2

–

Building residential houses

Oldvi

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 two apartment blocks were built)

First Building Fund

www.psfond.ru

Building residential complexes, dealing in second-hand real estate

PTK-30

www.ptk-30.ru

Building and reconstruction of schools, day care centers and housing for the middle
class

Rostehstroy

www.rostehstroy.ru

Building houses, long-span buildings and facilities out of laminated veneer lumber and
sandwich-type panels

Rus

www.iskrus.ru

Building residential complexes

Sibakademstroy

–

Building residential houses

Siberian Style

www.sib-style.vashdom.ru

Building houses, designing and repairing apartments

Sibir

–

Building residential houses, monolithic residential and administrative buildings and
facilities

Sibir-Razvitie

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 three apartment blocks were built)

SMU-100

www.em-nsk.ru

Building residential houses (in 2006 nine apartment blocks were built)

SMU-17

–

Building residential houses

ST-Group

–

Building residential and commercial complexes in Novosibirsk

Stroitel

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 two apartment blocks were built)

Building Company of Siberian Division
of the Russian Academy of Science

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 two apartment blocks were built)

Stroyinvestprospekt

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 one apartment blocks was built)

Stroymaster

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 four apartment blocks were built). Building
residential and commercial complexes in Novosibirsk

Strug

www.strug-nsk.ru

Building residential houses

Unikon

www.unikonsk.ru

Building and assembly

Fregat-Sel

www.fregat-sel.ru

Finishing, plumbing and assembly

Ecodesign

www.econsk.com

All kinds of building, finishing and wiring

Energetic

–

Building residential houses (in 2006 four apartment blocks were built)

Energomontazh

www.em-nsk.ru

Building residential houses, administrative buildings, shopping malls
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Residential real estate market
Pavel Korchagin, Director of Prospect Construction Company

Dedicated to improving the quality of life
From my early youth I was destined to live in Koltsovo. I worked for its development and created living spaces for
the residents of this settlement, including my family and children, who were born and have grown up here.
Koltsovo is my birthplace and I owe it a great deal more than appreciation. That is why our construction company
Prospect is so focused on realizing the Koltsovo Naukograd (Scientific Town) development program. The company
and its team believe in the town, its science and production. And our company does all it can to improve the
quality of life for everyone who lives here.
Prospect was set up in February 1997, at the
height of those hard times, when even large
and reputable companies, like Sibakademstroy, had to cut back construction. There
was no demand for construction services,
and people who were out of work had to
find other ways to support themselves. Yet,
there were those who refused to give up
their vocation. We put our vast experience,
gained at Novosibirsk's leading construcPavel KORCHAGIN,
Director of Prospect

lays the project starting date. As a result,
real estate closings are postponed and
project financing costs increase. Too often
we have to use our reserve funds, which are
earmarked for long-term development
plans, to pay for these extra obligations.
Another vital drawback hindering residential construction is red tape. The Federal Registration Service Administration authorities, who register agreements for participation in joint construction projects,
take too long to process these documents.
It sometimes requires days standing in the
queue to complete all the necessary forms
required by the bureaucracy. Our clients,
who rely on mortgage loans, may face delays of some three or four months due to
this red tape.
In spite of all this, the highly-professional team of Prospect is able to main its high
standards of quality and always meets our
fixed schedule. The Federal Agency for Construction and Housing Complex has listed
our company among the "Top Russian Construction Investment Companies" for the
past two years running. Prospect has also
been granted Novosibirsk Region's certificate of honor for its large contribution to
the construction industry in the region.

advertisement

In 1979 Mr. Korchagin graduated from Novosibirsk Institute of Civil Engineering (now called the
Novosibirsk State University of Architecture and
Civil Engineering) with a degree in construction
engineering. For nineteen years following his graduation, Korchagin was employed at Sibakademstroy, one of the leading construction and development establishments in Novosibirsk, where he
started as a master workman. He advanced to
general foreman and later – to site supervisor.
In 1997 Korchagin founded the construction firm
Prospect, headquartered in Koltsovo Naukograd.

tion organizations, into a modern, new
company, which quickly won recognition in
construction market.
Over the past decade, Prospect has successfully built numerous homes in Novosibirsk and Koltsovo Naukograd. We've constructed and modernized administrative
blocks, as well as built manufacturing and
office premises for the State Research Center VECTOR. In addition, we constructed the
Chulym sports complex and a business incubator building in Koltsovo Naukograd.
One of our recent achievements is the
Novosibirskregiongaz office block, a handsome addition to Novosibirsk's modern office infrastucture. Our further plans in the
development of Koltsovo Naukograd include the construction of two residential
districts, launching the construction of over
300,000 square meters of residential housing, building nurseries, schools, sports venues, shopping spaces and office buildings,
a multilevel parking, developing a park area
and a pond.
The construction of residential housing
in Novosibirsk still poses a number of major problems. First and foremost, is the
problem of administrative barriers, which
slows down the approval process and de-
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Construction
and real
Vadim SAMOYLOV, General
Director,estate
Stroitel (Builder)
In 1986 Mr. Samoylov graduated from Kuybishev Novosibirsk
Engineering Construction Institute with a degree in Industrial
and Civilian Construction. He began his career as construction
site supervisor. In this position he worked for Sibakademstroy.
Following that Mr. Samoylov was appointed Production Director and Deputy General Director in the same company. Since
2002 Mr. Samoylov has been running Stroitel.

Vadim SAMOYLOV,
General Director, Stroitel (Builder)

Novosibirsk builders
should not be afraid
of the overproduction crisis

We began with residential real estate construction but gradually became involved in more and more interesting projects in commercial real
estate. The decision to focus more
on commercial real estate projects
did not come out of the blue. The
fact is that despite the current building boom in the local commercial
real estate market, the city's need
for modern business and trading
centers will always be great. The
fact is that consumer requirements
for commercial buildings tend to
change every three to five years.
Stroitel is currently developing new
construction concepts which, we
hope, will be in high demand in the
near future.
As for the residential real estate
market, I don't think that we'll see
any overproduction crisis here for
at least in the next ten years. Ana-
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lysts believe that apartment demand will stay high for the next five
years. Surely there are some limitations connected with the purchasing power of the population,
but it's evident that the well being
of Russia's citizens is growing,
mortgage lending programs are
developing and the construction
process is becoming more legal,
more regulated and more transparent. Municipal authorities are gradually sorting out the mess with allocating land lots with prepared infrastructure.
The entrance into the local market
of Moscow building companies in
our opinion will not in any way lead
to an overproduction crisis either.
These companies pose no threat to
local developers who are all wellestablished and developing at a
stable rate. The fact is that the
construction rates in Novosibirsk
have been constantly increasing
for the past several despite the increased competition. Novosibirsk
is still among Russia's leading cities in terms of construction growth.
That's why even with Moscow companies in the local market, they'll
have to compete with the hi-tech
competition on the part of Novosibirsk building companies, including ours.

advertisement

Stroitel was founded in 2002. For
the five years of its activity our company has achieved impressive results and has become a leading real
estate developer in Novosibirsk. We
have completed tens of thousands
of housing units and constructed
administrative and sports facilities.
In 2007 Stroitel's total investment
portfolio reached one million square
meters of real estate.

Speed, innovation & quality
allow Stroitel to be one of the leaders in the Novosibirsk market
Stroitel is a promising and constantly growing company that increases its production capacity year to year. Our competitive advantage lies in the orientation of its projects towards future perspectives, the innovation of our technical solutions, comprehensive approach of its building practices and multifunctional nature of the buildings it constructs. In
2004 our company won the inter regional Business of the Year award for successful completion of several large-scale projects. In 2006 our company won the nomination for Successes in Comprehensive Construction.
Today, Stroitel is a well-respected leader in the local construction market. The company
plans to commission over 100,000 square meters of real estate this year. The ratio between residential and commercial real estate is grossly 50/50. Our company has achieved
impressive results despite being founded only five years ago. For its first four years, the
company was developing technology allowing it to increase its construction rates without
compromising its quality. Today the wide range of apartment layouts offered by Stroitel
makes it possible to find a suitable variant even for the most fastidious clients. And the
company's financial stability minimizes the risk of incomplete construction.
Each building constructed by Stroitel is unique. In 2007 the company plans to commission
a large A-class business center in Sverdlov Street that Novosibirsk citizens have called "a
business town". This is the largest business center planned for completion in 2007. It will
contain office space as well as eateries, shops and underground parking. This same year
our company plans to commission an A+-class business center in Chapligin Street.
One of our most promising construction projects is worth a special mention. It will be a
whole complex of blocks of flats in Frunze Street, with office space on the ground floor and
parking facilities in the yard. The uniqueness of this project is that the complex is going to
include the three highest building in Novosibirsk, each having 27 stories.
At the moment Stroitel is commissioning blocks of flats with an adjacent administrative
building in Vladimirovskaya Street. Our company also plans to build one of largest complex of blocks of flats in Novosibirsk in Ovrazhnaya Street. The project is planned to be
carried out in three phases: in the beginning of 2008, the first phase will be completed.
Before this timeframe, four multi-storied buildings are supposed to be built. In the fourth
quarter of the same year four more buildings will be constructed.
The completion of the third construction phase is planned for the end of 2008. This phase
includes two 18-story buildings with office space on the ground floor.
An indispensable part of Stroitel's development strategy is constant training programs for
its personnel and using the experience of both domestic and foreign building firms. The
company also cooperates closely with the Siberian Development Guild, Realtor Trade Academy as well as with leading consulting agencies, institutes and universities of the city.
Buildings constructed by our company meet the increasing requirements of buyers. Additionally the implementation of new construction technology and cooperation with wellknown designers and architects allows Stroitel to use new solutions in its construction
activity.
As for the company's future, we have worked out a three-year production program which
envisions construction of 400,000 square meters of real estate between 2007 and 2010.
The possibility for successful realization of this program lies in comprehensive development by our company of whole city districts. This approach also provides the buyer with
the opportunity to choose a suitable apartment or an office at the best price from a large
number of different proposals. High quality, speed and never missing a construction completion deadline are the main principles of work adopted by Stroitel.
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Construction and real estate
Markus Thuler, Chief Executive Officer Swiss Homes

How the sub-prime lending crisis is affecting Russia
Fears of a melt-down in liquidity markets in the US sent shock waves all over the world. In Russia,
the domestic bond market was hit hard. Russian banks and financial companies specializing in sub-prime
loans and consumer credit now face uncertain times from mounting overdue loans.

Who to blame?
A number of factors are responsible for
the current mess; bad mortgage underwriting practices, bad rating agencies,
destruction of confidence, excessive leverage and the withdrawal of that leverage, the need for yield, greed and complacency and paralyzing fear. Investors in
desperate search of yield made the mistake of believing that financial technology had repealed the laws of human nature. They forgot one of the most important rules of investments: Never buy anything you do not understand! The Fed cut
rates to a 46 year low and kept them there
for too long thus creating over the past
five years an enormous credit bubble.
Banks took lots of foolish shortcuts in
under wr iting loans and we humans
pushed the limits of greed, dazzled by the
illusion of stability, until the bubble burst.
Hedge funds borrowed cheap money in
low rate nations (Japan) and invested in
higher rate countries (carry trade). But
there are not many ways to get significantly more yield without taking on considerably more risk!

Russia – welcome to the world!
The world credit crisis made it finally all
the way to the Russia. The domestic bond
market suffered a mass sell-off of Russian bonds by non-residents and Russian
banks operating on the mortgage market
could face serious liquidity problems. Indeed, the US mortgage crisis has pushed
up rates on the mortgage securitization
market forcing some banks to postpone
securitization. Up to 40 percent of the
bank s t hat focus on mor tgage loans
could run out of cash and suspend their
lending programs over the next two to
three months. Nevertheless, there is no
talk of a mortgage crisis in Russia since
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the main players on the market are stateowned banks such as Sberbank, VTB 24
and Gazprombank which have no serious
liquidity problems.
However Russian banks have also issued sub-prime loans, especially in consumer credit, where we will see without
a doubt a significant increase in non-performing loans. And as for mortgages,
AIZHK (A gency for Home Mor tgage
Lending), recently reported an increase
in overdue loans as a proportion of the
loan book from 0.75% in 2006 to 2.48%
as of 30 June 2007.

Where do we go from here?
The one kind of risk that repeatedly
brings down markets is liquidity risk.
Credit markets are going to take a lot
longer to sort out the mortgage problems
than we might think. The reappraisal of
risk is normal and typically follows periods of widely available credit when markets have under valued risk. A lot of
homes are not going to move for some

time, which is not good for consumer
spending, and there will be substantially less mortgage equity withdrawal.
We have never before lived under the
threat of a global collapse. We have
moved from a diversif ied ecology of
small banks with varied lending policies
to a more homogeneous framework of
firms that all resemble one another. Almost all banks are now interrelated,
when one falls, they all fall. Nothing
within the current marketplace allows
for the hedging of liquidity risk and that
is the problem at the moment. The future will be increasingly less predictable.
Financial crisis are less likely but when
they happen they are more global in scale
and hit us very hard
Central banks around the world undertook unprecedented measures to support
the money market by pumping thousands
of billions of dollars into the market
through banks. But markets are uncertain
about the sub-prime debt and on how to
price these debts. They can not price uncertainty! This process will eventually end
in a recession.

Renting of residential real estate
Marina Ushenkina, director, Economics division, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Residential real estate rental market is heating up
The rental housing market is heating up. The number of agency rental contracts and certified long-term agreements at special
registration offices has grown and demand now exceeds supply.
You can rent an apartment as well as a cottage in Novosibirsk for any period. The main
factors affecting the rental fee is proximity
to the center and the Metro. Amenities such
as expensive furniture, recent redecoration
with modern finishing materials adds considerably to the rent. The market can be divided into three price categories:

VIP housing
These flats, located in central districts, are
newly built houses or old, remodeled buildings with high ceilings. The average area is
about 100 square meters and the average
rent is $1,200–2,000 per month. Finishing
materials are expensive. Modern home appliances, electronic devices and communications systems are compulsory. Such housing is targeted at long-term renters; welloff foreigners or Russian business people
from other regions.

Business class housing
This housing is also located in the center or
close to the center. As a rule, most are second hand apartments, although some are
newly built houses with ceiling heights of
2.8 meters. The average size is up to 100
square meters and the rent is $500–1000

per month. Expensive redecoration is not
important but there should be good furniture and a telephone. These flats are targeted at middle-class people who can't afford to buy housing at the moment but have
strict requirements for comfort and size.

Economy class housing
The economy class accounts for most rentals in the city, with average prices under
$500.

SWOT
Strengths
Currently Novosibirsk is experiencing a building boom.
The price of one square meter of residential housing and commercial
real estate is less than in Moscow.
There is a wide choice for both buying and renting: from economy class
and social housing to premium apartments.
Weaknesses
In-city construction lacks necessary infrastructure, preventing large
scale development of neighborhoods with their own shopping and entertainment malls, schools, clinics and underground parking.
There is a shortage of undeveloped land in the center of Novosibirsk.
Car park facilities are limited.
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Opportunities
Little competition keeps real estate prices high.
A-Class offices of 100-200 square meters in the city center
are badly needed.
Housing demand constantly exceeds supply.
Threats
The lack of building sites with equipped infrastructure might slow down
building growth.
Many owners might refuse to rent economy class housing because
of new, strict state policies of taxing private house owners and lessors.
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MASS MEDIA
More than 1000 mass media are officially
registered in the Novosibirsk region,
the most in the Siberian Federal District.
Newspaper readership in Novosibirsk
is about 200,000, or 18% of those 16
and over.
Novosibirsk has no full service local
TV channels. Local stations are part
of a national network grid and insert
local news and advertising.
14 out of 18 USW/FM radio stations
simulcast Moscow and Petersburg
channels with local inserts.
Novosibirsk is the only city in the Siberian
region where there are successful Siberian
business publications.
Large information agencies, such
as Interfax-Siberia, Regnum, AK&M, have
set up branch offices in Novosibirsk.

Mass media
Svetlana Voitovich, Director of State Television Radio Broadcasting Company Novosibirsk

State control of television is a mixed blessing
Local TV channels obey the same laws as television all over the world in their fight for viewers and advertisers.
The redistribution of the Novosibirsk media market that took place a few years ago in e-media showed what a
severe fight it could be. To a lesser degree it affected the state television. Today we are a branch of All-Russian
State Television Radio Company. In essence we have become a big news office. Those who created feature and children's programs
before the change have left the company. The result of state control is that today channel Rossia is the top rated channel in the
country.

We are trying hard to cover as many subject areas as possible. Health care, education, housing and sports are covered in
detail, but there is little information about
banking, manufacturing, economy and
agriculture. When these subjects are covered, they are "official" and compulsory,
not independently produced.
There are not a lot of business programs on television in the local market.
There were many attempts to produce
more, but most of them turned out to be
rare events. We still a lack the variety of
broadcasts which we had in the past that
had their audience, good brand name,
competent and recognizable presenters.
I believe where there is demand, supply
is sure to follow. Mass media is not an
exception, so until there is sufficient demand for these programs they will not
be aired.
Being the person in charge for local
news insertions on channel Rossia I feel
that we lack information and subjects to
do thorough reports. But the reason is
not that nothing is happening in the region, but more often than not, we have

Svetlana VOITOVICH,
Director of State Television Radio
Broadcasting Company Novosibirsk
Svetlana Voitovich is a 20- year experience of
TV journalism, 7 with Novosibirsk television.
She has always combined administrative work
with journalism. The State Television Radio
Broadcasting Company Novosibirsk provides
television broadcasting on the channel Rossia
15 hours per week. The company includes the
Novosibirsk Radio, Classic Radio and a regional office of the state internet channel Rossia.
The average viewing audience is approximately
2.5 million people.
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no business professionals to cover these
stories. A good business reporter has to
understand what is happening, trace the
background, analyze and then report
the story.
As a result, interesting business news
is just not available for a wide scope of
our viewers.
The Novosibirsk mass media, both
print and electronic, have a good tradition of cooperation with authorities. Local authorities do not tell journalists what
to do and do not insist on this or that angle of covering stories. We act as our own
internal censors. The professional environment in Novosibirsk allows the existence of this "censorship" because the level of preparation and inside organization
of journalists is high.
To be brief about Novosibirsk's TV content, the region has no channels which
report and analyze the work of Novosibirsk citizens. There are only local inserts

into federal network TV projects. These
contain news which sometimes is quite
professional, sometimes not. But there
are no specialists compiling the local program schedule. Unfortunately, all that is
done in Moscow. I cannot call a single
channel "Novosibirsk's own". Our city
only looks through the "windows" of its
network partners.
Regional investigation programs, documentaries and programs for children are
living their last days. There are only two
serious organizations here teaching children animation and creating T V programs. Children can learn to create and
write good scripts. The city helps them,
but the only outlets to show the results of
their work are festivals and contests.
Small TV production studios only execute
private orders and make mainly create
ads and presentations.

Television and radio
Projects of state television radio broadcasting company
Vesti Siberia
State Television Radio Broadcasting Company Novosibirsk has been producing Vesti Siberia for 15 years. The concept of the program is based on the fact that all the Siberian
residents are neighbors and are interested to know what is happening in the neighboring regions. Each program is devoted to a specific issue and representatives from different Siberian cities' exchange their views on air. The program is lively, even if the
subject matter at first seems non-controversial.
The program is aired twice a day, so it still remains our most technologically complicated project. Covering the district's life through a Siberian resident's life has made the
program a rating leader in spite of not being aired in prime time.
Siberian encyclopedia
The pride of the TV company is a six-year project called Siberian Encyclopedia. The name
of the program allows for a wide scope of subjects. The program is a weekly documentary about prominent people in the history of Novosibirsk, remarkable events, dates and
historical monuments. The value of this project lies in a possibility to capture on video
stories of the people who are no longer with us. Its wide scope of subjects requires
great research and analytical work. To do it efficiently this project is implemented by a
group of authors. Siberian Encyclopedia is compiled by people who are unique in their
talent, ideas and views on reality. They are a kind of a crack team from different mass
media-TV and print. Over the years we have aired more than 150 episodes of Siberian
Encyclopedia.

Andrey Sobolevsky, Director of FM-Project

Novosibirsk FM: survival of the fittest
The Novosibirsk market has been the focus of intense consolidation and change this year. Three quarters of all
USW/FM Novosibirsk radio stations now rely on program content from either Moscow or Petersburg radios.
Only 4 stations in the market produce Novosibirsk-only programs. The four main media holdings in the region
now control 96% of the weekly listening audience.
In July, Radio Melody closed. Radio 7
picked up this frequency, giving away its
own to a new station – Humor FM. In the
media business this is called frequency
"castling". The first "castle" was built with

the acquisition in spring-summer of 2007
of a Novosibirsk holding company Vybery
Radio! (Europe Plus, Radio of Siberia,
Radio Melody, Retro FM) by Moscow Regional Mediagroup. Its owner, Ivan Tavrin

is on a buying spree of media resources
throughout Russia. Two more stations,
Radio 7 and Radio Record, have been
snapped up by Prof-Media.

Novosibirsk radioholdings
% of weekly listening, considering several
stations taking into account that several
stations could have been mentioned

people

Uniton-Media: Radio Uniton, Russkoe Radio, DFM, Maximum

38.7

388,800

Vyberi Radio!: Europe Plus, Radio of Siberia, Radio 7, RetroFM

29.3

280,800

Prof-Media: Radio Record, Humor FM

14.3

137,600

Avtoradio + Energy

13.85

133,200

Media /advertising group
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Mass media
Boris Komarov, President of Group of Compamies Uniton-Media

Music radio leads the pack
Novosibirsk's media industry is vibrant and growing. On the FM dial there are 18 broadcasters. According to a
recent radio listeners' survey carried out by Media Soft (see the table), topping the airwaves were Radio Uniton,
Radio Shanson and Russkoye Radio (Russian Radio).
All three of these powerhouse broadcasters are fighting for the 16-35 young adult
audience who listen mostly to music radio. Also ranking high in the survey were
Dynamite FM, Radio Record, Radio Energy and Love Radio.
The competition is even more severe
among radio stations targeted at the 35
plus audience. Some stations are trying
to bridge the gap by trying to program to
both audiences or affiliate with a competing station.
The least competitive format niche is
news and information and information-

music broadcasting. New Radio of Novosibirsk, Classic Radio of Novosibirsk and
Radio Slovo, which depend on municipal
and regional authorities, are evident outsiders. Their tiny audiences are statistically insignificant and in some studies fail
to make any impact.
Everyone is watching to see how the revamped music format of Mayak FM on
100.0 FM plays out. The new music content of Mayak FM will be targeted at the
lucrative 35 plus market, according to
experts, and will focus on lesser known
but classic songs. The station hopes that

its new format will be a hit not only with
a more mature audience, but a more affluent one.
Forecasts that listeners would flock to
new internet radio stations have turned
out not to be true. Though regular internet users in Novosibirsk account for
15.7% of the 16+ market (according to
COMCON MediaMix), the internet's viability as a mass appeal radio channel is not
yet proven.

Novosibirsk FM radio ratings According to the results of listeners' survey (weekly, 16+)
Radio

FM/USW

Audience (%)

People

Website

Uniton

100.7 / 70.88

15.3

146, 400

www.r-uniton.ru

102.6

15

144,000

www.radiomir.info

Russkoye Radio

105.2 / 73.16

12.8

122,400

www.rusradio.nsk.ru

Europe Plus

103.2 / 72.44

12.1

116,400

www.europaplus.nsk.ru

Radio of Siberia

106.7 / 68.48

10.8

103,200

www.rsibiri.ru

Avtoradio

98.7

10.1

97,200

www.avtoradionsk.ru/avtosib.html

Radio Record

107.7

8.13

78,000

www.radiorecord.ru

D FM (Dynamite FM)

103.9

7.38

70,800

www.dinamitfm.ru

MW 576, USW 69.2

6.5

62,400

old.radiomayak.ru

Radio Melody

105.7

6.38

61,200

www.melodi.ru

Radio-7 – Na Semi Holmah
(On Seven Hills)

99.5

6.13

58,800

www.radio7.ru

Love Radio

106.2

4.63

44,400

www.loveradio.ru

Energy

99.1

3.75

36,000

www.energyfm.ru

Radio Maximum

96.2

3.25

31,200

www.maximum.ru

city network,
USW 71.27

1.75

16,800

–

Classic Radio – Novosibirsk

104.6

1.75

16,800

radio.nsktv.ru

Novoe Radio – Novosibirsk

101.4

1.38

13,200

www.novoe-radio.ru

Shanson

Mayak

Slovo (Word)

Source: (С) MediaSoft, May 2007
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Print media
Vadim Vorontzov, Chief Editor of Expert Siberia

Still looking forward to…
Novosibirsk is ripe for more business publications, but investors are cautious
Novosibirsk is the tail that wags the dog when it comes to the effect the capital city has on business media in the
Siberian Federal District. Only Novosibirsk has local editorial offices for regional supplements of Russia's leading business
newspapers – Vedomosti – Siberia and Commersant – Western Siberia. And Novosibirsk is the only city in the region where
successful local, Siberian business journals are published. There are a number of diversified business publications in neighboring
regions, but none are dedicated to the economy and business of all Siberia.

Although the advertising market of Novosibirsk is smaller than some of its neighbors, the city is a key financial and transport hub. Having an office here is the
most cost-effective way to allow companies to extend their reach throughout Siberia. A successful example of a regional
media project located in Novosibirsk is
the business weekly Continent Siberia,
published by Siberia Press.

Local business magazines
first appeared in 2005
Before 2003, local business news was
only carried by regional supplements of
daily Moscow newspapers. Vedomosti
had two pages of weekly Siberian news
in the form of an insert. Now Vedomosti

Siberia is becoming a daily newspaper.
Kommersant also has a daily supplement,
Western Siberia.
Expert Siberia was the first business
weekly about Siberian events which revived the local media market. Other business journals include Strategy of Success,
also a project of Siberia Press. For a long
time there was no magazine in the market that focused strictly on Novosibirsk
business. The first was Business Quarter Novosibirsk – a project of Ekaterinburg
publishing house Abak Press, that appeared in 2005.
News about business events and regional economic trends are also provided by information agencies. In Novosibirsk there
are correspondents, news bureaus and
even branches of large information agencies like Interfax-Siberia, Regnum, AK&M.

In my opinion, the media market of
Novosibirsk is ripe for more business
newspapers and magazines. The advertising market in the city and the region is
growing and readers look forward to new
projects with a great interest. Despite the
improving environment, there is still a
reluctance to begin new publications
here. There are four main reasons. The
first is that in Moscow there are not many
publishing houses interested in printing
regional supplements. Second, the advertising revenue and market volume in Novosibirsk are far less than in Moscow.
Third, maintaining an office here is quite
expensive. Finally, there is a serious
shortage of qualified professional media
managers who can make a regional
project profitable.
If these issues can be overcome, I believe that local businessmen and investors
will begin to publish a lot more regional
supplements, business newspapers and
magazines. The city is looking forward to
them.

Vadim VORONTZOV,
Chief Editor of Expert Siberia
Vadim Vorontzov is a graduate of the Historical
Faculty of Novosibirsk State Pedagogical University. He began his career with the journal Siberian Capital. Since April 2007 he has been working
at Expert-Siberia and now is its Chief Editor.
Expert-Siberia has been publishing in Novosibirsk
since 2003. In addition to its publications, the
company operates its own analytical service which
conducts exclusive industry surveys and ratings.
Expert-Siberia is distributed in all 16 regions of
the Siberian Federal District.
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TOURISM
AND ATTRACTIONS
Novosibirsk is a four season recreation
and tourist "paradise" but the sector
remains widely undeveloped.
Moscow and foreign hotel investors have
increased their interest in the Novosibirsk
hotel business.
There are more than ten restaurants/cafes
per 10,000 people. The largest increase
is establishments with 60 seats or more.
The number of summer cafes is rapidly
increasing.
On the whole about 60% of the Novosibirsk
residents prefer conventional lunches
costing not more than 100 rubles.
Novosibirsk has a rich cultural
environment, compared only
to Moscow and St Petersburg.

Tourism and attractions

Undiscovered tourism in the heart of Siberia
The Novosibirsk region offers a fascinating variety of experiences for the first-time or
well-traveled tourist. Nature lovers, hunters, skiers, rock hounds, spelunkers and
even bird-watchers will find their paradise. The lack of infrastructure however,
remains a serious brake on the ability of the region to become a destination of many
rather than few. Here's a review of the region's most active hotspots.

Health and sports resorts
The majority of Siberia's health resorts
began in Soviet times when every large
company maintained its "paradise place"
for employees' rest. There are dozens of
them that dot the banks of the region's
many rivers and lakes. Accommodations
and facilities range from rustic to contemporary, but there are no 5-star facilities.
In addition to offering a standard set
of medical treatments, some resorts now
focus on corporate needs providing meeting places for various events, conferences, seminars, symposiums and banquets.
There are fewer sports resorts in the region, but most offer a wide range of both
indoor and outdoor activities-from bowling and tennis to hiking and riding. For
outdoor enthusiasts, sports resorts provide an outstanding experience because
of the area's exceptional natural beauty.
Mountain skiing is becoming especially popular in Novosibirsk. Though there
are no high mountains in the region and
the peaks of the Salairsky range in the
South-East region do not exceed 500 meters, there are plenty of opportunities for

active winter sports. Novosibirsk mountain skiers and snowboarders are ready to
ski and ride even in the center of the city.

River rafting and nature tourism
In spring, local outfitters take full advantage of the fast-moving Berd and Inya rivers to provide adventure tourists with
exciting rafting experiences.
The south-west region is famous for its
many salt water lakes and is also known
as a birder's paradise. The most popular
lake is Chany, the largest in the Western
Siberia, and seventh largest in Russia. Chany and other lakes in the Barabinsk plain
are also home to many migratory birds –
one can even meet a flamingo on its banks.

Trekking, alpine climbing
and spelunking
The Novosibirsk region is also famous for
trekking and alpine climbing as well as
cave exploring (spelunking). The pristine
Altai and Pamir areas attract most of these

tourists. Closer to Novosibirsk there are
a trio of fascinating small caves – Novososedovskaya, in the Iskitimsky district,
Barsukovskaya, in the Maslyaninsky district and Isylinskaya, in Toguchinsky.

Investment opportunities
There are intriguing investment opportunities in the region. One example is the
town of Chichaburg, dating back to the
9th century BC. It was discovered by archeologists on Lake Chicha near Novosibirsk, 12km from Zdvinsk. It remains
well-off the tourist track but could easily
become a destination of interest.
Russian and Western experts agree
that the Novosibirsk region and Siberia in
general lack a well-developed tourist infrastructure. Part of the reason is due to
the region's geographic location, its environmental extremes and its winter.
As a four season attraction, the region
has enormous potential not only as a
hunting, fishing, hiking, skiing paradise
but also as an exciting destination for ecotourism, adventure tourism and health
tourism.
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Sights and memorable places
Mountain skiing
Activity

Service

Website

Albatros

Located in Novosibirsk. A small run of a medium complexity, one lift. Elevation changes are about
50 meters. Cafe, equipment rental, instructors

www.turizm.ngs.ru/ski/nso/

Gorny

Near the village of Gorny (about 100 km from Novosibirsk). Two trails. 700 and 800 meters of
medium complexity. One lift. Equipment rental. Instructors, cafe, paid parking

www.turizm.ngs.ru/ski/nso/

Inia

Located over the Inia River on the Kluch-Kamyshenskoe plateau. Four mountain skiing trails from
380 to 550 meters long. Two lifts. Equipment rent, cafe, bar, first-aid post, parking, instructors

www.inia.ru

Kluchi

9 km from Akademgorodok. Three trails for mountain skiing 1,400 meters long and a snowboard
track. Two lifts. Equipment rent, first-aid post, cafe, kebab houses, luggage rooms, sauna,
parking, cross country trail, skating rink

www.zima.neokom.ru

Koltzovo

In the village of Koltzovo (20 km from the center of Novosibirsk). Central (about 400 meters) and www.turizm.ngs.ru/ski/nso/
bypass (about 200 metres) trails. Elevation changes are about 43 meters. One lift. Skies and
snowboard rentals, cafe, parking

Mountain

Not far from Akademgorodok. Two side hills, four slides. One lift. Ski and snowboard rentals.
Instructors, skating rink, skates and skies rent, cafe

www.turizm.ngs.ru/ski/nso/

On Gorskaya

Novosibirsk, the left bank of the Ob, not far from the metro bridge. Snowboard trails for
beginners, high mountain trails. Elevation changes are 42 meters. Elevators. Cafe, skies and
boards rent

www.snb.sib.ru/

Novososedovo

130 km from Novosibirsk, in the spurs of the Salairsky range. 4 mountain ski trails up to 1600
meters with elevation change of 230 meters. Three lifts. Equipment rental, parking. Hotel
accommodating for a maximum of 28 people

www.novososedovo.ru

Pihtovy greben

In the spurs of the Salairsky range. Two trails. Elevation changes are 120 meters. One lift. Hotel,
sauna, equipment rental, cafe.

www.touracademy.ru/index.php?
action=topics&menu_id=
350&page_id=349

Yurmanka

First opened in December 2006. Located in Maslyaninsky district. The mountain is 388 meters
above sea level. Four trails from 560 to 1000 meters, with elevation change of 157 meters. On
the Western slope there are small trails for newcomers and children. One lift. Ski and snowboard
rentals, hotel, cafe, bar, restaurant, presentation hall, first-aid post. In February 2007 the
Russian mountain skiing championship took place here

www.jurmanka.fis.ru

Porter's five-forces analysis
Supplier power
Supplier power in this industry is weak. There really are no "suppliers" of tourists, and all tourist centers face
the same supply threats from increases in travel costs due to high fuel prices, as well as economic slowdowns
which affect people's ability to afford to travel.
Threat of new entrants
Within the "tourism industry" in Novosibirsk, the threat of new entrants is low. The sector is hugely underdeveloped, and could stand a great deal of investment in hotels, resorts, ski-lodges, etc…
Substitutes
As previously mentioned, there are plenty of travel destinations in Siberia, not to mention of the rest of Russia,
thus the threat of substitutes remains very high.
Buyer power
Buyer power is high initially, when deciding whether or not to visit Novosibirsk, but then drops due to lack of
quality hotels, and other choices.
Rivalry
Rivalry between Siberian cities is medium to high, while rivalry within the tourism industry in Novosibirsk itself is
low to medium. The industry could use some more big players, and has been historically overlooked in the region.
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Tourism and attractions
Boris Mezdrich, Director of the Novosibirsk State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre

Theatre is becoming more popular
Novosibirsk is endowed with a musical complex unique in Siberia. This complex includes a conservatoire, a
choreography school, an opera and ballet theatre, a musical comedy theatre, a philharmonic hall and a musical
college. The largest diamond in this necklace is the Novosibirsk State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre.
The Novosibirsk Opera and Ballet Theatre was opened on May 12, 1945 with the
play Ivan Susanin. This autumn it starts
its sixty-third season. The building which
houses the theatre was built before the
WWII. It was originally planned to house
a scientific and cultural center with libraries, exhibition halls and performance
spaces. At that time, the state policy was
focused on creating a proletarian cultural center. In 1963 the Novosibirsk theatre
was the first provincial theaters to receive
the status of an academic theatre.
The beginning of the 1990s was a
tough time for us like for everybody else.
But the theatre managed to get through
this time of uncertainty and in 2001 its
general reconstruction took place. It was
the first serious reconstruction since the
theatre was built. In addition to repairing the building and rooms, all obsolete
equipment was replaced with new computer-based equipment. The funding for
the renovation and repair was partially
financed from the federal budget and
from the regional and city budgets. In
December 2005 we celebrated the completion of all the work by a festive concer t attended by Russian President
Vladimir Putin.
Boris MEZDRICH, Director of the Novosibirsk
State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre
Director of the Novosibirsk State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre. In 1999 Mr. Mezdrich
was awarded the title of honored cultural worker of the Russian Federation. He graduated from
the Novosibirsk State University's School of Geology and geophysics in 1972. In 1980 Mr.
Mezdrich was appointed Deputy Director of Gorky
Vladivostok Drama Theatre. In 1987 he was appointed Director of the Vladivostok theatre for
Young Spectators. Between 1989 and 2001 Mr.
Mezdrich directed the Omsk Academic drama
Theatre. Since 2001 Mr. Mezdrich has been the
head of the Novosibirsk State Academic Opera
and Ballet Theatre. Under his leadership the theatre has won numerous awards, including top
honors at the National Golden Mask Festival.
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Theatre's latest and best performances
2000: the opera Young David by V. Kobekin. It won the Performance of the Year diploma from the
Musical Review newspaper
2001: the opera Carmen by Bizet. It won the Performance of the Year diploma from the Musical
Review newspaper
2002: the ballet Coppelia by L. Delibes. It won the Best Ballet Performance award at the Golden
Mask National Festival
2003: the opera Life with an Idiot by A. Schnitke. It was a laureate in three different categories at
the Golden Mask National Festival, including a nomination for Best Opera.
2005: The opera Aida by Verdi. It was laureate in four nominations at the Golden Mask national
festival, including the Best Opera nomination
Today the theatre features a complete array of artistic teams, including ballet dancers, opera singers, an orchestra, a chorus
and a large number of workshops making
scenery and costumes. The theatre employs
840 people. The theatre often participates
in the national Golden Mask Festival and is
often a finalist at this event. Although the
awards received at such festivals do not
have any material value, they enhance the
reputation of our artists, our theatre and
our performances. As a result, our artists
perform throughout Siberia, in Moscow
and even abroad.
70% of our current funding comes from
the federal budget, the balance is raised by
the theatre through ticket sales, advertising and handbills and leasing its premises.
Our policy is only to lease our premises for
performances. These may include concerts
of classical music, ballet performances as

well as concerts with the participation of
leading opera singers and ballet dancers.
We're interested in increasing our profitability and in strengthening our theater's
image. With this goal in mind we are currently expanding our marketing activity.
One of our recent initiatives is the publication of the Siberian Coliseum newspaper. It is published on a regular basis and
is distributed not only inside the theatre
but also by way mailing it to the home addresses of frequent visitors to our theatre
who live in our city and in other cities of
Russia. We are currently in process of improving our ticket distribution system.
We're planning to build a chain of theatre
ticket offices around the city and launch a
system of electronic sales. We also plan to
establish a permanent free bus connection
with Akademgorodok to attract spectators
from this growing town.

Tourism and attractions
Analysis: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

The hotel business needs to modernize
The hotel business in Novosibirsk has changed little over the decades. The city still lags far behind international standards. Out of
40 properties only seven can be considered three-star hotels.

Business class
hotel development
According to Russia's hotel classification, a business class hotel is a hotel
that has not less than three stars. It
means a hotel should have single and
double rooms, breakfast included in
the room fare, a bathroom, a telephone
and a T V set in each room. Every business class hotel has 16 departments.
Business class hotels are the most
popular hotels all over the world. In
Novosibir sk , t he room rate for one

night in a business class hotel varies
from 2,500 r ubles (around $100) to
8,500 rubles ($335) depending on the
room category.
At the moment, the most promising
trend of development in Novosibirsk's
hotel business is upgrading of existing
hotels and construction of new threeand four-star hotels. Moscow and foreign investors have become more interested in Novosibirsk. One of the main
hindrances that potential investors face
is the unpredictable jumps in the price
of land in the city's centre.

Hotel List
Hotel Name

Website

Number of Rooms

4 Komnaty (4 Rooms)

www.four-rooms.ru

55 Shirota (55th Latitude)

www.latitude55.ru

Garden Apple

www.garden-apple.ru

11

Garant

www.nskgarant.narod.ru

30 (apartments)

Hotel EURO

www.hotel-euro.ru

4

Deluxe

www.hoteldeluxe.ru

6

Dom Ohotnika

www.dom-ohotnika.ru

6

Zolotaya Dolina (Golden Valley)

www.gold-valley.ru

148

Zolotoe Runo (Golden Fleece)

www.runo.ru

6

Zolotoy Lev (Golden Lion)

www.goldenleo.ru

23

Kirovsky

www.kirowskiy.ru

14

Naberezhnaya

www.naberegnaja.ru

Novosibirskaya

www.hotelfree.ru

320

Oktyabrskaya

–

33

Paris

–

12

Prestige

–

17

River Park Ob

www.riverpark.ru

294

Severnaya

–

128

Sem Pyatnits (Seven Fridays)

–

7

Sibir

–

250

Sosnovy Bor

–

20

Usadba

usadba.sibirinfo.ru

4

Tsentralnaya

–

183

Electron

–

11

Yakutia

–

15
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Staff training is needed,
but expensive
A lack of qualified hotel personnel also
stif les development. The cost for training of one manager abroad (in Europe)
averages $10,000. The profit levels of
most local market players are insufficient to train their personnel abroad.
Hotel owners who want to bring their
properties up to international standards will have to address these quality
and service issues.

Recent developments
Although local f irms and companies
from other regions regularly announce
plans to build or reconstruct hotels, in
reality only a few projects have been
launched. After two years of construction, several modern hotel complexes,
including a four-st ar hotel, will be
opened next year. The project is being
d e ve l o p e d b y a B r i t i s h c o m p a n y,
London&Regional Proper ties. While
some experts believe the capital of Siberia does not need a lot of hotels because it has so few tourists, others feel
that good business hotels are needed to
further enhance its status as the economic center of the region.

Public catering businesses

Restaurants and cafes offer wide choice to newly affluent diners
When it comes to restaurants, cafes and bars, Novosibirsk has more choice than any other city of the Siberian federal district.
The city has approximately 1,500 cafes and restaurants. In 2005 Novosibirsk had 10 food outlets per 10,000 people. The
development focus has been on restaurants that seat 60 or more people.

Novosibirsk boasts an increasingly diverse
variety of cafes and restaurants. Cafes
have the biggest share of the market
(40%), restaurants come next (30%) followed by bars (20%). Cafes, restaurants
and bars are the most popular places
among Novosibirsk's citizens. During the
last five years the number of eating establishments increased by 311. Today Novosibirsk has dining facilities to accommodate 51 out of 1,000 people.

From summer cafes
to ethnic restaurants
The number of summer cafes is growing
tremendously. Since 2002 it has increased
by 30%. The owners of such cafes try to
expand the cafes' area as much as possible
to be able to accommodate more clients.
To attract more visitors, owners have
started to pay more attention not only to
the food quality but to the design, quality
and range of services.
One of the most rapidly developing
tendencies in Novosibirsk's restaurant
business is ethnic restaurants. The demand for Japanese cuisine is a good example of this.

Canteens are coming back in vogue,
but today they are very different from
what they used to be. Novosibirsk has socalled European canteens, such as Vilka
Lozhka (Fork Spoon) and Food Master.
These attract large volumes of customers
every day.
Competition in this market is very high,
Novosibirsk's restaurant business is growing all the time and restaurants struggle
not only to attract customers but also to
gain a good reputation. In terms of importance, customers rate food quality (71.3%)
and the quality of service (28.7%).
Another new trend in the restaurant
business is providing services for students.
In 2006 a new project was launched on
providing students with municipal discount cards that will allow them to have
lunch in one of the participating restaurants and get a 15% discount.

Fast-food out of favor
The consumer demand for eateries' services depends mainly on the monthly income of the population. Around 50% of
Novosibirsk's population earns from four
to eight thousand rubles (from $160 to

$320) and 33.4% of Novosibirsk's citizens
earn between eight and ten thousand rubles ($320 and $400) a month. It means
that today there is probably not a single
eatery in Novosibirsk that would be affordable to everyone.
People with lower incomes prefer places that offer traditional food at a medium
price while well-off people go to places
that provide a variety of special dishes.
The age of clients also plays an important
role. For example clients between 30 and
35 years old prefer complicated and exotic cuisine even if prices are high. Young
people between 15 and 20 choose less
expensive food.
In general around 60% of Novosibirsk's citizens prefer traditional meals
that cost no more than 100 rubles ($4).
Around 30% of the Novosibirsk's population chooses exotic cuisine. 11.2% prefer burgers and hot-dogs at no more than
40 rubles ($1.50). 46% of Novosibirsk's
citizens visit eateries nearly every day
while 12% do not go to food places at all.
Given the diversity of choice and the
hunger to try new food, the restaurant
business in Novosibirsk has a very promising future.

Restaurant chains, cafes and canteens
Name of Establishment

Website

Activity

Rosinter – www.sibrosinter.ru
Il Patio

http://il-patio.rosinter.ru/?city=nvs

Restaurant, billiards, catering

Moka-Loka

http://moka-loka.rosinter.ru/?city=nvs

2 coffee shops

Planeta Sushi

http://planet-sushi.rosinter.ru/?city=nvs

2 restaurants

Rosticks

–

3 fast-food restaurants

Sibirskaya Korona

http://siberian-crown.rosinter.ru/?city=nvs

Restaurant

Food Master – www.food-master.ru
Vilka Lozhka

www.vilka-lojka.ru

5 canteens

Grill Master

www.food-master.ru/idea/grill-master.php

Fast-food restaurant

Zhili Byli

www.jili-bili.ru

8 restaurants and taverns

Lunch Cafe

www.food-master.ru/idea/lunch_cafe.php

Cafe

Macaroni

www.maccaroni.ru

Restaurant

Pizza-Pasta

www.food-master.ru/idea/pizza.php

Fast-food restaurant

Fresh

www.food-master.ru/idea/fresh.php

Japanese restaurant
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Name of Establishment
BeerMug
Peoples
Angar
Western
Garage
TV bar, karaoke bar
Depo
New York Pizza
Solntsepek
China Town
Bely Zal
Diner
Kuzina
Mandarin
New York Cafe
New York Pizza
New York Times
Old Irish
PUB 501
Rock City
Safari
Sushi-Yama
Shansonie
Allegro-Food
Korea
Lunch Time
Povareshka
4th Period
Aladdin
Beloe Solntse
Shelkovy Put
Shamrock
Kofemolka
Kavkazskaya Plennitsa
Coffee-Terra
Serp i Molot
Sushi-Terra
St. Patrick’s Nest
Traveler’s Coffee
Vostok-Zapad
Gorodok
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Website
Restorator – www.restorator.su
–
–
–
–
www.garagebar.by.ru
–
–
www.nyp.restorator.su
www.restorator.su/solntsepek/solntsepek.html
–
Banzai
www.bzal.ru
–
–
–
–
–
–
Conquest
www.oldIrish.ru
–
www.rockcity.ru
www.safari.nsk.ru
www.teppan.ru
–
Allegro-Food
–
–
–
–
Vostochny Dvor
www.4period.cf1.ru
www.aladdin.cf1.ru
www.white-sun.cf1.ru
www.silk-way.cf1.ru
Septima
www.shamrock.ru
–
Ruskom
–
–
–
–
–
Traveler’s Coffee
www.travelerscoffee.ru
Vostok-Zapad
–
–

Activity
Beer bar
4 grill bars and TV bars
TV bar
Bar
телебар, караоке бар
Бар
Bar
5 fast-food restaurants, catering
2 pancake places
2 cafes, catering, Chinese cuisine
Restaurant
Cafe
Pastry shop, 3 fast-food restaurants
Fast-food restaurant
5 coffee shops
10 fast-food restaurants
Bar
Beer bar
Bar
Club
Restaurant
Restaurant
Coffee shop
2 fast-food restaurants
Cafe
2 fast-food restaurants
2 canteens
Sports bar
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant
4 coffee shops
Shashlik place
4 coffee shops
Bar
3 coffee shops
Bar
5 coffee shops
2 cafes
Cafe

Public catering businesses
Christiano Ventury, Chef, Roman Holidays restaurant

Explore Italian culture without a visa
All countries have different dining traditions varying from region to region. Italy is famous for its long dining
ceremonies, where people spend all evening in a restaurant to enjoy the food. In the USA, business is first
priority and a visit to a restaurant takes half an hour and is dedicated mostly to business affairs.
The outstanding feature of Japanese culture is one-dish meal. The restaurant business in Moscow is developing
at fast pace because the capital attracts people from all over the world. Though it's more difficult to open restaurants
in Novosibirsk, as the number of people is smaller, we have enough steady customers who appreciate the Italian culture we create
in our restaurant.

Christiano VENTURY,
Chef, Roman Holidays restaurant
Chef Ventury graduated from Panzini, the famous Italian Culinary School connected with
Italian Cuisine Academy. He became a member of the NATIONAL COOK ASSOCIATION and
YOUNG ITALIAN COOKS FEDERATION. Mr.
Ventuty worked at one of the most popular
hotels in Rome, the BRISTOL. He also has
won two Michelin honors and has 26-years
experience. There are a lot of restaurants
in Italy that have opened with his assistance.
Roman Holidays is the first restaurant in
Russia to open with the participation of Chef
Ventury. He is an ambassador of Italian cuisine all over the world

In 2006 I came to Novosibirsk as a member of Italian Guild of Chefs. The atmosphere of Novosibirsk and its citizens impressed me a lot. It's always a pleasure
for me to discover new places in the
world. Each place has its own certain
particularities.
For example, it's a tradition in Russia
to order a salad, a dish and a lot of drinks.
However my aim is to introduce Italian
cuisine to our visitors. Almost every city
in Italy has its unique culinary history and
I try to explain all these peculiarities to
customers at the Roman Holidays restaurant. This is why all of our ingredients are
delivered directly from Italy: fresh fish,
meat, herbs, paprika and even sugar. To
show all the variety of regional dishes I
change the menu every 16–17 days. Each
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new menu represents a different region:
Lombardy, Sicilia etc.
It's my pleasure to talk to Roman Holidays customers and to advise them on dishes, explaining the unique character of each
of them. It's an important part of my job. If
a person doesn't know what he is eating
it's almost a waste of time. To educate the
staff to be good at talking to customers,
my first priority is to spend a lot of time
teaching them about Italian cuisine.
I'm very excited to work in Roman
Holidays. We have a beautifully designed
interior and authentic Italian atmosphere: Rome, Venetia, an Italian patio
and village. Traditional Italian music
gives the final touch to the restaurant
and creates the atmosphere that makes
me feel at home.
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Tourism and attractions
Christopher Tara-Browne, owner and General Director of Traveler's Coffee chain

Growing coffee consumption helps Russia's image
According to statistics, the yearly consumption of coffee in the US totals 6.5kg per capita, in Denmark and
Finland - as much as 8-9 kg per capita. Against these figures coffee consumption in Russia is virtually zero.
The annual per capita intake of this fragrant beverage in Russia is estimated at a modest 500-600g. Russian
consumers traditionally prefer home-made tea to cappuccino, prepared by a professional barista.
The American coffee market is based on
well-established traditions. You can hardly imagine an office without a coffee machine or a business talk without a cup of
coffee. In Russia this tendency appears to
be quite new. Besides, in the US it is common to have a place other than home or
workplace where a person can relax and
feel part of the community. A coffeehouse
is a good example of the so-called "third
place". Thus, the mission of our company
is to bring that "third place" and its atmosphere into Russia.
Apart from being a center of social intercourse, alcohol-free coffee shops set
the pattern of healthy lifestyle. Up to now
many foreigners have avoided Russia due
to the strong and long-lasting stereotype
about Russian intemperance in drink. But
the establishment of various coffeehouse
chains in Novosibirsk, which are growing
in popularity, provide a sound alternative
to end this myth. Now Russians - and Siberians are no exception - increasingly opt
to spend their free time in a coffeehouse,
a comfortable and civilized, yet democratic venue.
The operation of Traveler's Cof fee
chain in Russia shows that there is no difference whatsoever between Russian people and people from Europe or the US.
Russia is a country of immense potential;
it has all the resources necessary to make
Russian products highly competitive. Our

business helps create a favorable impression of Russia in the west and thus promotes Russia's development.
I believe that the general advance of
coffee culture in Russia is beneficial for
everyone - those, who participate in coffee market as well as those, who consume
the product. That is why we regard other
coffeehouse chains as our colleagues,
rather than rivals. In fact, we all have one
goal - to create a common market of highquality coffee in Russia.
Only a year ago no one could imagine
Russian roasted coffee could actually
compete with European coffee brands.
And yet, today many connoisseurs of the
divine beverage choose coffee, roasted in
Russia, not in Italy, or some other European country. My forecast is that the
fame of Russian culinary tradition will
sweep through the whole world like the
fame of Russian art did one hundred
years earlier.
Today Novosibirsk is home to numerous coffeehouse chains with a good name,
including Coffee House, Kofemolka (Coffee Mill), Coffee-Terra and others. However our company rank s f irst in t he
number of outlets, we have 11 coffee
shops in Novosibirsk. We were the first
Novosibirsk coffee shop business to introduce franchising as a form of business
expansion. Another reason why our business stands out against all similar busi-

General information
In 1996 US resident Christopher Tara-Browne came to Novosibirsk for the first time and found it a
surprisingly grey city. There was no place where he could relax and spend some time with a cup of good
coffee. That was when the idea of establishing a coffeehouse chain in this city of great opportunities
emerged. First his wife backed the idea, later Tara-Browne found potential business partners. In September 1997 the business plan was already drawn up, but the severe financial crisis of 1998 halted
the project and made Tara-Browne's partners give up the plan. Determined to follow up his intentions,
Tara-Browne sought help of his ex-compatriot Eric Shogren, whose fast-food chain was well-established in Novosibirsk by then. On 24th February 2000 the first Traveler's Coffee outlet was opened in
the premises of a restaurant. At first Traveler's Coffee could hardly be called a real coffee shop, it
rather looked like an espresso-bar. But when the company opened it fourth coffeehouse "Na Gagarinskoy" ("In Gagarin Street") it was an independent business with its own coffee production.
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nesses is that we sell coffee beans purchased from reliable coffee farmers and
have roasting operations in Novosibirsk.
We even sell our coffee to other coffeehouses. And we don't mind if other coffee shops open in the same area where we
have shops. Our only true competitors are
companies which sell instant coffee varieties. But we work in different market
niches; Traveler's Coffee does not aim to
compete with the producers of instant
cof fee. Comparing the quality of our
brewed products to instant coffee and hot
water is out of the question.
Selling organic coffee is a philosophy
in itself, an operation that covers the
whole world. When we drink a cup of rich
organic coffee we provide for people, who
live and work in Third World countries.
We are one of the companies that sells
high-quality product and distributes the
profits between all those who participate
in the process of its creation. That is why
organic coffee businesses were the first to
implement the concept of Fair Trade
which is based on such key principles as
buying coffee in developing countries at
a fair price, adherence to international
labor standards and others.
Profit is not our only objective, we
think about the long term implications
our coffee makes before it is served to
our customers. This cycle involves 86
pairs of hands, which deal with our coffee- from the person, who plants a coffee tree to the person, who fills a cup of
fragrant espresso.

SWOT

Strengths
Novosibirsk's position at the junction Trans-Siberian railway and the
Turkistan-Siberian Railway attracts many travelers and is a good jumping off point for those wishing to continue on to Central Asia.
The city and region offers real four season opportunities-from hiking in
beautiful taiga forests, fishing and river rafting to downhill skiing and
exploring the mystical Altai Mountains.
Business class hotels are making significant improvements in the quality of services they offer by sending their managers to be trained abroad.
Novosibirsk's largest hotels are Siberia, Novosibirsk and the River Park
Ob Hotel.
As the region's affluence grows, the restaurant and retail sector improves. At present there are almost 1,500 players in the cafe/restaurant market and new segments are developing such as fast-food outlets, food-courts and catering.
Weaknesses
The infrastructure for tourists in Novosibirsk is weak. Many of the
sanatoria and other resorts which dot the countryside are throwbacks
to Soviet times.
The sector has poor marketing making it difficult for tourists to learn
about and visit such local attractions as the Railroad Museum, which
among other interesting things houses the wagon which carried Admiral Kolchak, one of the leaders of the White Russian forces, and the
Museum of Archeology and Ethnography which houses the famous and
controversial "Altai Princess".
Novosibirsk hotels do not meet world standards for service. Room
quality of rooms at many hotels is inadequate to market needs. Too
few hotels invest in personnel training. Constructing new hotels requires significant investment and the payback takes a long time.
New hotel construction rates are low in Novosibirsk.
Commercial real estate rents are very high in Novosibirsk. Concentration of cafes and restaurants in the city center is about to reach its
critical mass. There are also a lot of administrative barriers (fire safe-

ty and sanitary requirements) hindering the development of the restaurant business. There is lack of trained restaurant specialists in the
local market.
Opportunities
Eco and Adventure tourism worldwide is increasing, and Novosibirsk
and the region offer outstanding experiences for both groups.
Tourist interest in Novosibirsk is growing. Though still numerically small,
the flow of foreign tourists is increasing by 50% to 100% each year.
The dramatic growth of S7 Airlines, which has a key hub in Novosibirsk, along with the impressive expansion and modernization of Tolmachevo International Airport, means that Novosibirsk is increasingly
easy to reach as a travel and holiday destination.
The regional hotel business has started to develop: in 2008 several
new modern hotels will be ready for occupancy. Interest in the Novosibirsk hotel business on the part of Moscow and international investors
is also growing.
Threats
The major threat to Novosibirsk's tourism industry is that lack of investment and lack of support will cause people visiting Siberia to choose
other travel destinations such as Lake Baikal, Tomsk and mountainous
Altai.
Lack of well-trained, qualified customer service personnel in hotel, airline and related travel service fields.
Unpredictable jumps in the price of land in the city's center are a significant obstacle for both domestic and foreign potential investors.
Even at peak tourist periods, Novosibirsk's three largest hotels are at
60-70% of their full capacity.
Competition in the restaurant market is very high. Moscow-based and
other "foreign" brands are making a significant impact on the local restaurant market creating their own networks of eateries.
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TOMSK – SPECIAL
INNOVATION ZONE
Tomsk ranks first in the Siberian Federal
District for science and research spending.
The Tomsk region is one of four cities
in Russia to win RF support to set up
a special economic zone (SEZ)
for developing innovative projects.
Only Moscow is ahead of Tomsk in terms
of student concentration. There are six state
higher educational establishments, a large
number of commercial higher educational
establishments and divisions of other cities'
universities.
The Tomsk region has the highest
percentage of employees with higher
and secondary education in Russia.
There are 151 researchers per 10,000
economically active people (Russia has 69;
the UK, 55; the US, 61 and Japan, 102).
Tomsk has five business incubators; eight
offices of development commercialization;
five IT centers; centers for patent support
for innovative projects and the RTTN
(Russian Technology Transfer Network).

Tomsk – special innovation zone
Nikolay Badulin, Chairman of the Board of Directors of FiBrGroup

Tomsk, the city of science, is on the move
Present-day Tomsk is a real city of science. It currently ranks first among the cities of Siberian Federal District in
science and research spending. The city is home to six state universities and a great many commercial
institutions of higher education and university divisions. Tomsk is ahead of all other cities, except Moscow, in
the percentage of its population that are students.
Tomsk was founded in 1604 under a decree from Russian Tsar Boris Godunov.
The city stands on the right bank of the
Tom River, 60km from the point where
the Tom flows into the Ob. Today Tomsk
is a regional center with rich historical
heritage, a bright outlook for economic
development and attractive for investment. The 316,900 square kilometers territory of the Tomsk Region comprises 16
regions and 6 cities.

A diverse economic base
The region's key industries are forest
products, oil and mechanical engineering
and metal working. The region is rich in
mineral resources and raw materials; only
a half of the region's geological oil and gas
reserves have been explored so far. The
region also has the second largest peat
resources in Russia. Apart from that, 12
metalliferous deposits, which contain
iron, titanium, zirconium, scandium, kaNikolay BADULIN,
Chairman of Board of Directors
of innovative asset management company
FiBrGroup, Ph.D. in Engineering
In 1985, Mr. Badulin graduated from Tomsk Institute of Construction Engineering with high
academic distinction. He opted to receive the
second higher education and, in 1997 graduated
from North-West Academy of Public Administration; in 2006, he graduated from the Academy
of National Economy with a degree in economics.
He has carried out research at Leningrad Polytechnical University and at the research and production firm Turbotekhnika, operated by NATI association. In 1993 he headed the investment financial company Samotlor-Invest, headquartered
in Nizhnevartovsk; in 2005 he assumed his current position at the Tomsk-based innovative asset management company FiBrGroup, which he
founded. Since 2006 he has been lecturing at
the West-Siberian Division of Russian State University of Innovative Technology and Entrepreneurship.
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olin, copper and other metals, have been
discovered in the region.
Forestland covers about 60% of the territory. Coniferous wood accounts for a
half of all timber sources. The most valuable wood species include cedar wood,
whitewood, pinewood and larchwood. It
is no surprise the Tomsk Region if often
called 'The Land of Cedars'.

tion employees; 151 of every 10,000 people of economically active population are
engaged in research work (Russian average is 69 people, the UK average – 55 people, the US average – 61 people, Japanese
average – 102 people).

Science, education
funding is a priority

The research and scientific work, carried
out in Tomsk yields more than dust-collecting piles of papers, it really benefits
and promotes the economy of the region.
The contribution of scientific-educational complex into gross regional product
(GRP) is exceeds 7%. Each year sees the
establishment of 20–25 new innovative
enterprises, and each year the output of
science-intensive products in the region
rises by some 40%.
Tomsk's infrastructure is one of the
best developed in Russia. There are half
a dozen business incubators, eight technology commercialization offices, five
centers for information and technology,
several centers providing patent information services for the development of innovative projects and the Russian Technology Transfer Network.

But the region's true potential lies in its
innovation opportunities – the development of IT, biotechnology, scientific-educational complexes and specific sectors
of the so-called 'new economy'.
The Tomsk Region boasts a number of
favorable factors needed to foster innovation. First of all is the region's high scientific potential, supported by a welltrained workforce, continuous development of innovation infrastructure and
abundant natural resources.
Present-day Tomsk is a real city of science. The amount spent on science and education within the region is comparable
with annual sales of major industries.
Tomsk currently ranks first among the cities of Siberian Federal District in science
and research spending. Tomsk is home to
six state universities and a great many commercial institutions of higher education and
university divisions. Tomsk is ahead of all
other cities, except Moscow, in the percentage of its population that are students. This
ensures the city and the region with a steady
inflow of young skilled staff.
The city is proud of its numerous R&D
establishments and technological institutes,
including Tomsk Scientific Center of Russian Academy of Sciences Siberian Division.
Tomsk is the wellspring of Russia's world
class science: it ranks third, following Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, in the number
of people working for a doctorate, and is
clearly number one in the percentage of
people with doctoral degrees.
The Tomsk Region also boasts the largest share of secondary and higher educa-

Science-intensive production
grew 40% this year

New SEZ encourages
private investment
It is obvious that Tomsk offers singular
opportunities for the integration of education, science and production. The concentration of these unique attributes enabled the Tomsk Region to win the RF
competition to establish a Special Economic Zone of technology-innovation
(SEZ). When completed, the SEZ will be
a powerful stimulus to attract additional
investments into innovative projects. Potential investors will be encouraged to
invest in SEZ enterprises by receiving tax
and rental concessions, low-interest
loans, state guarantees, subsidies, public
investments and various forms of non-financial support.

Developing the SEZ
Vladimir Prets, head of the Tomsk Region Territorial Department of Federal Agency for Special Economic Zones

"The zone of access"
Tomsk was among four winners of the all-Russian competition to establish a Special Economic Zones (SEZ).
The activities within the Tomsk SEZ will be focused on new materials and nanotechnology, IT and electronic
engineering, medical science and biotechnology. The Tomsk SEZ is expected to provide a creative environment
for the implementation of high-technology projects in the world market. Both Russian and foreign innovation-oriented
businesses and research organizations are able to participate in the Tomsk SEZ.

At present, the Tomsk SEZ is focusing on
infrastructure and its first plant units; at
the same time SEZ authorities are developing feasible strategies for attracting
potential residents. The goal is for the
SEZ to create a favorable economic climate to encourage entrepreneurial activities and further high-technology businesses. The SEZ will also work to ensure
liberal regulatory practices as well as
considerable duty and tax relief to allow
resident companies to reduce their expenses by 30–40%.
Under RF Federal Law, business activities of the "technology-innovative type"
includes development and marketing of
sci-tech products with subsequent industrial application; the development of
software products, data collecting, data
processing and data transmission systems and systems of distributed computing. Resident companies will be expected develop and support such products
and systems.
The physical plan for the Tomsk SEZ
was prepared by the Moscow-based architectural firm, ABD Architects. Numerous experts from the US, Great Britain
Vladimir PRETS,
head of the Tomsk Region Territorial
Department of Federal Agency for SEZ
Mr. Prets graduated from Tomsk Polytechnic
University with a degree in engineering physics.
Since 1975 he has been engaged in research as
the Director of Engineering Center at the Tomsk
Automation and Electromechanics Research Institute. In 1990 he established the first Science
and Technology Park. In 1995 he founded Siberian Center of Logistics. Since 2006 he has been
in charge of the Tomsk Region Territorial Department of Federal Agency for SEZ.

and France participated in developing
the plan... The total budget investment
for the Tomsk SEZ project – primarily in
the construction of infrastructure – is
estimated at 15 billion rubles ($588m)
over the next 3 years.
The Tomsk SEZ consists of two sites totaling 283 hectares. The Southern site is
located near Tomsk Alademgorodok (Academic Town), the Northern – near Kuzovlev Highway.
In 2006, the first resident of Tomsk
SEZ, Sibur Nef tekhim, began two
projects within the Northern site aimed
at creating new production methods for
ultra high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMW-PE) and titanium-magnesium
catalyst. The first UHMW-PE production
facility is already in operation. The construction of titanium-magnesium catalyst production facility is at its final
stage. In 2008 Sibur Neftekhim plans to
allocate about 600 million r ubles
($23.5m) to set up an advanced scientific-research chemical engineering enterprise in the Northern site.
In accordance with its long-term development plan, the Tomsk SEZ will not only
encompass major business activities, but
also community centers, a retraining cent-

er, a business incubator, and various elements of social infrastructure, including
recreation and sports venues. There are
also plots reserved for the construction of
a hotel complex and residential housing
in the neighborhood.
Institutes of higher education, namely
the winners of the Federal competition
among innovative universities (Tomsk
State University, Tomsk Polytechnic University and Tomsk State University of
Control System and Radioelectronics),
play a decisive role in project. They are
all involved in preparing new target training programs for potential employees of
the Zone.

Newest residents of the Tomsk SEZ
In June 2007 the SEZ Expert Council approved four more business plans, submitted by the following
companies:
Micran (design and pilot production of broad-band Gigabit Ethernet radiobridge MIC-GigE)
Submikronniye Tekhnologii (Sibmicron Technologies) (development of technology for origination
and production of GaAs-based microwave hardware components for communications and radar
systems)
EleTeam (development, operating and managing source environment of automatic control systems,
designed for large engineering and production facilities)
Elecard Devices (development and pilot production of digital video hardware and software)
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Tomsk – special innovation zone
Andrey Pozdnyakov, Founder, President of Elecard group of companies (Tomsk)

Investors and software companies
can always find a common language
Do you know that by 2012 all TV broadcasting in Russia will be digital? Or that the delivery of video content
through the internet more than doubled last year and the audience of IP television exceeded 100,000? Or that
it's becoming common practice for the Tomsk region to involve city professors of medicine to help GPs in the countryside to make
diagnosis and that such assistance and consultations are performed through the internet? All these seemingly unrelated facts
have one thing in common. They were all different business applications of the products developed by the Tomsk-based software
company Elecard, namely its core division Elecard Devices.
Everything started 19 years ago with research in the laboratory of the Russian
Academy of Science's Siberian Division
to create a mathematical algorithm allowing for the compaction of a digital
video signal. Then the software supporting this algorithm was created.
We've experienced the success of selling our software abroad and the disappointment linked to the collapse of the
Russian national economy during the
early 90's.
Today, Elecard-branded products are
recognized around the world, despite
having restructured our business to adapt
to the changing economy. But if you have
a really powerful idea and a team of associates including entrepreneurs and engineers; if you have a working model of how
this idea is going to be realized and if you
have a market – then your company has
all the grounds for continuous growth.
What remains for you to do is to communicate, to tell people about your com-

pany, to participate in various specialized exhibitions and conferences. In the
end you will be noticed and respected
and people will appear who want to invest in your company. Investors are constantly looking for a better place to invest their money. Two parties looking for
one another will always find a suitable
way to cooperate.
Today we have over 150 employees.
It's a team of highly qualified specialists,
five of them are candidates of technical
and physico-mathematical sciences, seven are post-graduate students and all the
rest are highly educated people focused
on constant improvement of their professional skills.
In 2005 we created Elecard Devices,
which assumed the main business processes of the Elecard group of companies.
The company is a leader in the world
market of multimedia products using
compaction technology for video and
audio data.

Elecard Devices, EleSi and Mikran are
a trio of leaders in the Tomsk IT market.
Each of these firms was invited by the
Russian Ministry of Economic Development and Trade to become residents of
the Tomsk SEZ (Special Economic Zone)
this year. In 2006 direct private investment in Elecard Devices from the managing company FiBr was $650,000. The
forecast for 2007 and 2008 is $8m.
Now that our company is becoming international, it has opened a division in
the USA and is currently establishing another division in Sweden with plans to
enter the Stockholm stock exchange in
2010. Elecard is also involved in the creation of a Russian business incubator in
Singapore.
The areas where Elecard Devices'
technology may be applied are numerous: video for mobile phones, security
sy stems, home multimedia center s,
space-based observation systems as well
as terrestrial, cable and satellite TV. The
Elecard brand is well-known in the global market, our software products are
used in 55 countries worldwide. Over
6,000 companies that are global leaders
producing audio and video equipment as
well as sof tware are Elecard Devices'
business partners.

Andrey POZDNYAKOV, Founder,
President of Elecard group of companies

General information
In 2006 the RF Ministry of Communication's R&D Radio Institute, with the support from the Russian
Academy of Science and Elecard Devices, a new research laboratory focusing on the automation of image
processing was established. This laboratory is currently becoming the think tank for major research
work related to digital television, multi-media technology, video surveillance and in other related activities. The final goal of this research is to develop algorithms, technology and end devices to make RF TV
broadcasting digital before 2012.
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Mr. Pozdnyakov graduated from the Tomsk State
University with a degree in physics. He's worked
as a programmer for almost 20 years, including
15 years focusing on digital video and audio data.
For the last 12 years Mr. Pozdnyakov has held
senior executive positions in various enterprises and was responsible for strategic planning
and business development.

Projects
Vladimir Plotnikov, Executive D irector, FiBr-Med (Tomsk)

Treating cancer with silver
One of the most important tasks of world pharmacology is to help people suffering from oncological diseases.
Research laboratories all over the world spend billions of dollars on the development of new effective medicines.
But the statistics proves that only five out of 5,000 developed medicines have real therapeutic effects.
The products being developed by Siberian scientists from FiBr-Med offer exciting possibilities for world health. Today this small scientific and production
company is working on the implementation into medical and veterinary practices of a new medicine named Silverol.
This medicine is based on the use of silver metal coordination compounds and
has a strong therapeutic effect. It is effective in treating viral and bacteriological diseases, even if causative bacteria
have worked out immunity towards usual antibiotics. At present the medicine
is being animal tested as it can be used
as preventive measure and treatment
against such diseases as chlamydial infection, TB and other virus and bacteriological diseases.

The unique feature of this medicine is
that it is effective in treating the spread of
viral leukemia in cattle stock. This virus
infection is widely spread: leukemia accounts for almost 57% of the total number
of cattle diseases. Each year this infection
brings huge economic losses: 70 million
rubles ($2.75m) in the Rostov region alone
and 210 million rubles (8.24m) in the
Privolzhsky Federal District.
Experiments carried out in the Stavropolsky region together with the Department of Agriculture for the Tula region, National R&D for Unossified Antler Deer Breeding and Chapayev Pedigree Livestock Farm on animals infected
with viral leukemia have shown good
results in treating sick animals by Silverol. Our hope is that medicine pro-

duced by a small business in Tomsk will
soon contribute to solving serious problems in oncology and hematology.
Vladimir PLOTNIKOV,
Executive Director, FiBr-Med
Mr. Plotnikov graduated from the Tomsk Medical Institute in 1973. In 1982 he wrote his
PhD thesis. In 1986 Mr. Plotnikov became
Senior Researcher in the cancer immunology
laboratory of the Oncological R&D Institute. In
1989 Mr. Plotnicov became Head of Viral
Leukemia Department at the Bio-Medical R&D
Laboratory affiliated with the Russian Academy of Science's Territorial Medical Center.
Since 2006 Mr. Plotnikov has been Executive
Director of FiBr-Med.

Olga Pokrovskaya, Marketing Specialist, FiBrA Project Manager, FiBr (Tomsk)

Nanotechnology in water filters
The UN has determined 300 zones worldwide with critical pure water shortages. Research carried out by
UNESCO projects that by 2025 the demand for water for agricultural use will increase 20%; for industrial use,
50% and for drinking water, 80%. Many economists and scientists fear that 21st century wars will be waged not
for oil but for drinking water. Nanotechnology could be the answer.
At the moment the world scientific community has worked out two distinct approaches to purifying water using filtration. The first approach is based on the
use of membrane technology. This technology has one disadvantage: in order to
remove tiny particles the size of membrane media need to be even smaller. This
leads to an increase in the filter's ability
to filter water (hydraulic resistance) and
hence the decrease in the speed of the filtration process.

Membranes
or nanotechnology?
The second approach, which is only at
the beginning of its development, presupposes the use of adsorbing filters,

not membranes. This tec hnology is
based on charged nanoparticles for fine
purification of water. In April, 2006 the
Tomsk-based scientific and production
company FiBrA started implementing
this new technology. The product, FilLis absorbent, was developed and patented by a scientific group from Tomsk
u n d e r t h e l e a d e r s h i p o f P r o fe s s o r
V.N. Lisetsky.
The FilLis filtering material, depending on the type of surface modifier, has a
unique ability to absorb pathogenic microorganisms, viruses, toxins and heavy
metal ions contained in water, the size of
which is smaller than the average distance
between the material's fibers. The FilLis
filtering material is equally effective in
neutral, acid and alkaline mediums with
pH reaching 9.5.
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Pure water from contamination
levels 100X maximum
The nanotechnology forming the basis for
the production of filtering materials allows scientists to achieve highly effective
water clearance results no matter what
the initial water source is-even with an
original concentration of poisonous substances exceeding the maximum contamination level by hundred times. FilLis filters can be used both for fine water purification in households and for water filtration in scientific, medical and industrial establishments. The effectiveness of
FilLis filters has been confirmed by the
research undertaken in the state virology
and biotechnology scientific center Vector with its headquarters in the Novosibirsk region.
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Tomsk – special innovation zone
Vladimir Dirin, General Director of Tomsk-based Duny Environmental Health Center

Nature is the best cure
Duny (Dunes) Environmental Health Center was established in Tomsk in 1997. In the course of the following ten
years the enterprise has evolved into a well-established holding company, known for its quality production in
Russia and abroad. The company's research and development has won world-wide recognition and awards.
However, the main award is the words of thanks, coming from all parts of the country, knowing that Duny's
medical devices fill many lives with special optimism and positive emotions.
Sunlight was originally given by nature as
a remedy, and man's history and evolution has proved it to be an effective cure.
The light of our phototherapy apparatus
Vladimir DIRIN
In 1971 he graduated from the Tomsk State University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics. He started his career at Tomsk military-industrial complex enterprises, where he rose from
a master workman to Deputy Operations Director. In 1997 he founded and headed Duny, an
Environmental Health Center, currently operating six establishments. Vladimir Dirin has earned
the Doctor of Engineering degree; in 2003 he
ranked among the finalists for regional Man of
the Year award.
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Duna-T is similar to the rays of the rising
sun, which are absolutely indispensable
for any human being. It was Duna-T that
marked the company's first steps in research and production activities.
Duny Environmental Health Center includes medical and ultrasonic equipment
manufacturing facilities as well as a new
Health Center of Advanced Medical Technologies and Non-medication Treatment
that was opened just this year.
Taking care of children is the same as
taking care of the future. We have also
built and put into service a new building
called the Family Institute to provide
counseling, medical care, psychological
and educational assistance to families.
The last few years of our activity has
been focused on the creation of microe-

lectronic stimulators for vital body organs. These include Serebryannaya Tabletka (Silver Pill) and Fotonnaya Tabletka (Photonic Pill); a portable diagnostic
unit, Deka-Foll and an essential oils nebulizer/ diffuser, EfA. We use sunlight as
well as the scents of plants and flowers in
our practices of immune restoration and
ergogenic aid. These treatments are also
used for alcohol and other drug abuse.
Each year the company's output of
high-technology products grows by some
30%. At the same time we are constantly
expanding the range of our innovative
products. When peritonitis unexpectedly
came to the fore, as the one of the principal causes of overall mortality, Duny
worked with numerous medical specialists to tackle this problem.
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Projects
Alexander Kostrikin, Director of Electropulse

Keeping healthy starts with the heart
According to statistical data 57% of people in Russia die of cardiovascular diseases. This figure is much higher
than anywhere else in the world. It kills 1.3 million people every year, and in most cases they are working-age
people. Around 350,000 out of them die unexpectedly because of cardiac arrhythmia.
Today radiofrequency arrhythmia ablation is one of the most efficient methods
of cardiac arrhythmia surgical treatment.
Around 1 million of Russia's citizens
need such an operation. 2006 saw 6,500
of such operations here; while in the USA
they performed around 210,000 heart
operations. This is one of the reasons
that the life expectancy in the USA for
men has increased to 78 years while in
Russia, life expectancy for men is still
only 57 years.
To improve the situation, a group of
instrument designers and specialists of
Tomsk Cardiology Centre set up a company named Electropulse aimed at
putting the ideas of radiofrequency arrhythmia ablation into practice.
Today devices produced by Electropulse are used by the leading cardiologists all over the country. Around 50%
of the total number of radiofrequency arrhythmia ablations done in Russia is performed using the equipment made in
Tomsk. Our company has made a significant contribution to development of
modern arrhythmology in Russia. We
develop our devices with the support of
Cardiology Research Institute of Tomsk
Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences' Siberian Division and Bakulev Scientific Centre of
Cardiovascular Surgery.
The range of medical equipment we
produce is increasing all the time. We produce devices for arrhythmia surgical
treatment as well as for a large number
of other operations. We also manufacture
portable electrocardiographs and electrocardiostimulators. The main commercial
activity of the company is production and
sales of Elkart-II, a diagnostic and therapeutic complex that is used for diagnostics and treatment of cardiac arrhythmia
by interventional arrhythmology.
Since 2000, Electropulse with t he
support of Cardiology Research Insti-

tute of Tomsk Scientific Center of the
Russian Academy of Medical Sciences'
Siberian Division, has been financing
research works on implementation of
cell technology for treatment of arrhythmia and after-effects of a heart attack
and ischemic heart disease. To deliver
stem cells to the heart through femoral
or subclavical artery we have developed
a new system named Elkart-II-Navigator. We are also working on implementation of cell technology in cirrhosis after-effects treatment.
The new system Elkart-II-Navigator
meets all the latest requirements for perfor mance of hear t operations. New
Elkart can be used for performance of
complicated heart operations, diagnostics and treatment of heart attacks and
ischemic heart disease and for cardiac
conduction improvement with the help
of cell treatment. The main goal of this
system is to help patients to overcome
illnesses that until recently were considered to be incurable. Last year Siberian
Federal Arrhythmology Centre conducted more than 350 radiofrequency ablations for different types of arrhythmia
and started performing new kinds of operations for atrial fibrillation and for severe cases of ventricular tachycardia.
Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Novosibirsk
and Tomsk are the only cities that can
perform this number of operations, other cities cannot afford it for they do not
have modern equipment.
For this reason, together with Cardiology Research Institute of Tomsk Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of
Medical Sciences' Siberian Division, we
have worked out a project of a program
named Arrhythmology Help to the Russian Federation population for 20082010 and have submitted it for consideration to the RF Government and to the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. This program envisages de-
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livery of equipment to the 50 centers of
cardiac arrhythmia surgical treatment
that already exist in the country. The cost
of the program is 500 million rubles
($20m). On our part we are ready to start
delivering equipment already in 2008. In
May 2007 the Committee on Healthcare
of the State Duma of the RF approved the
project of the program. We believe implementation of this program will help
to eliminate the problem of unexpected
death because of cardiac arrhythmia. We
are talking about saving 350,000 people
a year. It is an effective means to increase
life expectancy and to improve the demographic situation in our country.
A couple years ago Electropulse gave
a surprise to the whole medical community when it started a long and sophisticated process of its equipment certification in Europe. It meant the company
wanted a share in the international market. To speed up the process of entering
the global market we attract investment
in R&D, production process and marketing of our products. Other factors that
contribute to the intense development of
Electropulse is our participation in the
pr ior ity national project Zdorovie
(Healthcare) which teaches Russian people how to be more careful about their
main asset – health.

Alexander KOSTRIKIN,
Director of Electropulse
Mr. Kostrikin graduated from Novosibirsk Electrical Engineering Institute in 1978, served as
an air defense officer, then worked as the Head
of Design Bureau at Tomsk Instrument Factory.
In 1992 he headed Tomsk's IT company, Electropulse. Mr. Kostrikin won the Entrepreneur
of the Year – 2005 contest conducted in the
Tomsk region and is the winner of the international Work-Life award.
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Tomsk – special innovation zone
Oleg Abramov, Vice-President of non-profit organization Tomsk Marketing Club, participant in the 1999 Open World program

Graduates of the Open World program
are creating their own community
Unfortunately, the innovation infrastructure in Russia is still developing very slowly, be it in Siberia or in the
central regions. And yet, step by step, this infrastructure is being built. In Tomsk, most universities have their
own project commercialization centers and business incubators and an SEZ (Special Economic Zone) is being created to
accommodate those companies that manufacture hi-tech products to be exported to the global market. Today Tomsk is directly
connected with world centers of innovation in Taiwan, China, South Korea, Germany, Holland, the UK and the USA. Seven years
ago such a situation was extremely hard to imagine.
In 1999 I became a participant of the Open
World program organized by the United
States Library of Congress. My ideas about
the world and how it is organized have
changed profoundly as a result. One of the
program's focus areas was called Russian
Leadership. At that time I was working at
the Tomsk State University's Innovation
Support Center and I indicated in my application to the program that I was interested in innovation, small and medium
businesses and governmental systems.
It happened that four participants from
Siberia filled out their applications with almost the same information as I did. Fortunately, all of us were invited to the state of
Ohio in the US, together with our interpreter. There we had a chance to learn
about principles of the US judicial system,
the regional government, city authorities
as well as about agriculture and environOleg ABRAMOV, Vice-President
of non-profit organization Tomsk Marketing
Club, employee of the Tomsk State
University's International Relations Office
Mr. Abramov's first specialty is mechanic engineer. His additional degrees are in philosophy,
social psychology, marketing, management, IT and
innovation marketing. Mr. Abramov started his
career as an engineer and then manager at a
factory. Following that he worked as Executive
Director in a commercial company and later as a
business-consultant and an expert in various
Tomsk commercial companies. Mr. Abramov also
participated in EC TACIS' project so named Science and Technology Development in the Russian
Market Economy. He was also supervising several work groups dealing with the Tomsk regional
Development Strategy. Mr. Abramov is a lecturer at the Tomsk State University. He is an innovation expert, a member of the Council of Public
Initiatives in the Tomsk regional Duma as well as
a member of the Tomsk city Public Chamber.
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ment protection issues. Our trip was fascinating and fruitful.
And yet, at that time I was more interested in Ohio's experience in innovation infrastructure development than anything
else. It came as a surprise to me when I realized how much in common the capital of
Ohio, Columbus, had with Tomsk in terms
of its innovation infrastructure. I'll let you
to judge for yourself: at the beginning of the
1990's Columbus had about half million
inhabitants, a lot of students and other welleducated people. In 1994 the local state
university decided to focus its resources on
developing IT. It simultaneously started
developing both the scientific aspect of this
technology as well as the accompanying
innovation infrastructure, including new
types of communication and new services
based on an extensive use of the internet.
Columbus soon became one of the world
IT leaders. It started attracting huge investments and, as a result, ten years later the
city's social and economic environment dramatically improved. Its population has tripled to a current figure of more than one
and a half million. I am convinced that such
a good example of investment development
is worth following. And no matter how incredible my idea may seem, I would like
Tomsk's development scenario be similar to
that of Columbus.
As Vice-President of the Tomsk Marketing Club I'm directly involved in the formation of all elements of the Tomsk region's
innovation infrastructure. We hold annual
training seminars and public hearings. Ad-

ditionally between 2001 and 2003 we
formed several work groups to simultaneously work on several development strategies. My colleagues and I are proud to have
contributed to the well-known Innovation
Development Strategy for the Tomsk Region, which was discussed again at the 10th
Siberian International Innovation Forum
last month. I also conducted training seminars on innovation marketing and strategic
management at the Forum.
I believe that all graduates of the Open
World program are charismatic people.
Practically every single graduate has managed to build up his/her specific sphereoriented community in the place where
they decided to settle. I participate directly
at the meetings organized by the Tomsk
Marketing Club which are dedicated to the
region's innovation development as well as
to the creation of a special economic zone.
Other graduates work in various entrepreneurship supporting associations and in
youth and social movements.
For the last two years the Women Leadership movement has been gaining strength
and popularity. Its founders are several
women who graduated from the Open
World program. Now they encourage men
to take part in various discussions, for example, on the role of feminism in modern
society. Some Open World graduates hold
senior positions in the regional administration, others have become famous journalists. Most graduates work in non-profit organizations and in public chambers at the
city and regional levels.

The Open World Program
This program was established on the initiative of the Russian academician Dmitry Likhachev
and Director of the US Library of Congress Mr. James Billington in 1999 to improve US-Russia
mutual understanding
Since its inception the program has given over 10,000 actual and potential Russian public
leaders the opportunity to get acquainted with the political and civil life of the USA as well as
with their American colleagues. 397 representatives of Tomsk and 200 representatives of
Novosibirsk have participated in the program so far.

Useful contacts
Company

Website

Telephone

Official Persons
Plenipotentiary of Russia’s President in the Siberian Federal District
Governor of the Novosibirsk Region
Mayor of Novosibirsk

www.sibfo.ru
www.adm.nso.ru
www.gorodezky.ru

+7 (383) 217-35-17
+7 (383) 222-62-44
+7 (383) 227-40-40

www.rosbank.ru
www.binbank.ru
www.nsk.impexbank.ru
www.isb.ru
www.nomos.ru
www.lanta.ru
www.commerzbank.ru
www.mdmbank.ru
www.imb.ru
www.moscap.ru
www.icbank.ru
www.rbr.ru
www.nvtb.ru
www.mmbank.ru
www.bank.uralsib.ru
www.psbank.ru
www.sibcontactnsk.ru
www.uniastrum.ru
www.sib.sbrf.ru
www.rshb.ru
www.tcb.ru
www.gazprombank.ru
www.sobinbank.ru
www.khmb.ru
www.roscap.com
www.novosibirsk.alfabank.ru
www.bsgv.ru
www.globexbank.ru
www.kmb.ru
www.raiffeisen.ru

+7 (383) 260-53-93
+7 (383) 264-43-65
+7 (383) 212-57-43
+7 (383) 349-49-19
+7 (383) 200-00-62
+7 (383) 217-85-19
+7 (383) 290-35-43
+7 (383) 218-00-49
+7 (383) 218-81-56
+7 (383) 211-91-83
+7 (383) 221-60-05
+7 (383) 220-12-50
+7 (383) 325-05-26
+7 (383) 218-25-05
+7 (383) 225-87-98
+7 (383) 354-80-54
+7 (383) 222-42-94
+7 (383) 227-06-07
+7 (383) 212-20-03
+7 (383) 223-84-10
+7 (383) 229-51-00
+7 (383) 200-10-00
+7 (383) 330-75-62
+7 (383) 222-22-08
+7 (383) 290-35-45
+7 (383) 222-54-78
+7 (383) 227-75-00
+7 (383) 227-71-35
+7 (383) 227-81-98
+7 (383) 210-59-00

Banks
Rosbank
BINBANK
Impexbank
Investsberbank
NOMOS-BANK
Lanta-Bank
Commerzbank
MDM-Bank
International Moscow Bank
Moskovsky Kapital (Moscow Capital)
Promyshlenno-Stroitelny Bank
Russky Bank Razvitiya
VTB 24
Bank of Moscow
URALSIB BANK
Promsvyazbank
Sibcontact
Uniastrum Bank
Siberian branch of Sberbank RF
Rosselkhozbank
TransCreditBank
Gazprombank
Sobinbank
Bank of Khanty-Mansiysk
Rossiysky Capital
ALFA-BANK
BSGV
Globexbank
KMB-Bank
Raiffeisen Bank
Selected Managing Firms
ABC-Office
Alfa-Capital
Monomakh
Troyka Dialog
Brokercreditservice
KIT Finance
Siberia
E-Trans
Interlang
UNA, Siberian Centre of Translation Services
Unicity
AUM Translation Services
Translation Bureau of Novosibirsk State University
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www.abc-office.ru
www.alfacapital.ru
www.monomakh.ru
www.troika.ru
www.bcs.ru
www.cf.ru
www.csib.ru
Selected Translation Services
www.e-trans.ru
www.interlang.ru
www.una-translations.ru
www.unicity.navi.ru
www.aum.ru
www.fija.nsu.ru

+7 (383) 218-87-22
+7 (383) 230 04 82
+7 (383) 227-08-37
+7 (383) 210-55-02
+7 (383) 210-50-20
+7 (383) 201-15-75
+7 (383) 210-02-68
+7 (383) 333-71-88
+7 (383) 217-90-19
+7 (383) 217-30-87
+7 (383) 222-76-03
+7 (383) 201-04-75
+7 (383) 339-71-27
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Company

Website

Telephone

Selected Lawyers
Chamber of Advocates of the Novosibirsk region
Novosibirsk City Bar Association
POLIS, bar association
Chastny Consultant (Private Consultant)
Uved, regional bar association
Usta

–
–
–
–
–
–

+7 (383) 217-36-14
+7 (383) 211-94-10
+7 (383) 218-26-45
+7 (383) 214-14-63
+7 (383) 221-72-68
+7 (383) 290-19-39

www.notarius.nsk.ru

+7 (383) 227-36-35

www.eurotour-nsk.ru
www.planeta-bilet.ru
www.afinatour.ru
www.tolmachevo.ru
www.aeroflot.ru
www.s7.ru
www.realtour-nsk.ru
www.davs.ru
www.olimpia-reisen.ru

+7 (383) 218-11-11
+7 (383) 355-58-00
+7 (383) 222-26-66
+7 (383) 216-97-51
+7 (383) 223-15-76
+7 (383) 210-60-00
+7 (383) 355-31-97
+7 (383) 354-04-00
+7 (383) 201-00-03

–
www.taxi-nsk.ru
www.sozscorp.ru

+7 (383) 221-22-12
+7 (383) 351-11-11
+7 (383) 210-71-07

Selected Notaries
Notarial Chamber for the Novosibirsk region
Travel and Booking Firms
Eurotour (European Tour)
Planeta (Planet)
Afina Pallada
Tolmachevo Airport
Aeroflot, Russian airlines
S7 airlines
Real Tour
DAVS
Olimpia Reisen Sibir
Selected Taxi Firms
Moy Gorod (My City)
Golfstrim
Sozvedie Scorpiona (Scorpio)
Selected Hotels
Assol
Barracuda
Sosnovy Bor (Pine Wood)
River Park
Sibir (Siberia)
Zolotaya Dolina (Gold Valley)
Novosibirsk
Borviha
Garden Apple
Sosnovka
Morozovo
Zolotoy Lev (Gold Lion)
New-York Pizza Novosibirsk
China Town
Yakitoriya
Shelkovy Put (Silk Way)
Harakiri
Mario-Pizza
Capriccio
Beloe Solntse (White sun)
Rimskie Kanikuly (Roman holidays)
Medtrans-1
Municipal ambulance
Family medical centre
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www.essan.ru
www.barracuda.nsk.ru
www.sosnoviybor.ru
www.riverpark.ru
www.hotel-sibir.ru
www.gold-valley.ru
www.hotelfree.ru
www.borviha.nsk.ru
www.golden-apple.ru
www.sosnovka.biz
www.morozovo.com
www.goldenleo.ru
Selected Pizzerias and Sushi Bars
www.nyp.restorator.su
www.restorator.su
www.yakitoriya.ru
www.silk-way.cf1.ru
www.xarakiri.ru
www.mario-pizza.narod.ru
www.capriccio.nak.su
www.white-sun.cf1.ru
www.restaurant.cf1.ru
Ambulance Services
–
–
–

+7 (383) 292-40-57
+7 (383) 271-86-17
+7 (383) 271-55-67
+7 (383) 266-55-18
+7 (383) 223-22-81
+7 (383) 330-37-70
+7 (383) 220-11-85
+7 (383) 212-59-59
+7 (383) 291-32-21
+7 (383) 334-40-76
+7 (383) 299-57-17
+7 (383) 221-34-66
+7 (383) 202-07-00
+7 (383) 222-40-63
+7 (383) 290-85-88
+7 (383) 276-05-49
+7 (383) 292-06-06
+7 (383) 223-82-95
+7 (383) 212-56-19
+7 (383) 228-29-40
+7 (383) 222-60-97
+7 (383) 224-23-95
03
+7 (383) 223-12-12

